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Find your specialties in these 
back issues of Fine Woodworking. 

Each issue of Fine Woodworking takes a detailed look at 
many aspects of our craft, in effect building a growing 
reference of woodcraft techniques. And because there's 
always so much of interest to cover, Fine Woodworking 

never repeats itself. Small wonder one new subscriber in 
20 requests the complete set of back issues. Here's valu� 
able information you can't find anywhere else and that 
doesn't go out of date. 

Winter 1975. No. I-The Renwick Multiples. Checkered 
Bowls, Tramp An, Hand Planes, Carving Design, Decisions, 
Woodworking Thoughts, Marquetry Cutting, Which Three? 
Library Ladders, A Serving Tray, Stamp Box, All in One, 
French Polishing, Birch Plywood, Bench Stones. 
Spring 1976. No. 2-Marquetry Today, Split Turnings, 
Eagle Carvings, Hand Dovetails, Mechanical Desks, Textbook 
Mistakes, Antique Tools, Spiral Steps, Gustav Stickley, Oill 
Varnish Mix, Shaker Lap Desk, Chair Woods, Back to School. 
Summer 1976. No. 3-Wood, Mortise and Tenon, The 
Christian Tradition, Hand Shaping, Yankee Diversity, Plane 
Speaking, Desert Cabinetry, Hidden Drawers, Green Bowls. 
Queen Anne, Gate·Leg Table, Turning Conference, Stroke 
Sander I Furniture Plans. 
Fall 1976. No. 4-Cabinetmaker's Notebook, Water and 
Wood, Hidden Beds, Exotic Woods, Veneer, Tackling Carving, 
Market Talk, Abstract Sculptures from Found Wood, Work· 
bench, Ornamental Turning, Heat Treating, Mosaic Rosettes, 
Shaped Tambours, Buckeye Carvings, Hardwood Sources. 
Winter 1976. No. S-Stacking, Design Considerations, Key
Stone Carvers, Carcase Construction. Dealing With Plyv.JOod, 
Patch-Pad Cutting, Drying Wood, Gothic Tracery, Measured 
Drawings, Wood Invitational, Guitar Joinery, The Bowl 
Gouge, English Treen, Shaper Knives. 
Spring 1977. No. 6-The Wood Butcher, Wood Threads, 
The Scraper, California Woodworking, Bent Laminations, Dry 
Kiln, Expanding Tables, 1wo Sticks, Stacked Plywood, Two 
Tools, Pricing Work, Going to Craft Fairs, Colonial Costs, Ser
ving Cart, Woodworking Schools. 
Summer 1977, No. 7·-Cooperative Shop, Glues and Glu
ing, Winter Market, Three-Legged Srool, Lute Roses, Bowl 
Turning, Wharton Esherick, Doweling, Spalted Wood, Anti
qued Pine Furniture, Solar Kiln, Carving Fans, Bending a 
Tray, Two Meetings. Index to Volume One. 
Fall 1977. No.8-Out West, Steam Bending, Triangle Mark
ing, Painted Furniture, Chain�Saw Lumbering, Rip Chain, 

Getting Lumber, Sawing by Hand, Gaming Tables, Two Con
temporary Tables, Wooden Clamps, Elegant Fakes, Aztec 
Drum, Gout Stool. Two Tools, Measuring Moisture, The 
Flageolet, Young Americans. 
Winter 1977. No.9-Repair and Restoration, Designing for 
Dining, Tall Chests, Entry Doors, The Right Way to Hang a 
Door, Drawer Bottoms, School Shop, Health Hazards in 
Woodworking. Basic Blacksmithing. Carving Cornucopia. 
Carving Lab, Routed Edge Joint, Shaker Round Stand, Cut
ting Corners, Small Turned Boxes, Unhinged. 

Spring 1978. No. 10-Two ew Schools, Wooden Clock
works, Hammer Veneering, Claw and Ball Feet, Block-Front 
Transformed, Hot-Pipe Bending, Furniture Galleries, A Two
Way Hinge, Laminated Turnings, Chain-Saw Carving, Circu
lar Saws, Louvered Doors, Small Workbench. 

Summer 1978, No. II-Harpsichords, Spinning Wheels, 
American Woodcarvers. Drawers. Turning Spalted Wood. 
Scratch Beader, Leather on Wood, Notes on Finishing, 
Building Green, Parsons Tables, Hanging a Door, Pencil 
Gauges, Dulcimer Peg Box, Tiny Tools. 
September 1978. No. 12-Community Workshop, Greene 
and Greene, Holding the Work, Scandinavian Styles, Tam
bours, Stains, Dyes and Pigments, Spindle Turning, Cleaving 
Wood, Whetstones, Sharpening, Cockleshell, Dust-Collection 
System, Sanding, Used Machinery, Wooden Wagon. 
November 1978, No. 13-Making Ends Meet, Scientific In
struments of Wood. Making a Microscope. The Harmonious 
Craft, Laminated Bowls, Preparation of Stock, Tung Oil, Relief 
Carving, Roll-Top Desks, Shaped Tambours, Cylinder Desk 
and Book-Case, Basic Machine Maintenance, Portfolio: A.W. 
Marlow, End-Boring Jig, Scale Models, The Purpose of Mak
ing, Lumber Grading, On Workmanship. 
JanuarylFebruary 1979. No. 14-Guitarmaking School, 
George akashima. Lester Margan's Measured Drawings. 
Tapered Lamination. Improving Planes. Restoring Bailey 
Planes, Box-Joint Jig, Five Chairs: One View, World Globe, 

Koa Table, Incised Lettering, Bolection Turning, Air-Powered 
Tools, Polyhedral Puzzles, Design Sources, Have a seat. 

March/April 1979. No. IS-College Dropouts, The Shape 
of a Violin, Stalking Mesquite, The Mortise & Tenon Joint, 
W.A. Keyser, Router Tables, Treadle Lathe, Freewheel Lathe 
Drive, Milk Paint, Flying Woodwork, Routed Signs, Staved 
Containers, Carved Shells, Flight of Fancy. 

May/June 1979. No. 16-Working With a Handicap, Ed
ward Barnsley. Locking the Joint, Harvesting Green Wood, 
Shop-Built Vacuum Press, Five More Chairs: One View, Hol
low Turnings, The History and Practice of Marquetry, Silas 
Kopl's Marquetry, Before the Finish, Workbench, Circular 
Stairway. Three Stairways, Spiral Staircase. The Machinist. 

July/August 1979, No. 17-Frederick Brunner, Sawmilling, 
Working with Heavy Timbers, Portfolio: Woodworking 
Women. Bending Compound Curves, Furniture from Photo· 
graphs, Routing for Inlays, Precision: Tips from the Die-Making 
Trade, Finishing Materials, Solid Wood Doors, Library Steps, 

orwegian Woods. 

September/October 1979. No. 18-Showcase Cabinets, 
Tapered Sliding Dovetails, The Haunched Mortise and Tenon, 
Methods of an Old World Cabinetmaker, Production Problem, 
Drop-Leaf and Gate-leg Tables, Making the Rule Joint, Wood
turning Chisels, High School Woodwork, To Finish the Finish, 
Cabriole Legs, Making Cabriole Legs, Contour Tracer, 
Cab rio Ie Template, Paneled Doors and Walls, Rhinodesk. 

NovemberlDecember 1979. No. 19-Wharton Esherick, 
Ringed Rattle, Another Rattle, Dragonfly, Two Toy Trucks, 
Oyster-Shell Veneering, PEG for the Woodworker; Tips from 
the Turning Conference, Old-Fashioned Turners' Gauges, Oil! 
Varnish Finishes, Portfolio: Charles Rombold, Chip Carving. 
Copenhagen 1979, Mortise & Tenon by Machine, East Comes 
West, The Jointer, More Mortising: Sloping Wedges and Shims, 
Band Saws, The Woodchuck, Mother Nature, Woodcarver. 

Each back issue is $2.50 postpaid. Use the handy order form with postage-paid 
envelope in the back of this magazine. (Connecticut residents, please add 7% sales tax.) 

52 Church Hill Road, Box 355B6, Newtown, Connecticut 06470 
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Letters 
I teach woodworking to grades two through nine at the Park 
School in Brookline, Mass. I have found that the children 
have far greater success by having the coping-saw blades cut 
on the pull stroke Oapanese Style) instead of the usual push 
stroke. This works especially well for the younger children,  as 
it facilitates a smoother cut and a less frustrating experience. I 
explain to the children about Japanese saws vs . American 
saws. The second-graders " like the Japanese way much 
better. " -Randy Altshuler, Newton, Mass. 

I am a retired industrial-arts teacher with over 29 years of 
working with children .  Your article " The Woodchuck" 
(Nov. ' 79) is a fine article, however, Makowicki had better get 
lots of malpractice insurance to protect himself, with students 
working machines with loose sweater sleeves unrolled , and 
especially children working in a shop without safety eye pro
tection . In New York state, all students and instructors must 
wear eye protection in the shop, and even visitors must wear 
the same protection . I t ' s  state law . . . .  

-Lester R. Bernstein, Spring Val/ey, N. Y. 
I have never written a letter commenting on anything before , 
but after reading the Sept. ' 79 issue I felt compelled. Specifi
cally, I am referring to the editorial comments in the article 
by Alasdair G .B .  Wallace. In it he pro longingly details his 
feelings about machines versus hand work. I can ' t  help but 
feel after reading this and similar articles that we wood
workers as a group are too esoteric and philosophic about our 
craft. We often lose sight of what we are trying (or should be 
trying) to do. Wallace in his article even states that his prod
uct is secondary to the process. Wallace and others I have 
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3000 TOOL CATALOG 
For over 50 years W oodcraft Supply has set the trend by introducing new 
and practical tools for the home and professional workshop. This year is no 
exception. You'll find our 96 page catalog filled with thoughtfully designed and 
beautifully made products which will allow you to get the results you want 
with the full satisfaction of using the best tools available. Each product is well 
illustrated and fully described to help you choose the best tool for the job. 
We back this up with fast, efficient service, personal attention to your needs 
and, of course, the W oodcraft guarantee. 

Send $1.00 in coin or stamps for your copy of this unique full color catalog . 

• WCUDCRAFT® 
Dept. FWIO, 313 Montvale Ave., Woburn, MA 01888 USA 

heard from are obviously too emotionally involved with the 
esoterica of woodworking to see that anytime results are put 
in a secondary position , the product has to suffer. 

My personal opinion is that the only correct procedures are 
those that produce the finest piece possible (and in the short
est amount of time if you are making it for sale) . As long as 
design doesn ' t  suffer, I feel any tool , machine or procedure is 
acceptable to accomplish the final results . After all , the buy
ing public or the appreciating eye couldn ' t  care less whether 
or not you derived sensual pleasure or therapy during the con
struction of the piece, as long as it is beautiful .  Our product 
is, after all ,  the true extension of ourselves, not the labor or 
procedures that go into making it .  

-Peter Kemmer, Albany, N. Y. 
As a professional toymaker, I was very interested in your issue 
on toys (Nov. ' 79) . However, your two articles on baby rattles 
present a significant hazard . Neither rattle design will meet 
current U . S .  regulations on baby rattles. That regulation bans 
any rattle that can go through an opening 1 � in . by 2 in . ,  to a 
depth of 1 Y4 in .  The handles of both rattles in your articles 
will not pass that criterion of safety. 

We make a rattle similar toJohn Townsend's  rattle, but we 
meet the regulation by making a double-ended rattle with 
both ends over 1 � in .  in diameter. We stopped making the 
ring-type rattle when the new regulation came out. 

This is not an idle regulation , as the U . S .  Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission has documented 10 infant choking 
deaths, and 19 other incidents where the child did not die, 
since 1943 .  

Two other notes on  the shaking-rattle design . We use 

BlnKS 
Choice 

of the pros 

For the finest 
in spray finishes 
Check these professional 
features. Sinks gives you a 
range of nozzle combinations 
to apply any finish material 
from dyes to house paint. A 
selection of spray gun designs. 
Adjustable nozzles to vary 
patterns, compensate for needle 
wear. A full line of matched 
accessories. Look for us in the 
Yel low Pages under 'Spray 
Equipment" or .. . 

Ask for Kit FW-2. 



Jack McAlister had $12,000 
worth of power tools. 
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Here's why he sold them. 
"My shop was equipped with commercial tools in which I had an investment of $12,000 or 
more. I sold all my machines at a nice profit, and purchased one Mark V 

.
. . I can do anything 

I was doing on all the machines, this gives me a lot more room and I have several thousand in 
the bank. What more could I ask for?" 

Jack McAlister found something out 
that a lot of woodworkers at all 
levels already know. You don't need 
a shop full of expensive power equip
ment to do just about any job you 
could imagine. All you need is a 
Shopsmith Mark V. 

The 5-in-l tool that does it all. 

The Shopsmith Mark V is actually a 
complete workshop in a single, com
pact unit no bigger than a bicycle. It 
includes the five basic power tools 
no home shop should be without. 

It's powered by a rugged precision
built motor that any power tool 
owner would be proud to own. And 
it can do more than your standard 
power tools because it actually lets 

you borrow features and set-ups 
from one tool to enhance the ca
pabilities of the others. So you can 
tackle jobs you now wouldn't dream 
of doing yourself. And, thanks to the 
Mark V's built-in precision and con
trol, you'll do them successfully. 

Maybe it's time for you to find out 
what Jack McAlister and over 
325,000 Shopsmith owners al
ready know. Mail the coupon or 
call the TOLL FREE number for 
all the facts today. 
Don't you owe it to yourself to find 
out more about the Mark V - the 
single piece of equipment that can 
actually replace $12,000 or more 
in power tools - yet costs less than 
1/10 that figure? 

Jack McAlister 
Tucker, Georgia 

Mail the coupon below to get more 
free facts. 

Or Call TOLL FREE 
800-543-75 86 

(Ohio residents call 800-762-7555) �------------, : (eD Shopsmith Inc. : 
• Dept. 1989 

750 Center Drive I • Vandalia, OhiO 45377 • 
• I • Yes! Please mail meyourFREE Information Kitl 
• on the Shopsmith Mark V. I understand there is I • no obligation. I • Name I : Address : 
.a� . • 

State Zip • 
'- ------------J 
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FULL SIZE FURNITURE PLAN 
ROLL 

����TOP 

Just like the one Grandfather had. Au
thentic double pedestal desk, 30" deep, 
52" wide, 30" high. Roll-Top Unit adds 14" 
to height. Both single curve and double 
curve full-size profiles included. You'll 
love making it. You'll love using n. Adds 
luxurious decor to any room. A wood· 
worker's delight! 

Plan #139 
(Doubte Pedestal Desk) . . . . . . . .  $7.00 
Plan #140 (Roll-Top Unit) . . . . . .  $7.00 

Complete Desk Plans . _ .$14.00 

DESK 
� 

$100 CATALOG OF OVER 160 PLANS _ _ _ _ _ _ -
Over 160 different full-size professional furniture plans. Early Ameri
can, English, Mediterranean, Spanish, Danish Modem. Chairs, 
Hutches, Cradles, Beds, Tables, scores more! Your dollar refunded 
with first order. Send today. No woodworking shop is complete 
without it. 

FURNITURE DESIGNS, Dept KD-10 
1425 Sherman Ave_, Evanston, III. 60201 

Full-blind dovetails, diagonal spline miters and every other joint you'11 ever need to make. 
They're all in Tage Frid Teaches 
Woodworking, Book I-Joinery 
Work "alongside" Frid in his shop with this unusual new book_ 
In it, the dean of American woodworking teachers takes you on 
a pictorial, step-by-step review of essential joinery_ He shows 
how to use both hand and power tools to prepare wood and 
make all the joints useful to cabinetmakers-from simple 
tongue-and-groove joints to more complicated dovetails and 
multiple-spline miters. 

It's the first of three volumes detailing everything this master 
craftsman has found necessary and useful in his 50 years of cab
inetmaking. You'll find it an invaluable addition to your shop 
library. 

Tage Frid Teaches 
Woodworking 
Book I-Joinery 

8'12x l l  inches, 224 pages 
900 photographs, 365 
drawings. Postpaid price: 
$12.00 softcovcr, $16.00 
hardcover 

TO ORDER: Use the convenient order form and postage
poid envelope in the back of this magazine or send your order 
with payment to: (Connectio" residents add 7% sales ClU) �Thuntonl\-ess 52 Church Hill Road, Box 355E2, Newtown, CT06470 

©1980 The Taunton Press 
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mung beans because they are smaller and seem to give a bet
ter noise. We also laminate the rattle blanks before turning, 
as i l lustrated. A central piece of contrasting wood, or two 
kinds of wood, make the lamination decorative and part of 
the design instead of something to hide. 

-Don Olney, The Toycrafter, Rochester, N. Y. 
Like H .  N. Capen (Q & A ,  Sept . ' 79) , I had never filled an 
open-grained wood and had the finished surface flat. About 
five years ago I took an oak table I had just made to the best 
cabinetmaker in the Cleveland area and asked him what I was 
doing wrong. From him I found out that I was applying my 
filler too thick and letting it dry too much before wiping. 

Every filler label I have ever seen says, . .  thin to the consist
ency of thick paste . "  That' s  a trap . Now I use no less than five 
parts of naphtha to one of filler. It may seem as if you ' re JUSt 
brushing thinner on the wood, but when you wipe you ' l l find 
that there 's  more than enough silex there to do what you 
want it to . Wipe across the grain when the thinner just starts 
to flash . That way you won' t  have to bear down so hard you 
pick the filler out of the pores . If you have a piece that is go
ing to get an opaque finish (an ebony piano, for instance) you 
can go on after the normal filling operation to put as many 
coats as you wish of gray automotive primer. Spray it on and 
sand with 600 emery paper, and it will make even a piece of 
oak smooth as a sheet of glass. 

-Andrew Takas, Chagrin Falls, Ohio 

. . .  Paste fillers I have used work best if a good sealing coat 
has first been used. With open-grain wood this usually means 
more or heavier sealing coats than on close-grain ,  even if you 
have to sand the surface back down to the wood after the 
next-to-Iast coat. (I always do that anyway.) 

Next, the manufacturer' s  instructions-as is so often the 
case-ought to be taken seriously, particularly with regard to 
the solvent. If they stipulate benzine (the non-poisonous 
stuff) then it ' s  going to work out easier and better if you 
don' t  substitute some other stuff. The correct mix is import
ant. Usually the instructions contemplate much larger quan
tities than the average home worker is going to use, and 
measuring small quantities of gooey paste is hard to do ac
curately. My usual mistake is to make it too thick . It is easy to 
assume that the right mixture doesn ' t  have enough filler in it 
to do the job. Here is where a iittle experiment and/ or exper
ience pays off. One can always lay on another coat, so it 's  bet
ter to lean toward a thin mixture. For wiping off . . .  burlap is 
better than anything else I ' ve tried. Don' t  try to make this 
procedure perfect-or at least satisfactory- too quickly. Go 
ahead and leave streaks and excess filler behind as you work 
over the surface. Here is where one can dig out too much of 
the filler, leaving only a partial fil l .  Do the surface several 
times. Allow the burlap to build up a loading of moist filler 
paste so that your swipes across the grain act as much as a pad
ding step as a wiping one. This can be overdone if you 've 
used a lot of filler, or a thick mixture. The correction is merely 
the exercise of patience as you shift to a new burlap surface 
and build up a new " pad , "  working back over any grain still 
open , or reopened , by the fresh burlap. Here, as in all kinds 



TRI-FLON ™ GETS 
'.' ' , ' 

THINGS MOVING 
A significant advance 

in lubricants ... making 
others obsolete. 

Tri-Flon is a sCientifically formu
lated fluid suspending millions 
of microscopic-sized ballbear
ing like particles of Teflon®. This 
unique Teflon fluid creates a 
multi-purposed lubricating sys
tem that penetrates; leaving a 
film that protects against corro
sion; cleans; rejects dirt and dis
places moisture. Tri-Flon is per

fect for high-speed bearings or extreme load 
conditions because it penetrates high toler
ance areas not accessible to other lubricants 
and operates under an extraordinary range 
of temperatures (-65F-+476F). 
If it moves, if it glides, rolls, turns, pivots, or 
pulls. Tri-Flon is the lubricant. NASA uses it. 
We tested it. We use it. It's amazing. 
15 cc(.5 0z.) Plastic Bottle ......... $l.00 
90gram( 3.20z.) Aerosol Can ...... $2.95 
25 5 gram( 90z.) PumpS pray Cont . .  $5.5 0 
45 0gram( 16 0z.) Aerosol Can ...... $6.00 

Deep Penetrating Sealer 
PREVENTS: 

peeling; blistering; swelling; checking; 
shrinking; warping and twisting. 

DPS (Deep Penetrating Sealer) is a petro
leum distillate specifically formulated to seal 
and stabilize wood, protecting it from ,the 
effects of moisture, providing a perfect sur
face preparation for lacquers, varnishes, oils 
and polishes. 

DPS retards the movement of moisture 
from inside and outside by lining the wood 
cell walls and sealing those cells. The sealing 
or drying process is called polymerization. 
Deep penetration (from 'in_'it on surface 
grain; 1-4" on end grain) is its most outstand
ing characteristic. 

DPS is non-toxic when dry, clear, color
less and can be mixed with any oil-based 
finish (paint or stain). Excellent for all wood 
furniture (indoor and outdoor), doors, 
panels, floors, boats, or structural timbers. 

DPS can be applied by rag, brush, spray 
or by dipping. It will enhance the wood's 
natural color and can mix with oil based 
stains. Varnish, shellac, lacquer, enamels or 
urethanes may be applied over DPS. 

"DPS preserves, protects, penetrates 
deeply, seals and stabiliz es. It beats any 
other product in its class on the market." 
Introductory Pint: $5 , including shipping. 
Quart: $10, including shipping. 
Gallon: $26, including shipping. 

Hardwood lumber, dimensionally cut, 
dressed, and reasonably priced. 
Woodworkers' professional tools and 
supplies, shop tested and recommended. 

The John Harra Wood & Supply Company's 
1979 catalog contains price charts for dimen
Sionally cut hardwoods, plywoods, and spec
ialty packages for American and imported spec
ies. It also contains selected professional 
woodworkers' tools and supplies: Makita 
power tools; jig and saw blades; router, milling 
and drill bits; special purpose bits; measuring 
instruments, finishing products; glues; clamps, 
sanding supplies; safety equipment and refer
ence books. All of these tools and supplies were 
tested and shop proven by John Harra. We do 
not carry competitive brands of the same prod
uct, only those selected for their competitive 

advantages. "Every day we use the products we sell." 
Send $1 to receive this valuable catalog. That puts you on our mailing list to receive 

notice of: new products, sale items, and special "customers only" offers. 

Sample Pack of 33 species 
Our sample pack contains 33 samples of lumber, not veneers. but \4 x 2 x 6" lumber 
samples of American and imported species. Included are: instruction sheet on how to 
finish the samples to compare grain and color; a wood and supply catalog and a Makita 
power tool catalog. Send $22 (postage and handling included). 

Makita Tool Feature: 12" Planer·�ointer 2030 
t- 155/8" Planer 2040 

We're not surprised that the 2030 
and 2040 are among our fastest 

selling power tools. They're the perfect compromise 
between an industrial tool and a home-shop tool. 

Powerful enough to plane 7" thick hardwood, yet 
precise enough to plane Y4" softwood. Both the 

2030 and 2040 are powered by a 2 hp single 
phase 115 volt motor. Compact, stable. cast 

iron construction, easily transported, delivered 
fully assembled, ready to use. 

Two high-speed Japanese steel blades can cut %2" off a 
12" wide board at a speed of 28 ft. per min. * The jointer 

can trim Ys" off a 6Ys" wide board. We use the Makita 
2030 to process the lumber we sell. 

Send for a specification sheet, a comparison chart, and 
a sample of Birdseye maple planed on our Makita 2030 using the Speed Reducing Kit. * 
Compare the specs with the competition. You'll find Makita superior in all areas. 
12" Planer-Jointer 2030 including Speed Reducing Kit .................... $15 80 
15%" Planer 2040 including Speed Reducing Kit ......................... $1280 

*Speed Reducing Kit 
This gear reduces the feed-speed of the Makita 2030/2040 by 40%, increasing cuts-per
inch rate to 58. This gives you smoother cuts with less rip out, less motor strain saving 
energy (uses less amps per pass); increases cutter blade life and cuts down your sanding 
time. 

The gear is easy to install; Tri-Flon lubricant and easy to follow instrucjtions included. 
Engineered and manufactured for the John Harra Wood & Supply Co. and sold exclu-
sively thru us and selected Makita distributors. Speed Reducing Kit .......... $35.00. 

�John Barra Wood � Supply Co. 
39 West 19th Street, New York, NY 10011 212-741-0290 
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HOUSE OF TEAK 
The most comprehensive inventory in Amer-
ica of kiln-dried hardwood lumber and veneer 
from all over the world-ranging from domestic 
Ash to exotic Zebrawood. 
Your inquiries invited. 

CHESTER B. STEM, INCORPORATED 
2708 GRANT LINE ROAD 

NEW A LBANY, INDIANA 47150 

STEM 
EMINENCE IN WOOD 

has a complete 
fastener line for you 

Equality offers a vast line of face framing, particle board, 
hinge, installation and assembly screws for the wood
working industry. Phillips head fasteners are specially 
designed to save you time and money. 

Convenient packages in either MiniPack or Bulk Pack 
quantities, Equality fasteners 'are available for immediate 
shipment. 

Write us for free samples or call our sales department toll 
free 800-854-2886; in California 800-552-8844. 1:::';;;Ji .. 'i SCREW COMPANY INC. 
• II •• - P.O. Box 1296, EI Cajon, CA 92022 

(714) 562·6100 FW180 
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Letters (continued) 

of finishing, placing the work so that a strong light will form 
a reflection on the surface in front of you is a very great help . 

At no part of the process should one yield to the tempta
tion to get strong with the wiping-off. This is particularly true 
if you finish, as I do, by wiping with the grain. When you do 
this, be prepared to go back and refill any open pores with 
the filler padded into the burlap. 

Now this "padding" business may excite some who are 
more skilled than I ,  but I find it works. I like to get as much 
off the surface as possible before the filler dries because the 
stuff I use dries hard and it ' s  difficult to keep an even tone to 
the wood (stained or not) if you have to resort to sanding after 
the fil ler does dry. Rubbing gently, but wel l ,  avoids most sur
face residue before drying. After drying, I use 4 !  0 steel wool, 
which works well and leaves a shiny, hard surface ready for 
finishing. I prefer to use shellac as a sealer, and (at least) as 
the first coat over the fil ler if 1 'm not using shellac for the en
tire finish anyway. With shellac, the filler is well protected 
from the action of the benzine and other finish solvents, top 
and bottom . . . .  

Here ' s  a tip: In many applications, automobile rubbing or 
polishing compound is a cheap, easy substitute for pumice 
and rottenstone . It  works on many materials, including print 
and plastics. -Henry T. Kramer, SomervIlle, N.j. 

Two table-saw j igs, one for crosscutting and one for mitering, 
were presented in your Nov. ' 79  issue, and both authors 
recommended using wood for the guides. As woodworkers 
with a reverence for wood, this is understandable. However, 
in this case I believe aluminum guides are superior. Wooden 
guides fitted during dry weather will bind and leave the j ig 
unusable in wetter weather, while wooden guides fitted dur
ing the more humid months will shrink, resulting in a sloppy 
fit during dry weather. Aluminum guides can be fitted as 
snug as desired in any humidity conditions and the j ig will 
slide smoothly, without excess play, all year long. Aluminum 
strips %l in. by % in. by 6 ft . can be purchased at most hard
ware stores and are perfect for the job. 

-Don Cullen, Manchester, Conn. 

I found the jointer article by Tage Frid (Nov. ' 79) very in
teresting, and 1 'd  like to add one small insight which prob
ably didn ' t  take me more than ten years to discover on my 
own: When determining the direction of the grain in wood , 
it may be of help to recognize that there is a difference be
tween " grain" and what I call " figure . "  To me, figure is the 
prominent light! dark growth rings of the tree, while grain is 
actually the direction indicated by the less prominent pores in 
the wood. Pores are easier to see in open-grain woods such as 
walnut and mahogany than in close-grain woods such as 
cherry and maple, and planing or jointing should be with the 
pores (grain) rather than with the figure. Occasionally the 
figure can appear to follow a different direction than that of 
the pores and the subsequent tearing or fuzzing that results 
should be a tip-off that this is the case. 

-L. L. Chapman, Newark, Ohio 

C.  Housego answers a letter about placement of screws and 
comments on the difficulty of using brass screws (Nov. '79) . 
Sure agree. Our solution is to use the same size steel screw 
and place it in the properly drilled hole first. This sets the 
hole to exact shape and the brass screw can be easily placed. 

J. Philip Bromberg comments on the use of an ice pick to 
hold materials against the rip fence. We have made a push 
stick from 12 in. of lfl-in. diameter dowel .  Drill a small hole in 
one end and place a finish nail with the head cut off. The 



Workbench Price Breakthrough! 
At Last! A Full-Featured Workbench At An Affordable Price 

Until now, quality 
workbenches have usual
ly been too expensive 
or too small. This huge 
225 lb. Garden Way 
Home Workbench offers 
a 30" x 60", 2" thick lami
nated work surface and is 
available direct from the 
factory at an incredibly low 
price. Made of solid rock 
maple, the Garden Way Work
bench not only offers a spacious 
121/2 sq. ft. of work area, extra
ordinary sturdiness and clamping 
versatility, but is a fine precision 
tool itself that can be as useful as 
having an extra "pair of hands" 
helping you in your shop. 

Unique Clamping System Holds Projects Dozens of Ways! 
Our own "flip-over" vise design with 9" x 18" built-up 

hardwood faces interact with strategically located round dog holes 
providing secure clamping for a wide variety of projects nearly any
where on the bench surface-even oversized items such as chairs, 
full-sized doors-even full sheets of plywood-can easily be 
secured. 

1 "Fltp.over" vises provide a 
solid works top - yet turn 

over so top of vise is flush with 
bench surface for regular vise 
use. 

2 Round dog holes with rotat
ing bench blocks will grip 

odd-shaped work pieces and 
eliminate most jigs and fixtures. 

3 12'/2Sq. ft. (30'x60") of work 
surface interacting with vises 

and rotating bench dogs lets you 
hold large boards and planks -
even a 4 'x8' sheet of plywood. 

A Smaller, Lower-Priced 
Workbench From Garden Way 

1C>1979 Garden Way. Inc. 

This new smaller Model B Workbench offers you the 
ideal worksurface if you enjoy a multitude of crafts in
stead of just woodworking, or if you concentrate on 

small projects and large projects are the except
ion. You'll also find this new smaller Work

bench perfect for woodcarving, 
project assembly, or used as a 

children's project bench. 

* 2' X 4' spacious worksurface 
-a fullS sq. ft. 

* Full 11/2" thick laminated 
"butcher block" top. 

* Rugged 11/2" X 21/2" rock 
maple legs, stretchers and 
stringers. 

* Powerful 5" X IS" maple 
vises. 

* Sturdy enough to withstand 
heavy workshop jobs. 

.,..,---........ 
/ "-
/ MAD£ \ ( IN I 
\ U.S.A. ;' 

/ ./ 

Which Size Garden Way 
Workbench is Right 
For You? 

Model A 
o Size-30"x60" o Weight -225 Ibs. 
o Height of Work 

Surface - 34" 
o Thickness of 

Surface-2" lami
nated rock maple o Total Work Area-

121f2 sq. ft. 
o Vises - Two 9 "x 

IS "xl 3/4 " maple 
laminate 

ModelB 
o Size-24 "x4S" 
o Weight - 10S lbs. 
o Height of Work 

Surface - 34" 
o Thickness of 

Surface -11/2" lam
inated rock maple 
o Total Work Area
s sq. ft. 
o Vises - Two 5 "x 

IS "XP/4 "solid 
maple 

r---------------..... 
I TO: Garden Way Research I 
I Dept. 01111 W, Charlotte, VT 05445 I 
I YES! Please send me free details and I 

prices on the New Garden Way Work-

I
I benches, including inf ormation on I

I optional Tool Well and Tool Drawer 

I and bUild-it-yourself Model A Kits. I 
I 

Name 
I 

I I 
I Address I 
I City I 
I State Zip I 
L ______________ ..1 
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Make a chair from a tree 
Here's one of the most fascinating woodworking books in print, 
a colorful account of what you need to know to effectively work 
green wood. Author John D. Alexander, Jr. 's fond attachment 
to this almost-forgotten tradition comes through in every step of 
this marvelously illustrated workbook. 

In it, he guides you from the felling of a tree, through splitting 
and fashioning the parts, to constructing the chair with inter
locking mortise-and-tenon joints that tighten as the wood 
seasons. He shows you how to strip and weave a bark seat that's 
as strong and pliable to work as leather. 
Make a Chair from a Tree is so full of intriguing lore, you'll en

joy it even if you never pick up a chain saw or ax. And if you do 
(which is likely), you'll find Alexander indispensable. 
"Alexander has written a marvelously complete text, extremely 
well illustrated, on how to make a post and rung, woven-seated 
chair. "-Early American Life 

Make a Chair 
from a Tree 
9x9 inches, 128 pages, 
over 200 photographs 
and illustrations, soft� 
cover, $8.00 postpaid. 

TO ORDER: Use ,he conwnien, order form and postage· 
paid envelope in the back of ,his magazine or send your order 

ID wi,h payment to: (Connec'icut residents add 7% sales ,ax) 
� lbellnmton,,"- 52 Church Hill Road, Box 355A2, Newtown, CT 06470 

Plan 7073 

TURNCRAFT CLOCKS 
o Enjoy the satisfaction 

of making and owning 
a c l o c k  y o u  have 
created. 18 plans to 
choose from. 

o Complete and simpli· 
fied plans. Easy to read 
detailed construction. 

o Choose from Grand
father, Grandmother 
! T r a d i t i o n a l- E a r l y  
Am e r i can), S chool. 
B ra c k e t ,  C o ttage , 
S t e ep l e ,  Two N e w  
V i e n na Regulators, 
Wag-on-Wall. 

o Mov e m e n t s ,  Dials, 
Hardware and all com
ponent parts related to 
clock building. 

o Three exciting new 
clock plans just out. 

o 48 Page Catalog -$2.00 refundable on $25.00 order. 

o Special quantity dis
counts. 

o Send $3.00 for 1909 
Repr o d u c t i o n  "The 
N orthwestern" (Plan 7073) as shown. 

TURNCRAFT CLOCK 
IMPORTS CO. 
Depl. TAl 

611 Winnetka Ave. N. 
Golden Vallev. Mlnn 55427 
Phone. 612-544-1711 

LEEDS DESIGN WORKSHOPS 
Announces openings for designer-makers 

of furniture as residents or interns 

RESIDENTS: All facilities necessary for the independent profes
sional designer-maker of furniture are available through a Leeds 
Residency. Accessible to the resident are a large private studio within 
the Workshops' 15,000 square feet and unlimited use of $50.000 
worth of heavy machinery. 

INTERNS: An intensive two year course for the serious student in
cludes demonstrations, practice and individual guidance for twenty
one interns by five instructors. Perfection of woodworking, drafting 
and drawing techniques develops interns' abilities to produce fine 
original work. 

For further information write to: Leeds Design Workshops, One Cot
tage Street. Easthampton, Massachusetts, 01027. 

Letters (continued) 

dowel has gotten nicked a couple of times but not the nail as 
of yet. Another hole is drilled through the other end for a 
leather thong. This allows hanging the push stick with others 
on each machine . -F. Richard Boller, Buffalo, N. Y 
I have to comment on the ice-pick controversy. We have been 
using this method for fine , close work for the past 33 years 
with no problems. First of all ,  there are no bystanders in my 
shop when a machine is running . This is quite a distraction in 
itself. I use a modified screwdriver about 12 in. long as a 
pusher. Grind the tip to a sharp point. Find one that has a 
comfortable handle (preferably grooved for a good grip) . The 
long length will keep the hand a respectful distance from the 
cutting blade. -Cliff. M. Wolstenholme, Mtlton, Del. 

I have lately seen several methods for attaching wood facing 
blocks to steel bar and pipe clamps . I have an alternate 
method which works well for me, with no fuss. The blocks are 
attached with a small dab of silicone adhesive. The com
pound is sold as window caulk,  tub and tile caulk,  and as in
stant gasket for auto use . It is all basically the same and any 
type will work. The advantages are no fuss , a flexible joint 
securely attached, yet easily removed with one stroke of the 
knife .  -John D.  Foote, Clarkesvtlle, Tenn. 

Regarding the tools David Ellsworth described (May ' 79) for 
hollow turning, any offset of the cutting edge from a center
line through the handle makes a lathe tool unstable and 
therefore dangerous. The top inside corner of a narrow
mouth pot can readily be reached with a tool shaped like a 
stretched-out question mark and this has the edge in line. A 
bit of %-in. copper pipe works fine as a ferrule . 

-Dave Dickey, Bozeman, Mont. 

The article by Edwin Krales on making cabriole legs 
(Sept. ' 79) was an excellent one-please have' more of this 
type. Having made a good many such legs myself, I would 
offer some suggestions to refine his methods. The scraps from 
the first band-saw cut should be nailed to the waste rather 
than held together by tape. This offers more security from 
slipping as with tape when it is cut. Be sure nails are flush . 

The stock should be 2 in. to 4 in. longer than the legs are 
intended to be so they can be fitted into a j ig while working 
on them. This method allows the edges to be on top and 
easily accessible. Also, when not working on them they are 
protected from marring and will not roll off the bench . After 
completion, the blocks are sawn off each end and the legs are 
ready for assembly. -R. Yates Dtllard, Memphis, Tenn. 

We are in the process of forming a woodworkers' guild here in 
Seattle .  The reason for forming this group is to be able to deal 
more effectively with lumber purchases as well as gather and 
share information. We would like to know if you can put us 
in contact with other groups, so that we can get some help in 
putting this guild together and listen to experiences other 
groups have had. It would be nice, too, if you could make 
notice of our group so that we can maintain communication 
on a national level. 

-Christopher Webb, 418 N. 35th, Seattle, Wash. 98103 

The Ontario Woodworkers Association has been created (at a 
meeting Sept. 23 in Toronto) to serve two main functions-to 
promote communication and special services within the 
woodworking community, and to provide a strong voice for 
that community in promoting its interests to the outside. The 
OW A is meant to be the voice of and for Ontario 's  growing 



Reintroducins a fine, time .. 
honored line of premium 
quality woodcraftins tools 
for hobbyists and 
professional craftsmen 
For many years, beginning in the late 1 800 's, Greenlee manu
factured fine tools for cabinet and furniture makers. Now, 
this e x perience and reputation is being applied to an e x 
panded line of premium Quality hand tools for everyone from 
occasional hobbyists to professional woodworkers . . . for 
everything from whittling to woodturning. 
Made of the finest selected materials and designs from Eng
land, Germany and America, these tools meet the highest 
standards of use, durability and appearance. They're a pleasure 
to see and touch . . .  reflecting the pride that has gone into 
their manufacture and the pride with which you will own and 
use them. 
Choose individual items or complete sets (some in beautiful 
wood cases), including a variety of carving knives, chisels, 
gouges, wood sculpture tools, turning tools, screwdrivers, 
sharpening stones, marking and measuring tools, work 
benches and bench accessories, mallets, bits, hole saws, 
bow saws, drawknives . . .  and much more. 

See this superb line of woodcrafting tools at your nearby 
hardware retailer. Or, write for Free Catalog. 

J-in-l Power Tool ! 
This one power-fed tool 

SAWS 10 desired Widlh • • •  
PLANES 10 desired Thickness . .  
MOLDS all popular Panerns • • •  
- all  in one fast operation ! 
Only Complete Workshop Tool Of Its Kind In The World! 
From the day it arrives the Belsaw will make and save you 
money. With shortages and inflation driving lumber prices 
sky-high, this versatile power tool quickly pays for itself by 
easily converting low cost rough lumber into high value 
finished stock. Make your own quarter-round, base mold, 
door and window stop, casing, tongue-and-groove . . .  all 
popular patterns. Other Belsaw operators turn out picture 
frames, fencing, clock cases, furniture, bee hives, bed slats, 
surveyor's stakes . . .  all kinds of millwork. Handles tough 
oak and walnut as easily as pine using only one small motor, 
and so simple to operate even beginners can use it. 

Men and women everywhere are using this one 
low-cost power-feed machine to start and build 

their own new businesses . . . and YOU can do the 
same. Supply lumberyards, carpenters and 

contractors in your area with door and window 
trim . . .  base shoe . . .  bed mold . . .  cove and 

quarter round . . .  All of their trim. You can sell 
picture frame to custom framing shops, 

paint stores, department stores and direct to 
users. All patterns available or design your own. 

G.t FREE Bookl •• with facts and full 
d.tall$ • • • "USH COUPON TODAYl 

Does The Belsaw Pay? 
YOU BET! 

READ WHAT BELSAW OWNERS SAY: 

"I bought a balch of walnut in the rough, and 
after planing it on the Belsaw I figured I saved 
enough money to pay for two-thirds the cost of 
the Planer. It really does a good iob." 

R. S. Clark- Springlield, Ohio 

• "This machine pays for itself making money 
out of scrap boards. It is a very well built 
machine and I confess it is more than I really 
expected tor the price. It does everything you 
say it will." 

Stephen Schultz- Orangeville, Penna. 

' ' I 've been a planer man for years and am now 
retired. The Belsaw has earned me $60.000 in 
eleven years . . .  it's the best investment I 
ever made." 

Robert Sawye r - Roseburg, Oregon 

" I recommend the Belsaw as the most useful 
shop tool any craftsman could own. We use 
one every day in the Workbench model shop . 
couldn't get along without It." 

Jay Hedden, Editor 
Workbench Magazine 

There is NO OBLIGATION and 
NO SALESMAN Will Call-ever! 

If coupon has been 
removed. just send 
postcard with name 
and address to: 

BELSAW POWER TOOLS Co. 
9108 Field Building 
Kansas City, MO 641 11 

... --.. 1IIIIr ... .r • •  
• BElSAW POWER TOOLS co. " .. � 9108 Field Building • • 
• Kansas City, MO 641 11 : • • _ D YES, please send me the FREE Booklet that II 

gives me complete jacts about Belsaw' s Planer- � Molder-Saw and j"ll details on how I can qualify 

,. jar a 30-Day Free Trial right in my own shop. I 
� lmdersltmd rlrere is No Obligorion and rhal No I ! :::'_ . . "w, • • Address' __________ _ 
I � � .Ue __ .. �"':i:"� I 
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Revel in woodworking 

Here, in two lavish picture-books, is the state of the art in wood
working. Both are books to get ideas from, to dream with, to be chal
lenged by. And both feature work chosen from among thousands of 
entries sent to the editors of Fine Woodworking. They're stimulating 
fare for any woodworker-sources of wonder and inspiration you 
can use as reference tools again and again. 

In the new Design Book Two, you can admire the strikingly 
clean lines of a bent-leg stool, the ornate walnut burl of a superb 
traditional secretary, and classically shaped bowls of spalted wood. 

There are 1 ,150 such works in this remarkable collection, from 
tools and musical instruments to chairs, beds, tables, desks, cabinets, 
houses, sculpture, carving and marquetry. There are even a couple of 
impressive canoes. 
Design Book Two contains the best work in wood by 1 ,000 

present-day woodworkers. Each photograph is accompanied by the 
dimensions of the work, as well as a list of the woods and principal 
techniques used. And the craftsmen themselves add useful remarks 
on how they work and why. There's also a directory of woodworkers, 
giving the business name, address and shop specialties of the profes
sionals represented. 

You'll find the same exuberance for personal expression in the. first 
Biennial Design Book. Already a classic, with 65,000 copies sold 
to date, it includes 600 photographs of beautiful things in wood
from the chaste elegance of a pear wood side chair to the whimsy of a 
kinetic sculpture. Every work in this book, whether traditional or 
contemporary, is an example of the new higher levels of crafrsman
ship being reached in America today. From antique interpretations 
to ultramodern fantasies, the Biennial Design Book shows what 
amazing things can be done with wood. 

W��h\(.kil� Design Book Two 
11� PhotOQldphs 01 th<! bCM �VOIk 
Ifl "'Yood bc,rtq done toddY 

Design Book Two: 9 x 12 inches, 288 pages. 
Postpaid price: $12.00 softcover. 
$16.00 hardcover. 

Biennial Design Book: 
9 x 12 inches, 176 pages, soft
cover. Postpaid price: $8.00. 

TO ORDER: Use the convenient ortkr form and postage-paid envelope in the back of this 
magazine or send your ortkr with payment to: (Connecticut residents add 7% sales tax) 

�'Thwttonl\oess 52 Church Hill Rd., Box 35502, Newtown, CT 06470 
©1980 The Taunton Press 
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I:.etters (continued) 

woodworking community. This letter represents a call for 
membership, aimed at all those interested in woodworking, 
whether as a ful l-time, part-time or leisure-time activity, and 
to all those for whom wood as a craft material is of special in
terest . . . .  For the present, all inquiries should be directed to 
me at the address below. 

-Paul Epp, 134 Cornell St. , Cambridge, 
Onto N3H lK4 Canada 

Re band saws (Nov. ' 79) , I love my Powermatic model 141 
band saw. You have maligned this great machine. I shall now 
come to its defense : In your comparison chart it is listed at 
2 2 5  lb .  This is true only for the machine itself. Motor and 
stand bring the total weight to 3 5 5  lb. , so price per pound 
shifts from $3 . 9 5  to $2 . 50 .  

This machine i s  a heavy, compact and accurate workhorse. 
The ball-bearing upper guides work wel l .  The angled steel 
plate guides below the table hold the blade close to the work 
and are not subject to clogging. The latest model features a 
dust chute that when fitted with a vacuum hose effectively 
keeps the dust situation under control .  The table adjusts 4 5 0  
to the right and 1 5 0  to  the left .  With judicious use of  an  auto 
grinder under the left side of the table it can be made to tilt 
200 or more to the left . . . .  

-Michael Ivan Gorchov, Jamison, Pa, 

Here is a way to gain an additional 0/4 in .  in depth of cut on a 
Powermatic 141 band saw. The finger screw and knurled rod 
that tighten and adjust the upper blade thrust bearing must 
both be cut off so that no more than Y4 in. protrusion re
mains . The ends of both are then slotted with a double
bladed hacksaw to permit screwdriver adjustment. With the 
blade guard removed, the support shaft slides further up into 
the casting. I 've had no problem resawing 7-in .  boards. 

Further gains may be had by relieving the lower of the two 
support-shaft keeper bars and grinding away some of the cast
ing. In fact almost 1 in .  could be had, at the sacrifice of table 
tilting, by modifying the table supportS so it can be dropped. 

-J. A .  Hz/tebeitel, S. Burlington, VI. 

I have just read Simon Watts' article, "Drop-Leaf and Gate
Leg Tables, "  in the Sept. ' 7 9  issue and am very impressed 
with his work. However, in studying the drawings of the 
drop-leaf table, there is an error in the measurement of the 
tabletop in the end view. If Watts generally makes his tops 
from 18 in .  to 22 in .  wide, and his leaves 10 to 12 in .  wide, 
there is no way the width of the top and one leaf could 
possibly add up to 19% in .  

I was wondering if Watts has done or considered making 
the end of the table shorter and placing a drawer in the end, 
as the Shakers have done . . . .  

-Ralph E. HUH, Okemos, Mich. 

Simon Watts replies: The top and one leaf should be 29% in. Yes, I 
have put drawers in on occasion. With a drop-leaf table the overhang 
has to be kept small or the drawer is too far back under the tabletop. 
This can interfere with seating. Without leaves you can PUt the 
drawer anywhere you want but aprons deeper than about 3 in. can 
get in the way of people's knees. This means the drawer cannot be 
much deeper than 2'1> in. 

In Brian Donnel ly ' S  article "Tapered S liding Dovetails" 
(Sept. ' 79) , surely there is an error in section 5 -c of the il lus
tration.  It seems clear from what goes before (both the print 
text and section 4-b of the i l lustration) that the masking-tape 
shim should be on the bottom rather than the top face of the 
shelves. . . . John F. Hamson, Lexington, Ky. 



Methods of Work 
Finger-joint j ig 
Here is a bo,x or finger-joint j ig like Tage Frid 's  (Fine Wood
working, Winter ' 76) , except that it uses the table-saw rip 
fence rather than the miter gauge-a sturdier, easier-to
adjust arrangement. It consists of a guide rail bolted to the 
saw ' s  rip fence ,  and a sliding-fence assembly that holds the 
work . Make the guide rail from panicle board or hardwood 
plywood and cover both sides with plastic laminate to reduce 
sliding friction. Bolt the rail to the rip fen,ce with four Y4- in .  
bolts . Countersink the bolt heads on the inboard side. 

As with the rai l ,  the sliding-fence assembly is made from 
particle board or plywood with plastic laminate glued to the 
bearing surfaces . An essential part of the j ig is the hardwood 
tongue installed in the rail that slides in a groove in the fence 
assembly. Tack nylon furniture glides to the bottom of the 
fence assembly to allow the j ig to ride freely along the table. 

R ip 
fence 

Set-up time is fast-a good-fitting joint can usually be 
achieved in two test runs. The first step is to install a dado 
blade for the desired finger size, say % in. Raise the dado 
blade about Y32 in. above the thickness of the stock to be cut. 
Now screw a scrap of %-in. material to the front of the sliding 
fence assembly to serve as a disposable fence. Drill a %-in. 
hole in the center of the scrap fence about !f2 in. from the saw 
table. Insen a short %-in. dowel in the hole to act as a guide 
pin. Now adjust the rip fence/ rail so that the distance be
tween the guide pin and the dado blade is equal to the size of 
the dado-% in. in our example.  

over the guide pin. Start the cut in the second test piece by 
lining it up with the sawcut in the fence (rather than the 
guide pin) . The joint should be snug but loose enough to 
allow gluing. If the joint is too tight, move the rip fence to 
the left. If it 's too loose, move the fence to the right. 

- Tom Burwell, St. Paul, Minn. 

Cheap stain 

Using a piece of scrap , stan a test pass. While holding the 
stock vertically against the fence assembly and against the 
guide pin, pass the stock over the dado blade. After each cut, 
shift the stock to the right so that the previous cut registers 

At the picture-frame manufacturing company where I work, 
1 2-ft. bundles of frame molding are dumped into a vat of 
stain and then put aside to dry. I noticed that much stain was 
lost as it dripped off the drying bundles and asked the owner 
why he let the stain drip away without any attempt to collect 
and reuse it. His answer was that the " stain" was actually lap 
cement (an asphalt-based roofing product available at build-

DO-IT
YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER 

CLOCK KITS 
STARTING UNDER 

$220 
(including movement 
and dial) 

• Factory direct 
prices 
• Hei rloom quality 
• Solid 3/4' hard

woods: black wal
nut, cherry, ma
hogany, oak 
• Easy to assemble, 

parts pre-cut 
• Solid brass West 

German chiming 
movements 
• Money back 

guarantee 
• Prompt shipment 

MASTER CHARGE and 
BANKAMERICARDNISA 
ACCEPTED 

Write for FREE 
color catalog 

EMPEROR® 
CLOCK COMPANY 
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 
Dept. 352 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fai rhope. Alabama 36532 

If you thought IISwiss-Precisionll cou ld on ly be 
found in watchmaking, then you don't know 
about our power tools. � 

Only you know how good your tools  have 
to be. When it comes to woodworking 
machinery, Ihey should be better than you are
even if  you're already an accompl ished 
craftsman. Therefore, you owe it to yourself to 
learn mare about our Swiss-made l ine of INCA 
stationary power tools  which we sell throughout 
these 50 states. 

Take the 10/1 Cabinetmaker's Saw, for 
example. I t  has a 20mm (25/32/1) arbor at the 
blade for strength and rigid ity where it counts. 
The table castings are tough, prec ision m i l led 
a l loys and Ihe gu ide rai ls  are a i rcraft qual ity 
extrusions. All  the major rolating parts are 
dynamically balanced. The bottom l ine is a 
machine that takes higher loadings and gives 
you less vi bration with a truer runn ing saw 
blade. 

I f  fact, every one of our I NCA saws, jo inters, 
planers and shapers are bu i l t  to qual ity 
standards which are becoming increasingly 
hard to find in this country. That's because they're 
made with the same pride of workmanship 
as the Swiss put into their 

Our catalog is a 
good place to beg in 
you r  comparisons. \ 
We want you to be 
as good as you ...... 
can get. �. 

'""- "' ..... � � . '-:.J.. fA. (II> "",' ",':-f/'" 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Garrett Wade Company, Dept. FW-1-80 
302 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 
(National Distribution) 

Genllemen: 
o Send me your INCA cOlolog. Enclosed is $ 1 .  
o Here's onolher $ 1  for your lOS-page cOlolog 

of qual ity hand 10015. 
Nome' _________________________ _ 

Address. _______________________ _ 

C ily ______ Slale· ____ Zip __ 
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REAL WOODS DIVISION MERCHANTMEN 
______________ USA, LTD. 

Com p lete selection exotic hardwood veneers 
- from our architectu ral i nventory 

carving b locks 

Mail Order - Reta i l  

Your own col lect ion wood veneer samples 
$2 .00 post paid 

Personal Attent ion g iven to every orde r 

1 07 Trumbu l l Street, Bld g .  R-8 El izabeth , N . J . 07206 
L __________________________ � 
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Dust-proof 
Wood Finishing 

Beauty ,  depth, and l uster of  a hand 
ru bbed finish without special 
equipment or tech niques. 

Accla imed bV craftsmen for over 
50 vears. 

Write for free guide to wood f i n ish ing . 

INISHES CORP 
P .O . Bo>< 1 4363F 
Mi lwaukee, W I  532 1 4 (414) 774- 1 050 

F or Fine Hardwood 
In St. Louis 

Hibdon Hardwood 0 1539 Chouteau 
St. Louis, MO 63 103 (314) 621-77 1 1 

DesignerCraftstnen. 
Certificate of mastery and undergraduate degrees. 

Studio Programs in: Metal Working; Wood & Furniture Design; Ceramics; 
Weaving; Jewelry; String Musical Instruments; Textile Printing & Dyeing. 
Our faculty includes: Barbara Shawcroft; Barbara Wallace; Sung-Ja C�; 
Vince Ferrini; Fred Woell; James Bennett; Richard Hirsch; William Sax; 
John Kirk; Alphonse Mattia; Jere Osgood; Donald Warnock. ___ _ 
The program requires concentrated studio work. courses in design. art history 
.md business. Admission requires previous experience and portfolio review. 
For further infonnation. write: Boston University. Office of Admissions, Pro
gram in Artis.:lnry, Dept. F , 121 Bay State Road. Boston. MaS&lchusetts 02215. 
Or call (617) 353-2022. 

Boston �University 
Boston University is an equal opportunity institution. 

Methods of Work (continued) 

ing-supply Stores) diluted with turpentine, so inexpensive he 
didn ' t  bother to reclaim it .  

Our shop mixture of 5 gal . lap cement to 50 gal. turpen
tine produces a medium walnut color. At home I find a half 
cup of cement to a half gallon of turpentine will stain pine a 
deep golden brown . -George Kramer, Santa Rosa, Calt! 

Masking out squeeze-out 
Glue squeeze-out problems can be avoided by covering areas 
near joints with masking tape. Carefully place the tape dur
ing final assembly so that it covers the area but doesn ' t  get 
caught in the joint. This technique is especially useful on the 
inside corners of joints (drawers , boxes, etc . )  where cleanup is 
a problem. - Tim Rodeghier, Highland, Inc/. 

Laminated bowls 
The method I use to make six-sided bowls creates boldly re
peating patterns and reduces layout and blank-assembly 
time. I start by laminating a wedge-shaped beam with 60-
sides, sandwiching veneer of various thicknesses between four 
%-in. hardwood boards . The widest part of the wedge (which 
I make of a highly figured wood) will be the outermost part of 
the bowl, and 5 in .  here will produce a lO-in . diameter bowl .  
The length of the wedge will determine the bowl ' s  height . 

I set the jointer fence at 30° and joint off two sides of a 
scrap 2x4 , leaving a chunk of wood angled 60° on each edge. 
Then I cut off six thin wafers, arrange them in a circle and 
check for proper fit .  If there are gaps, I adjust the angle of the 
jointer fence and try again. When the angle is correct, I joint 
both sides of the laminated beam deep enough to clean out 
depressions and glue. Then I cut the beam into six equal sec
tions and dry-fit .  

3. Joint and glue halves 
to complete blank 

2. Glue up two halves 
of three sections 

4. Turn recess 
for plug 
in bottom 

Now glue up two bowl-blank halves of three sides each . 
Use a clamping jig. Next , dry-fit the two halves and, if they 
don ' t  fit perfectly ,  run the faces of the two sections over the 
jointer. Glue the two halves together to complete the blank. 
When you turn the blank, simply make a recess for a round 
plug to fil l  the hole in what will be the bottom of the bowl .  

-Roy Ashe, Luther, Mich. 

Faceplate taping revisited 
Dennis Castagna 's  procedure for taping bowls on a faceplate 
(" Methods of Work , "  May ' 79) prompts me to suggest a 
similar method using double-faced tape. 

First, sand and clean the back of the work to ensure good 
contact. Then apply a layer of double-faced tape to the face-



Methods of Work (continued) 

plate without overlap. Attach the work to the faceplate by 
squeezing momentarily in a vise. For larger workpieces use 
two layers for more holding power. 

Remove the work by wedging a chisel between the faceplate 
and the workpiece. -Max Kline, Saluda, N. C. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Standard hardware-store "carpet tape" may be ade
quate only for smaller projects. Kline recommends a special tape 
manufactured by Nashua Corp. , Nashua, N . H . ,  which, because the 
adhesive is partially cured , softens less during the heat of sanding. 

Another proponent of double-faced tape, Russ Zimmerman (RFD 
3 Box 57A,  Putney, Vt. 05346) , recommends Permacel-a thicker, 
cloth-backed tape with more holding power. Zimmerman will sell 
and ship the cloth-backed tape for $7 . 50  a 75 -ft .  roll. 

Zimmerman states that .. most people start using this tape 
cautiously, but confidence builds . "  He now uses the tape for 1 5- in.  
wide, 4-in. thick bowls. 

Bench dogs : round versus square 
While building a European-style workbench , I experimented 
with both square and round bench dogs. I concluded that 
round dogs (wooden or steel) are superior in several important 
ways. First, it is much easier to PUt a round hole into a bench 
top (or anything else) . Second , the round dogs are easily 
made in a variety of shapes that will rotate in the hole to con
form to the shape of the work. Square steel dogs cannot ro
tate, more easily mar the work, and can drop through the 
hole in the bench top . 

Round dogs can be turned on the lathe or built up from 
o/4-in. doweling by gluing hardwood shapes to the topS of the 

Bench dogs can be . . .  

. . .  square round, doubled-up 

or used with leather. 

dowels. A wide variety of shapes, padded or in combinations, 
can be used as the work requires. 

If I had a bench with square dogs, I would convert it to use 
round dogs by filling the square holes with wood of the same 
density as the top and redrilling new round holes . 

- Wtlliam E. Betzner, St. Petersburg, Fla. 

Recycling tool handles 
One way I beat inflation is by making my own tool handles 
from old mop, broom and shovel handles, usually made of 
ash , hickory or beech , that the average homeowner pitches in 
the garbage. 

Here ' s  how I make octagonal handles for new carving-tool 
blades (which I buy unhandled) . First, clamp a beech mop
stick in the vise, leaving about 6 or 8 in . protruding diagon
ally at the top . Mark the handle length and taper the sides 
from this line to the ferrule end with a drawknife. Take shal
low cutS at first, turning the stick frequently for uniformity. 

For the ferrule, use the metal end of a spent 20-ga. shotgun 
shell . If you ' re not a hunter, look for empty shells at a skeet 
shooting area. To separate the ferrule from the shel l ,  drill 
through the center bottom (where the shotgun hammer hits 
the shell) with a 1/4-in. bit. This releases the hull and inner 
packing, which can then be pulled out with pliers. The hole 
that ' s  left is usually the right size to receive the carving tool ' s  
tang. To mount the ferrule, mark its length on the handle, 

AT LAST! 
PROFESSIONAL PLANS FOR 

CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE 
NOW! You can build beautiful heirloom-quality furniture in 
your own shop at a fraction of what you might expect to pay! 

Tapered Cantilift Chair #26 Ascential Lounge Chair #82 
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Gty ___________________ Statt:..e __________ --'-Zip, _______ _ 
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Don't just buy a woodworking machine 
BUY what the machine can really do 

INCA-PRECISION SWISS STATIONARY 
POWER TOOLS 

B%" wide jOinter/planer (illustration}-12,OOO vibration free cuts per min
ute. Will handle hardest teaks to balsa w oods to glass clean finish. 
Optional thicknessing attachment permits board thicknessing from 2'li1" 
max. to '/40" min. to absolute perfection. Five other industrial quality 
machines, designed for precision production and priced for the pertec
tionist craftsman, hobbyist and cabinetmaker. 

. 

lOY," combination jOinterlplaner with automatic leed thickness •. 10" band saw 
lor wood, non-Ierrous metals, plastiC. 9 blade selections, 6Y." depth 01 cut. 10" 
circular saw 3'>1" depth 01 cut. Attachments to perform 15 addRional opera
tions. T' circular saw 2'1,," depth 01 cut. Same attachments as 10" saw. VERTI
CAL SPINDLE SHAPER, 3 speed. 
See your local Home Improvement Center, Hardware or machinery dealer or write 
Anson Industries Inc. for informatio� of an INCA dealer nearest you. 

ANSON INDUSTRIES INC. 
Dept. MO 4t 15 San Fernando Road, Glendale. CA 91204 
Please send me the INCA precision stationary power tool catalog and price sheet. I 
enclose $1 .00 for first class postage and handling. 

Name __________________ Address ________________ _ 

City ___________________ St. ______________ Zip _ 

Dealer Information Upon Request 
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Intensive Workshops-Summer 1980 
with Ian Kirby 

A series o f  intensive workshops, each s i x  days in length, covering 
a variety of subject areas. They feature a n  extremely high teach
ing input of lectures, demonstrations and guided studio time. 
Numbers in each group will be l imited. 

The workshops are a concentrated experience for the amateur or 
professional woodworker of begi n ner or advanced status. 

Workshops are scheduled for the summer months. Accommoda
tions for single persons or famil ies a re available close to the 
studio. 

For i n fo r mation write or call: 
KIRBY STUDIOS 
BCIC Building, Water Street 
North Bennington, Vt. 05257 
Phone: 802/442-3 1 1 9  

K irby Studios was formerly Hoosuck Design & Woodworking in North 
Adams, Massachusetts 

W I N TER/SPR I N G  WORKSHOPS 

George Pellengell - Coopering, Feb. 6-10; 
Bill  Henry - Whittling, Feb. 8-10; Hunter Kariher -
Woodworking, Feb. 18-21; Mark Lindquist - Wood
turning. Mar. 3-14, 17-28; Sam Maloof - Wood

working. M ay 31-J une 1 

� APPALACHIAN � CENTER FOR CRAFTS 

Box 5106, TTU/Cookeville, TN 38501 (615) 597-6801 
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banding and Special 
Thickness. 

• Is our specialty 
That's why we're unique. 
All our orders are shipped 
from high quality, choice, 
full-length flitches. 

We stock 79 var-
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Catalog designed for 
professional craftsmen, 
small shops, novices. 
Send $1 .00, refundable 
on first order. 

WOOOSI-ED 
1807 Elmwood Ave. ,  Dept. 3 
Buffalo, NY 14207 

Telephone 716 : 876 :4720 

'Ilte Guild of S'vfaster CIaftsmett 
iTtviteS 

cApplications for 
<9verseas S'vfembership 

Keep in touch w i t h  the cen t re of Bri t ish craftsmanship
membership inc ludes free quarterly journal and annual Di rec
tory of Members. For a free explanatory brochure, w ri te to: 
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The Guild of Master Craftsmen 
1 0 Dover Street, London WIX 3PH, England 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

Shape handle 
with drawknife 9d ) 

� 1 _______ ) 
Use shotgun shell 
for ferrule 

and with a second-cut wood file, remove enough wood to seat 
the ferrule snugly . 

Beech works well for carving-tool handles, but other woods 
are more suited to striking-tool handles. Old shovel handles 
(usually hickory) are best for replacement hammer handles; I 
work them down also with a drawknife .  Broken ash baseball 
bats (check the local high school 's  practice field) are excellent 
for hammer, hatchet and lathe-tool handles. I finish all these 
handles with a couple of coats of tung or l inseed oil . . 

-Rob Russell, Joliet, III. 
Another no-cost picture-frame clamp 
My modification of Duane Waskow' s  picture-frame clamp 
(November ' 7 8) uses a tourniquet to apply pressure at the 
glue joints. To make the clamp, cut four L-shaped clamping 
blocks from %-in. pine and groove the outside edges of the 
blocks a little wider than the rope diameter. Then round, 
smooth and wax the grooves to minimize friction. Cut or drill 
a circular area at the inside corner of the blocks to allow for 
slight inaccuracies (which accumulate at that point) and to 
permit excess glue to escape. When you ' re ready to glue, 
place a piece of waxed paper under each block to prevent it 
from becoming glued to the frame.  

For the rope, choose something with a little stretch-I use 
�-in. nylon. Tie a loop in the rope JUSt long enough so that it 
can barely be snapped over the blocks. This will hold the 
frame together while final adjustments are made in the glue 
joints. When the joints are right, twist a dowel onto the rope 
and turn it to produce whatever pressure is desired . The 
leverage is tremendous so don' t overdo it. I t ' s  a good idea to 
put a weight on the frame while you ' re applying pressure. If 
one corner comes up a little, the whole assembly may twist 
and fly apart. 

When the pressure is sufficient, tape or tie the dowel to the 
rope. A lways maintain a tight grip on the dowel-it can un
wind with surprising force. 

-HN. Capen, Granada Htlls, Calt! 

Tape or tie 



Methods of Work (continued) 

Wooden pull / catch 
This cabinet door pull serves a double function-it's also a 
locking catch . The material cost is negligible but you ' ll spend 
about an hour making and installing the pull . The catch is 
designed for doors hung flush with the framing, so a separate 
door-stop must be incorporated . 

First, square a line from the edge of the cabinet door at the 
position ybu want the pull. Bore a %-in. hole through the 
cabinet door 1 in. from the door's  edge and centered on the 
line . Then cut a I - in .  deep , Y4-in. wide mortise into the door 
edge. Start the mortise � in. below the position line and stop 
the mortise 1 in. above the l ine . Cut a corresponding %-in. 
deep mortise in the frame. 

After the mortises are completed, lathe-turn the pull 
handle with a knob on the front and a round tenon on the 
back. The tenon should slip-fit in the %-in .  hole and be as 
long as the door is thick . Dry-fit the pull in the hole and, 
while holding the knob at the locked position, reach through 

Mortise 

Front view 
unlocked 

Frame 

Front view 
locked 

Door 

S ide view 

the mortise and drill a Y4-in. hole in the tenon to receive the 
latch / dowel. 

To complete the pull ! catch , coat the tenon with beeswax, 
put a drop of glue in the latch-dowel hole and set the pull in 
place. Insert the latch-dowel through the mortise into the 
hole. Then, with the handle turned to the unlock position, 
cut the latch-dowel flush with the door edge. 

-Michael Lynch, San Francisco, Calt! 

Socket reamers 
Here are two spur-of-the-moment, large-diameter reamers 
that work well for tapering candlestick sockets and the like. 
Since a candlestick reamer won't be used often, practically 
any scrap of steel will do for the cutter on the " deluxe" ver
sion. Install the sharpened cutter in a saw kerf with a screw. 
Use two screws or pin the blade through the dowel body if the 
cutter shifts in use . 

You don't  need a lathe for the sandpaper version-it can 
be whittled and filed sufficiently round by hand. Install one 
end of a sandpaper strip in a slot in the head. Then wrap the 

Steel cutter 
':i, 

f.- in . 
dowel 

� © Sandpaper Saw slot 

Objective: To Make a 'Quality 
Belt Sander For Industrial Use 
SeaIN Ball 

Bearing 

Sands Flush 

PreciM Trac.king System 

With Twist Knob Adjustment 

:L.. Carbide Inserts 

Protecl Housing 

From Belt Run-In 

Stanley 90321 Belt Sander List $159. 00 Sale 5135.00 
4 " x 24n Belt Sanders Also On Sale: 

Stanley 90496 List $214.00 Sale '169.00 
Stanley 90497 Dustless List $229.00 Saie '179.00 

New! Carbide Tipped Router Bits 
With Ball Bearing Pilot That Won 't 

Mar The Work A t  A ny Feed Rate 

Super Sharp Cutting Edges 
Unique New Decorative Cutting Shapes 
Special Limited Time Offer: 
15% Off List Price On 
Stanley Router Bits .Glenn!Ymg 

Got a shop problem? 
Look it up in 

1437 S. wooowarO AVe. 
Birmingham. Michigan 48011 
13131 644-0444 

Fine Woodworking Technigues! 
This book can be your trusty bench partner. It contains all 50 
detailed technical articles from the first seven issues of Fine 
Woodworking magazine-information seldom found in ordinary 
woodworking books. 

Here are the widely differing working methods of 34 expert 
craftsmen, accompanied by 394 photographs and 180 fine draw
ings-plus a time-saving index. It's 192 pages of valuable know
how in cabinetmaking, carving, marquetry, turning and wood 
technology. And it's where you can turn to learn the intricacies 
of things like guitar joinery, shaped tambours and making a 
Danish-style workbench. And a lot more besides. 

Fine Woodworking 
Techniques 
9xl2 inches 192 pages, hardcover $14.00 postpaid. 

TO ORDER: Use the convenient order form and po'tage
paid envelope in the back of thi' magaline or ,end your order 
with payment to: (Connecticut residents add 7% ,ales tax) 

5Z Church Hill Road. Box 355JO. Newtown, CT 06470 

©1980 Th� Taunton Press 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

strip around the reamer; there ' s  no need to fasten the other 
end of the strip. - Van Caldwell, Cincinnati, Ohio 

appears. Then puncture the bag with a pin and squeeze out 
the glue as required. No clean-up is required-just throw the 
bag away. -Edgar E. Gardner, Nashua, N. H. 

Electric-cord suspension arm 
Sanding mop It  is much easier to use portable electric tools if the cord can 

be suspended from above so it doesn ' t  drag across your 
workbench . This cord suspension arm is designed to move 
easily to different heights or to different locations in the 
shop. The arm pivots on electrical conduit pipe, which is 
cheap and light but strong enough . The conduit slips into 
I - in .  screw-eyes spaced so that when the arm is raised, the 
lower pipe will disengage for removal .  

To sand hard-to-get-at spots, make a sanding mop from a 
nut-and-bolt arbor and a handful of small pieces �f sand
paper. Overlap the sandpaper like shingles around the arbor 
and chuck it in a dril l .  The irregular edge eliminates the hard 
sanding line produced by rubber-backed discs. 

-Allan Adams, San Francisco, Caltf 

-Pendelton Tompkins, San Mateo, Caltf 

Cord 
suspension 
arm 

� 
Bolt 

Sandpaper 

Spanish luthier's clamp 

N 0-mess epoxy mixing 

I know of no simpler, cheaper or more convenient method to 
clamp up edge joints than the Spanish luthier 's  technique for 
joining guitar tops and backs. Though intended for thin 
wood, the technique is easily adaptable to any thickness, 
width or length required. All that is needed are several long 
wedges, a few Ix2s (longer than the work is wide) and a 
length of Y4-in .  rope. 

To mix small amounts of epoxy, simply squeeze equal 
amounts of resin and hardener into the corner of a plastic 
sandwich bag . Twist and mix the two until a uniform color When the work is ready to be glued , lay it on the Ix2s as 
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Beautify your  
wood gra in  with 

PENOFIN. 
Penofin is a new wood finish developed by research 
chemists and professional wood workers. A solution 
of naturally imported and domestic oils that hardens 
the inside of the grain to give wood a beautiful pro· 
tective finish. Beautifies unpainted furniture, an
tiques, interior trim and woodwork, paneling and 
doors. Easy to apply. fast drying - sold in natural, 
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Send $3.50 
per pint (tax inc/.) 

PENOFIN CO. 
819 J Street. Sacramento. CA 95814 (916) 443-51 58 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

shown. Tie the rope to the right-hand stick and weave it over 
the work and around both ends in a figure-eight. The 
diagram below shows one figure-eight loop for clarity but 
several are necessary. Moving to each 1x2 in turn, repeat weav
ing the figure-eights, tying off the rope on the last stick. 

Sliding dovetail bookends 
Most furniture designed to hold books doesn ' t .  Shelves must 
be filled with books end to end or pairs of movable bookends 
must be used . I make integral , sliding bookends from the 
same wood as the bookshelf. Cut 1f2-in. dovetail keys across 
the bottoms of matched blocks. Then rout a mating dovetail 
slot in the shelf end to end . The fit of key to slot should be 
smooth but not loose . Allow for swelling during humid sea
sons. Slide the bookends into the slot prior to final assembly. 
Books placed between the bookends supply the necessary 
leverage to jam the key tight in the slot. Bookends can be 
easily repositioned if book tension is relaxed . 

Now insert the wedges under the middle of the figure
eights and drive them home with a mallet. This will apply 
clamping pressure without danger of the wood buckling and 
damage to the edge. Wax the wedges and 1x2s to prevent 
their being glued to the work by squeeze-out. The whole pro
cess is fast ,  but it's advisable to practice a few times to get the 
hang of the rope weaving. 

-Douglass Peoples, Arlington, Va. An alternate approach for open shelves is to stop the slot a 
few inches from each end. Widen the slot (with a straight 
router bit) in the middle of the shelf to insert the bookends. 

-Rick Kramer, Beech Creek, Pa. 1 .  Work 1x2s 2. 

Rag Tool Co. Ltd. 

BOOK AND CATALOG OFFER 
Buy: James Krenov's  new book 

" The Impractical Cabinetmaker" 
and get our new 

Frog Tool Catalog FREE 
Krenov's new 
third book 
gives a whole 
raft of wonder
ful designs in 

his grand style. 
New joints and 
appointments 
are shown in 
detail. I t 's  the 
best of all his 
books. 

The Frog Tool Catalog, is a standard 
of the industry. You will find tools 
that you never knew existed . . .  

Carving Chisels, Knives, Grind
ers, Mallets, Rasps, Sharpening 
Stones, Drills, Measuring Tools, 
Taps and Dies for wood . 

A woodworkers Paradise . . .  

Sale price with catalog $ 1 5 .95 ppd . 
Special Offer! ! !  Get 3 Volume Krenov 
Set plus our catalog for $45 .00 ppd . 

FROG TOOL CO. Ltd. 
700 \\. Jackson BI_d, D.pt IA ChiraKo II 60606 

Weave rope in 
figure-eights 

1Start 

Methods o/ Work buys readers ' tips, Jigs and tricks. Send de
latis, sketches (we '/I redraw them) and photos to Methods, 
Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

r------- - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
FREE SANDING BELTS 

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER 
(ManufacbJred at 642 North Eighth Street, Reading, Pa.) 

With your order of one dozen or more belts. we will send you six FREE. AU belts are aluminum 
oxide first quality. Our electronic presses make smooth bump-free splices. 

Check your size and how many dozen. 
We will ship assorted grits unless 
othelWise specified. 

o l " x 42" - $  9.75/doz. 
o l " x 44" - 9.75/doz. 
0 3" x I S" - 10.75/doz. 
D 3" x 2 1 "  - 1 1 .25/doz. 
o 3" x 23%" - 1 1 .75/doz. 
D 3" x 24" - 1 1 .75/doz. 
o 3" x 27" - 1 2.25/doz. 
D 4" x 21 l/4" - 1 3.75/doz. 
o 4" x 24" 1 4.25/doz. 
0 4" x 36" 1 7.95/doz. 
0 6" x 48" - 1 9.95/'/2 dol. 

(3 FREE) 
Other size belts on request 

9" X 1 1 " Paper Sheets 
( 1 00 sheets per package) 

o 40-0 - $25/pkg. NO Finishing Paper 
o so-o - 22/pkg. 
o GO-O - 20/pkg. 
o 80-0 - 1 7/pkg. 
o l 00-C - 1 5/pkg. 

o 1 80-A - $1 0/pkg. 
o 220-A - 1 0/pkg. 
o 280-A - 1 0/pkg. 

o 1 20-C - 1 5/pkg. 
o l SO-C - 1 5/pkg. Wet or Dry SIC Paper 

o 220-A - $ 1 9/ pkg. 
o 320-A - 1 9/pkg. 
o 400-A - 1 9/pkg. 
o 600-A - 1 9/pkg. 

Prompt delivery from stock. 
MONEY-BACK GOARANTEE. 

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling - PA residents add 6% sales tax. 
o Check or Money Order. 
o Master Charge o VISA 

Acct # ______ Exp. Oate __ 

Name ___________ _ 

Add�s ____________________ ___ 

INOOSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO. 
644 North Eighth S treet 
Reading, PA 1 9603 

City. State & Zip ...J � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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MONEY-BACK G U ARANTE E !  
Kit contains self-centering j ig and 
adjustable gu ide that lets you dowel 
q u i ck ly, eas i ly ,  accu rate l y  every 
t imeJ. Dowel Magic makes fast work 
of dowel l ing on edge s ,  corners . . .  
anywhere on a board. Also includes 
twist d ri l l ,  dr i l l  stop ,  fl uted dowel 
pins, and step-by-step instructions. 
Order your kit today ! 

No.  5345 1/4" . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8.00 
No. 5346 5h6" . . . . . • . . . . . .  9.00 
No.  5347 3/e" . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 .00 

( tfiePIneCJool Shops) 
1 200 E .  Post Road . Dept. FWJA 
Carriage Hil l .  Westport.  CT 06880 

Rush me the followi n g :  

__ %" Dowel Magic Kit(s) at $8 ea .  

__ 5/18" Dowel Magic Kit(s) a t  $9 ea . 

__ ¥a" Dowel Magic Kit(s) at $ 1 0  ea . 

(Add $ 1 . 50 per item for postage and hand l ing . )  
C T  residents a d d  7% sales tax . 

Enc losed is my check for ______ _ 
made payable to the Fine Tool Shops . I n c .  

Charge my 0 V I SA 0 A M E R I CAN EXPRESS 

o MASTER CHARGE ( Bank# ____ ) 
ACCOU NT # _________ _ 

EXPIRES __________ _ 
For Credit Card orders only. cal l  (800) 243-9884 
anytime. anyday. toll-free. In CT call 375-4629. a 
toll number. or mail the order cou p o n  today . 

o S E N D  FREE 96 PAGE FULL-COLOR 
CATALOGU E !  

Name ___________ _ 
Address __ � _______ _ 
City ____________ _ 
State Zip ____ _ 
L ________________ _ 
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Q & A 
Is there a clear thin wood sealer (jor dip 
coating) that wtll not raise the grain? I 
make wooden hair-combs, and it is not 
practical to resand and repolish between 
the teeth. I have tn'ed many finishes but 
am not satisfied. 
-H. Warren Beach, Edgartown, Mass. 

I would dip the combs either in a half
and-half mixture of clear lacquer and 
clear lacquer thinner, or into tung oil cut 
slightly with mineral spirits (about 80 % 
tung to 20  % mineral spirits) . After 
thorough drying, I would rub in be
tween the teeth with a nylon thread 
twisted into a strand, something like a 
horse' s  tai l .  Dip the horse tail in some 
fine garnet abrasive powder (you can 
buy it from Universal Shellac and Sup
ply Co . ,  495 W. John St. , Hicksville, 
N.Y. 1 1 801) and hang it from the ceil
ing. Put a flat container underneath to 
recover the powder that comes loose. 
Then comb the horse tail until the comb 
is perfectly smooth between the teeth . 
With 4 / 0  steel wool I would make the 
outside as smooth as a good sales pitch , 
and my combs woul d  be ready for 
market. -George Frank 

Most good sealers or thin finishes should 
not raise the grain. Is it possible that 
what you thought was raised grain was 
simply dust or dirt particles present in 
the finish , which became apparent 
when the finish dried down hard? To 
eliminate this possibility, strain your 
thinned finish through fine, clean cloth 
before dipping. Waterlox Clear Trans
parent Seal should work wel l .  Deft 
(clear lacquer) should also serve your 
purpose, and will dry faster than the 
Waterlox varnish sealer. Thin down any 
finish you use to almost water consis
tency before dipping to prevent the nar
row spaces between the teeth from clog
ging. -Don Newell 

When you acquire bent C-clamps, how 
do you straighten them? 

- Thomas R. Wooa', St. Paul, Minn. 
If they are twisted, you can put the un
threaded end in a heavy vise, insert a bar 
or pipe, and untwist them. If the back is 
bent (though to bend a clamp in this 
way one must be as strong as a bear) , you 
had best take them to a machine shop 
that has a hydraulic press to have the 
kink taken out. C-clamps aren ' t  de
signed to be tightened with anything 
other than a hand- if you put a wrench 
on the handle ,  you ' re over-tightening. 

-Simon Watts 

Without heavy metalworking equip
ment or without an available black
smith, try to find a hot enough torch 

WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE! 
wmWDDD OFFERS YOU MORE ... 

SAVE 2 0 ·  50% OVER COMPARABLE FINISHED CLOCKS 

YOUR SE LECTION O F :  
CLOCKS 

17 MODELS TO CHOOSE fROM 
MOVEMENTS 

DIffERENT MOVEMENTS AND DIALS 
OPTIONS 

GLASS . HANDCARVING 
OR CHERRY SOUDS .RARE BURI..S 

fl9PAGiiOrl 
I ':l!tlr:&:!� I 
I $1.00 I 
I W·� Our catalog l ists dozens I . �\, of books that show how .. : \ to build everyth i ng 

I .• \ from birdhouses to I lTI. " barns I t  also l ists 32 'Jf.\ kil n-dried. cablnet-

I I !--<:.I g rade Appalachian I :.;w,��"'"..,;.'" woods Plus hard
to-ftnd veneers and 

turnings For 27 years we ve I guaranteed every board foot we ship I We also guarantee a return on your 
$1 00 Investment I Please send your catalog I enclose I $ 1 00. which you·1I refund With my fi rst 

I mtnlmum order I Na� ______________________ -

I Addr� I 
I Cily state __ ZIP __ 1 

We sell at delivered prices 

I EDUCATIONAL LUMBER I COMPANY, INC. 
I P O  Box 5373 FW I 21 Meadow Road 

AsheVille. N C 28803 
.. _---_ .. 



Q & A (continued) 

(propane or MAPP) to make the clamp 
at least a dull red before hammering it 
straight on a flat piece of iron. 

-Andy Marlow 

My work so far has involved a fair 
amount of miter cuts, and my $20 miter 
box is not accurate. Therefore, I waste a 
lot of time trimming. I am ready to in
vest in an expensive miter box if it wzll 
indeed give the "perfect cut every time " 
promised. Or should I save my money 
toward a table saw and do all my miter 
cuts with that? 

-Barbara Emley, San Francisco, Calt! 
I would definitely not buy a miter box. 
For carpenter's work it's okay, but no 
m iter boxes are accurate enough to cut a 
smooth joint. I would invest in a good 
l O-in .  table saw with at least a 1 -HP 
motor. In my new book, Tage Frid 
Teaches Woodworking-Joinery (avail
able from The Taunton Press) , I describe 
how to make an accurate miter j ig for 
the table saw. -Tage Fn"d 

I think that a good, clean miter joint is 
one of the hardest joints to make. A 
table saw is no better than the miter 
gauge that comes with it for making this 
joint, and your best bet might be to in
vest in a miter trimmer. A radial arm 
saw probably does a better job than a 
table saw because the work doesn ' t  drag 
on the saw table. I cut miters (when I 
have to) on the table saw and then make 
the final adjustment on a disc sander set 
accurately to 45 o. It may be cheating but 
it works. -Simon Watts 

EDITOR 'S NOTE: Also see the Methods of 
Work column of the November ' 79 issue; it 
contains a number of miter jigs. 

Have you ever heard of mixing white 
shellac (preferably 3-lb. cut) with an 
equal amount of boded linseed od and 
using it as a finish? It sounds incom
patible - a  solvent  release and a 
chemical reactive finish. It also seems 
that you would have drying problems. 
But this is not so according to my 
mother-in-law. A number of years ago, 
she was told by an old refinisher to use it 
as a finish on her old piano. 

- Carmine I. Santarelli, Lorain, Ohio 
I tried mixing shellac and boiled linseed 
50/ 50 and it does not work for me. Mix
ing the boiled linseed and shellac to
gether, then shaking vigorously, pro
duces a milky suspension of oil i n  
shellac . Upon standing, the oil separates 
out and rises to the top. I applied the 
shellac/ oil suspension to a previously 
varnished surface and to new unfinished 
wood, rubbing it over and in with a 
cloth pad soaked in the mixture. Upon 

NOW, For The First Time
Use The WOODBITS 

The PROS Use ! 
PROFESSIONAL WOODBITS are NOT available in hardware stores. 
Stores only carry spade bits which tear grain, clog and bind; or metal
cutting twist bits that also bind and - what's worse - "skate" off the mark. 

WhyisaWOODBIT Best ? 
A PROFESSIONAL WOOD BIT h.a four f •• turea designed apeclflcally 
for wood: 
e A CENTER SPUR that locks your bit on course and so 

prevents "skating". 

e TWO CUTIING SPURS that start and dimension a 
perfectly round hole. 

e EXTREMELY SHARP FLUTES extend from the two 
cutting spurs and continue the cutting action all  the way 
through the wood . . .  shaving the sides smooth. Most important. the 
two spurs wil l  not splinter the wood as the bit cuts through . . .  as 
spade or metal cutting bits do. 

e THE CUTII NG FLUTES ARE ENG I N EERED for maximum chip 
ejection so that your dri l l ing machine won't bind and burn out. 

LEICHTUNG'S PROFESSIONAL WOODBITS can be used in portable 
drills or drill presses with chucks of %" or more. 7 piece chrome
vanadium steel set includes Va. 0/18. y., 5/'8. :re. 7/18 and %" sizes. Lengths 
from 20/. - 5W'. Made by German professionals for pros or "wood-be" pros. 

7 PIECE WOOD BIT SET .................................. ONLY $15.95 
Depth Adj usting Collars For The 1 Piece Set 

Get the precision of a costly dril l  press for under $1 0.001 
Here's how they work: Figure the desired depth of the hole; 
slip the collar over the bit to that depth; fix the collar 
position with the set screw - and dril l .  7 collar sizes, 
Va - %", fit each bit in the 7 piece woodbit set. Tool steel. 

7 Piece Depth Adjusting Collarl .................................. ONLY $9.95 
Buy Both Blta And Collarl And SAVE $2.00 ............. ONLY $23.90 

Complete Your Bit Set With These 4 BIG WOODBITS 
Primarily for use in a dril l  press, these larger diameter bits can be used 5/," Bit ... $10.95 
in any powerful portable dril l  with a %" or larger chuck. These are 0/4" Bit ... $12.50 
real ly top quality professional cutting tools. The %" bit is 7Va" long. the 7.4" Bit ... $13.95 
3/4• % and 1 "  are 7%" long. No col lars available. 1" Bit ... $15.50 

Buy All 4 Big Woodblta (SAVE $12.95) ...... ONLY $39.95 

COMPLETE 18 Piece Drill Set (SAVE $16.80) .... . . $62.00 
18 Piece Sel Includes: 

7 Bils: ' 8 - , 2"; 7 Collars 10 malch plus 4 B IG WOODBITS: ' 8' - l '  . � You Can Order Call TOLL FREE 800-321 -6840 
J 

n\� Tool, By Phone: Ohio Resident, Call: (216) 831-6191 
-------------------------------- --------" , Yes Ric Lelchtung. please lend me: \ _ 7 pc. Woodbit Set(s) @ $15.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _- 0 Enclosed is • 

_ 7 pc. Depth Collars To Match Above Set @ $9.95 . . . . . .  __ my order for • 
_ 1 4 pc. Bit and Collar Set(s) @ $23.90 (SAVE $2.00) ... __ woodbils. As my . ' 

_ %" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $1 0.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  __ BONUS, please 

- 7'.' BIG Woodbit(s) @ $1 2.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... __ send your 68 page. 1980 
color calalog of hard-ta-find 

- 7/8" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $1 3.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... -- woodworking 10015. PLUS 
- 1 " BIG Woodbit(s) @ $ 1 5.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _- all catalogs and new 1001 
- All 4 BIG Woodbits @ $39.95 (SAVE $1 2.95) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _- bulletins FOR THE NEXT 
_ Complele 18 pc. Dril l  Set(s) @ $62.00 (SAVE $16.80) -- TWO YEARS FREEl 

Shipping. Handling and Insurance $1.75 0 Enclosed is $1 .00. Pie ... 
Method of Payment Ohio Residents Add 5'12% Tax __ send your 1980 color 

o Check 0 VISA 0 MasterCharge TOTAL 
catalog PLUS all catalogs 

--and bu l letinS FOR THE 
Card # Good thru NEXT TWO YEARS! 

Name ________ � ______________ __ Address ___________________ _ 

City State Zip ____ __ 

LEICHTUNG �U 6�::e���,
m;�f� ::;;;ay #1 80FW 

\�\THE Workbench People:;lfI � Phone 21 6-83 1 -61 91 " 
---------------------------------------------------� 
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PUBLIC NOTICE! 
BANKRUPTCY 
and Financial ly 
Distressed Merchandisel 
We are authorized liquidators of large 
inventories that must be quickly sold 
at sacrifice prices because of: 

����fACTORY WARRANTY! 
Manufacturers overproduction 
last year's models 
Bankruptcy 
Bank loan foreclosure 
Sheriff's sale 
Insurance claim salvage 

If your company finds itself in any sit
uation that requires it to sell large in
ventories for immediate cash. call us! 
Only products in perfect operating 
condition (or slight blemishes that do 
not affect operating condition) will be 
considered. From Sherwin Will iams, 

the LARGEST paint company in the world! 
Swiss made! Swiss quality! 
A l l  factory new! Factory perfect! It needs NO air 

compressor! Just plug it in to a nov socket, pull 
the trigger and spray! 

Sure you've seen paint guns adver
tised before at all kinds of prices. But 
this one - Flomatic - is really extra 
special! It's made for a division of 
Sherwin Williams . . .  largest paint 
company in the world! And who can 
know moreabout painting than they 
do? They wanted an excellent paint gun 
so they chose famous Swiss engineering. 
Swiss precision and Swiss quality. But 
excessive devaluation of the U.S. dollar 
made it too costly to continue producing 
more sprayers. So they cancelled the en· 
tire project. Now you can buy one at an 
amazingly low liquidation price! 

.. � Ji!I'A!iJ!M!i!!!Ei!!!R!i!!ICAN!I!I!iI � EXF.!RE55 

The multi-purpose 
sprayer. Ideal for 
farm and home use! 

Faster than a brush, roller ora ir sprayer! (And up to  30% 
paint saving over an air sprayer.) No bulky compressor 
to lug around . Just plug into 1 1  OV outlet. The powerful 
little motor sprays a wide variety of liquids at high rate 
of speed for fast. smooth coverage and a professional 
looking job! Simple cleanup and easy maintenance. too. 
• Simple to use! Just turn a knob to adjust for large or 

small spray pattern. You get smooth performance! 
• Two hardened steel jet nozzles. One for thin liquids 

such as stains. varnish, enamel. The other for heavier 
liquids such as latex. sealers. anti-rust paint. etc. 

Spray oil on farm machinery as 
a rust inhibitor or to lubricate 
hard··to-reach parts. 

The handy way to spray fertili
zer or insecticide solutions on 
flowers, plants. shrubbery. 

• High volume delivery from 1 -qt. rugged plastic con
tainer. Up to 1 0% oz. per minute. Bigjobs like a house 
get done fast and easy, without excessive overspray. 
• Hardened steel cylinder and chromium plated piston 

for smooth operating efficiency. 
• Gun body of cast aluminum with 1 0% silicon. Tough 

and rugged! Unharmed by solvents. 
• High power pump section can be easily replaced. 
• Cleanup is easy! .  Just spray the' recommended sol· 

vent for whatever you were using through Flomatic. 
• Includes 8-ft. heavy duty electric cord with ground 

wire. Plugs into 1 1  OV outlet. 

IT'S MULTI -PURPOSE! 
Use with latex. primer. var
nish. stain. wood sealer.lu
bricating oil, auto enamel. 

=;:::-====:mr-.._ Spray insecticide. weed kil
ler. Apply liquid wax onto 
floors. Spray liquid fertili
zer on flowers. shrubs. Or 
spray wax on cars. trucks. 

Visa. Mastercharge. Ameri· 
can Express can order by 
phone, Toll-F ree:800-328-
5082. I n  M innesota. phone 

1o....'1b1lllllll .. ��E5::..J.::J collect : 6 1 2-729-2345 . 

Regular Retai l :  
$1 1 9.95 
Closeout price now only 847 

r:--------------I fi�' ����h�h�·A�e���h��r:�;�p;':�u��nant.O�;406D
ept . 1 52 

I Send __ Paint Guns a t  547.00 ea. plus S3.00 ea. ship. handling. 
I 0 My check or money order is enclosed. 
I �::��

e
N:� 

credit card: aVISA a Mastercharge 
�x:��:

xpress 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

State ___ ZIP Phone 

F U R N ITU R E  H A R DW A R E  

C H A I R  CA N E  

Jluxton Catalog. $1 .00 
UPPER FALLS. MD .  21 1 56 

�� 
9006 Waukegan Rd. 
Morton Grove, I L 60053 
(312) 965·4420 
Over 50 species 

• Rosewood • Teak • Zebrawood 
• Walnut • Oak • Engl ish Yew 
• Bubinga • Cherry • Mahogany 

far the LDTBIER · CRAFTSPERSON 

EXOTIC WOODS 
KLEMMSIA CLAMPS 
E ·  C ·  E PRIMUS PLANES 
ROSEWOOD HANDLES, 
TURNED BRASS FERRULES 
HAND FORGED CHISELS & GOUGES 
OVER 600 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK 
FOR BROCHURE: 

!' you work in hardwood . this bit is one tool you 

must have! Unlike other bits. Ihe Forstner is 

guided by its circular rim inSlead of the center. 
Bore any arc or circle and you leave a true 
polished surface. Guide it in any direction. il cuts 
smoothly through cross-grain or knots! 

AVAILABLE IN THI:SE SIZES PRICE EA. 

1 , .... 5116". 318". 7116". 1 /2" $11.95 
9116". 518". 1 1 1 16". 3,.... 131 16" 12.95 
13116". 7/8". 15/ 16". 1". 1 - 1 /16" 13.95 

Add SI.50 Postage & Handling 
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QUEEN 

Cabriole 
Walnut 
Honduras 
Mahogany 
Penn. Cherry 

from solid 
3" stock, 
o n ly the "ears" 
are g l ued on .  

Rollingswood 

yt� 
ANNE 
Legs 

Choose 
from sizes 

ran g i n g  from 
7'14' s l i pper to 
29" table leg . . .  

Send $1 .00 
for brochure. 
(refundabfe 
on purchase) 

Box 404, Dept. FW1 
Grayslake, Il .  60030 

t:: a:: 
Rochester Instit� College of Fine 'CD and Applied Arts 
AAS BFA MST MFA 0 -
School for Glass -f American Metalcrafts/Jewelry 
Craftsmen Weaving/Textile DeSign Ct) 

Ceramics/Ceramic Sculpture n 
WOodworking/Furniture Design :::T 

School of Painting ::l 
Art and Printmaking 0 
Design Medical I l lustration 0 Communications Design CO Environmental Design 

Art Education '< 
Write for Office of Admission 
Catalog: One Lomb Memorial Drive 

Rochester, New York 14623 

Transform your windows, mirrors and every
day glassware into works of art the easy way 
with the New ARMOUR ETeH™ GLASS 
ETCHING METHOD. Complete including 
supplies, illustrated step-by-step instruction 
booklet, plus 45 full-size etching patterns. 

ONLY $10.95 postpaid 

Armour Products, Dept. FW-180 
Hill St, Midland Park, NJ 07432 · 201/652·8895 

Unadorned power tools . . .  they do the same job as tools costing up to 5 times as much. 
We skipped the chrome t o  save you money . . .  but 
we d id  not skip anything on performance. Actually, 
we skipped more than just chrome, we cut out 
every costly fri l l  that wasn't absolutely needed. 

Our tools are not exactly flashy. We 
are the first to admit it .  But in arti
cles covering test results on AMT tool s ,  
written by leading publications such as 
Popular Science, our tools have been 
praised over and over again. I n  spite 
of their  low prices, our tools are ful l  
scale and offer ful l  performance and 
precision. 
HERE'S HOW WE DO IT • . .  First, we don't claim our 
tools should sel l  for f ive times the price ! Just that 
our tools do the same job . . .  with the same accu· 
racy, ease and speed . . .  and wi l l  last at least as 
long. AMT tools cost less to make and are sold 
d i rect. They are bona fide quality power tools used 
by serious amateurs and professionals a l i ke and if 
sold i n  retail stores would be much higher i n  price. 
We use no magi c ,  let's be specif ic:  
SIMPLICITY . .  , AMT tools are soundly engineered 
to e l iminate every frill and gimmick-to m i n i m ize 
material and production costs. Machined parts are 
used only where they're needed. Unadorned cast 
iron and aluminum save you a fortune. 
D I R E C T·fR O M · f A C T O R Y  S AY I N G S " , You save a 
bundle,  yet we offer a double guarantee b�cked by 
a 45-year-old company with m i l l ions of sat i sfied cus· 
tamers . . .  and hundreds of orders pour in daily.  
LARGE VOLUME , , , Our own foundry and large mass 
production faci l it ies p lus large buying power a l l  
work to keep' costs down. 
STANDARD PARTS . , , Our designs use standard hard· 

ware items wherever possible. By aviod· % ..,�. . ing custom-�ade parts we pass on tre· 
O mendous savings to you. 

If you are looking for power tools 
that perform l i ke units costing many 

times our low prices, order today and you'l l  b e  one 
step closer to many hours of woodworking sati sfac· 
t ion.  l!�� JOINTER-PLANER 'a � ci  
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ground adjustable tables. For planni ng, jOints, bevels, 
Cuts to II." depth. Fence adjustable 0' to 50' . Steel 
Knives, dual guards. Use any mo· � 
tor. Precision ball bearing indus· . 
trial mod e l ,  $14.65 add ' i .  'lit. 19 . 
Ibs.,  f.o.b. factory. -, ' 

$5485 

TWO GUARANTEES 
IQ.OAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Try any of these power tools and com· 
pare it with any similar machine at any 
price. If  not satisfied, return it for 
prompt, no questions asked refund. We 
pay the return shipping charges. 

IQ.YR. FUll SERVICE GUARANTEE 
Any part or parts of these AMT power 
tools (except motor which carries a one 
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after purchase date will be repaired or 
replaced by the factory with no cost to 
the purchaser other than postage. 
AMERICAN MACHINE & TOOL CO. 
4th & Sprina: St., Royersford, Pa. 19468 

UUIJVOVVV\lU 
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NOTE: T a k e  advantage of t h ese s a m e  low prices 
at o u r  Royersford factory showroom a t  4th and 
S p r o n g  Sts. (9 to 4 : 30 weekdays.  9 to 1 2 S a t . ) .  11 Brand new. electric motor 
II developing full 1 h.p .  1 7  Ibs. (Purchased 

separately, $44 .85 ).  With any $3980 AMT machine here. f.o.b. factory 

POWER SAW 8" t i l t arbor saw 
cuts, r i ps, mitres. 

pound angles, dadoes. coves, moldings.  
assembled with ground cast iron table,  
safety guard, splitter, mitre gauge. 
Less blade, motor. R i p  fence for 
easier work a l ignment.  $6.50 add' i .  
Ba l l  bearing model .  $9.75 add ' l .  
Takes II, h . p . motor o r  larger, 
standard blades, attachments. 

. .  cross
cuts, com· 
Completely 

fREE OFFER, $4460 
clbi n.t bas. pllnl, ' • , 

�t. 22 Ibs , f o b  factory. 

with one piece of ,,{ " plywood, convert 
, your $44.60 saw I nto I floor mod.1 wi th 
I huge 27" x 24" top . Takes clblnet riP 
fence,  $7.50 add ' l .  

BELT SANDER A precision unit. It changes 
from horizontal to vertica l in 

seconds. Heavy, sander i nc l udes 4" x 36" sanding 
belt.  Uses II, h . p .  or larger motor. V· pu l ley drive �a n d  m u l t i · purpose drive spindle.  

. Disc sander accessory, $14.50 
.add ' l .  M i tre gauge, $2.95 add' i .  
1 8  Ibs. ,  f. o . b . factory. S4450 

4' WOOD LATHE ' . ' . 12" swing. Industrill  
SIZe,  does same Job IS 

$75 units. Tubular steel bed ra i l s ,  screw action tai l  
stock, 3·speed pulley. Use any motor. 3 high speed 

turning chisels, $8.50 
a d d ' i .  4" face pllte, !::::::=:::I�=='::::!.'=.; .90 add' l .  30 Ibs. 

.o.b. factory. $5900 of 8 turning chisels $23.00 

DELUXE BAll BEARING 4' WOOD LATHE • • • 
1 2 "  swing, s i m i l a r  to 4' model with heavy duty, double 
shielded, lubricated·for:l if. ba l l  bearings. 3 h igh speed 
turn ing  chisels, $8.50 a d d ' i .  4 "  face plate, 
$2.90 add'l. 30 Ibs:, I . o . b .  factory. $ 71 00 
Set of 8 turn ing chisels $23.00 

LONG BED(55'�WOOD LATHE ���s��� i�) 
deluxe bal l  bea;ing lathe above. Lathe has bal l bearing 
l ive center in ta i l  stock and extra·heavy wal led over

.• I size bed tubes. Set of £ '!i!!;, 3 high speed turning 
� � � chIsels,  . $8.50 add' i .  

4" face plate, $8750 $2.90 add'l . 40 Ibs., I.o.b. factory. 
WOOD SHAPER KIT ����� n���dS

to��V�:: 
and·groove joints, etc. Accurate cuts at h i gh speeds. 

Sealed greased-far-life ball  bearings. 
Less wood. Takes 1/. h.p. motor or lar
ger, standard cutters. Optional hold 
down assembly, $4.50 add' i .  9 Ibs. ,  
f .o.b.  factory $3490 

�tlltlllllltllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

§ AMERICAN MACHINE & TOOL CO .. Dept. FW10, Royersford, PI. 1 9468 =: Please send me the u n its checked. Payment in full  enclosed $ or 
§ $5. deJ)0sit each item enclosed, balance C.O.D.  I must be fully satisfied or wil l  return 
=: unit  Within 10 days for full refund. No questions asked. 
=: 0 8" Power Saw at $44.60 G.E. Motor 0 $39.BO (wi th other item) =: 0 Standard Rip Fence at $6.50 0 $44.85 (purchased separately) =: 0 Long Cabinet Rip Fence at $ 7. 50 0 Wood Shaper Kit at $34.90 =: 0 Ball Bearing Spindle at $9.75 0 Opt. Hold Down Assembly at $4.50 =: 0 Belt Sander at $44.50 0 1 2" Swing 4' Lathe at $59.00 
§ 0 Disc Sander Attachment at $ 14 . 50 0 Del uxe Ball  Bearing 4' Lathe at $ 7 1 .00 
=: 0 M I tre Gauge for Sander at $2.95 0 Long Bed Wood Lathe at $87.50 
=: 0 Jointer Pl aner at $54.85 0 Face Plate $2.90 } any lathe 
=: 0 Ball Bearing Spindle at $ 1 4 .65 0 Turning Chisels $8.50 above 

:�=-
N A M E  0 Set o f  8 Turning Chisels $23.00 

ADDRESS ________________________________________________________ __ 
§ C I TY_ STATF l i P  
:::,1111,11111 11111111111,1111,11,,11,11,11, 11, 1 , 1 111, 1, 1 11 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
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FOR THE 
FINE WOODWORKER 

From "Artistry in Veneers " . . . 

Beautiful veneers in more than 80 
distinctive wood grains, our finest 
architectural stock, at exceptional 
prices. Your precise project needs 
delivered in quantities as small as a 
single leaf. Also fancy butts, burls, 
crotches, and swirls. Breathtaking 
border inlays in your choice of 42 
designs. Dyed wood veneers, avail
able in 16 magnificent "no fade ,  
n o  run " colors, t o  compliment any 
type finish! A complete line of qual
ity tools, professional services, cor
respondence , and recommendations. 
An inventory of more than 3 million 
sq. ft. of domestic and imported 
venee�rs�. P!II'!ft'-WI"P.I�P.I"'� 

.,r-t:�IJo\L vrr t:n ll"u 
Walnut Shorts - a $1 2 savings 

originally 401i now only 1 64'  per sq . ft. 
(random lengths 1 Y, - 2% ft. )  

M inimum order 50 sq . ft. Only $8.00 

Carpathian Elm Burl 

a $1 1 .75 savings 

. original ly $1 .20 now only 751i sq. ft. 
(random lengths) 

Minimum order 25 sq . ft . Only $ 1 8.75 

I Holly - a $5 savings 

i original ly 40d now only 30d sq. ft. 

(3 ft. lengths) 
Minimum order 50 sq. ft. Only $ 1 5.00 

Maple Shorts - a $3.50 savings 

originally 25d now only 18d sq. ft. 
(random lengths 2' to 2'9") 

Minimum order 50 sq. ft. Only $9.00 

Plus . . . * FREE 64 pg. catalog 
with your f irst order 

Please add $3.50 per order for postage 
& hand l ing N . Y .  residents add sales tax 

"Artistry in Veneers " . . .  specialists, 
suppliers, and consultants to wood
workers throughout the world! 

ARTISTRY IN VENEERS 
Dept. FW-3 
633 Montauk Ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 1 1 208 
(212) 272-3638 

Send 75rj' for our new 
64 page catalog and discover a whole new 

world of woodworking. 
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Q & A (continued) 

standing, the oil separated from the 
shellac and came to the surface in an oily 
layer that would not dry. I wiped the oil 
away and was left with an uneven, unac
ceptable film of shellac on the varnished 
surface. Over the new-wood surface, the 
shellac and some of the oil apparently 
went into the wood, as expected, but an 
oily layer remained on the surface. 

-Don Newell 

Don' t  ever argue with your mother-in
law. Let her use the mixture of shellac 
and oil on her finishing projects, and 
use the good old proven finishing mate
rials on yours. You will not be sorry. She 
wil l .  - George Prank 

My assembly procedure formortise-and
tenon joints is to finish the pieces prior 
to assembly, then to apply glue only to 
the surfaces of the mortise, not to the 
surfaces of the tenon. This eliminates 
glue squeeze-out problems, but wtfl this 
joint be strong enough? 

-Brad Mzller, Bangor, Pa. 
When gluing a mortise and tenon it is 
important to put a moderate amount of 
glue in the mouth of the mortise, and 
j ust a little on the beginning of the 
tenon cheeks. There should not be so 
much glue that it runs out over the 
work, bench and craftsman. Anyway, a 
tight joint does not allow room for too 
much glue. - Tage Prid 

Depending on how tight a fit you made 
the joint, it is usually safe to give the 
mortise an ample coat of glue and the 
tenon a light coat to be sure there will be 
no unglued spots. -Andy Marlow 

It is not good practice to put glue on 
only one surface when gluing two pieces 
of wood together- it makes for a weak 
joint . Glue squeezing out is a good sign , 
in spite of the mess. -Simon Watts 

How can hard maple be stained so as to 
bring out the delicate grain? All com
mercial maple furniture is opaque red to 
orange. 1 'm doing a floor that needs the 
protection of a good finish and a nice 
light-brown to medium-brown color, 
with no loss of grain pattern. 

-James M. Hams, Chantzlly, Va. 
Commercial furniture is usually fin
ished with red to orange semi-opaque or 
opaque wash coats to achieve the par
ticular manufacturer's standard maple 
tone. To accentuate the grain of maple, 
you must use a completely transparent 
stain .  I would use an alcohol-based ani
line stain,  probably a "golden oak" col
or. Aniline stain is more likely to be ab
sorbed selectively into the grain struc-

Play the finest 

HARPSICHORDS 
& FORTEPIANOS 

Build it yourself from one of our kits or let our 
experienced craftsmen build it for you. 

Three CenturieS' of Harpsichord Making 
by Frank Hubbard (Harvard Univ. Press. 

397 pgs. $ 1 5  postpaid) 

For 20 page brochure write: 
FRANK HUBBARD INCORPORATED 
185A-W Lyman St. ,  Waltham, MA 02154 

(617) 894-3238 

The pride of your toolchest .. . 
All-Steel Wood Chisel Set 

Truly the everlasting chiselsl Made of 100% 
hammer forged, hardened Al loy Steel. For heavy 
duty use . . .  the blow is del ivered d i rectly to the 

beveled cutting edge. Narrower widths are perfect 
for trimming down old glue. cleaning out grooving.  

Widths:  '/', '18', V,", 'Is", 3/., 'Is", 1". 1 '/ .... 

o All-Steel Wood Chisel Set $39.95 
o a-Pocket Suede Leather Tool Roll $12.95 

Enclosed is my check $ for the items 
indicated , plus $1.50 Shipping !Insurance. Include 
NEW catalog FREE. 

VISA or Me, order toll free 1 ·800·343·6 1 30 
Name ____________ _ 
Address ___________ _ 
C,ty State ___ Z,p __ _ 
o Enclosed find $1.00 for NEW 7�80 Catalog only. THE e.-pRINGETON �MPANY 

P.o. Box 276·36, Princeton. M A  0 1 541 



Q & A (continued) 

ture of the maple , thus highlighting it .  
You didn ' t  ask about a finishing ma

terial for your floor, so I assume you 
know what you want. But in case you 
haven't  considered it ,  Waterlox Gym 
Floor Finish is good and durable. An
other good finish is shellac. I t  is surpris
ingly durab le ,  unless some of your 
friends happen to spill straight whiskey 
on it .  -Don Newell 

We have a rosewood-veneered tabletop 
that had been waxed but developed a 
4-in. -diameter black ring when water 
leaked onto it around a stiver vase. Hav
ing used salad otl to remove white water
marks, I tried this, but to no avatl. Since 
the blemish apparently contains stiver 
oxide, I also tn'ed stiver polish, which 
did nothing. Perhaps I'm not penetrat
ing the waxed surface. Because the stain 
is dead center, I hesitate to use bleach, 
and because it 's in a veneered surface, I 
suspect it 's too deep to rub out. Any 
ideas? -Bob Frohwerk, Boise, Idaho 
First clean the tabletop of all finish . Wax 
is hard to eliminate , and you ' ll have to 
do this  in several steps . Soak the 
tabletop first with gasoline and wipe the 
melted finish off with rags . Repeat 
several times. When the top is clean , 
wash it two or three times with lacquer 
thinner, again using rags to wipe off the 
wax. Both these materials are extremely 
flammable, so be careful and ventilate 
your work area well .  

Scrub your table with warm water and 
laundry detergent until it is free of wax, 
wiping the excess water off constantly. 
The Spot should be gone. However, if it 
still persists, use a 2- in .  by 7- in .  fine
bristle wire brush with l %- in .  long 
wires. Here ' s  how: Wet the wood an,d 
wipe up the excess moisture, and brush 
the damp wood with a rotating motion . 
Some of the wires will reach into the 
bottom of the pores, and if you get the 
knack, will kick out all unwanted dust , 
finishing material and dirt . 

Now, if after washing and wire
brushing the spot is still there, start with 
chemicals-first, simple Clorox. If this 
doesn ' t  work, dissolve oxalic acid in  
alcohol and using rubber gloves, wipe 
the Spot off. If either the Clorox or oxalic 
acid eliminates the spot, neutralize the 
wood with a vinegar wash . Under no cir
cumstances use peroxide bleach. I f  
neither the Clorox nor the acid works, I 
woul d  d ig  i n to m y  vocabu la ry of 
Hungarian swear words and reveneer 
the tabletop. -George Frank 

In January '79 you featured an article on 
pneumatic tools, pictun'ng a rolling-pin 
sanding device that I have been looking 

POWERMATIC 
• H eavy 

1 - P iece 
C . I .  Frame 

• C . I .  
Whee l s  

• A l l  Bal l 
Bear ing  
U pper 
G u ides 

Model 100-63 

Duo Pneumatic Drum Sander 

• H i ng ed 
Wheel 
Covers 

• Wide 
Spaced 
Tru n n ion 
For M ax .  
Su pport 

Model 141-
14" Band Saw 

Th is ,  and other fine Powermatic 
Shop Eq u i pment,  is i n  stock ready 
for i m m ed iate del ivery. ( Factory 
d i rect s h i pments can be arranged . )  

"IlIZ"OODSHOF SFECJ:ALTJ:ES 

Sands convex and concave parts. 

Pump in enougb air to conform to shape 
and sand on a "puff of air ... 

Pneumatic Sanding Drums 
available separately in (9) sizes. 

Abrasive sleeves, canvas jackets, 
and rubber tubes also in stock 

for immediate delivery. 

Write for free brochure. 

Sad- �tte MFG. CO. Box 1013 East Middlebury, vt. 05740 
802-388-7969 1611 No. Sheffield Ave., Chicago, IIHnois aJ614 

312 / 642-7287-8 

SAN D I NG BE LTS 
BELOW WHOLESALE 
Plus FREE Sandpaper 

Get your sanding belts at below whol_1e prices, and get 25 sheets of top quality 
sandpaper free ($5 value) with order of a dozen or more belts. 

You can get sanding belts at the same low prices we offer to large furniture 
manufacturers. These cloth-backed belts are top-quality-and we can get them to you f •• t. 

Just check your size(s) and show how many dozen you want. On both belts and paper 
you can specify your grit size, or we can send you an assortment. We can make any size, ask 
for a quotation for unl isted sizes. 
Quan. Quan. Quan. � 1 x42 $9.15/doz. � 3x24 $10.95/doz. 

1 x44 9.15/doz. 3x27 11 .95/doz. 
3x1 8 10.50/doz. 4x21 12.25/doz. 
3x21 10.50/doz. 4x21'1. 12.95/doz. 
3x23"1. 10.95/doz. 4x24 12.95/doz. 

� 4't.x26 $17.50/doz. 
4x36 17.50/doz. 
6x48 17.50/� dz. 
4x52't. 17.50/� dz. 

Belts to be used for: 0 Metalwork ing 0 Woodworking 

Newl Sandpaper cuHer. Cuts your 
sandpaper to any size you need. This tough 
molded plastic board with hardened steel edge 
will save you paper and save you time--for pad 

STROKE SANDER BELTS. 6H WIDE. These 
cloth belts are of load-free garnet (4 belt min.).  
Specify length and grit size, free offer does not ap
ply here. 

Price per foot or partial foot 52'-belt5 12 to 20 
feet; 48' for longer belts. 12% discount with 20 belts 
of 1 size. 

/: - - - - - - - - - - ...... ( Fill in order form and quantities. N . C .  residents 
add 3% tax. Add $1.50 for shipping. Enclose 
check or money order. 

NAME ___________________ $ 

ADDRESS ____________________ _ 
sanders and hand sanding. Only $585 I 

CITY _____ STATE __ ZIP __ 

Visa & M .e. accepted. Give no. & expo date. \ 
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DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 

HARDWOODS 
Qual ity stock for 
Cabinet Work 
Most all sizes from 

1 "  up to 4 " in thickness 

HARDWOODS 

ASH - BASSWOOD 
B I RC H - BUTTERNUT 
CH ERRY - C HESTNUT 
EBONY - MAPLE-OAK 
POPLAR- ROSEWOOD 

TEAK-WALNUT 
Also hardwood plywoods 

SOFTWOODS 

SUGAR P I N E-CYPRESS 
CEDAR- SPRUCE 
DOUGLAS FIR etc. 

MAURICE L. CONDON CO. , INC. 
248 Ferris Avenue 

White Plains, N.Y. 10603 
914-946-41 1 1  

Open Saturdays 8 AM unti l  2 PM 

Beautiful in its stark simplicity, this bed has su
perbly proportioned maple posts and a double arch 
headboard of pumpkin pine. All parts are accurately 
crafted and sanded ready to finish. It takes standard 
bedding. A wrench, glue, stain and all necessary hard
ware are included in each kit. Posts 77" high. Full 
size straig ht canopy frame 58" x 80", $215. Weight 100 Ibs. Express collect. Queen size straight canopy 
frame 65" x 87", $230. Weight I I 5 Ibs. Express collect. 

Also available: Lover's Knot Coverlet interwoven 
of dyed wool and natural cotton in navy blue, delft, 
red and yellow.Send 50¢ for color swatches. Full 
spread or queen size coverlet 90" x 108", $ 150.00 
ppd. Made to order. 
Mass. residenrs add 5% sales fax. 
Send $1.00 for Color Catalog I Over 50 Authentic Colonial Furniture . K'··C@4� R 
100 Ship SI . ,  Cohasset, MA 02025 

FREE 
BOOKLET 
ON SOSS 
INVISIBLE 
HINGES 

Th8 hing8 
that DuB@J®3 Mail coupon to: 

MPG Co .. Oiv. 01 
Core Industries Inc 
�i��::�aJHo�3554 

26 
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NOW YOU SEE IT NOW YOU DON'T 
The Soss Invisibles-for a custom look for any room ! These 
amazing hinges hide when closed, eliminating unsightly gaps, 
hinges, and door jambs. They're the perfect hidden touch for 
doors, doorwalls storage cabinets, built-in bars, stereos, and 
TV's. Specify the Soss Invisibles, wherever looks matter .  See 
l isting in Sweet's or write 

I
" ....... SOSS 

for catalog: MPG Co. ,  Dlv. ... UI5 
of Core Industries Inc.  1 - ' 0 0 
Coreway Dr. ,  Pioneer, OH DQW7flRo�n;P-R 43554. Ph : 41 9/737-2324. U UV UC; �C; 

Q & A (continued) 

for. However, there was no mention of 
the manufacturer, despite a detatled 
listing of suppliers. 

-Kevin Sullivan, Eagle River, Alaska 
The rolling-pin sander is made by Ek
strom-Carlson & Co . ,  1400 Railroad 
Ave. , Rockford , I l l .  6 1 1 10 .  A similar 
sander is made by Sand-Rite , 161 1 N .  
Sheffield Ave . ,  Chicago, I l l .  60614 . 
Most major pneumatics manufacturers 
offer a similar machine. 

Follow-up 
In Sept. '79, a reader asked about using 
mineral oil instead of linseed oil to treat 
and protect wood,  especial ly  salad 
bowls. George Frank suggested using 
boiled linseed oil with about 5 %  Japan 
drier added in for a good, protective fin
ish , but neglected to caution against 
using this treatment on wooden utensils 
for food. 

Woodworkers should be aware that 
any item they sell to contain food or 
drink is subject to the regulations of the 
Food and Drug Administration ,  which 
restricts what coatings can be used in 
contact with food (Code of Federal Reg
ulations, Title 2 1 ,  Part 1 7 5 . 300) . Ac
cording to Ralph Mayer' s  Arttst 's Hand
book of Materials and Techniques, most 
boiled linseed oil is not actually boiled, 
but is heated with driers; lead , though 
no longer allowed by the FDA ,  was one 
of the most common driers used. Like
wise, lead has also been used in Japan 
driers, and even if the drier does not 
contain lead , there ' s  a good chance it 
might contain toxic impurities. 

-Michael McCann, 
Center for Occupational Hazards 

New York, N. Y 

Supplies : 
Finding exotic supplies and materials 
for woodworking is a constant problem . 
Here are some leads to inquiries from 
prevlOUS Issues: 
-Tires for a 9-in . band saw: Toolkraft 
Corporation, 250  South Rd. , Enfield, 
Conn .  06082 .  
- Custom leather seats: Mountain Jim 
Leathers, Box 667 18 ,  Scotts Valley ,  
Calif. 95066 . 

Readers can' t  find :  
-Hinge blanks ; 
- A  musical movement that plays " Pop 
Goes the Weasel ; "  
- Information and parts for a combina
tion machine made by the Sidney Tool 
Co. , Sidney, Ohio, now out of business. 

Send questions, answers, comments and 
supply sources to Q&A, Fine Woodworking, 
Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 



"WOODCRAFTER'S 
DREAM STORE !"  

- Sunset Magazine 

• F I N E  HAND TOOLS 
• INCA POWER TOOLS 
• EXOTIC HARDWOODS 
• WOODCRAFT CLASSES 
• BOOKS & MAGAZINES 1#1 
CHE CUCCINC €OC;E 
BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA 
295 South Robertson Boulevard 

(between Wilshire & Olympic) 
213/652-6133 HOURS: Tues.-Sat. 10am-6pm 

BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 
1 836 Fourth Street 41 5/548-601 1 

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10am-6pm 
Sorry. no rnai I orders. 

....... .................. ! i WOODWORKING BOOKS : i FROM ALL : 
! !���II���o��oesn.t I 
• stock books for the serious i woodcra ftsman. We do. H u n· 

dreds of titles available, and if we don't. have it 
we'll get it for you fast. Check book reviews or i 
send for our free list of available titles. Send : author and title of your selections with 8 check for 

i �1"iii"�i�ri��� i : P.O. Box 637 L=TROUTMAN. N.C.  28166 
MEMBER AMER. BOOKSELLERS ASS·N. 

�� ... ��� ... 

FURNITURE HARDWARE 
COLONIAL ' EUROPEAN ' CONTEMPORARY 

Hinges 

Soss Hinges 

Knobs 

Pulls 

Drop Rings 

Campaign Hardware 

Select from hundreds of classic styles in Solid Brass, 

specialty finishes, Lucile, and Limoges Porcelain. 

EXCLUSIVELY AT 'IW The � � I Decorative , t!J! Hardware 
-,. Studio 

Catalog S2.00. 
Refund 

with first ordt"r. 

160 K I NG STREET CHAPPAQUA, N . Y .  105 14 

HOURS 10-5 MON.- SAT. (914) 238-525 1 

Build This 
"All Wooden" 

Clock 
C o m p l e t e  p l a n s  
f o r  t h i s  1 00 % 
wooden clock. All 
wor k i n g  p a r t s  
fully visible. N o  
special tools re
quired. Separate 

hour, minute and second hand, weight 
driven, keeps perfect time. May be 
mounted in large grandfather case or 
displayed on pedestal. For the wood
work hobbyist or clock enthusiast.  
Plans only, $5. R.D. Thomas, 1412 Drum
cliffe Rd., Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103. 

Books 
Woodwork Joints (revised) by Charles 
H. Hayward. Sterling Publishing Co. , 
2 Park Ave. , New York, N. Y. 1 0016, 
1979. $4. 95 paper, 128 pp. 

There must be some woodworkers who 
don' t  read, who either have a complete 
repertoire of ski l ls  and techniques 
locked away in their mental vaults, or 
who have found things they ' re com
fortable with and enjoy repeating 
them_ Other woodworkers might prefer 
discovering new ways to do things by 
doing them , accepting the failed exper
iments and the $3-a-foot firewood_ For 
the rest of us , Woodwork Joints de
serves a place in our libraries. 

The edition at hand is part of a 
revamped series fami l iar to wood
workers in its old form as the Drake 
Home Craftsman ' s  Books .  Sterl ing 
Publishing Co.  is revising and reissuing 
the books but the changes are mostly 
cosmetic. Some woodworkers may miss 
the funky, slightly old-fashioned look 
of the old editions (though the text still 
says cramp for clamp and rebate for 
rabbet) , but  the general effect i s  
brighter and crisper. The il lustrations 
have been updated (partly by removing 
t h e  shad i ng) , p hotos  h ave been  
substituted for line drawings in a few 
places, and modern iron planes and 
vises have replaced some of the wooden 
ones. Metric equivalents have been 
added to the text. 

What makes the book worthy of con
sideration , of course, is not its looks but 
what ' s  in it. Hayward offers sound, 
basic instruction in all the common 
ways of fastening two boards together, 
and a good number that are not so 
common . He begins logically ,  with 
g lued  edge j oin t s , and p roceeds 
through an attractive wooden knuckle 
joint , which is part of a short chapter 
on moving joints, both with and with
out metal hinges_ 

In between there are mortise-and
tenon joints in great profusion-for 
grooved and rabbeted panels, for doors 
and frames, with fox wedges and tusks 
and pegs for draw-boring. A useful sec
tion about common errors includes a 
series of a dozen drawings, and some 
will look familiar to anyone who's  ever 
tried to cUt a mortise and tenon.  

The chapter on dovetails is extensive 
and detailed, with sections on through, 
lapped, mitered and a half-dozen other 
varieties. They are described in enough 
detail to make one feel comfortable 
about trying them; the section on bevel 
dovetails (for use at the corners of boxes 
whose sides slope inward) for example, 
is systematic, clear and presents so 

MORE 
SAVINGS FROM 

Brass Wood Screws 
Fi nest Qual ity 

Slotted F lat or Roundhead 
( i nd icate type) 

# Lth Per 1 00 
o h $ 1 .90 8 
o j8 1 .95 8 
1 Yo 1 .90 8 
1 j8 1 . 95 8 
1 � 2.20 8 
2 Yo 1 .80 8 
2 j8 1 .95 8 
2 J7 2.20 9 
2 % 2.25 9 
2 � 2.55 9 
3 Yo 2.25 9 
3 j8 2.20 9 
3 J7 2.40 9 
3 % 2.55 9 
3 � 2.80 9 
3 18 3.30 9 
3 1 3.55 9 
4 Y. 1 .90 9 
4 j8 2.05 9 
4 � 2.25 9 
4 % 2.45 1 0  
4 � 2.75 1 0  
4 18 3. 1 5  1 0  
4 1 3.30 1 0  
4 1 Y. 4.55 
4 1� 5.30 

1 ).2 $7.40 10 1 $6.90 
1 �  8.70 1 0  1 '/, 8.30 
2 9.70 10 1 ' , 9.40 
2Yo 1 1 .55 10 1% 1 0.95 
2� 1 2 .50 10 2 1 2 .05 
2% 1 5.65 10 2% 1 5.50 
3 18 .05 10 2', 1 8.55 

� 4.55 1 0  2% 20.80 
% 4.50 10 3 23.05 
� 4.90 10 3Yz 29.05 
18 5.55 10 4 43.55 

1 6.00 1 2  '7 7. 70 
1 y.. 7 .05 1 2  % 7.95 
1 �  8.30 1 2  � B.75 
1� 9.50 1 2  18 9.70 
2 10.50 1 2  1 1 0.30 
2Y. 1 3. 1 5  1 2  1 Y.  1 0.95 
2� 16.05 1 2  1 �  1 2 .65 
2� 1 7 .75 1 2  1 �  1 4 .30 
3 2 1 . 1 5  1 2 "2  1 6.05 

� 5. 1 5  1 2  2Y. 21 .05 � 5.30 1 2  2� 22.65 
� 5.65 1 2  2� 27.45 
18 6.20 12 3 2B.90 

Sandpaper 
5 � 2.55 
5 % 2.80 
5 � 3. 1 5  
5 18 3.45 
5 1 3.80 
5 1 Y. 4.40 
5 1 �  5.80 

Norton/Carborundum 
Garnet or A l u m i n u m  Oxide 

( ind icate type) 

6 � 2.80 
6 % 3. 1 5  
6 � 3.30 
6 18 3.80 
6 1 4. 1 5  
6 1 Y. 5.00 
6 1 �  6.00 
6 1 �  7.95 
6 2 8.50 
7 � 3.20 
7 % 3.40 
7 � 3.80 
7 18 4.30 
7 1 4.75 
7 1 Yo  5.70 
7 1� 6.70 
7 1� 8.75 
7 2 9.70 

9" x 1 1 "  S heets- Open Coat 
1 0  1 00 

Sheets 25 50 Sheets 
2BOA $ 1 .70 $3.50 $6.55 $ 1 2 .70 
240A 1 .70 3.50 6.55 1 2.70 
220A 1 .70 3.50 6.55 1 2 .70 
1 BOA 1 .70 3.50 6.55 1 2.70 
1 50A 1 .70 3.50 6.55 1 2.70 
1 20A 1 .70 3.50 6.55 1 2.70 
1 00A 1 .70 3.50 6.55 1 2 .70 

BOA 1 .90 3.95 7 .35 1 4. 1 5  
1 50C 2.35 5.30 1 0. 1 0  1 9.45 
1 20C 2.35 5.30 1 0. 1 0  1 9.45 
1 00C 2.35 5.30 1 0. 1 0  1 9.45 
BOD 2.70 5.90 1 1 .35 2 1 .70 
600 3.00 6.75 1 2.95 25. 1 0  
500 3.45 7.75 1 4.80 2B.70 

Aluminum Oxide-Non fi l l ing 
9" x 1 1 "  Sheets-Open Coat 

8 � 3.45 280A 2.05 4.80 9. 1 0  1 7 .25 
8 % 3.95 220A 2.05 4.80 9. 1 0  1 7 .25 
8 � 4.40 1 80A 2.05 4.80 9 . 1 0  17 .25 
8 18 . 4.90 1 50A 2.05 4.80 9 . 1 0  1 7 .25 
8 1 5.30 1 20A 2.05 4.80 9 . 1 0  1 7 .25 
8 1 Y. 6.45 1 00A 2.05 4.80 9. 1 0  1 7  .25 

S h i pping charges, add 
( m i n i m u m  $ 1 0  i n  merchandi se) 

orders up to $ 20 -add $ 2 . 5 0  
$ 2 0 . 0 1  to $ 5 0 - " $ 3 .00 

$ 5 0 . 0 1  to $ 1 0 0 - " $ 3 . 7 5  
Over $ 1 00 - " $ 4 . 7 5  

We also accept Master Charge a n d  Visa 

on orders of $20 or more 

$1 for complete tool catalog 
featuring: 
D ISSTON 
G R E E N LE E  
COL U M B I A N  V I S E S  
WETZLER CLA M PS 
and much more 

The Tool Works 
76 9th Avenue 
NY, NY 10011 
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one giant catalog. Finest woods, veneers, inlays, 
borders, cabinet hardware. Wood finishes, � � touch-up materials. Cane, rush. Lamp parts. � Carved moldings, framing. Sliding, revolving � hdwe. Coffee mill kit. UphoL supplies. Specialty � 
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Books (continued) 

many possibilities for error that it 's 
enough to make the reader consider 
taking up macrame. 

Other chapters deal with lapped 
joints ,  mitering and scribing tech
niques (like those necessary to join  
frame and sash bars on a window) . 
There are also three pages of methods 
for joining boards along their lengths, 
as in house carpentry, and a useful 
chapter on joints for plywood and pani
cle board,  including a selection of 
methods for covering up the exposed 
edges of plywood on a door or tabletop. 

-Phd Ginsburg 

Furniture of Williamsburg and Eastern 
V irginia, 1710- 1790 by Wallace B .  
Gusler. Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 
Box 7260, Richmond, Va. 23221 , 1979. 
$24, hardcover; 194 pp. 

Wallace B .  Gusler, furniture curator at 
Colonial Williamsburg, is among the 
new breed of museum people .  A crafts
man himself, he is j ust as interested in 
the construction of antique furniture as 
he is in its style and probable ancestry. 
And thus his book is of more than pass
ing interest to the woodworker, for 
Gusler goes beyond the usual concerns 
of collectors and curators. He unfolds 
not only who made the furniture of 
Williamsburg and environs, but also 
how it was made, and how the daily 
shop practices of the various cabinet
makers differed_ 

I confess at the outset that I find 
most books about antique furniture of 
marginal use to the woodworker. Like 
most contemporary furniture histor
ians, Gusler' s  premise and purpose is to 
establish Colonial furniture as an an 
form, and in this case to prove that 
Virginia furniture is as interesting and 
valuable as pieces made in Boston or 
Philadelphia. To do this he must first 
overturn the erroneous view that most 
Virginia furniture was imported di
rectly from England, and then,  since 
most of it was not signed by the maker, 
he must go beyond the surface appear
ances of style to the very innards of each 
piece. By showing how it was made, he 
can correlate many pieces with surviv
ing account books to know who made 
it ,  and when. Along the way he reveals 
much of interest to cabinetmakers who 
reproduce period furniture. 

For example, in analyzing case goods 
from t h e  s h o p  o f  P e t e r  S c o t t  
(1694- 177  5) , Gusler not only photo
graphs the pieces from the front, but 
also takes the camera behind,  under
neath , and pulls out the drawers. He 
writes, "A study of the growth-ring 

SOLAR STARR HOUSE 
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patterns of the pine lamination backing 
the walnut primary wood shows very 
clearly that the [ogee bracket] feet were 
formed from long boards. They were 
first glued together to form the lamina
tion and were then planed into the 
ogee shape from end to end. This con
toured board was then cut into separate 
brackets and m itered together, a 
method that ensures that the feet are 
uniform in their ogee profile . . . .  " 

Gusler gets a good deal of help from 
the tremendous amount of research 
that has been done at the Williamsburg 
site, the pre-revolutionary capital of the 
Virginia colony. This includes archaeo
logical excavation at the Hays cabinet 
shop, where furniture was made for at 
least 25 years under a succession of four 
g ifted master craftsmen . The dig 
brought up not only broken tools and 
crockery, but also a number of broken 
parts from furniture in for repair, and 
half-finished parts that went awry dur
ing their manufacture. From this evi
dence Gusler is able to reconsttuct and 
e x p l a i n  two d i ffe re n t  geomet r i c  
methods of  laying out ball-and-claw 
and paw feet, and to compare their re
sults with legs carved entirely from 
memory, without layout lines. 

Gusler' s  book is painstaking, metic
ulous and comprehensive. It is a wel
come addition to my library, and I hope 
it inspires other curators to examine 
their relics from the cabinetmaker' s  
point of view. --John Kelsey 

The Restorer's Handbook of Furniture 
by Daniel A lcouffe . Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 7625 Empire Dr. , Florence, 
Ky, 41042, 1977. $22. 50, cloth; 129 pp. 

Alcouffe ' s  book is for collectors, cura
tors and restorers of European antique 
furniture. I t  is not a textbook for a be
ginner--though a beginner would cer
tainly find it informative--because Al
couffe assumes knowledge of, and ex
perience with, basic procedures of re
storing. For example ,  he tells you 
which carving tools and chisels you will 
need for a certain piece and what sharp
ening stones to use , but not how to 
sharpen them . He tells you which var
nish to use for a particular job, how to 
dissolve beeswax with turpentine and 
how to apply it ,  but not when to stop. 
The pieces Alcouffe restores are Euro
pean , and for the most part he works 
with European woods. But if you went 
to the store to buy the chemicals he 
uses, you wouldn ' t  have much luck-
not unless you happened to know their 
American names. For example, he pol
ishes with " tripoli , "  which you prob-
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Vermillion 0 Cherry 
Prima Vera 0 Ebony 
Teak .Hawaiian Koa IlItIiIIilliiliMlliWtltliltlil Maple • Satinwood �="'II 
Sycamore 0 Red Oak Everyth i n g  f o r  your 
Avodir • •  Rosewood projects! Fine H a rdwoods, 

Kits, Supplies. .C 0 u p 0 n 
brings big new 50th Annit,'tr1�I-"';'';''''' versary catalog-152 pages! 

PON FOR CATALOG --.. 
WOOD SERVICE CO . •  

Dept . FW-10. 1737 W. Cortland Ct., Addison. I L  60101 I I Send new catalog I enclose SOC for poslage. handling I 
I Name I I A��A I 
.. City State __ Zip _. ... -------------,.." 

Books (continued) 

ably couldn ' t  purchase here unless you 
knew it was also called " rottenStone . "  

Nonetheless , his accounts of the 
major causes of damage to furniture
shrinkage, splits and fissures-and the 
method of fixing them are applicable 
to any piece of furniture. Also , his 
points on filling dents and repairing 
tenons can easily be applied to Ameri
can furniture. 

Alcouffe explains such things as rot 
and worm damage and tells you five 
good methods for disinfecting furni
ture and four methods of stripping 
gilding and paintwork . He writes in· 
formatively about consolidation-the 
reconstitution of infected wood-and 
about little points that are crucially im
portant, such as how to get animal glue 
to crystallize, not dissolve, by treating 
it with 95 % surgical spirit when dis
mantling a piece. 

The section on staining is particularly 
good-he tells you which stains do 
what, and that water stains can be used 
without risk but that acid stains will 
corrode glue in the joints of veneered 
furniture and can darken wood. AI
couffe explains how to change the 
shade of wood by oxidizing, and that a 
solution of ammonia and water will age 
oak and chestnut, but that great care 
must be taken even with this, because 
the solution wil l  turn some woods 
black , grey or red (though he doesn ' t  
tell you which woods-that' s  left for 
you to find out on test pieces) . Need
less to say, he always stresses caution. 

Alcouffe also presents a very good 
section on French polishing. His section 
on carving is not strong,  but the 
parts-nearly half the book-on veneer 
work , marquetry , bou l le work and 
gilding are excellent. The biggest lack 
in A lcouffe ' s  book is that he j ust 
doesn ' t  devote enough space to restor· 
ing solid wood furniture. 

Throughout,  Alcouffe stresses that 
" Restoration is a job for the proficient; 
a delicate and difficult job that places 
grave responsibility on the shoulders of 
anyone undertaking it . "  He empha
sizes that a thorough knowledge of an
tique furniture, special training and a 
variety of skills are necessary for the re
storer, and that ignorance is disaster. 
His rules are solid : "Conserve a maxi
mum of original material . "  . .  A void 
radical measures . "  "Respect . "  He adds 
that " one must make it clear to people 
that spending money on restoration 
is . . .  a long-term investment . "  

Alcouffe writes with a knowledge 
borne of countless hours of research 
into journals kept by 1 8th·century 
French restorers and quotes l iberally 

'�-in-1 * workhorse" molder, planer, 
edger ... 

Convert waste and rough-sawn 
material to dressed lu mber, free 
of wave and chatter marks. Plane 
boards up  to 1 4" wide. Plane 
down to 1 /1 6".  

Quickly switch from planing 
or edging to molding. Select from 
41 sets of stock mold ing knives. 

Use for picture frames, min ia
ture doll furn iture, models, 
dozens of other workshop tasks. 

* As desc r i bed by Popular Mechan iCS, 
November, 1 976, page 1 28. 

... 

WILLIAMS & H USSEY M AC H I N E  CORP 
DEPARTMENT 50 MILFORD NH 03055 
TEl 603 673 3446 

O R D E R  NOW. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

I I enclose check or money order I in amount S ______ __ 
Charge my 

I 0 MASTER CHARGE 0 VISA 
Give card info & expire date. 

I (W & H Molder-Planer will be shipped to you from I New Hampshire via truck; wI. 84 Ibs. Pay shipping 

charge upon receipt.) 

I 0 Handfaad Model W-7 @ $345.00 

o Power Inleed Model W-7PF @ $460.00 I 0 Power In-and-Outleed Model W-7S @ $530.00 

I Name ____________ __ 

I Street Address 

I City ___ State ___ Zip __ _ 

I Send for fr .. Illustrated brochure :..JI L __________ _ 
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Makes Holes Disappear! 
• LOOKS LIKE WOOD 
• CARVES LIKE WOOD 
• STAINS LIKE WOOD 
• FAST SETTING 
• WATERPROOF 

Amazing Frog Dough fine grained 
crack filler will enable you to save that 
lost piece of furniture, restore that an
tique, or repair that woodcarving. Frog 
Dough is never coarse and grainey. It  
goes on smooth.  

Colors: Natural,  Oak, Light Birch, 
Walnut,  Cherry-Mahogany 
Yellow Pine. 

Send for a Y2 pint can $3 .50 ppd. 

Dealer inquiries invited also. 

FROG TOOL CO. Ltd. 
700 W. Jackson Blvd. Dept lA Chicago IL60606 

0JC �(0, 
The 
clockbuilder's 
choice. -�. 

Send today for our New Free Catalog of the 
most magnificent heirloom quality antique 
reproduction clocks you can build. 

Your choice 01 Grandlather. Grandmother. wall. mantle. 
desk clocks and m ore. Avallabte from plans or ready' 
to·assemble kits for  a l l  levels of sk i l l .  With s olid ¥4' 
hand· matched hardwoods in  walnul. oak, cherry or Han· 
d u ras maho gany. I m ported preCision movements and 
chimes. Solid brass dials plus tools. hardware. books and 
accessories. You've never seen a finer catalog. You' ll never 
bUild a betler clock 

o Please send me your Free 32 page cotor Catalog. 
I enclose 51.00 for postage and handling. 

Name __________________________ _ 
Address, ________________________ _ 
City/State Zip __ _ 

Mason & Sullivan Co" V>e. Dept.21090sterville, MA02655 :JU 
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from these past masters. And he writes 
with the experience of the curator in the 
department of obj ets d '  art at the 
Louvre. a post he has held since 1962 . 

The only drawback to A lcouffe ' s  
book i s  the layout of pictures and text. 
Though the i l lustrations are extremely 
well done, they do not appear on the 
pages where they would be most 
useful . You have to search for them . 
But, this is insignificant in light of his 
excellent observations and explana
tions. -Mark Bieluczyk 

C h a i r ,  e d i ted b y  Barbara P re t e .  
Thomas Y. Crowell, 10  E. 53rd St. , 
New York, N. Y. 10022, 1978, $19. 95 ,  
cloth, 138 pp. 

This book projects itself in  bol d ,  
straightforward typefaces, lined-in text, 
photos set off by heavy black frames, 
and multicolored typographies with 
slim arrows zooming directly from text 
to i l lustrations. One is awed by its de
sign,  but the meat of the matter is in 
what is  being said, not in the visual 
presentation .  

A l ecture series , " The  Evolving 
Chair, "  delivered by a panel of eight 
representatives of the design world ,  
comprises the bulk of the text. The lec
tures were given in 1976 at the Cooper
Hewitt Museum in New York . Subjects 
range from pure design to manufactur
ing, marketing and distribution reali
ties. The other lecturers say, in essence: 
"Since we can' t  make chairs comfort
able, at least we can (and should) make 
them beautiful or unique . "  

Chair concludes with more than 500 
contact prints of Y4-scale pieces entered 
in a 1976  international competition 
sponsored by the American Institute of 
Architects. These chairs have only one 
thing in common:  They can be sat 
upon .  From the entries submitted , 
nine finalists were chosen and given 
$ 1 , 500 each to build fu ll-sized proto
types of their designs. The four win
ning entries were chosen in May 1977.  

Someone taped the jurors' review of 
the finalists' work, and the transcribed 
text, which appears in this book, is in
structive. No entry was judged with 
comfort as a criterion , but on design , 
use of materials and appearance. The 
jurors seem most captivated by the 
folding aspect-the four winning chairs 
are all collapsible. 

One of the not-so-obvious messages 
of this book is that we possess the tech
nology and knowledge today to provide 
comfortable seating. As a documentary 
of contemporary attitudes, the book 
will probably prove invaluable to our 

Furniture, Cabinet, Hobby 

PLYWOOD 
All sheets 16" w. x 48" I. with grain 

Birch Ply-Multi. Yo" 3 - $4.50 
f,,"  4 - $5.25 
Y. " 5- $5.50 

Oak Walnut 
f,,"  White- $6.00 Y. "- $8.50 
Y. "White- $8.00 Teak y." Red- $6.50 Y. " - $1 1 .00 

JI" 7 - $7.50 
Yo" �-$10.00 
"' "  1 1 - $12.00 
f." 13- $14.00 
Bending Birch 
.,." 2- $1O.OQ 
Birch (exterior! II," 3 - $8.00 y." 5- $10.00 
Birch (aircraft! y .. " 3 - $8.50 
Y,, 3- $6:50 y,," 3 - $7.50 
Y,, "  3 - $8.50 
Y, "  5 - $9.50 
�" 5- $10.50 
Marine Fir AlB 
Y. "- $6.50 
JI " - $7.50 
Yo " - $8.50 
f. "- $10.50 
Lauan 
(exterior) 
Y." A·2- $4.50 
JI" A·2 - $5.50 
Yo" A·2 - $6.50 
r. · A·2 - $8.50 

f. " White- $14.50 Pecan 
f. " Red - $12.00 Y. "- $7.00 
Knotty-Pine f. " - $12.00 
y. " - $7.00 African Mahog. 
r. "- $12.00 Y. "-$l l .00 
Mahogany (Phil.! ')'."- $18.00 
Ribboned (Wtrprf.! Ash 
Y," - $4.50 y." - $7.00 
y." - $5.50 f. " - $ 1 2.00 
r." - $7.50 Cherry 
y, - $9.00 Y. " - $8".00 
f. " - $ l 1 .00 r, "-$14.50 
Birch (domestic! Cedar (aromatic! 
Y," natura l-$4.50 % " - $8.00 y." A·3 - $5.00 Ponderosa Pine 
r." Shop- $8.50 y, A/B-$8.00 
r. " A/2 Cab . - $10.00 r. "A/A- $10.00 
Tropical Birch Basswood 
f,," - $4.50 Y," - $4.50 
Lumber-Core Ply Lauan 
r. " Red Bil. - $ l 1 .00 Y, " - $2.50 
r. " Who Bil. - $13.00 r,, " - $3.00 
r. " Who Oak -$14.00 Y. " - $3.50 
f. " Kn. Pine-$14.00 Ramin 
Hardboard (Brownl Y, "  - $3.50 
Y," - $1 .00 y." - $4.50 
Y. "- $2.00 l\" - $5.50 

- HOBBY PACKAGE SPECIAL
(25 pcs. of B IRCH , LAUAN, RAMIN 

Y. ", "116 ", Yo" Mixed) 
$7.95-S"x16"; $6.95-S"x12"; 

$5.95-6"x12"; 
$4.95-6"xS" pes. 

"Add $ 1 .50 to orders up to $7.50, above 
add 20% for U . P . S . and wrapping. Will 
quote on "cut-to-size" pcs. Free stock price 
list on request. Mass. res. add 5% tax. 

VIOLETTE PLYWOOD CORP. 
Box 141 -W, Northfield Road, 
Lunenburg. Mass. 01462 

Professional woodbits make cleaner holes. 
Ordinary twist dr i l ls  are designed 

to cut metal, not wood. This is the set 
used by professional cabinetmakers 
for their finest woods. Gives best reo 
suits when used at 2,800 to 6,000 
r.p.m. Each has center spur for precise 
hole location. Sharp· edge flutes cut 
the smoothest, most accurate holes 
in any wood. Excellent chip ejection. 
Set of 7 dri l ls-)1," ,  %1', X", Y,6' . 
%". )1,6'. and W' dia. Lengths 2%" to 6". Shanks are Y,6' dia. for Y,6' and 
up. Unconditional guarantee. 

Brookstone Company 
Dept. 231 A, Vose Farm Road 
Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 
o Send me __ Woodbit sets 
@ S16.95 ea., postpaid 

o Send me Brookstone's catalog"Hard·To·Find 
Tools and Other Fine Things" o Check enclosed 0 Visa o American Express 0 Master Charge 

Card No. _ Expires ______ _ 
Credit card phone (603) 924·951 1 
Name __________________________ __ 
Address ________________________ _ 
City __________________________ _ 
State Zip ----"7'7-==� 

Brookstone892.10 
-------------------------� 



and all the information 
you need to make iust 
about anything from 
an abacus to a Welsh 
hutch. You un have hundreds 
of popular and hud-Io-find 
plans. p.illierns .lnd furnilure 
designs .111 your fingertips. 

Order your Craftplans calalog 
.odor· Send 50¢ to: 
Craftplans, Rogers, MN 

p.�p.\-.fo\J.. o'll 
� gazebo 

r 

Study Plan · 2300k 
Custom Design your own gazebo! 

The unique Gazebo Study Plan Book enables you 
to Custom Design your own Gazebo or select one 
from 23 beautiful designs featuring 5 'Classic 
S.yles. And ,1"5 on ly 54.50 . plus 75< poslage 
and handling: allow 34 weeks for delivery. or S 1 .30 
for First Class. Complete plans are also available. 

�,A�[N PO. Box 1 57 Dept. 5 �CVESI{jNS Delafield. WI 530 l S  

T H I C KN ESS PLA N E R  

• 
M O R E  
THAN 
40,000 
IN USE 

ALL 
OVER 

THE 
WORLD 

The PARKS No.  95 is  a c o m p a c t .  
sturdy thickness planer that offers mi l l  planer 
precision and ruggedness at a sensationally low 
price! Wr ite for complete descri ptive l iterature on 
the No. 95 Planer.  as wel l  as on PARKS wood·and 
metal'cutting Band Saws; Planer· Jointer Combination 
Machines; horizontal and vertical. manual and auto· 
matic Panel Saws. 

THE P A R  K S WOODWORKING MACHINE CD. 
Dept. FW, 1501 Knowlton St. 

Cinci nnati, Ohio 45223 
Manufacturers of Quality Woodworking Machines 

Since 1887 

Country 
Too[s 

Old World wols 
for the serious 
woodworker 

Hand tool guide 
Two Dollars 

Sculpture House Incorporated 
38 East 30th Street 

New York City, N .  Y. 1 00 1 6  

Phone (212) 679·7474 

Kleer Kote 
"Hi Gloss 

Miracle coating" 
TWO-COM PONENT 
POLYMER COATING 
HARDENS INTO A 
PERMANENT, HIGH-GLOSS 
GLASS-LIKE SURFACE 

Better than the com petition 
because: 

Dries 33% Harder- Not Affected 
By High Humidity - Easier To M ix 

• BEAUTIFUL WET LOOK 
• ALCOHOL PROOF 
• WATERPROOF 

UPS & 
KIT COVERAGE PRICE HANDLING TOTAL 
8oz. 300 sq. in. $ 3.75 $100 $ 4.75 
pint 600 sq. in. 5.45 � 1 20 6.65 
quart 1.200 sq. in. 9.95 � 1.35 11.30 
1 901. 35 sq. ft. 32.75 2.45 35.20 2 901. 70 sq. ft. 59.95 4.10 64.05 
8 0z. Bubble 
Breaker 3.95 100 4.95 
with sprayer 

USES; BARTOPS • TABLES · WOOD CLOCKS · 
SIGNS · SHELLS · DECOU PAGE • PHOTOS · 
FABR ICS · DR I ED FLOWERS · N EWSPAPER 
CLIPPINGS 

D 
SE ND C H E C K  OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

BIOTA COMPANY 
DEPT. F 1529 ROSWELL ROAD 
MARIETTA, GEORGIA 30062 

Use · ·STRATE-CUT" Cutting G u ide with 
any portable c i rcular saw. j ig saw or 
router. Extends to 8'6", reduces to 5 1 "  
f o r  short cuts a n d  porta bi l ity. Cla mps 
to pane l i n g .  doors and other long work. 
Rip 4 'xS' sheets down the center; tr im 
1 / 1 6'· off  a door.  Make precision 900 
c u t s .  t a p e r s .  a n g l e s .  d a d o s .  beve l s .  
grooves. Unbeatable for scorinll wall
board. G u ides uti l ity knife. Here s how this sturdy aluminum tool works: 

( 1 )  Patented connector joins and al igns 
(2) two 5 1 " guide sections with four set 
screws (3) C�cla m ps (4) attach g uide to 
work. Tool  fol lows g u i d i n g  e d g e  ( 5 )  
Clamps and i l l ustrated instructions i ncl . .  
only $1 9.95 plus $2.00 shi pping and 
handling. U . S .A. only. Send check or M .0. 
to; R.A.K. PRODUCTS, Department W-14 
Box 23426, M ilw.,  W I 53223. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Wis. Res. tax. 

I 

1 200 E .  Post R oa d ,  Dept. FWJB 
Carriage H i l l .  Westport.  CT 06880 

Rush me the fo l lowi n g :  

__ 6" "Jaws" a t  $ 6 .70  ea . 

__ 1 2 "  "Jaws" at $ 7 . 60 ea.  

__ 1 8 "  "Jaws" at $ 8 . 4 0  ea. 

__ 24" "Jaws" at $ 9.25 ea . 

__ 30" "Jaws" at $ 1 1 . 60 ea. 

__ 36" "Jaws" at $ 1 2 .60 ea.  

(Add $ 1 . 50 for del i very of one c lamp and 35' for  
each additional c la m p .  CT residents add 7% sales 
tax . )  

Enclosed is  my check f or ______ _ 
made payable to the Fine Tool Shops.  I n c .  

Charge my 0 V I SA 0 A M E R I CAN EXPRESS 

o MASTER CHARGE (Bank# ____ ) 

ACCOU NT # _________ _ 

E X PI R E S  ___________ _ 

For Credit Card orders only, cali (800) 243-9884 
anytime, a nyday. to l l -free. I n  CT call 375-462 9 ,  a 
to l l  nu mber, or mail  the order coupon today . 

o S E N D  FREE 96 PAGE FU LL-COLOR 
CATALOG U E !  

Name ____________ __ 

Address ____________ _ 

City _____________ _ 

I State Zip ____ _ 

L ________________ _ 
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" I " 
JO rae n sel'\ ® 
AND "Po"y'� 

CLAMPS 
Dependable extra hands for al l  
types of clamping and work-holding 
jobs: woodworking projects. 
home maintenance. and 

i"P';' tJ � Iff� �� 
eI =� 

Write for FREE LITERATURE. For 
big 32-page " how-to-clamp-it" 

catalog. send 25¢. 

ASK YOUR DEALER 

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPANY 
THE CLAMP FOLKS 
431 N. Ashland Ave. I Chicago, IL 60622 

You Can Build This 
Clock I 
only with a 

Craft Clock Kit-
You will always re
member the satisfac
tion that you felt in 
building your own 
clock. Our new Vienna 
Regulator is one of 
the most magnificent 
wall clocks ever pro
duced, yet you can 
bui ld it easily and 
economically using a 
Craft kit. We make the 
intricate cuts and 
preassemble all diffi
cult parts. Your satis
faction is guaranteed. 
Send today for cata
log which contains 
the largest selection 
of kits, movements 
and dials available in 
America. 

New for 1980! 
Vienna Regulator in black walnut 

CRAFT PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Depi 1 4. 2200 Dean Sl . Sl Charles. I L  60 1 74 

o 1 1 6-Page Catalog $ 1 .50 0 FREE Brochure 

Name ____________________________ _ 

Streel ____________________________ _ 

Clly / Slate / ZIP __________________ _ 

Serntl9 A mencoos Craflsman 501ce 1940 
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descendants, who may want to find out 
why they inherited such peculiar things 
to SIt on. --Alan Marks 

Phd Ginsburg is executive director of 
the New Hampshire Council for the 
Humanities; Mark Bieluczyk restores 
antiques in Woodbury, Conn. ; Alan 
Marks lives in Pacific Grove, Calif 

Events 
20 Californians--furniture show, Jan. 4 -30. 
Los Robles Galleries, 167 Hamilron Ave . ,  
Palo Alro, Calif. 94301 . 
Wood : A contemporary view of a traditional 
material--seminar, Feb. 23 - 24 . Univ.  of 
California, Berkeley. Contact Steve Collins. 
U.c .  Extension, 55 Laguna St . ,  San Francisco 
94 102 . (415 ) 666-3291 . 
Baltimore Winter Market-- Feb.  16- 1 7 . New 
Baltimore Convent ion Center, Pratt St . ,  
Baltimore, Md.  

Michael Coffey�contemporary furni ture, 
through Feb. 29 . Sterling Pond Hardwoods, 
6 N. Winooski Ave. , Burlington , Vt . 05401 . 
Houston Designer Craftsmen 1980 Juried Ex
hibition--Apr. 6 to May 4. Deadline Feb. ! .  
Contact Houston Designer Craftsmen, 6128 
Village Parkway, Houston, Tex. 77005 . 
Five-day Workshops--traditional furniture, 
F e b .  2 5 - 2 9 ; ·p rod u c t i o n .  des ign  a n d  
marketing, Mar. 3 -7 . Crafts Center, Cedar 
Lakes, Ripley, W.Va. 2 527 1 . 
Sara Jaffe--exhibit o f  contemporary furni
ture . Jan. 1 3 to Feb .  20. Zosaku Gallery, 
2 1 108 Vine St . , Berkeley, Calif. 94709 . 
Thomas ).  Duffy, Cabinetmaker--one-man 
show, Dec . 12 toJan. 19, Frederic Remington 
Museum, Ogdensburg, N.Y. 1 3669 . 
New Handmade Furniture: American hard
wood furniture--original work by 37 crafts
men. Jan. 6 to Feb. 27 . Parkersburg Art 
Center, Parkersburg, W.Va. 26101 . 

WISNER PLANES 
Edge Tri m m i n g  Block 

An improved Stanley #95 with fence and shear blade 
for precise square cutting. Bronze-S69.50 or ('dst 
iron-S54.50, plus $2.50 shipping. These tools are 
handcrafted to an extraordinarily high standard in 
limited production. Send for details to: 

Wisner Tools, 259 Whaley St. ,  Freeport, NY 1 1520 

WOODTURN ING SCHOOL 
Beginners and experienced turners are invited for 
two-day workshops offered throughout the year, With a 
maximum of two students. learn and practice bowl and 
spindle turninlremphasis on cutting techniques. 

While here you will tum 
on the Myford Lathe 
which we import from �=:iill!. England and stock for 
sale. SEN015cFORFUUO£TAIlS 
RUSS ZIMMERMAN 
RfD 1. BOX 57A 
PUTNEY. VERMONT 053<6 

PROFESSIONAL TUR I G TOOLS 
Fittings and accessories 

Catalog on request 

PETER CH I LD 
The Old Hyde, Little Yeldham, 

Halstead. Essex, England. 

CHEM-TECH T-88 BONDS JOI NTS BETTER 
The finest wood binding epoxy adheSive on the market. 
T-88 Will cure at temperatures as low as 35° F. Without 
shnnklng. ThiS strong. durable 1 : 1 mix wil l  adhere to 
mOist surfaces and IS very easy to use, even If you're Inex
perienced. Clear amber formula forms Virtually InVISible 
joints. Waterproof? Absolutely' 

Special price for Initial order only. P.PD. U.S.A. 
Pt. $7.20 Ot. $11 .80 Gal . $37. 1 5  

CHEM·TECH. Depl. K 
4669 Lander Road. Chagrin Fall •. DH 44022 IZI61 Z48'{)77D 

Build Your Own Family Heirloom 

SWING ROCKER 
• Pre-cut do-it-yourself kit. 
• Pre-sanded. ready-t.,.finish. 
• 6 to 8 hours assembly time. 
• Money back guarantee. 
• Plans and parts available. 
Write for our "REt; brochure. 
HERiTAGE 

DU". I'lIONf: (319) 465-:1270 MONTJCl:U.O. IOWA .';2310 

POLYETH YLE N E  G LYCOL 
The new wood stabilizer 

and chemical seasoning agent. 
Make crack-free table tops from log cross sections 
and flawless bowls and carvings from green scrap 
wood. 75' for catalog. 

�� 

The Crane Creek Company 
Box 5553 F 

Madison, Wisconsin 53705 
OLD FASHION 
BRANDING IRON 
YOUR CHOICE UP TO 
FIVE 3/8" COPPER 
LETTERS OR NUMBERS 

$7.00 
Plus SOt 
Shipping 

ADDITI ONAL LETTERS OR PUNCTUATIONS 
$ 1 .50 EACH 

I .  MILLER ENTERPRtSES 
GR�T GIFT BOX 772 - FW MANCHESTER MO. 6301 1 

BELTS 
New top-grade abrasive. 
Outperform and outtast 

competitive belts 5:1  
9" and 12" Discs, Sheets, Stickit Discs. 

3M's best. There is a difference. 

OHIO WOODSHOP SPECIALTIES 
190 Anderson Dr .. Jackson OH 45640 

MOST COMPLETE SELECTION 
IN CONNECTICUT 
25 SPECIES OF 

HARDWOOD · HARDWOOD PLYWOOD 
VENEERS · MARINE LUMBER 

GENERAL�ODDCRAFT 
100 BLINMAN STREET NEW LONDON. CONN 06320 203-442-5301 



CLASSIFIED 
A PPRE TICE V I O LI M A KERS 
A 0 RESTORERS: Positions avail
able .  Good salary and benefits. 
Background in woodworking and lor 
music helpful .  Must be willing and 
able to learn. Bein & Fushi, Inc . ,  
4 1 0 S .  Michigan Ave. , Chicago, IL 
60605 .  
EXPERIENCED CABINETMAKER 
W A TED. Small friendly shop, fine 
custom hardwood furniture. Excel
lent work situation, moderate pay. 
Send resu me,  photos . S m i t h  & 
Nathan Furnituremakers, 403 N .  
Fifth Ave. , A n n  Arbor, M 1 48104. 
DONA M E I L A C H  is gather ing  
photos for new woodworking book. 
For details: 2018 Saliente Way, Carls
bad, CA 92008. 
WOODWORKING BUSINESS for 
sale: Highly successfu l ,  production
type  s h o p ,  making  fu l l  l i n e  of  
kitchenwares, housewares, toys and 
custom furniture. Business is now 6 
years old and stil l  growing. Looking 
for new owner so I 'can go back to 
graduate school. David Hoffman, 
1601 Trumansburg Rd . ,  Ithaca, NY 
14850. (607) 277-3303 . 
Custom FURNITURE MA NUFAC
TURING B U S I N E S S ,  all eq u i p
ment , stock. $7 1 , 500. Davis & Hoyt, 
89 N ewtown Rd . ,  Danbury, CT 
068 10. (203) 792-8910. 
H ARDWOOD SHOWROOM : Ash, 
bubinga, cherry, to vitae, walnut and 
zebra. Dimensionals, flitches, burls 
and more. Send 50' for our catalog. 
Wil lard Brothers Woodcutters, 300 
Basin Rd . ,  Trenton, NJ 08619. 
THAI  & BURM A TEAK lu mber. 
Quality Woods Ltd . .  Box 205 , Lake 
Hiawatha, NJ 07034 . (201) 927-0742 
HARDWOODS. Cabinet & marine 
hardwoods, full mil l ing & gluing 
services, custom hardwood panels & 
butcherblock tops our specialty. New 
England Wood, 271  Western Ave . ,  
Rts. 107 & 129,  Lynn, MA 01904. 
(617) 581 -7264. 
A I R-DRIED CABINET WOODS: 
Al l  sizes. SASE Dick Archer, 826 
Trooper Rd . ,  Betzwood , PA 19403 . 
(215)  666-03 57. 
QUALITY HARDWOODS-Over 
20 native and exotic species, 1 in. to 
4 in. thick, dry. Stocking bird's-eye 
and curly maple. We ship anywhere 
in continental U . S .  Sterling Pond 
Hardwoods , 4 12  Pine St . ,  Burling
ton, VT 05401 . (802) 863-5820. 
WIDE BOOKMA TCHED FUTCHES, 
quartersawn lumber, roOt and burl 
s l a bs my s p ec i a l t y .  Coc o b o l o ,  
w a l n u t ,  cherry,  o a k ,  e t c .  Send 
stamped envelope for price list. Sam 
Talar ico H a rdwoods ,  R D 3  3 0 3 ,  
Mohnton, P A  19540. (215)  775-0400. 
Viol in ,  Gu itar: Banjo ,  Mandolin
making materials, kits,  accessories, 
books.  Cata log 50<'  I NTERNA 
TIO AL LUTHIERS SUPPLY, Box 
1 5444 , Tulsa, OK 74 1 12 .  

MAKE YOUR OWN KIND OF MUSIC 
with a 

HUGHES 
INSTRUMENT KIT 

Priced from $20 

Write for free brochure 

H u ghes Dulcimer Co. 4419 West Colfax FWD 
Denver, Colorado 80204 

LOCAL LUMBER CO. Fancy hard
woods, custom milling and kiln dry
ing. 16 1  Bowers Hill Rd. ,  Oxford, 
CT 06483 (203) 888-6509. 
Tight ly  bonded in dustr ia l -grade 
CORK. Can take rough treatment. 
Odd Ball Supply, Box 133, N .  Attle
boro, MA 02761 .  
Greenlee, Inca and  Makita dealer 
serving Georgia and the Southeast. 
Send $1 each for catalog (specify) or 
all 3 for $2. HIGHLAND HARD
W A R E ,  1034 N. Highland Ave .  
N . E . ,  At lanta, GA 30306 .  (404) 
872-4466. 
IRONS A ND CUTTERS.  Offering 
the country ' s  largest selection of 
plane irons and cutters at unbeatable 
prices. Send 25' for lists to The Tool 
Works, 76 Ninth Ave. , New York, 
NY 1 001 1 .  
Western Canada Inca Tool Sales for 
B . C .  and A l berta .  Catalog,  $ 1 .  
ACORN WOODWORKS, 720 E .  
2 7 t h  A v e . ,  V a n c o u v e r ,  B . C .  
(604) 873-278 1 .  
OLD TOOLS for the woodworker 
and collector. Large variety and sup
ply of quality old tools on hand. Send 
your wants or $ 1 .  50 for latest pictured 
catalog to Bud Steere, l lOF Glen
wood Dr. , N. Kingstown, RI 028 5 2 .  
(401) 884-5049 
CANADIANS. Demonstrations and 
immediate  de l ivery .  I nca Swiss
precision woodworking machines, 
M yford M L8 wood turning lathes, 
W&H molder-planers. Shopsmith 
m u l t i p u rpose m a c h i n e s .  $1 for 
literature (will refund $5  with pur
chase) . ) '  Phi l ip Humfrey Ltd . ,  Box 
173 , 33  Red Lea Ave. , M i lliken (Tor
o n t o) , O n t a r i o  L O H  I K O .  
(416) 293-8624 
Wausau , W isconsi n .  I N CA and  
LUN A  power tools, Garrett Wacje 
Company hand tools demonstrated 
by appointment only. Quotes on re
quest .  Inca  band-saw sale u n t i l  
January 3 1 ,  1980. Mark Duginske, 
Cabinetmaker, 1010 First Ave. N . ,  
Wausau , W I  54401 .  (715)  675-2229. 
TUNG OIL, POTASSIUM DICHRO
M A  TE. Reasonable prices. Free price 
list. Woodfinishing Enterprises, Box 
101 17, M ilwaukee, WI 53210 .  
TUN G  OIL.  The hardest -dry ing 
natural finish. Send $ 1  for brochure 
on this amazing China wood oil fin
is·h . Sutherland Welles Ltd . ,  Box 
639-FW, Woodbury, CT 06798. 
Catalog FULL- S IZE F U R N ITURE 
PLANS-$ 1 .  Refu nded with first 
order. Traditional, Early American, 
over 1 50! Furniture Designs, 1424 
Sherman, Dept. CK-IO, Evanston, IL 
60201 . 
200 M AIL-ORDER SOURCES for 
woodworking su pplies, tools, pat
terns. Many hard-to-find specialty 
sources. Only $ 3 .  Love-Built Toys
A Is, Tahoe City, CA 95730.  
NEW AND USED BOOKS on wood, 
woodworki!1g, carving, turning. We 
deal only in woodworking. Frequent 
catalogs. S I .  R. Sorsky Bookseller, 
3845  B lackstone,  Fresno,  C A  
93726. 
Are you interested in WOODTURN
ING as a hobby? Take a two-day in
tensive course for beginners from a 
qualified instructor. For futther in
for m a t i o n  w r i t e : P R A CT I C A L  
WOODTU R N I N G ,  PO Box 102 , 
Orangeville, Ontario, Canada L9W 
2Z5 . 

Woodworkers Swiss ZYLISS VISE, 
regular $ 138 . 50,  special $84 POSt
pai d .  Bargain catalog, $ 1 .  Rego, 
Downing, Fall  River, MA 02723 .  

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 
For Sale 

Stanley #45 plane with cutters-new, 
$95 . R. Kazer, 60-43 255 th St . ,  Little 
Neck, NY 1 1362 . (212) 428-5 242 .  
Quartersawn white oak,4-ft. lengths, 
4 - i n .  widths ,  5 / 4  th ickness, a i r
dried. Ideal for frames. $2 / bd.  ft . 
Kevin Maher, RD 2, Box 1 1 1 ,  POrt 

Jervis, NY 1277 1 .  (914) 856-1871 .  
S 5 5  $238,  S45 $125 , sell and trade. 
SASE for list . D. Truesdale, 101 E .  
Main, M iddleton, DE 19709. (302) 
378-4787. 
Burls. Walnut, redwood, madrone, 
maple, manzanita, wide pine. Trade 
tools, big band saw, money. Sky, 880 
Foresthill Ave. , Aubrun,  CA 95603. 
(916) 885 - 1506 . 

Stanley #45 plane with set of 53 bits 
for the #55 plane. Best offer. R. C. 
Lohner, 12684 W. Hawaii Ave. , Lake
wood, CO 80228.  (303) 988:0465 . 
12-14 in.  Rockwel l  table saw #34-395 , 
7 '/2 HP, 3 PH , excellent condition, 
with 3 carbide blades $2200. An
thony Dunne, 323 W. 75 th St . : New 
York , NY 10023 .  (212) 580-8294. 
B lack walnut burl freeform slabs. 
Moving,  must sel l .  A pprox. 200 
slabs. AD, 10 slab min. @ $45 ea. or 
make offer on complete stock. R .  
Evans, 1935 Cambridge, Cardiff, CA 
92007. (7 14) 942- 1372 .  
Stanley #55 good condition, 4 factory 
boxes contaIn 51 blades, $210.  Jim 
Curtin, 18418 Oa.kwood, Lansing, IL 
60438 .  
2500 bd. ft .  black walnut boards, AD 
8 yrs. min. 4 in .  to 8 in.  wide, 6 ft. to 
14 ft. long, unplaned. $1 .90 bd. ft . 
M in. 100 bd. ft. Paul Lapierre, Box 
4 0 1 ,  H u n t e r ,  NY 1 2 4 4 2 .  ( 5 1 8) 
263-4442 .  
Timesaver 30-in. wide belt sander, 
$ 1800. Indiana stroke sander 6 in. x 
96 in . ,  $550 .  Spray booth 7 1  in .  W x 
36 in .  D x 73 in.  H, $150 .  Ray Beaure
g a rd , R t .  I ,  P a o l i ,  I N  4 7 4 5 4 .  
(812) 723-3505 .  

Wanted to Buy 
D isabled veteran needs 1 2- i n .  or 
larger HD thickness/laner, 6-in. or 
larger HD longhea jointer, other 
tools .  M int  condi t ion , reasonably 
priced. P . O .  Box 186, Winslow, AR 
72959. 
N e e d  p a r t s  fo r S e a r s  l a t h e  
#103-23070. Dan Chessman ,  1 1  Con
ant Rd. ,  Chestnut Hi l l ,  MA 02167. 
Rockwell Delta 10-in. t i lting-table 
table saw. Boice Crane or similar type 
stroke sander.John Brenneman, 2500 
Wells Rd. ,  Ashland, OH 44805. 
I nformation regarding literature or 
partS for an old Crescent 8-in.  jointer. 
M .  Chariton, 1 157  Adams St . , Den
ver, CO 80206. 

SITUATIONS WANTED 
Apprentice cabinetl furniture maker 
seeks position with master. Intense 
i n terest .  A warded Stanley  Tools 
Golden H ammer of Mer i t .  W i l l  
relocate. Rural setting desired. Bar
bara Soper, 50 Dogwood , Jackson, 
NJ 08527.  

Sculptor-woodcarver. 3 yrs. ID school, 
2 yrs. carving experience with Euro
pean masters. SAIC study in figure 
sculpture. Will relocate. Ed Barry, 
1041 W. Oakdale, Chicago, IL 60657. 
(815) 476-9296. 
Working foreman in custom com
mercial fixtures shop seeks work with 
fabricator of quality wood products. 
Prefe r a b l y  fi n e  fu r n i t u re .  L . E .  
McKenzie, 14 1 1  Clearpoint Dr. , Hix
son, TN 3734 3 .  
Craftsman: 1 0  yrs. commercial exper
ience in custom furniture, restora
t ion,  museum conservation seeks 
challenging position in Boston area. 
Robert M ussey, 401 . 7th,  Ann Ar
bor, MI  48103.  

The Classified Rate is  $31 word , min.  
ad 15 words. Payment must accom
pany order. The Wood & Tool Ex
change and Situations Wanted rate is 
S2l 1ine, min. three lines, max. SIX 
lines, limit twO insertions per year. 
A l low 30 letters or spaces per l ine, in
c l u d i n g  name and address.  The 
Wood & Tool Exchange and Situa
tions are for private use by individ
uals only. Commercial accounts must 
use Classified . Please inquire for Dis
play Classified Rate. Send to: The 
Taunton Press , Advertising Dept . ,  
Box 3 5 5 ,  Newtown, CT 06470. 

TOYMAKERS 
Woodcraft Supply is look i n g  for 
qual ity wooden toys, games, 
and puzzles for our new chi l 

dren's toy catalog. Send all  

pertinent information, photo
graphs, and prices to: 

Richard C. Dabrowski 
Vice President - Marketing 
Woodcraft Suppty Corporation 
3 t 3 Monlvale Avenue 
Woburn, Massachusetts 01888 

EXOTIC A N D  D O M ESTIC 
H A R DWOODS 

Retail and wholesale; specials on 
walnut,  oak, cherry; quality ki ln 
dried; prices $ 1 .00 

H A R DWOOD 
D I STR I B UTO RS 

Retail and wholesale sales represen
tatives needed for Florida, Texas, 
California, New York. Experience 
necessary, warehouse necessary. 
Send resume. 

WOODSTREAM HAR DWOODS 
Box 1 1 471 

Knoxville, TN 37919 

WISH BOOK CAN BE YOURS FREE 
Thfee pound, 832 page ", .. log, 
as big as a Sears catalog, but 
devOIed 10 1001s. supplies, and • 
machmes lor every trade or 
craf! II you work With wood, 
metal, plasllcs, electrlCIIV 
electromcs, graphiCS, ceramICS, 
leather, gardenmg. SCience, 
drallmg, servICe trades, aUlD 01 
home repair, Of aIlS and cralls, 
you ne!d thIS gl801 of a calalog 

Over 60,000 Items A valuable reference 

NAME BRANDS, DISCDUIT PRtCES 
Catalog comes wnh $5 00 merchandISe refund coupon 
Send $5.00 Of credit card number 10 get your catalog 

McKILLIGAN SUPPLY FWC 2S0, Johnson City, N.Y. 13790 
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Adventures in Woodworking 
EXPENSIVE TOOLS Do NOT A CRAFTS MAN  MAKE 
BY WILLIAM ] .  TAYLOR 

Moving to Mexico last year was a dif
ficult time in our lives. Thou

sands of decisions came up in our pack
ing, since neither my wife nor myself 
wanted to part with our " treasures . "  
For me the worst was what to do with 
my 30-year accumulation of tools. The 
final decision was that I could pack 
some hand tools if she could take her 
sewing machine. A handsaw, smooth
ing plane, four wood chisels, several 
rasps , a square, a %-in . electric dri l l ,  a 
brace and a set of bits-I ended up 
with two boxes of miscellaneous tools, 
plus a portable circu lar saw and a 
router. Sadly, I turned my back on my 
radial arm saw, 10-in.  table saw and 
lathe. Oh wel l ,  I said to myself, maybe 
I can get by. 

We arrived without incident and 
finally found a house that had two ex
tra rooms I could use for a shop and 
storage. The house was unfurnished 
and we had brought no furniture . First 
things being first, I made a simple plat
form bed and bought a foam mat
tress-no problem with the tools I had 
with me. While building the bed , I 
could hear from down the street the 
unmistakable whine of a table saw. At 

the first chance I followed the sound, 
like a bird dog after a covey of quail .  
Soon I was standing in the open door
way of a Mexican cabinet shop. The two 
men looked up, and I spoke one of the 
few Spanish phrases I knew, "buenos 
dias. " One of the men said "Pase, 
senor, " which sounded like " pass" so I 
walked in .  The shop was poorly lit and 
the workbench primitive , with little 
equipment beyond hand tools in evi
dence . Near one wall I saw the source of 
the saw noise-an unpainted , roughly 
made wooden frame with a l 2 -in .  cir
cular sawblade projecting through a slit 
in the wood top . It seemed unbeliev
able that they actually expected to turn 
out work on this thing . The two cabi
netmakers and I became friends when 
they found out that woodworking was 
my hobby. Watching what they could 
do with that saw soon opened my eyes. 
In addition to the usual saw functions, 
a drill chuck stuck out the side of the 
table frame with an adjustable shelf 
under it. With this arrangement they 
would dril l and clean out mortises by 
sliding the work back and forth on the 
shelf. I had to have one of these saws. 

I bought some pine lumber, arbi-

The crosscutting fixture consists of two 
crossed boards, glued and screwed at 90 ' .  
One board rides the edge of the table, the 
other pushes the work. A simrfar device 
permits 45 ' miter cuts. 

Taylor's homemade table saw. The top is hinged at the 
far end and raised to adjust depth oj cut, by means of 
the slotted board and wing nut attached to the frame. 
The mortising spindle and an adjustable table are 
mounted on the nght. 

Horizontal mortising: Workpiece is 
pushed into bit and moved from side to 
side to clean out waste. 
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trarily decided on a table of 28 in. by 
30 in . ,  then built the frame to fit .  The 
tabletop hinges at the far end , so to 
lower the saw blade you raise the table 's  
near end . I acquired a %-HP,  3450 RPM 

electric motor and felt like a child at 
Christmas. I bought two bal l-bearing 
mandrels from Sears, mounted one for 
the sawblade, and the other alongside 
the first with its threaded shaft sticking 
out a hole in the side of the frame. I 
put step pulleys on both mandrel shafts 
and another on the motor, using a 
mounting device that I had discovered 
30 years earlier when my only power 
source was a salvaged washing-machine 
motor that drove several tools. I put a 
wood base on the motor into which I 
placed twO eye bolts, with twO more eye 
bolts on the tool I wished to power. I 
then could connect the motor to the 
tool by putting a Ill-in.  rod through the 
eye bolts, so the motor could slide 
sideways to accommodate the pulley 
steps. By taking the V-belt off the saw 
mandrel and putting it on the drill 
mandrel, I had a horizontal drill and 
could also attach a sanding disc . Now, I 
thought ,  we are getting somewhere, 
and what else could I do with it? As I 

Mounting the mandrel vertically makes 
the machine into a shapero The same ar
rangement can accept drum sanders, or a 
chuck for router bits. 

Once you 've come this far, a tenoning jig 
IS easy. 



Homemade combination machine 

Ball-bearing mandrel 
in table-saw position 
Mandrel 
in shaper/router/ 
drum-sander position 

Table height 
adjustment slide -ik---">.,��n;:� 
On/off switch 

Mandrel in mortiser/ 
horizontal-dril l/ ���'-"'---'-- disc-sander position 

"lr€.itf1;.+---Dri l l chuck 

Motor in position I I to power vertical - ++-----+rm��� -..."",,",,'"_''' 
mandrel 

Adjustable 
mortising/dril l ing/ 
sanding table 

Nylon rope for 
mainta in ing belt 
tension 

Note: This machine, as made 
by the author, has one motor and 
two mandrels. The drawing shows 
these parts in their various positions. 

still had some inside space to work 
with , I decided to rig up a vertical 
mawr mount so I could have a shaper 
as wel l .  Working this out took a few 
days-no use overdoing in the tropics. 
When I finally got it all wgether, the 
ugly thing worked , and I gleeful ly  
dragged my wife out to the shop for a 
demonstration. 

By this time our furniture consisted 
of four Mexican leather chairs and a 
sma l l ,  round , leather- topped table .  
A fte r  severa l  s h o p p i n g  t r ip s  to  
Guadalajara, I decided that the furni
ture we could afford was of poor quality 
and shockingly expensive. 

I am sometimes slow w catch on, but 
my wife would mutter as she served the 
evening meal ,  "It would be nice if I had 
some room w put down the dishes , "  
and things like that . I agreed to make a 
table next, and she, knowing my lim
ited ability, kept it simple by suggest
ing a Parsons design. 

Pine is the usual wood in this area, 
but I finally found a hardwood called 
ollamel and started to design the table. 
As the wood was not kiln-dried and 
seemed a little green, I decided not to 
build the legs or sides of solid 4x4s and 
chose instead to use four l x4s for the 
legs, with the edges cut at 4 5 °  and 
glued up with a spline. At the corners I 
had six pieces of wood with their ends 
cut on a 4 5 °  angle , all meeting at once . 
The corner joints were glue-blocked 
and screwed, and I crossed my fingers. 

Fine Woodworking buys readers ' adven
tures. Suitable length is 1,500 words or 
less-up to six typed pages, double spaced. 
Please include negatives with photographs. 

IlIus(f;uion: Christopher Clapp 

Motor platform 

Motor in position 
to power either 
horizontal mandrel 

Y

,- in . rod through eye screws 
for motor pivot 

As Tage Frid has so often said,  "Wood 
is going to move . "  But so far the joints 
have held up wel l ;  only one has opened 
about 1/32 in . ,  which I can doctor up.  
For the top I set smoked glass into a 
rabbet. 

As the table progressed , I kept ask
ing my wife to give me some idea for 
the chairs. Finally we sat down with 
Fine Woodwor�ing 's Biennial Design 
Book. My wife picked the Michael 
Rosen chair on page 2 7 .  I made six of 
them without his consent, consoling 
myself that perhaps he would not 
mind, imitation being the sincerest 
form of flattery. 

The table and chairs are great and 
the swivel back on the chairs was a 
stroke of genius on Rosen 's  part. Now 
we have a couch , two l iving-room 
chairs, a china cabinet and a dressing 
table in the planning stages. This 
should keep me out of the cantina for a 
while. I think I have created a monster 
in that table saw. 0 

Table and chairs, made with the homemade 
table saw. 

When you 
work 
= 
� 

you � 
need �� 
The Wood- �� 
workers' _ �,-,-�----,,",_::--_,,,_::-:_4. 
Store catalog. ,, �, ;:---:.: ==-=_""..�':; 
We carry the fin-

. 

est selection of veneers, hardwoods, 
inlays, mouldings, specialty hard
ware, carving tools, finishing mate-

rials, caning supplies, 
and an informative 
selection of books 
and plans for every 
project. 

This year we are 
celebrating 25 

years of service 
/JA.--__ to over .... ... ."r-y 100,000 

satisfied 
customers. 
They have 
found a 
reliable 
source of 
woodwork-

ing supplies 
along with the speed and service of 
catalog mail order. 

And when it comes 
to catalogs, our all 25 
new catalog/ 
manual is the most 
informative and -years-
easy to understand supply book 
available. Throughout its 1 12 pages 
you'll find colorful photographs 
and illustrations showing over 3,000 
---�, ¢.., • 

--

carefully 
chosen prod
ucts with easy 
to understand 
how-to infor
mation. 

To receive 
your copy of 
the catalog/ 
manual, send 
$ 1 . 00 to: 

Dept B161 
-

m __ nrl 
The���� Woodworkers' St ™ 21801 Industrial Boulevard ore 

Rogers, Minnesota 55374 
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Michael Thonet 

) anuary / February 1980 

One hundred and ftfty years of bentwood furniture 

by John Dunnigan 

The Vienna Chair, made of only 
six partS, is the result of the ex

periments of Michael Thonet, the 
Viennese cabinetmaker who in 1856 
perfected a process by which solid 
rods of wood could be steam-bent 
into complex curves. By this pro
cess, the rear legs and backrest of a 
chair could be made out of one long 
piece of wood , eliminating much of 
the j oinery chairs previously re
quired and avoiding the short-grain 
problems of carved joints. 

set of his furniture made between 
1830 and 1840 ; the applique on the 
sofa and bed is probably typical of 
the kind of work Thonet produced a 
decade earlier as wel l .  

Called Armchair #9 . when first 
produced in 1870,  the Vienna Chair 
was successful from the start. The 
architect Le Corbusier selected it for 
use in several of his buildings , in
c lud ing h i s  pavi l ion " L ' Esprit  
Nouveau" at the 1925 Paris Exposi
tion- more than 55 years after it 
was designed . Long before the 
tenets of Modernism were accepted , 
in Michael Thonet ' s  furniture form 
and function were one. Twentieth
century designers such as Breuer, 
Aalto and Eames, as well as many 
contemporary designer-craftsmen,  

With the exception of the front 
and back seat rails and the back sup
port , his chairs of this period are 
made entirely of laminated strips of 
veneer. The lamination was done by 
loosely tying a stack of veneer strips, 
each measuring about Y16 in .  by 1 in .  
by 84 in. , into a bundle and soaking 
it in a bath of hot glue. The glue, 
made from animal hide and bone, 
differed little from today 's  product. 
Once the bundle of veneer was com
pletely saturated , it was removed 
from the bath and , before the glue 
started to set, pressed into a heated 
mold of the desired shape. After it 
was satisfactorily fastened to the 
form , the whole was left to cool and 
harden in place. After a couple of 
hours , Thonet had a curved piece of 
wood that was cheaper to make, 
lighter and more durable than any-

have been inspired by Thonet's bentwood techniques and 
timeless designs. But perhaps his most profound effect ,  fully 
realized with the introduction of tubular steel , plastics and 
other modern materials ideally suited for curvilinear design , 
is in his success at mass-producing furniture. 

Michael Thonet (pronounced likesonnet and with a silent h) 
was born the son of a tanner in Boppard-am-Rhein ,  Ger
many, in 1796.  He was apprenticed to a cabinetmaker, and by 
age 23 opened his own shop. By 1830 he was building fur
niture in the Biedermeier Style, a provincial version of the 
Paris meubles de luxe. Like Empire in France, Regency in 
England and Federal in America, Biedermeier was high 
fashion for the first half of the 19th century. 

Before long Thonet had established a reputation for tech
nically skillful ,  innovative executions of traditional work. His 
earliest known bent work is in applied decorative elements on 
otherwise typical Biedermeier pieces. An engraving in the 
Technisches Museum in Vienna, on the facing page, shows a 

John Dunnigan makes furniture in Saunderstown, R .l. 
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thing he could have carved out of 
solid wood . In addition, the inner laminations could be cut 
from less expensive wood than the outside surfaces . 

His Boppard chairs, made in the 1830s, reflect this tech
nique. The rear and front legs, the side stretchers and most of 
the seat rail ar� one continuous lamination; the loops at the 
feet and slits in the stretchers compliment the construction. 
These chairs were a unique approach to a traditional design 
which , although full of new curves and innovative in profile, 
still looked somewhat stiff. Their curved sides are in single 
planes and are connected by flat horizontals at the seat and 
back-Thonet had not yet figured out how to make the com
pound bends for which he would later become famous . 

He continued to experiment with new methods of bend
ing, while taking out patents to protect his new laminating 
process ( 1840-41 ) .  Securing these patents in England, France 
and Belgium was expensive, requiring financial backing. 
Thonet invested everything he owned in developing his fur
niture and in marketing it around Europe. 

In 1841 at a fair in Koblenz where he was exhibiting, 
Thonet made a favorable impression on Prince Metternich , 

Photos. except where noted: Thonet Industries 



chancellor to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. It was Austrian 
policy to seek out inventors and assist them in pursuing their 
ideas in the interest of the Empire ; Metternich invited Thonet 
first to his castle in Johannesburg to learn more about his 
work, then to Vienna. In the spring of 1841 , Thonet left the 
business with his wife and eldest son and traveled to Austria 
to secure a patent for production. The Prince recommended 
him to the court, Thonet writes his wife, "with such spirit 
about our things that he really let no one add a word; he 
rocked back and forth on the chair; he took the little bent rod 
he'd gotten frorr. me in Johannesburg and described its 
strength as combined with remarkable thinness. He ex
plained the construction as if he had worked with us himself, 
especially in explaining the merits of the [wheel] rims . "  

The Austrian court granted the patent Thonet requested a 
few months later; it gave him the right " to bend the most 
brittle kinds of wood in a chemical-mechanical way into de
sired forms and curves . "  However, for all his good fortune in 
Austria, Thonet had problems with his backers in Boppard 

who, having begun to worry about the apparent lack of suc
cess of the patents in England , France and Belgium, precipi
tated Thonet ' s  bankruptcy. By the fall of 1842 ,  Thonet 
moved his family to Vienna. After working a year for the es
tablished cabinetmaker Franz List, Thonet met Carl Leistler, a 
prominent  parquet manufacturer. When Leistler saw 
Thonet ' s  execution of a difficult ,  circular-patterned parquet 
floor, he engaged both Michael and his son Franz to work in 
their own section of his factory. The men worked together un
til 1846 on the renovation of the Palais Liechtenstein under 
the direction of the English architect P. H. Desvignes, and 
Thonet laminated parquets, furniture and moldings. 

Over the years Thonet tried several techniques in an at
tempt to perfect his laminating process. Not satisfied with the 
one-plane bends of the earlier Boppard chairs, he tried resaw
ing an already laminated curve perpendicular to the glue lines 
and regluing it on a second curved plane. This process was 
slow and impractical ;  the reapplication of hot glue weakened 
the first set of glue joints, and there was also the problem of 
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trying to bend all the hard glue in the first lamination. The 
resulting pieces were too costly to be marketed widely. 

As a next experiment, Thonet cut thin rods of square cross 
section and tied them into a bundle. Sixteen rods Y4 in .  by 
Y4 in .  made a 1 in. by 1 in. part. The bundle was cooked in a 
hot glue bath and bent to a mold, as in the first process. 
Although these strips bent easily, it was difficult to achieve a 
uniform glue line , so this approach was also impractical .  

Thonet kept returning to  his original method using a single 
stack of flat laminates and eventually found that simply by 
twisting it he could obtain the compound curves he wanted. 
Rectilinear surfaces, when twisted, lie in different planes and 
thus a wood-strip laminate can be bent easily in more than 
one direction ,  depending on the amount of twist. It was the 
logical next step , but it took 20 years to figure out. 

Thonet applied this new technique while working with the 
architect Desvignes on the Palais Liechtenstein .  He designed 
three chairs, apparently the first of their kind , each composed 
of six bundles of laminates. The first bundle goes up one rear 
leg, forms part of the back, and continues down the other 
leg; another bundle forms the seat frame and part of the 
back; the legs and seat rails are made from a series of 
laminates going up one leg , across to support a section of the 
seat, and down the other leg . Each leg is thus made up of two 
bundles glued in turn to one another with triangular inserts 
in the corners. Entirely laminated, these chairs seem to be 
without mechanical joints or fasteners. 

The Liechtenstein chairs reflect various furniture styles 
from about 1650 on. Their lines build upon the Louis XIV 

and Queen Anne styles of the late 17th and early 18th cen
turies and were influenced by the Rococo as well-in fact they 
were made to be used in a Rococo Revival setting in the 
palace. The Classical Revival was also a major ingredient
archeological discoveries after 1750 brought ancient Egyptian , 
Greek and Roman furniture to the eyes of a fashion-conscious 
public. The Greek klismos chair particularly attracted the at
tention of furniture makers, whose attempts to copy its 
graceful leg curves proved problematic : Shaping from solid 
wood necessitated choosing grain configurations with too 
much discrimination for large-scale production ; techniques 
like bending and laminating were solutions. Products of early 
industrial technology as much as of an older desire to imitate 
the art of the past, Thonet ' s  Liechtenstein chairs constitute a 
crucial bridge between 18th and 20th-century furniture. 

After the work on the palace was completed in 1846,  
Thonet continued to make unusual parquets and experimen
tal bentwood furniture at Leistler's in Vienna. In 1849, when 
Leistler refused his offer of partnership, Thonet, then 53 years 
old , formed his own company. In a house in Vienna he and 
his sons set to work mass-producing bentwood furniture. At 
first he had to rely on the financial assistance of his friend 
Desvignes, with whose support he developed another new 
chair in 1850 . This one, for the Palais Schwarzenburg, had 
lathe-turned front legs doweled into the seat frame; the rear 
legs and backrest were laminated as in the Liechtenstein 
chairs. Certain changes in the process, however, make these 
chairs an important step toward solid bentwood furniture. In
stead of a dozen or so thin layers of veneer cooked in glue, the 
backs use only four thicknesses of %6-in . mahogany; the seat 
rings have five layers. Thonet cooked the laminates in boiling 
water, bent them on the forms and dried them for a few days, 
then glued them together; this required fewer laminates, 
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which saved time, and the glue was under much less stress. 
This is the first chair Thonet constructed using the boiling
water technique, and it eventually appears as chair #1 in the 
Gebruder Thonet catalog (p. 39) . 

In 1850 the family turned its attention to preparing for the 
great world exposition to be held the following year at the 
Crystal Palace in London. Thonet exhibited several pieces of 
furniture there, including a set of rosewood chairs and a set
tee with caned seats and backs in the Liechtenstein style .  He 
sent pieces in mahogany and palisander as well , and tables 
with inlays of brass and tortoise shel l .  Thonet came away with 
a bronze medal (the highest awarded to an industrial prod
uct) and many important marketing contacts. 

About this time Thonet received his first major public 
commission from the famous Cafe Daum in Vienna. From 
this point on, the bentwood chair would be known by many 
as the Cafe Chair (shown at bottom left on the facing page) . 
The back is made of four layers of twisted mahogany 
laminates, while the front legs appear to be bent from solid 
stock with turned capitals, which act as shoulders for the 
tenon of the leg into the seat. The seat frames are made of 
five layers of mahogany, as they were in the Schwarzenburg 
chairs. Because of its lightness, durability and accommo
dating design, the bentwood chair was perfectly suited for 
public places. According to Hermann Heller, Thonet ' s  
biographer, Thonet shortly thereafter did a similar set of 400 
chairs for a hotel in Budapest. 

In 1853 ,  Thonet founded Gebruder Thonet, registering 
the company in the names of his five sons. They were the pro
prietors, but Thonet still held directorship . Business was 
good enough to employ nine cabinetmakers, one lathe
turner, eight veneer-cutters, two gluers, eight sanders, two 
stainers, ten finishers and two assemblers. They rented a large 
building and, before the year was out , had installed a 4-HP 
steam power plant to run the machines. 

It was in this shop over the next three years that Thonet, 
then almost 60, began to realize his lifelong goal of mass
producing solid bentwood chairs. He had been experiment
ing all along with solid-wood bending and had earlier tried 
with little success to bend slats for chair parts by cooking 
them in hot glue. It worked with the veneer but not with 
thicker stock. Having perfected the laminating process in the 
1840s, Thonet continued to use thicker and fewer laminations 
in each successive design and with every passing year. In the 
mid- 1850s he made a chair for the Palais Schwarzenburg 
which had a solid bentwood back made of one continuous rod 
that was full thickness in the rear legs but tapered to a thin 
strip at the top of the back wher.e the bend was most critical . 
After it was bent , two additional thin strips were laminated to 
this top section to regain the desired thickness. The seat 
frame was made up of only three layers, which probably were 
also boiled , bent and dried before being glued. 

The success of these products-not only Thonet's chairs 
but all kinds of furniture-was remarkable .  The impetus 
gained from the Crystal Palace exhibition propelled the com
pany into a worldwide market, and this, perhaps more than 
any other factor, conditioned the final form of the solid bent
wood chair. Thonet had successfully shipped laminated chairs 
to several countries, but when he sent his first shipments to 
North and South America, he found that the glue wouldn ' t  
stand u p  t o  prolonged heat and excessive moisture. Although 
Thonet had been working diligently to solve such problems 



for most of his life ,  it is no small coincidence that the fate of 
the solid , steam-bent chair was resolved at the moment when 
the vast American market was to be gained or lost . 

The problem with bending solid wood of substantial thick
ness was that it always broke first on the convex surface,  
regardless of how much boiling water or steam it was sub
j ected to. The fibers stretched and tore apart on this outside 
face, while their compression on the inside or concave surface 
usually caused no damage. The very center of the piece prob
ably remained constant in length and therefore neutral . To 
solve the problem, Thonet needed a way to keep the convex 
side of the bend from stretching, to make it act more like the 
neutral layer, and to transform the force of the bend entirely 
into compression .  He fastened a strip of sheet iron to a still-

straight piece of wood on what would be the convex surface 
and squeezed it at the ends with screw clamps. When the 
piece was bent ,  the convex side of the curve could not stretch, 
and the whole piece was under uniform compression-as 
though the neutral layer of fibers had been moved to the 
outer edge of the wood . Bending in more than one direction 
simply required additional straps. 

To apply this technique to his furniture, Thonet first had 
to find a suitable wood. Mahogany, rosewood and palisander, 
which laminated wel l ,  did not bend in solid rods as easily as 
ash or beech. The long, straight grain of beech, coupled with 
its low cost, made it the logical choice. The process followed 
these lines: A straight-grained, branchless beech butt was 
crosscut to the desired length in the forest to avoid hauling 
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unnecessary wood back to the shop . The log was ripsawn into 
rods of square section (approximately 2x2) and then turned to 
the desired shape on a lathe.  Next , a rod was selected, prob
ably before drying, and steamed for one to two hours, de
pending on its thickness. When the rod was pliable enough, 
it was quickly placed in the iron strap (or straps) and bent by 
hand on a cast-iron form to the desired shape. This could take 
only a couple of minutes. After the wood and strap were 
clamped to the form, the whole thing was placed in a heated 
room for a few days to dry. By this method Thonet could 
make the rear legs and back of a chair out of one long piece of 
solid wood. The front legs and seat rims went through an 
identical process on their way from log to chair. The legs were 
turned and tapered before they were bent, but the seats were 
bent, glued and screwed with a scarf joint and then finally the 
edges were rounded. 

Thonet built his first factory at Koritshan in Moravia (now 
Czechoslovakia) in 1856 ;  he designed not only the factory but 
much of its machinery (multi-bladed saws to mill the stock 
and a mechanical spoke-shaver to round and taper the rods) 
as wel l .  The factory was situated at the edge of a beech forest ,  
and i t  was powered completely by  water and steam . Some 
craftsmen were still needed, of course, but most of the work 
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could now be done by cheaper, unskilled labor from the 
village of Koritshan . Before long , the factory employed vir
tually all the village men , women and children who went to 
work in the forests, the factory, and even in their homes. 

Thonet 's  factory made the transition from the artisan ' s  
small workshop to  mass production, and by  1859  the tech
nique of bending solid wood into almost any shape had been 
perfected. In that year Thonet designed his most popular 
chair, the 1114  side chair, (at right on facing page) . The refine
ment of his earlier chairs, 1114  retains the fluid lines of the 
Liechtenstein chairs while reinterpreting them as mass-pro
duced items. As in the 119 armchair, Thonet reduced the chair 
to a minimum of six parts, easily produced , shipped and as
sembled , since the members were bolted or screwed together. 
The front legs no longer had capitals at the joints, and they 
were screwed into the seat with threaded mortise and tenons . 
The chair cost less than the average worker earned in a week, 
and it became the company's best seller-fifty million sold in 
the first fifty years. Here was a chair elegant enough for the 
finest salons and inexpensive enough for the masses. 

Thonet designed his first bentwood rocker in 1860 , at 
which point rockers were still a novelty in Europe although 
they had been popular for more than a century in America. In 
rocker III the pans were bent of solid beech and then lami
nated to one another. Most of the joints were also laminated 
(only a few screws appearing in this piece) , although in later 
models all pans were fastened by screws. The Gebruder 
Thonet catalog of 1873 features more than 30 different 
models of bentwood rockers , testifying to their growing pop
ularity. Unlike most rocking chairs, which are JUSt chairs with 
two curved pieces stuck on the bottoms of the feet, Thonet ' s  
rocker expresses in detail and overall image that its very 
essence is to rock; it looks always in motion .  

A t  his death i n  187 1 ,  Thonet had achieved his goal-to 
perfect the process for making furniture from bent wood. He 



had developed a product that was affordable, functional and 
beautiful .  He left behind him a furniture empire consisting 
of four large factories, as well as showrooms in many major 
cities of the world.  Although he was not the only one in the 
19th century to use lamination and steam to bend wood, he 
was certainly the most successful .  The simplicity, efficiency 
and grace of Thonet' s  work, techniques and designs have 
helped pave the way both for modern methods of large-scale 
production and for the design styles of the 20th century. 

Thonet's legacy - Gebruder Thonet continued in the van
guard of design, with an impact on the Vienna Secession, Art 
Nouveau and Art Deco movements as well as on the Bauhaus. 
Many leading designers and architects collaborated with 
Gebruder Thonet, among them Otto Wagner, Josef Hoff
man , Marcel Breuer, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,  Pierre Jean
neret, Charlotte Perriand,  Mart Starn , Anton Lorenz and 
Walter Gropius. In the 1920s the Thonet Company pioneered 
tubular-steel furniture and merged with Kohn-Mundus to 
form a conglomerate of 2 1  factories throughout Europe. 

In 1938 ,  with the world on the brink of war, the company 

decided to move to the United States. After the war a large 
nationalized bentwood furniture industry grew up in Poland,  
Czechoslovakia and Romania and still operates in many of the 
old factories. The original Thonet family continues to operate 
two of its factories in West Germany and Austria and main
tains headquarters in Frankenburg, West Germany. 

In the United States the third of the separate companies is 
Thonet Industries (pronounced Thonay) . With plants in She
boygan , Wis . , Statesville, N .C . , and York , Pa . ,  Thonet In
dustries makes furniture in wood , metal and plastic , and still 
produces the old bentwood classics. 

Today the steam-bending of furniture is done very much 
the same way it was a century ago. However, the same quan
tity and quality of beech is not available in the U. S. as it was 
in Europe, and consequently one of the biggest problems in 
producing bentwood furniture in America is in obtaining the 
raw materials. For thirty years Thonet Industries used north
ern rock elm .  Lately because of supply difficulties they 've 
begun using southern elm and ash .  How the people at 
Thonet Industries in Statesville, N .C . , produce a bentwood 
chair is shown in the photo-essay on the following pages . 
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Thonet's chair in production 

1 .  The wood is air-dried to (moisture 
content) before milling to size and shape. 
Only straight-grained. clear stock can be 
used . so there is a good deal of waste. Leg
back units for a Cafe Chair are crosscut to 
90 in. and then run through a variable cam
rod machine that turns out round pieces 
tapering from 1 Y4 in. in diameter at the ends 
and in the center to 1 '12 in. diameter at the 
two points between which they will join the 
seat. They are heaviest where the joints will 
be . The rods are soaked in water overnight to 
raise the moisture content of the outer shell 
to 30% to 40% while keeping the center of 
the rod at about 20% . Softening the shell 
allows shorter steaming time . 

The rods are put into the steam boxes and 
subjected to wet steam pressurized at 5 PSI. 

kept at The steaming time for differ
ent chair parts might be anywhere from 10 
minutes to an hour. depending on the extent 
of the bend and the size of the stock; the leg
back rods usually stay in for about 30 
minutes. The rods must be flexible but not 
soft . Too little cooking leaves the wood brit
tle and.  when it is bent. the fibers will snap 
on the outside; too much cooking destroys 
the bond between the fibers and compres
sion cracks and crumpling on the concave 
surface result. There are many steam retorts 
throughout the Statesville. N .C . . plant. so 
there is always a piece ready for bending. 
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3. When pliable. the wood is removed from 
the steam and bent. one piece at a time. The 
benders work in teams of two in the depan
ment where they make the leg-back unit. 
The 90-in. tapered rod is taken out of the re
tort. quickly placed in an aluminum strap. 
and both are clamped in the center to the sta
tionary form. A centerline marked on the 
form. strap and rod facilitates this pan of the 
operation. and the benders know from ex
perience how best to orient the grain of the 
wood to the bend . Next the bending clamps 
are attached to the ends. pulling the strap 
tightly against the rods and applying pres
sure to the ends of the rod to prevent the 
fibers from stretching. The strap acts as the 
convex surface of the wood and consequently 
keeps the whole piece in compression during 
the bend. 

4. The rod is bent in and up; then it is 
twisted slightly and pulled back down in 
order to make it fit the complex curve of the 
form. The benders work one side at a time. 
with a steady. smooth motion; experience 
tells them ins�antly if a breakage occurs. If it 
is only a minor split. they will attempt to re
pair it. but many pieces do not survive the 
bend and there is a high failure rate in the 
move from rough stock to finished product. 
The return curve shown here is the most 
critical pan of the bend. 
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When the  operat ion is completed , 
wedges are driven between a block on the 
end of the strap and a bracket on the form 
that holds the wood in place; then the bend
ing clamps are removed for re·use. The 
bending process , from steamer to clamp re
moval, takes less than two minutes. 

The seat rims are soaked and steamed a 
little longer than the legs because they are 
much thicker. Seat rims can be successfully 
bent only by machines that wind the wood 
around a circular form. 

8. The smaller pans, like the hairpin back in
serts shown above, are bent eleven at a time 
in a simple machine press. For more on 
steam- bending , see Fine Woodworking , 
Fall ' n, pp. 40-45 .  The bent wood, still on  the form, is 

stacked on a cart, which, when full, will be 
wheeled into the kiln for overnight drying. 
About 120 of these leg-back members are 
bent each day. Generally the moisture con
tent of the wood is reduced to S % after about 
16 hours in the kiln. 

EDITOR' S NOTE: This being the 150th anniversary of furniture by Thonet, Dover Publications 
is reprinting the onginal 1904 catalog (to appear this summer) and Barron 's will publish (this 
fall) Thonet: A History of the Firm by Christopher Wtlk. Also, in June at their Chicago 
showroom, Thonet Industries wtll exhibit some of their original designs. 

Before Thonet, and afterward 
In Boston Samuel Gragg ( 1772- IS55) patented 
his " elastic chair, " right ,  in ISOS-the first piece 
of American furniture to feature a bentwood, 
cantilever back. It  is modeled after the ancient 
Greek klismos chair, a design for which appeared 
in Thomas Hope's Household Furniture and In· 
ten·or Decoration (London, IS07) . Hope's  design 
used a continuous laminate curving from 'the top 
back rail to the front seat rail. Gragg carried the 
bentwood concept further by bringing the back 
member down past the front rail to become the 
front leg. The chair is steam- bent hickory, 
assembled with mortise and tenon, dovetails and 
screws. Gragg was a Windsor chairmaker who 
was probably trained as a wheelwright in New 
Hampshire before moving to BostOn around 
ISOO. More recently Seth Stem, 32 ,  of Marble
head, Mass. , made the continuous leg and back 
members of his asymmetric chair, shown from 
the front and side, by free-bending black cherry 
laminates, clamping with stretched inner tube wrapped around 
them in a candy-cane arrangement that permits adjustment 
under pressure. The front foot of a leg laminate is clamped to a 
2x4 fixed to a panicle-board base. Then the laminate is bent over, 
twisted (on the left) and brought down to be clamped to another 
2x4 fixed where he wants the back leg. The seat rim is joined to 
the two leg arches by face-glued gussets, which are subsequently 
doweled and shaped. Stem simultaneously free-bent the three 
laminates that form the back, sitting in the chair with a glue
covered T-shin to adjust their position to comfort. The chair is 
39 in. by 32 in . by 2 1  in. 
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A One-Piece Chair 
They said it couldn't be done 

One afternoon a couple of years ago, furniture maker Peter 
Danko sat in a bar near his shop in Alexandria, Va. ,  slic

ing up the menu card with a Swiss Army knife .  A few slits 
and folds, and there it was- the one-piece plywood chair he 
had been musing about ever since touring the Thonet plant 
in Statesville, N . C. (page 44) . 

" I  had thought it was so foolish , to cut up and bend all 
that wood only to glue it together again, " Danko recalls. 
" After 1 had made my menu-card chair, 1 put it aside and for
got about it until a few months later when 1 cut my hand and 
couldn ' t  work. 1 still thought it would be neat to make a one
piece chair so 1 fooled around some more. 1 tried the idea out 
in Plexiglas, and there was nothing to it. 1 added an arm and 
that worked too , so 1 tried it in wood at Y4 scale. 

"Then 1 went back to Thonet with my idea, only to learn 
that most designers have tried to make a one-piece chair. 
Thonet had even put a couple of staff designers on the prob
lem, but the three-legged chair they came up with wasn' t  
stable and couldn ' t  b e  molded efficiently. They had con
cluded it was impossible , and seemed to think 1 was crazy. " 

Thonet doesn't  think so any more, for the firm has con
tracted with Danko to produce and market his chair in quan
tity. It makes its debut this month at the contract furniture 
show in Dallas. But before Thonet would take another look at 
his chair, Danko had to prove the design by tooling up to 
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manufacture several hundred chairs himself. He also per
suaded the Museum of Modern Art to add one to its study 
collection, which impressed the Thonet people, and he got 
the chair into the American Craft Council ' s  New Handmade 
Furniture show, which is now on national tour. 

Danko recalls, "I went around to plywood jobbers, but 
they also refused to believe it could be done. So 1 showed my 
models to my dad, who used to be a pattern maker for the 
Navy. He thought it was nifty, and he agreed to build the 
press I ' d  need if ! could come up with $1 ,800 for materials. I 
did, and three months later he' d  done it . " (See p. 48) . 

The chair consists of two face veneers sandwiching 10 layers 
of %2-in . poplar, glued with Franklin laminating glue 6W, for 
its long open time. It is formed in a two-pan particle-board 
mold, lined with sheet aluminum , which weighs a half ton .  
Before pressing, the appropriate slots are template-routed in
to enough veneers for a batch of eight chairs. The piece that is 
later upholstered for the seat is cut out from between the 
chair's legs, and made only Yz in. thick by putting a piece of 
waxed paper in the middle of the stack before glue-up . 

Another Danko invention . is a spreader for coating the 
layers with glue. It 's  a contraption with rollers that looks 
something like an old-fashioned washing machine. 

The chair cures for an hour in the press, then it 's  trimmed 
and finished with the aid of yet another of Danko' s  father 's  
devices, a stationary pattern router. This machine consists of a 
horizontal pipe mounted about thigh-high , with a straight
flute router bit protruding through a hole in the top of the 
pipe . A template collar is welded to the pipe around the bit 
opening. Danko clamps a chair-shaped pattern to the rough 
stack that emerges from the press and runs the whole 
assembly over the pipe , the template collar guiding the pat
tern . About 15 minutes per chair and it 's  done. 

In batches of eight,  there ' s  about 3 Yz hours of work in each 
side chair, and about $10 worth of materials. Danko sold the 
side chairs for $130 each . Thonet' s  price won ' t  be fixed until a 
hundred chairs come off the line, but a spokesman says it will 
certainly be lower than Danko 's  price. 

Although he' s  now out of the plywood chair business, 
Danko still makes sculptured furniture in his shop behind the 
Pond Gallery at 917 King St . ,  Alexandria, Va. -J.K. 
The sketch alongside is from an article 
about molded plywood in the January 
1 948 issue of the magazine Woodwork
ing Digest. The author says the sketch 
was made from Scandinavian photo
graphs " that turned up some ten years 
ago (late 1 930s) and is evidence that 
molded plywood furniture, at least in 
the Baltic countries, dates back some 
years . . . .  It is obviously one-piece con
struction and many arguments have 
taken place as to how it was CUt and 
bent to the integral design illustrated. "  



Peter Danko 's one-piece plywood chair, left, is 
made /rom a lO-laminate sheet of slotted ve
neer, center. The pattern for routing the ve
neers for the chair with arms is at right. 

The long wedge hanging down /rom the mold 
forms the chair's rear legs; the rounded curve 
pushes the seat downward. 

The Danko chair without arms. 

PholOs. c:xcept where: noted: Staff 

The two-part particle-board mold for 
the armchair: The wavy line between 
the halves is, /rom left to right, the 
chair's leg, /rant, arm and back. 

Danko opens the mold by bolting its top hal/to 
upper platen of the press, bUIlt by George Danko 
to his son 's specifications, and checks alignment as 
it moves up. 

Glue-spreader coats both sides of the ve
neerin one pass. White bucket holds glue; 
plywood guard normally covers pulleys. 

Danko runs Jig over template router. Straight
flute bit protrudes through pipe; collar on 
pipe bears against Jig. 
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A Glue Press 
by George Danko 

MY son 's  chair (p. 46) was amazingly strong, but to make it ,  a glue 
press was essential. His figures were out of this world :  a 50-ton 

press with a 3-ft. by 4-ft .  platen, with a lift of 80 in . ,  for a shop with 
a 9-ft. ceiling. We discussed hydraulics, metering pumps and tele
scoping cylinders, but found their coSt prohibitive. I am a devotee of 
simplicity. All that was needed was a huge, powerful clamp whose 
surfaces were always parallel, and long threaded rods would do. 

A glue press is valuable in any woods hop as it can be used for an 
infinite number of operations. With this in mind we exceeded his 
minimum requirements: The final design consists of two platens 4 ft . 
by 6 ft . ,  made of 7-in . ,  9 .8  lb. channel iron, with a 2-in.  dia. by 9-ft. 
long threaded rod at each corner. Roller-chain sprockets welded to 
nuts, driven by a single chain, provide the parallel clamping action. 
The power train is a 1 5-to-l reduction gear and a 400 to 2 ,000 RPM 
variable-speed drive , powered by a 1'h HP, 1 , 750 RPM reversible 
motor. A bicycle sprocket and chain linked to the speed control can 
vary the speed of the upper platen from 4 in. to 22 in. per minute. 

To simplify the construction , I ordered all the steel cut to size, 
then welded 16 steel plates, 7 in . square by 'h in . thick, to the cor
ners. I drilled the plates on my Atlas lathe so the threaded rod could 
pass through: The eight plates on the bottom platen had 2-in . holes 
turned in them, and the plates on the upper platen were bored to a 
2 Ih-in. dia. on the bottom side and 2% in . on the top side, each to re
ceive a brass tube measuring 2 in . 1 .0 . by 2% in . 0.0. (turned 
down to a 2 'h-in. shoulder on the bottom side, which secured the 

Glue press 
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tubes in place) . The brass tubes acted as bushings through which the 
threaded rods could slide. Four more steel plates, each bored 
through for the threaded rod to clear, were bolted through pipe 
spacers to the steel plates welded to the top of the top platen. These 
units trap roller-chain sprockets and washers welded to large nuts 
that fit the threaded rod . I added 4-in . squares of \I.-in. bronze, 
machine-screwed into each plate, to bear the thrust. All the plates 
were aligned on the same %-in. by 4-ft. by 6-ft. plywood template 
before welding. Nuts with a setscrew welded to the underside of the 
bottom platen kept the threaded rod from turning. 

About this point I learned that the channel-iron platens had 
warped during welding, so I built them up flat with Y32-in . cardboard 
shims and added a \I.-in . hump in the center to compensate for the 
50-ton load. Then two pieces of %-in . plywood were glued together 
and bolted to the steel platens, with a sheet of 14-gauge steel plate 
secured to the bottom platen to make glue removal easier. 

The press groaned and squeaked, but it worked . However, some 
parts of the chair showed spaces between the veneers because the 
press just did not exert quite enough pressure. The drive sprocket 
would actually turn inside the chain, and the chain would not move. 
Peter thought of laying flat lengths of fire hose on the bottom 
platen , attaching them to an iron pipe manifold, and blowing them 
up with 90 lb. of air pressure. Since the working area of the hose 
totaled almost 1 , 500 sq. in . ,  this provided more than 130,000 
pounds of force, plenty to close the joints. 0 

2- in . threaded 9/ Y, x 7 x 7  I steel plate 

Pipe 

Steel plate 



Working Woven Cane 
Spline holds cane fmnly on the frame 

by G. A .  Michaud 

Though hand-caning was a staple project in every indus
trial-arts program around the turn of the century, the 

time when caning techniques were common knowledge has 
long since past. The rebirth of interest in restoring antique 
furniture and the lovely, sometimes startling application of 
cane in contemporary furniture, however, has created a de
mand for practical information about this craft . The easiest, 
most economical way to learn how to insert cane is to install it 
on a piece of existing furniture. Inserting machine-woven 
cane into prepared grooves is the quickest method . The photo 
below shows a chair seat and the materials you ' ll need : a pat
tern , a roll of cane , spline and driving and holding wedges. 

Open-woven and close-woven cane are the rwo styles most 
frequently available to individual craftsmen, though some 
upholstery-supply houses sell others. Close-woven cane comes 
in 1 8- in . widths and costS about $7 a running foot. Open
woven cane comes 1 2  in .  to 24 in .  wide, in 2 -in .  increments, 
and costs from $ 5 to $ 1 0  a running foot . Spline, the strips 
used to hold the cane in the grooves , was once available in 
hickory and reed , but now only reed spline is available . It is 
c lassified as light (0/16 in. wide) , medium (Y4 in. wide) and 
heavy (Y16 in. wide) . 

To begin ,  remove the old cane and clean the groove of 
glue, cane and spline. If the seat frame has a series of sqlall 
holes drilled around the opening, you ' l l  need to hand-weave 
individual strands of cane-a different process from what is 
described here. You could rout a groove Y4 in. back from the 
holes , but I think it 's  easier to learn to hand-weave. Check 
the groove for size. It should measure )'16 in .  across by Y4 in .  
deep . Sometimes the groove i s  Y4 in .  or %6 in .  wide, usually an 
indication that the frame has been recaned several times
cleaning the groove of old spline and cane widens it .  Buy 
spline in the size closest to the width of the empty groove . 

Draw a pattern of the shape of the opening you wish to 
cover, allowing at least 1f2 in .  beyond the groove. Transfer this 
pattern shape onto the cane webbing, cut it out and soak it in 
warm water. I have seen formulas for soaking solution :  usu
ally I1f2 tablespoons of glycerine per gallon of water. I haven' t  
had great success with this because glycerine absorbs water 
from the air, and in an area such as the damp, river-valley 
town where I work, it makes the cane feel sticky. If your area 
is drier than mine try it, but test a patch first. 

Establish the amount of spline needed and soak it along 
with the cane. Don' t  be afraid of damaging it-soak it at 
least an hour, longer if you prefer. The more pliable it is, the 
easier it is to work. The cane and spline will become not limp, 
but pliable enough so that when bent over on itself the fibers 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Three sources of cane and caning supplies are: Cane 
and Basket Supply Co. ,  1283 S.  Cochran, Los Angeles, Calif. 90019;  
Inter-Mares Trading Co. ,  1064 Route 109, Lindenhurst, N.Y. 1 1757 ;  
and H . H .  Perkins and Co. ,  P.O .  Box AC,  Amity Station, Wood
bridge, Conn .  065 2 5 .  

will not fracture. While the cane i s  soaking, seal the frame 
with sanding sealer so the wood is water-repellent-the cane 
is wet when you insert it into the groove. Next , make a 
number of hardwood locking wedges and a driving wedge. 

Lay out the soaked cane over the opening with its shiny side 
up and align the weave parallel to the groove most prominent 
in design, usually the front groove. Woven cane has rwo 
sides-a glossy side and a dull side. The shiny surface is the 
bark of the rattan cane and is the side you wish to display to 
wear or View. 

Pull out the weavers (horizontal members of the weaving) 
that run over the groove . You don ' t  have to do this all at once 
but only where you intend to start. With the driving wedge 
and a mallet, force the cane with light taps into the groove, 
and lock it in place with the small wedges. Sponge the cane 
down from time to time to keep it pliable-sponge the dull 
side, because the shiny side isn ' t  absorbent. To keep the cane 
flat and parallel to the groove, begin in the center of the 

Splines 

r r,., Driving wedge 

Light Medium Locking wedge 

Heavy 

Materials: Pattern, cane, spline, dn'ving wedge and locking wedges. 
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frame and work out toward the corners evenly on each side. 
Continue right around the frame, moving from the front to 
the back , then to each side in turn . The edges of the cane will 
project up beyond the groove: Cut them off using a mallet 
and chisel at the outer edge in the bottom of the groove, pull
ing out the locking wedges as you go. A sharp chisel is a must, 
for the cane is pliable, stringy and tough . 

Traditionally, once the trimming was complete, hot hide 
glue was run into the groove. For that you have to be fast .  I 
find that aliphatic-resin glue (such as Titebond) works well 
and gives enough time to force in the spline, the next and 
final step. Plan where you want the spline joint. Begin there 
and force it into the groove , wedging the cane in place. Since 
the spline is soaked and is pliable, it will compress and make 
room for the cane that shares the same space. Do not expect 
driving in the spline to take up any great amount of slack in 
the seat-the seat is drawn taut in the wedging process. Drive 
the spline down until the crown is just visible, no lower than 
the frame surface. This way the crown will protect the bent 
edge of the cane from wear. Use a padding block in driving 
down the spline and not the face of the mallet, or the spline 
will be wavy and dimpled. I have read instructions for insert
ing dry spline into a groove that has untrimmed cane jutting 
out in order to tighten up slack in the seat. The results are 
disappointing. The crown of the spline may flatten out or 
split. In addition, the spline can ' t  be driven all the way into 
the groove because the cane, while pliable, can not be com
pressed to the extent of being invisible. Trimming is also 
much more difficult because you must cut into the spline and 
can damage the crown .  

When you get around to  the back again ,  lap the spline over 
itself and cut it with a sharp chisel . Wedge the ends into 
place. Sponge off the excess glue and allow the cane to dry, 
about a day. The cane will shrink and tighten, so much so 
that when tapped it will ring . 

Soaking raises whiskers in the cane. A light sanding with 
fine paper will remove most of them; snip the larger ones 
with scissors. Another method is to burn off the hairs with a 
torch , but the possibility of scorching the surface makes this 
method risky. 

If you wish , the cane can be coated. Lacquer sanding sealer 
plus a lacquer top coat of whatever sheen will work well and 
change the natural color little . To add color, use a water stain 
on the damp cane-carefully. Cracks in the cane will accept 
more dye and the seat will have uneven color. Other 
methods, such as coloring the top coat or rubbing in a 
pigmented stain on dry cane , all give different results. Test a 
sample first . In my experience , oil and varnish finishes are too 
dark and uneven.  Of course, you can always choose not to 
finish it at all . 

Making a caned headboard - My headboard , an ellipse 
with a major axis of 60 in. and a minor axis of 22 in . ,  is made 
of elm laminated to a thickness of 1 Yz in . ,  but ash ,  hickory 
and oak would work wel l ,  too. The ellipse is formed in two 
halves about 4 ft . long and joined by a simple scarf joint. 
Forming the headboard frame in two halves allows for differ
ent-width bedsteads and simplifies mold-building to a single 
all-purpose half. Just trim and join to the appropriate size. 

After deciding on the design, I cut hardwood mold blocks 
1 Yz in .  thick shaped to the interior curve of the ellipse, and 
bolt them to a %-in . thick plywood base . I then cut follow-up 
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blocks 1 Yz in.  thick . Laminating itself i s  straightfotward . I slice 
the elm a little over � in. thick-I prefer to slice my own 
veneer rather than use the thinner commercial veneers. 
Although laminating thin veneers may result in sturdier con
struction ,  thicker veneers require fewer laminations and 
create a finished form that appears bent from solid stock. A 
band saw fitted out with a hard-edge (not silver-steel) blade is 
ideal for this work because it cuts a narrow kerf and therefore 
wastes less stock. On a 14-in.  saw I use a %-in . ,  four-tooth
per-inch blade with buttress tooth design. The problem with 
using these blades is that they come only in bulk-packaged 
lengths. Some mail-order houses (like Woodcraft Supply 
Corp .)  will cut and weld band-saw blades to size, but a 
toolmaker who will weld blades to your specifications will 
give you the greatest selection .  

Slice the laminate strips and keep them in order as they 
come off the plank; a touch with the hand plane and they' re 
ready for gluing. I use an aliphatic-resin glue because of its 
color, strength and fast cycle time. Coat both sides of each 
strip using a smal l ,  short-haired paint roller and rub the strips 
together. When the pack is glued up (in this case 13 strips) lay 
it between 1 Yz-in.  wide steel straps and clamp into the mold. 
Straps keep the fibers from breaking out around sharp bends, 
smooth out imperfections in the mold , and even out fol low
block clamping pressure. I recommend spring steel ,  but low
carbon steel can be used successfully if all the kinks are flat
tened out . Paint the steel because the interaction between 
glue and steel and wood will leave a stain-with aliphatic
resin glues it is usually deep blue-black . Allowing 30 minutes 
from the beginning of clamp time to mold release is not 
unreasonable in a warm shop . Then restrain the piece for 
about 24 hours, wrapping it with string or clamping it around 
a spare piece of mold, to minimize springback. If you ' re not 
in a rush , let the piece sit in the mold under clamp pressure, 
and little if any springback will occur. 

Once the halves are molded, I join them with a simple, 
long , slender scarf joint. The resulting ellipse is planed flat so 
the router, used to cut the groove, will ride on a level base. 

The usual placement of the groove for the 
cane is Yz in. back from the interior edge of 
the frame. In the ellipse headboard, the 
groove is set back % in.  Bevel the surface from 
the groove to the inside edge so the cane 
stretches free of the frame. In new construc
tion I prefer the ·%6-in . spline for a delicate 
look , but no matter what size spline you 
choose, sink the groove 1/4 in .  deep. 

Groove 
'Y" x Y. 

�'Y4-1 L 
� 

Now laminate the frame legs in the same manner as before , 
but this time the ellipse frame becomc;s part of the mold. 
Fasten the frame down around interior pattern leg blocks, one 
set for each side. The lower part of each leg is solid lumber 
and is both form and screw-in block for the bed rails . There is 
always a gamble with springback and each leg can take an in
dependent set , but this is not too important and won't  affect 
the strength of the finished product . 

Once dry, shape the final form of the headboard . Since the 
overall form is curvilinear, I complete it with generous radii. 
A spokeshave and hand plane, unlike power sanders, which 
tend to dig in and are somewhat hard to control on light 
work, allow control and smooth out any dips. A 9-in . bench 
plane works well on long convex surfaces. I use three types of 
spokeshave: a flat-bottom straight blade, a convex-bottom 



1 . Headboard mold. 

2 . 

f z----: ! Wood laminate 

../ 
3. The cane is forced into the groove and 
held in place with a locking wedge. 

• Chisel '"'V 
'it. £' \: " 

-� - Solid wood block 

Trim cane ends by chiseling at 
outer edge of groove bottom . 

4. Straggling edges are trimmed, as in the 
photo at left and the drawing above. 

5 . The spline is wedged into the headboard. 6. The completed headboard, of laminated elm, is 60 in. by 36 in. 

straight blade and a flat-bottom concave blade. Sand lightly 
with 1 50  garnet paper, then with 220 .  

Finishing i s  next . I use a lacquer system. The normal se
quence is grain-raising, sanding with 220 garnet paper, stain
ing, sealing, filling if necessary, then the top coat. Always seal 
the frame before inserting the damp cane. The sealer keeps 
stain from bleeding into the cane and water from the damp 
cane from soaking into the frame. 

The spline shown in the headboard is stained black with an 
alcohol-soluble aniline dye, which when set won ' t  bleed . M ix 

the strength needed and soak the spline until it is saturated 
with dye, then remove excess solution and dry. Resoak the 
spline in warm water to soften it ,  and i t ' s  ready to insert. 

After cane and spline are installed and dried in the frame, 
complete finishing. I spray another coat of sealer over all and 
sand when dry . I only rub out the frame-rubbing out the 
cane is neither practical nor necessary. 0 

Gerry Michaud, 38, is assistant professor of industnal design 
at the University of Cincinnati. 
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Making a Basket fro1n a Tree 
Splints from black ash, in the Shaker tradition 

by Martha Wetherbee 

In my shop at Shaker Village in Canterbury , N . H . ,  I make 
wooden baskets the way they were made 100 years ago. I 

make cheese baskets, egg baskets and laundry baskets. I re
produce Shaker kitten heads, cat heads, hexagons and chip 
baskets, also measures of all sizes from % pint to 1/2 bushel . 
Openwork baskets with pegged wooden swivel handles swing 
from the ceiling on Shaker pegs. Most are filled with onions, 
garlic and shallots drying. I make other types, including the 
old-style basket that I stamp in color with potato prints. All 
are constructed without nails, staples, tacks or glue.  The three 
surviving Shaker sisters at the Canterbury community, now in 
their 80s, remember very little about the basketmaking in
dustry that died during their childhood. I have been reassem
bling the facts about the old craft so that my baskets will con
tinue in the Shaker tradition as simple, functional products of 
the highest possible quality. 

Choosing a tree - Baskets made in New England are 
usually made from black ash , also known as brown ash . This 
tree is particularly suitable for basketmaking; its yearly 
growth rings can be loosened by pounding them with a 
sledge. Strips of separated ring can be pulled from the log 
and woven into baskets, chair backs or seats because they 
bend easily without splintering or cracking. When finished 
smoothly they can be used to panel frames in cabinet doors or 
room dividers. 

Black ash is an unattractive tree that seldom grows straight. 
Its butt is short with branches beginning eight or ten feet up. 
The branches are scrawny and crooked, and the top of the tree 
bends downward as though it were dying. Few live longer 
than 80 years, and few are cut commercially. Years ago black 
ash was known as the basket tree. 

Healthy black ash trees grow beside good-sized free
flowing streams. Once I cut a tree by a stream that had at one 
time flowed briskly, but five years before had b.een dammed 
and rerouted by beavers. As the flow of water declined , so did 
the health of the black ash . Its annual rings were extremely 
difficult to separate when pounded. 

The ideal basket log is a lO-ft .  knot-free black ash butt 
about 1 2  in. in diameter. For the beginner a 6-ft .  length, 
6 in .  to 8 in. in diameter will do. I don ' t  recommend using a 
tree less than 5 in .  in diameter. When I began making 
baskets I used whatever logs I could find-some of them 
crooked and knotty . The rings separated quite wel l ,  but many 
of the splints had to be rejected because they tore around a 
knot or were too curved. A few knots the size of a penny can 
be worked around.  

When you find your tree, contact the landowner and tell 
him he has a basket tree growing in his wetland ; a basket for 
the tree is usually an agreeable trade. When I select a tree for 
my next-year's baskets I feel that I am giving it a second 
chance in life-the opportunity to be converted into 50 
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The completed basket 
is 12 in. by 9'12 in. by 
5 in. ,  excluding the handle. 

baskets that will be cared for, admired and used for many 
more years than the tree would live . 

Pounding apart the rings - Cut an ash in spring, the 
Indians say ; there is a good deal of water in the tree and the 
sap has loosened the bark. Irwin, a full-blooded Penobscot 
Indian living in Indian Town, Maine, told me that years ago 
his father would start out early in the morning to search for a 
black ash . He would cut it and pound the splints from the 
entire log in that day . In the evening he would return with 
great bundles of splints on his shoulders. For me it takes 10 
days of rigorous pounding, eight hours each day , to pound 
apart one log . 

Although the Indians traditionally cut black ash in the 
springtime, I have had success all year round. A tree cut in 
any season should separate easily if pounded within a week of 
being felled . A log that cannot be pounded immediately or 
one that still has lots of good splint on it should be sub
merged in water to keep it from drying out , though soaking 
for more than a year may rot the inside . 

I recommend using the back of an ax for pounding. Grind 
the edges of the end round to avoid sharp corners that might 
perforate the splints. The back end of a splitting maul ,  a 
hatchet or a sledge hammer might also be used . 

Set the log on the ground or in V-grooves cut in the ends of 
two stout stumps. Shave off the bark with a drawknife .  
Pound a section 2 in .  or 3 in .  wide along the log from one end 
to the other. Strike with the same force you would use to split 
cordwood. Allow each impact to overlap the one before it. 

The first few layers below the bark, which include the cam
bium and some of the youngest sapwood, will need a good 
deal more strenuous beating than deeper layers. Don ' t  be
come discouraged if the growth rings don ' t  cooperate. The 
farther you get inside the log , the easier they will separate .  
These first layers are too brittle for splints and tear easily. 
Sometimes it is easier to shave these layers off with a draw
knife . It may take as long as rwo hours for one person to get 
the outer portion off the log . You will know when you have 
arrived at good splint wood by the strength and flexibility of 
the material. Now the careful work begins. 

Give the end of the log some extra tapping to begin separ
ating the splint. You will be able to l ift the outer ring with 
your fingers and pull off a strip that is 2 in .  or 3 in .  wide, 
though wider strips are possible if enough of the log has been 
pounded. Continue pounding and stripping the entire cir
cumference of the log before starting the next layer. Some
times more than one growth ring can be lifted at a time, de-

Photos: Richard Starr; Illustrations: Christopher Clapp 



pending on the wood and the force of the blow. I have taken 
as many as six layers of splint up at one time. If you have dif
ficulty getting layers to separate juSt keep pounding, being 
sure not to miss a spot . You can ' t  skip around; there are no 
shortcuts to making good splint. 

The thickness of the annual rings will vary according to 
favorable or difficult growing conditions during the year they 
were formed. I have found no differences in working qualities 
between heartwood and sapwood, though heartwood splints, 
which come from deeper in the tree, are darker in color. 

Occasionally annual rings won ' t  separate from one 
another. Such layers may look pithier than the others on the 
end grain of the log. Remove these rings with a drawknife 
and resume pounding on good layers. I once acquired a log 
discarded by another basketmaker who'd encountered sticky 
layers halfway through . !  took it home and submerged it in a 
pond, weighing it down with · logs. A month later I cleared 
the sticky section by shaving .and pounding for an hour. The 
splints below this section pounded with ease. There were 40 
good years left in the log, which made 25 baskets. 

Preparing the splints - Sort splints according to their 
thickness. I once wove a large laundry basket using thin 
splints, and a heavy load of laundry permanently ballooned 

Black ash (Fraxinus nigra), also known as brown ash, splits eastly, and 
therefore is a perfect basket tree. It is found in Northern wet areas 
and is 40 ft. to 80 ft. tall. Its pinnate, elliptic leaves number seven to 
eleven, its bark is shaggy and its buds are dark brown. At upper nght, 
Wetherbee pounds a black ash log that has been soaking jar a year, 
which is why it appears so dark. Note the overlapping impact marks. 
RIght, she peels off an outer-n'ng stnp. 

out the sides. Make the basket from heavy splints if you ex
pect it to carry heavy loads. 

Cut the splints with heavy scissors to proper width and 
length for the style of basket you choose to make . The Indians 
built their own stripping tools by embedding a clock spring 
with sharpened edges in a block of wood. A leatherworker's 
tool made for cutting strapping works well and costs about $8 .  

Al l  wood grows in  annual rings, and each ring has two 
layers: earlywood, which grows rapidly in the spring, and 
latewood, which is formed more slowly in the summer. Black 
ash is a ring-porous hardwood, which means that the early
wood layers contain many large, sap-conducting tubes called 
vessels. There are fewer vessels in the latewood and they are 
much smaller. Because of this structure, earlywood is more 
coarse and less dense than latewood. When ash is pounded, 
the earlywood collapses and comes apart . 

Black ash basket splints, as they come off the log, are com
posed of smooth , strong latewood with a stringy coating of 
earlywood on their outer surfaces .  Growth rings can be used 
as basket splints in their natural state , but you can split thick 
layers into thinner pieces. When you do this, you get two 
splints, each with a smooth surface of latewood on one side . 
Very thick splints can be split into thirds or quarters, yielding 
interior splints that are satiny on both sides. The advantage of 
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To get thin splints, score halfway through it 
stn"p near an end (above), bend it back (top 
nght) and peel the halves apart (nght) . To 
correct runout, or unequal thickness, in
crease the tightness oj the bend of the 
thicker half at the point of splitting. The 
split wzll move toward the thicker side. At 
left, Wetherbee uses a splitter she learned 
of from a Maine Indian basketmaker. The 
split end of the splint is pushed through an 
openine in the apex of the inverted V. The 
sides oj the splitter can be used as fulcrums 
to bend the splint over to prevent runout. 

splitting is twofold : You get smooth surfaces and, if you care 
to conserve material ,  several splints from one. Mixing satiny 
splints with the coarse, as the Shakers did , can create textures 
extraordinarily pleasing to the eye and to the touch . Rough 
splint surfaces may be scraped smooth. I use a paint scraper or 
a drawknife to remove the fuzzy outer layer. 

Weaving the body of the basket - Weaving the basket is 
not difficult or time-consuming. In fact, most of the time in 
basketmaking is spent selecting the ash , pounding it and 
carving handles and rims. Some baskets have round bottoms, 
others are square or rectangular. I will describe how to weave a 
basic, rectangular market basket about 12 in .  long, 91J2 in .  
wide and 5 in .  deep . The only tools you wil l  need are a work 
table, scissors and a bucket of water. 

The vertical members of the basket are thick splints called 
uprights. This basket will need 7 splints that are 2 5  in .  long, 
1J2 in. wide by %6 in. thick and 1 1  splints the same width and 
thickness but 22  in. long. (Baskets with handles must have an 
odd number of uprights so the handle sits centered on an up
right . )  The horizontal members of the basket are called 
weavers. You' l l  need 32 weavers about 41 in. long and about 
Y4 in. wide by 1132 in. thick . 

Soak the uprights until they are pliable- up to 30 min
utes. Weave them into a tight mat about 91J2 in. by 61J2  in . ,  
with the long splints running in one direction and the short 
in the other. The tightness of the mat is limited by the 
thickness of the splint; little square openings will remain be
tween the strips. Soak the weavers until they are workable.  
The first weaver helps to hold the bottom mat of the basket 
together. Weave it around the mat , over and under. The ends 
of the weaver will overlap, and this overlap should cross two 
consecutive uprights. 

When wet , the sides of a basket can be bent to whatever 
shape you desire. Making sure the uprights are pliable, bend 
all the uprights upward and then inward toward the center of 
the basket .  As you add courses of weavers you must continue 
to persuade the side splints to take the shape of the basket. As 
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the rows accumulate, the uprights begin to  stay in position 
without help. 

Each weaver should begin and end under a different pair of 
uprights from its neighbors so that the overlaps are staggered 
around the basket. With all the weavers in place, the wet 
basket should be about 61J2 in .  high . Set the basket in a sunny 
window to dry for at least two weeks. You will find that the 
basket has become loose because the splints have shrunk in 
width as they lost moisture. Tighten the basket by pushing 
the weavers toward the bottom, one row at a time. With 
scissors, cut the uprights that end inside the top weaver flush 
with the top of the basket .  Trim the outside uprights to form 
points a couple of inches above the edge of the basket .  Invert 
the basket and immerse the projecting uprights in a shallow 
sinkful of water for a few minutes to soften them. Tuck them 
down into the weavers on the inside of the basket. The body 
of the basket is now finished and ready to be rimmed . 

Making rims and handles - For me the most exciting part 
of making a basket is carving and shaping wood for rims and 
handles. I use white ash or hickory, trees fairly easy to find in 
New Hampshire, for the inner rim and handle. White oak, 
red oak or brown ash could also be used . For the outer rim, 
because it has little structural value, I use a heavy piece of ash 
splint rather than split and shave wood. 

Choosing a good tree is important. If you select the right 
one, your handles will bend with ease; if not, they are likely 
to break. The perfect tree for handles is healthy, knot-free 
and 3 in .  to 8 in .  in diameter at chest height. The bark of a 
healthy tree looks young, tight and vibrant. It is best to use 
the wood as soon as it is cut , though a log will remain fresh 
for up to a month if kept whole. Once split up, the wood be
comes too dry to use for basket partS in less than a week. I go 
into the woods in the morning to select a tree and usually 
have made four or five handles and rims before the afternoon 
has passed.  

The length of the log you ' ll need is  determined by the size 
of the basket to be rimmed. For our basket the rim is 40 in .  



Basket construction 

Handle 

After the upn'ghts have been woven into a mat, left, weave a weaver around it, n'ght, and bend 
the upn'ghts up and in. Successive courses of weavers begin to hold the upn'ghts in shape to 
form the szdes of the basket. The handle (figure 1) zs shaped on a shaving horse with a draw
kmfe, notched and attached to the basket (figure 2) . 

1 .  Basket handle before bending Not to scale 

Saw shoulders and split out waste L:JShave with drawknife. 

Taper to Y, " / with a knife to engage rim. Y." 

Il 
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and the handle needs 25  in . , so cut a section about 40 in .  
long from the butt of  the tree. Split ·the log into quarters with 
a sledge and a wedge until you can split the pieces further 
with a froe and a wooden maul .  The closer the piece is to the 
size of the handle and rim ,  the less time you will spend shav
ing it out with the drawknife .  The best part of the wood for 
bending is the sapwood closest to the bark. Try to split out a 
section that is 1 in .  to lllz in .  square or pie-shaped , but a 2- in .  
piece wil l  do if splitting gets difficult .  

To make the inner rim ,  clamp the stick in the shaving horse 
(Fine Woodworking, Sept. ' 78) with the bark side down. 
Holding the drawknife bevel side down, shave wood off the 
heartwood side of the stick, a single growth ring at a time. 
The drawknife can shave away lots of wood quickly, so be 
cautious. Your aim is to obtain a stick liz in .  wide and � in .  
thick. Follow the growth rings as  closely as  possible to  main
tain continuous grain .  Working just ihside the bark is easiest 
because the bark side of the stick is true to the grain .  Hold the 
stick at arm' s  length and sight along its edge. The piece must 
be uniformly thick to make a smooth and even bend .  When 
the stick is almost down to size, turn it over and shave off the 
bark and cambium layers, trimming the stick to its final 
thickness. When the piece is perfect ,  chamfer the edges with 
the drawknife,  then use a hand knife to round the edges of 
the rim. 

Green wood cannot be bent abruptly;  it must be coaxed to 
take a new shape. With the sapwood side of the stick on the 
outside of the curve, begin at the center of the stick and work 
outward , bending the stick at 2- in .  intervals. I use the end of 
the shaving horse as a fulcrum when I begin to bend and later 
hold the wood in my thumb and forefingers. With repeated 
coaxing, being more forceful each time, the stick will loosen 
up.  When the shape is nearly round, form it into a complete 
circle and hold the overlapping ends together with two spring 
clamps. Now you can form the rim into an oval, matching it 
to the shape and size of the inside top of the basket .  

I f  a t  any stage of  the bending you discover sections of  the 
rim that need to be shaved thinner to bend properly, don ' t  be 

.1 
afraid to unbend the rim and put it back on the shaving 
horse; green wood will return to its bent shape easily. When 
you are satisifed with the shape of your rim ,  return it to the 
shaving horse and taper the ends in thickness so that no lump 
forms where they overlap. 

Carving the handle is similar to shaping the rim .  Start with 
a piece about 25 in .  long and shave it into a llz-in . -square sec
tion. The arch of the handle is 16 in .  long, with 411z-in .  ends 
that project into the basket. Center the 16-in . measurement 
on the heartwood side of the stick. Shave away this section 
until its thickness is a uniform ¥4 in .  Chamfer the edges of this 
underside surface with the drawknife and round the cham
fers. Leave the top surface of the handle flat . Taper the ends 
of the handle to about %6-in. thickness, as shown in figure 1 .  

Coax the handle to its bent shape as you did the rim .  
When you are satisfied with the curve, tie the ends of the 
handle together with wire or string and let it dry overnight .  
After drying, the once supple wood retains i ts  form and no 
longer feels workable .  To cut the notches to fit the rim ,  clamp 
the handle in the shaving bench. Use a fine-tooth saw to cut 
two slots to accommodate the width and thickness of the rim .  
Split out the waste with a knife .  

The basket i s  finished by  attaching the rims and handle to 
the body with spring clamps. Prepare the lashing from thin 
splint cut to %6-in . widths. Slide one end of the lashing splint 
down along an upright, fold it up and tuck it under a couple 
of weavers. Then bring the lashing up over the rim and down 
between two uprights. Wind the entire basket in one direc
tion and tuck the end of the lashing into the body of the 
basket. This basket has a second lashing wound the other way 
around the rim , over the first lashing, creating a crisscross pat
tern and adding strength . The rim and handle form a rigid 
framework. The woven body flexes to resist shock. In com
bination, they make a durable and attractive vesse l .  0 

Martha Wetherbee, 30, of Sanbornton, N.H., is a former 
elementary-school teacher who turned to basketmaking four 
years ago. 
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Laminated Fishing Net 
A generous hoop pursues the noble trout 

by Jonathan Knight 

I am a recreational woodworker and don' t  have the expertise 
that many of the contributors to this magazine demon

strate. As a consolation, however, I do not have to produce in  
order to  sustain myself, and this leisurely consideration of my 
projects lets me refine my ideas without time constraints. One 
simple project I have enjoyed is the fishing net shown here. It 
was a challenging design problem that bears dividends in all 
too infrequent use on the stream. I have made four or five of 
these nets now, for myself and a few good friends. The first 
was made five years ago and has seen seasonal use since with 
no ill effects or structural problems. It easily handled my 
largest trout, a four-pounder, and has bumped along many a 
stream clipped to my fishing vest. 

The size of the hoop is generous, to match my optimism in 
pursuing the noble trout. The laminated hoop is constructed 
around a waxed plywood form , and composed of four \ii- in .  
hardwood strips- two of walnut and two of curly maple. I cut 
them long enough to encompass the form plus the handle ,  
usually 5 ft . ,  and plane them. Then I bandsaw the two 
matching maple pieces for the handle and smooth them with 
spokeshave and files. The width of the walnut and maple 
spacing strips for the handle is important- the total width of 
the handle must just equal the throat of the hoop form , for a 
strong glue bond.  

To assemble the net ,  I apply Weldwood plastic resin glue to 
all mating surfaces of the hoop strips, which are arranged 
with alternating grain in order to maximize stability. I use an 
extra maple strip as a caul to distribute the clamp pressure 
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and to avoid marring the hoop . I begin clamping at the mid
dle of the hoop and work around the sides until the hoop is 
fully secured . Then I apply glue to all the inner surfaces of the 
inner strips that join the handle, and with some fiddling and 
fussing I clamp the handle into position as wel l .  Here precise 
cutting of the spacer strips pays off, because too little width 
will not permit adequate clamp pressure at the critical j unc
tion of the hoop and handle, and a poor gluing job wil l ,  of 
course, cause delamination .  

After the glue has set for 24 hours, I remove the clamps 
and do preliminary shaping with a plane and spokeshave 
while the hoop is still around the plywood form . In this way I 
can remove excess wood and glue in a symmetrical fashion . A 
few blows with a mallet remove the form from the hoop, and 
I final-shape with spokeshave and scrapers. Then I reinforce 
the handle/ hoop bond with Y4- in .  maple dowels, three on 
each side of the handle. 

I finish with five or six coats of Flecto Humicure catalyzed 
exterior finish , sanding between coats. It is a most durable 
finish. Then I attach the net with nylon cord around the hoop 
and anchor it at the throat with small brass screw-eyes in
serted before finishing. A brass D-ring and mounting plate at 
the handle butt complete the net. 0 

Jonathan Knight practices orthopedic surgery in Seattle, 
Wash. An avid woodworker, he has recently completed a lam
inated oak couch and a lapstrake cradle along the lines of a 
Viking boat. 

IlIuslr:u ions: M,Hhildt" Anderson 



Knockdown Tabletops 
Dovetails, not hardware, pin top to base 

by Kenneth Rower 

For storage or shipment it is often advantageous for a table
top to be quickly removable, while in daily service the top 

should be fastened securely enough for one person to be able 
to shift the table within a room. Here are two construction 
systems that require no hardware-one for tables with apron 
frames together with a variation for pedestal frames, and the 
other for trestle frames. 

Apron frame - This method uses dovetail pins cut at the 
topS of the legs and dovetail housings with escapements 
chopped across the grain of the underside of the top . To 
assemble, drop the top over the pins and push it across the 
frame to lock the pins in their housings. To disassemble, push 
the top from the opposite side until the pins register in their 
escapements, and lift the top away. Properly dimensioned, 
the system is invisible when locked up (figure 1 ) .  

When sawing the legs, leave extra length a t  the top end 
equal to about half the thickness of the tabletop , and when 
laying out the rail mortises do not omit the customary allow
ance above the top of the mortise-about % in .  for a 4!f2-in .  
rail .  Square up the top of each leg and take al l  measurements 
from there. Build the frame and assemble dry, leaving the 
rails strong to be trimmed later. Sketch plans and elevations 
of the leg tops, bearing in mind that all four pins must be off
set in the same direction, and that if the system is to be con
cealed the pin length must be a bit less than half the leg 
thickness, an allowance being made for seasonal change in 
the width of the top . Later in the construction , when the 
frame has been fitted to housings, the escapements will be 
lengthened as well to accommodate this variation. For frames 
of ordinary size, about 30 in .  across, 'divide the leg top into 
two pin lengths plus 1k in. at each end (figure 2 ) ,  then lay out 
the pins using a mortise gauge for the side and end lines, and 

1 . Dovetail pin and housing system 
for apron-frame tables 

�

Escapement / 
// � 

/ /. / / � Housing 
Underside of top / / / /. 

/" 

2. Pin layout 

�-+-__ - Rai l T 

a small adjustable bevel, set to a beveled guide block (about 
78 °) , for the slopes. Gauge the shoulder lines from the end. 
Make the four cutS outlining the pins, then saw the 
shoulders. Trim with a sharp chisel ,  testing the work with the 
guide block. Finish all work on the frame except polishing. 

Build the top and trim it sufficiently to center the frame .  
Scribe the outline of the pins on  the underside of  the top to 
mark their position when locked up (figure 3) , but note that 
the outline is of the crown of the pin rather than its root ,  
which is actually wanted in this space. Mark near each outline 
the direction the frame will travel when unlocking . Pencil in a 
benchmark on one leg and nearby on the underside of the top 
to register the location, and remove the frame. 

Lay out the escapements by extending the scribed sidelines 
in the proper direction a distance equal to the pin length , and 
connect the new lines with an end line. Find the centerline 
along the length of this double box. Measure the width at the 
root of each dovetail pin and transfer it to the layout of the 
housing , employing the centerline. If the measurements vary 
from pin to pin, transfer one at a time. Cut the escapements , 
first boring out with a Forstner or other short-pointed bit, 
then chopping square. There is no advantage and some danger 
in going any more than a trifle deeper than the height of the 
pin . Test the frame in the escapements to be sure that the 
shoulders of the legs lie flush with the underside of the top . 
Level as necessary. Now remove the frame and lay out the 
slopes of the housings, using the adjustable bevel set to the 
guide block. Bore out, then with a dovetail saw rough out the 
slope, keeping a little strong of the line. Chop out the waste, 
again keeping away from the line. Clamp the guide block at 
the line and trim with a narrow paring chisel , the final cuts to 
be taken with the chisel right against the block (figure 3 ) .  

Lay the frame in the escapements and see that the pins are 

3. Layout and cutting of dovetail housing and escapement 

B. Scribe box from dovetail pin. 
Mark direction for 
unlocking. 

b. Scribe centerline 
and escapement. / �I 
/ , I 

c. Transfer root dimension ,/" 
for hOUSing�and cut ' 
escapement. , 

-. 
. ::-

d. Layout housing slopes 
and cut housing. 

e. Clamp guideblock 
to underside of top and trim 

sloping faces of dovetail housing. 
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likely to enter the housings. Then remove the frame and 
chamfer the leading corners of the pins . Replace and push (or 
pull) . Considerable force may be necessary the first few 
times-waxing the pins is helpful .  However, a driving fit 
means too much interference. Usually one joint will cause the 
trouble, or two that are not in parallel across the frame. There 
will be enough flex in the frame so that tapping at each joint 
will tell which one is binding. If you trim away too much dur
ing adjustments, a piece of veneer or cedar cigar wrapper 
( . 009 in .  thick) can be glued into the housing. When all is 
well ,  remove the frame and stamp a benchmark into the top 
of one pin and inside the corresponding escapement. At this 
point consider the probable shrinkage and expansion of the 
tabletop, and lengthen the escapements accordingly. Round 
off all the points and corners of the pins and the entry corners 
of the housings, as in service the top drops down over the 
pins, somewhat by feel .  Then the near pair of legs can be 
gripped and the top pushed home with chest or waist . 

Pedestal frame - As the arms of a pedestal frame do not 
offer the appropriate grain for cutting pins, separate pins 
must be fashioned and joined to the arms. Make up pin 
blanks of rectangular section ,  

Dovetail p i n  for pedestal table 
but with one sloping face in 
the length , then mortise in 
with a shim to drive the blank 
against  a correspondingly  
undercut end of  the mortise. 
Saw the slopes once the blank 
is glued and trimmed . 

A blank could be fitted up 
Install pin blank and wedge 
in pedestal arm, then shape pin. 

through the underside of the arm and then wedged below, 
but shrinkage in the depth of the arm would leave the pin 
standing proud and the joint loose . The best orientation is for 
one set of arms to be perpendicular to the grain of the top, 
the other parallel, with room left in the housings perpen
dicular to the grain for tabletop expansion and contraction .  If 
you orient the arms at 4 5 °  to the grain of the top, the system 
works but the housings won' t  be as strong. 

Trestle frame - In a knockdown trestle frame consisting of 
two trestles, a stretcher, and two draw-wedges, the action of 
the wedges in drawing the trestles tight against the stretcher 

shoulders can be exploited to clamp the tabletop to the 
frame .  The system consists of a barefaced dovetail cleat 
formed by extending the post tenon up through each trestle 
arm, and corresponding housings cut into the underside of 
the top where it bears on the arms (figure 4) . 

When cutting the posts, allow for bringing the tenon 
through the arm , plus an amount equal to about one-half of 
the thickness of the tabletop , and square the end of the post . 
Cut the mortise-and-tenon joint, assemble dry, and mark the 
tenon where the top edge of the arm crosses the cheeks. 
Remove the post and using a dovetail plane or a wide paring 
chisel ,  cut the slope on the inner face (with respect to the 
middle of the table) of the tenon. The shoulder should be a 
little behind the line to allow for shrinkage in the depth of 
the arm (figure 5 ) .  Build the rest of the frame. 

Make the top and trim to size. Make up a beveled guide 
block as before though long enough to be clamped from the 
tabletop edges, and if the underside of the tabletop is not 
already flat, plane flats where it will bear on the trestle arms. 
The flats must be parallel, in plane (check with winding 

. sticks) and wide enough to register the guide block. 
Invert the assembled frame and center it on the underside 

of the top . ·  Scribe the outlines of the cleats and remove the 
frame, benchmarking one end of the system. The outlines 
mark the location of the cleat crowns, not their roots . With a 
steel tape, measure the inside distance from root to root of 
the cleats, add Y32 in .  (more for a very long table) to.provide 
compression to the system , and transfer to the layout of the 
housings. Draw another line outside the housings to allow the 
cleats to enter the housings before locking up (figure 6) . 

Bore and chop out the housings, keeping clear of the 
sloped faces. Then clamp the guide block in place and chisel 
back the sloped faces. Leave a little clearance at the bottom of 
the housings. Round off the entry corners of the housings and 
the points and corners of the cleats. To assemble, fit the 
trestles loosely to the stretcher, spacing them out from the 
shoulders an amount about equal to the swell in the cleat . 
The top should now drop easily over the cleats. Drive home 
the wedges to lock up the trestles and the top. Should the sys
tem loosen , tighten it by trimming the shoulders at one end 
of the stretcher, or by installing a shim in one housing. 0 

Kenneth Rower, 3 7, makes furniture in Newbury, Vt. 

4. Dovetail cleat and housing system 
for draw-wedged trestle table 

5. Cleat layout and cutting 6. Housing layout for dovetail cleats 
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Orientable 
Another knockdown design 

by Curtis Erpelding 

The process by which a piece assembles itself intrigues me. 
Most of my designs incorporate a knockdown feature to 

emphasize and perpetuate the act of assembly. There is a 
pleasing gestalt to how a few components, only so many 
pieces by themselves, transform into a table or chair, and 
easily disassemble for moving or storage. Stacked and sculp
tural furniture seems too solid and final in comparison .  

Knockdown design assumes easy fastening. The less hard
ware involved, the purer the design . I cut the compound
angled V in the end of the through stretcher tenons with a 
radial arm saw. A slight tap on the correspondingly tapered 
wedge that fits through this slot draws the stretcher against 
the cross member (figure 1 ) .  For a more secure fit I routed a 
V-shaped dado into the back of the cross member and 
chamfered the tenon on both sides to seat into it .  But not ex
actly- the V of the stretcher is slightly fatter than the dado in 
the cross member so it mates ever more tightly. 

The top is standard breadboard construction .  It is free to 
contract and expand and easy to remove. Cleats screwed to the 
underside of the tabletop center it when they ' re placed to one 
side of the stretchers. The cleats and stretchers are through
mortised and drawn tightly together by folding wedges whose 
opposing ends curve. When the top expands, the right cleats . 
are free to move with the tabletop and a gap opens between 

FOlding� Cleat 
wedge (screwed to 

� 0 table bottom) 

Tapered � �'-:�0 
wedge - � � V <;� 

��-- Stretcher 

Fir, maple and walnut, 
60 in. by 36 in. by 30 in. 

cleat and stretcher (at the single arrow in figure 2) . With con
traction the left cleats are free to move and a gap opens be
tween cleats and stretchers on the left side of the table 
(double arrow) . As the seasons change, the top may position 
itself up to Yz in .  off center, but it will stay flat and intact. 

In evolving this table (it had two prototypes, one in fir and 
one in maple) , I added a drawer of walnut and maple, hung 
under the top by its slide-a bit of whimsy. Instead of the 
usual square groove , I worked hollows in the drawer and 
matching rounds with planes . The two slides are connected at 
the back and the whole unit slips into the stretcher via bridle 
joints. The slides and the top edges of the drawer are flush 
with the bottom of the tabletop, which supports the unit. 

I chose fir for the table itself because its graphic grain is 
right for subtle curves and crisp edges . There ' s  a certain de
light in working what most people consider a common utility 
wood . I hand-planed all surfaces , including the top ; I had 
only a 4-in.  jointer and no thickness planer. All curves
first bandsawn- I  worked with a spokeshave. The realized 
curve of the legs, though based on the Fibonacci series, comes 
from tool , hand and eye . I don ' t  use templates or calipers. 0 

Curtis Erpelding, 29, has recently become a resident wood
worker at Oregon School of Arts and Crafts. 
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The name 'On'entable ' suggests both the on'entation of parts into a table and 
the On'ental influence on the design. 
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Japanese Planes 
The preparation and use of kanna 

by Ted Chase 

Woodworkers , both amateur and professional, have been 
hearing lately about Japanese tools. Ads mention 

" superior edge qualities, "  pulling instead of pushing, and 
assorted other exotic advantages . Interested people who have 
purchased a Japanese tool may have brought it to the shop, 
used it for a while and gone back to work with their original 
tools. Others have found that the tools they bought " didn ' t  
work" at all . A s  with all fine tools, knowing how to care for 
and prepare them is essential for premium performance. 

A brief history - Probably the most striking thing about 
traditional Japanese woodworking is that much of it is done 
in a sitting position . The earliest of Japanese tools, the chona, 
or adze, was used long before the introduction of the ripsaw 
(late 1 4th century) to rough-surface lumber that had been 
split with wedge and/ or chisel . The adze handle was wood 
and the blade socket was of primitive and thin metal . A per
son ' s  ful l ,  standing force behind this tool would break the 
socket-thus the seated position.  Nor was this unusual to the 
l ifestyle. Japanese homes have long been designed for 
multiple-purpose living with minimal furniture ; sitting on 
the floor has been the typical posture for work and for eating. 
Woodworking was similar. Because few woodworkers had 
large, permanent shops, a great number of master carpenters, 
carvers and apprentices would be gathered for a commission 
by an emperor, feudal lord or military leader. These artisans 
would set up shop at the construction site, so putting the 
work on the ground eliminated the need for a workbench. 
Since less power was applied to the work, it required no 
mechanical clamps or vises. Because the adze was used across 
the grain rather than along the length of the piece, the stroke 
was shorter and a worker could keep one hand free to hold or 
position the piece . Both feet were available as clamps and 
weights. Even today, Japanese craftsmen prefer to work sit
ting down. And where workbenches are used , they 're much 
lower than Western benches, and without vises. The worker 
planes against a bench stop. Because the bench is low, he can 
place a foot or leg up on it to hold down the work . 

It wasn ' t  until the late BOOs that Japanese blacksmithing 
and iron manufacturing improved significantly. Along with 
the refinement of military weapons and ceremonial swords 
came the introduction of the ripsaw. Lumber cut with these 
saws could be surfaced more smoothly with a new tool intro
duced from China via Korea. Its blade , stronger than the 
chona, was �et in a block of wood that was moved over the 
length of the piece to yield a smooth , flat surface. These 
planes, as used in China and Korea, were designed to be 
pushed, not pulled . The early imports had a dowel or piece of 

Ted Chase, who now makes furniture in Concord, Calt!, 
spent a year in Japan studying with master craftsman Ken
nosuke Hayakawa. 
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wood used as a handle , extending through either side . How
ever, these handles soon disappeared, and the craftsman 
pulled the plane over the work from a seated position. 

There have been numerous explanations for the reluctance 
of the Japanese to adopt the push stroke. Earlier tools and the 
lifestyle had established deep precedents. Pull-type crosscut 
saws were used as early as 800 A . D .  Given the state of the 
blacksmith 's  art at this time,  thin blades did not have the 
stiffness to be pushed through the wood . Perhaps the pull 
stroke in carpentry goes back to the earliest farming methods, 
characterized by pulling the hoe rather than plowing through 
the soi l .  Consider too that the most common and cherished 
building materials were straight-grained cedar and cypress; 
saws and other tools do cut these better on the pull stroke. 

Japanese planes have changed little over the centuries. 
Unlike Western planes, which began in wood and matured to 
metal (and now are back to wood) , the block of solid wood , 
usually oak, is still the basic modern Japanese plane. The only 
major refinement came in the late 1800s with the introduc
tion of the subblade, or chip breaker, positionea a fraction 
back from the tip of the primary blade . 

A kanna is simpler than the standard metal block plane.  It 
has no handle , no adjusting mechanism, no screws and 
levers-just a solid block of wood with two blades wedged in 
behind a pin that runs the width of the body. The design has 
been the same for 400 years. Its components are the kanna no 
ha, the plane iron, and the dai, the body. 

The ura face -MostJapanese cutting blades, whether used 
in planes, chisels, gouges or spokeshaves, are different from 
Western blades. The standard Western blade is a solid piece 
of high-carbon steel. The steel of a Japanese blade is a lam
inated composition of high-carbon and low-carbon steel. The 
angled or beveled side, omote, is never double-beveled. And 
the other side , ura (the flat side of the Western tool) , has a 
hollow ground. The laminated composition and hollow
ground shape offer a number of advantages . The actual cut
ting edge is the high-carbon steel and the rest of the blade is 
softer, more pliable steel, which can absorb shock when plan
ing a board with knots or irregular grain patterns; the blade 
has less tendency to skip or chatter as the plane hits an irreg
ular point. Another advantage is that the hollow-ground sec
tion of the ura side does not require regular attention. Be
cause there is less surface area, it offers less resistance as it is 
guided over a board or grinding stone, so keeping this side 
flat and sharp is easy. 

The first procedure in the preparation and care of any 
Japanese tool with this kind of blade is to obtain a completely 
flat surface on the ura side . Instead of a grinding stone, a 
kanaban, or " iron board , "  is used in conjunction with a series 
of grinding powders beginning with kongosha, a coarse ma
terial from sandstone. The other two powders are residual 



grinding material that comes from the medium and fine 
grinding stones. A pinch of kongosha is dropped on the iron 
board with a bit of water and the flat surface of the blade is 
ground back and forth , yielding a streaked surface. When the 
streaks are uniform over the face, wash the board and con
tinue with a pinch of the second grinding powder, residue 
from the medium stone, and a bit of water. This yields a 
finer, but still streaked, surface. When the streaks are 
uniform, wash the board again and continue with a pinch of 
the third grinding powder, from the finishing stone, and 
some more water. The final step is to put only a drop of water 
on the board and work the blade face over the board until it is 
completely dry. Continue to work the blade on the dry sur
face until there is a completely unstreaked mirror finish on 
the ura face .  This is the " basic face" because it is prepared 
first, after which it remains relatively untended . 

The omote face - The next step is to sharpen the beveled 
side of the blade, the omote face, on the medium stone.  The 
omote face is a bit more difficult to prepare than the basic 
face ,  because only the angled part of the blade is held against 
the stone so it is easy for the blade to twist or roll .  The 
medium stone is also used with water, not oil , and kept clean 
when not in use by being submerged in water, usually stand
ing on one end. When sharpening, add enough water to pro
vide an easy, but not resistance-free, movement across the 
stone . As you sharpen,  water and stone material will ac-

cumulate at both ends of the stone. Save this as the second 
powder for the iron-board treatment of the ura face .  As you 
sharpen the bevel ,  a burr will develop on the cutting edge, 
felt from the ura side . When it spans the entire cutting edge, 
change stones and work with the finishing stone. Grind only 
the omote face on the medium stone, never the ura side. 

Begin on the finishing stone by working the omote face in 
the same manner as on the medium stone. * Then turn the 
blade over and work the ura face over the stone as done on the 
iron board to begin to remove the burr. Return to the omote 
face and work, then back to the ura. The ratio of working the 
omote to working the ura is about 1 0  strokes to 2 .  Continue 
until the burr is gone from the ura and a mirror surface ap
pears on the omote. 

Obviously you should keep your iron board and stones 
completely flat . Sharpening thin blades that do not cover the 
entire surface of the board or stones can change their shapes. 
To keep them flat , sharpen on different areas of the board or 
stone , covering its full length . Check the surface regularly 
and, as needed, rub together two wet stone faces, of different 

"The medium stone is usually synthetic. The finishing stone comes 
in both synthetic and natural stones. I use the King deluxe 1000 
(available from Woodline /The Japan Woodworker, 1004 Central 
Ave . ,  Alameda, Calif. 94501 , for $9) . I have both synthetic ($1 5  to 
$25) and natural ($50 to $5 ,000) finishing stones and find the syn
thetic adequate for the average worker. However, as one's  techniques 
become more refined, the natural stone is, subtly, much better. 

Omote, or beveled side of a kanna blac/e, left, reveals laminated composition: high,
carbon steel at the edlJe; softer, shock-absorbing low-carbon steel for the rest of this stde, 
including the back oj the bevel, which appears lightest in this photo. The ura, or basic 
face, nght, is hollow-ground. 

Japanese kBnnB 
Back 

B lade 

Mouth 

Subblade 

Illustrations: Christoph�r Clapp 

Pin 
S lot in cheek 

Top 
A kanaban, or iron board, sharpens the ura. A 
sen'es of gn'nding powders pictured at top
kongosha, nght (a sandstone gn't), and second 
and third gn'nding-stone residues, center and 
le{t- are mixed with water on the kanaban and 
the blade ground back and forth over it to bn'ng 
up a mirror finish. Bottom, because of the low
carbon steel in the blade laminate, the hollow 
ground on the ura can be pushed out by tapping 
the bevel on the omote with the pointed edge of 
a hammer whtle the blade rests on the corner of a 
hard metal surface. This tS done when, after 
repeated sharpenings, the edge has been ground 
back into the ura hollow. 
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or of the same gnt . This can also be done with two !fon 
boards, with water in between. 

Refinishing the ura - It  would appear that when the 
omote has been sharpened and resharpened down to the 
hollow itself, the cutting surface has run out. When the front 
edge can no longer be worked or sharpened , the hollow
ground surface of the ura must be pushed out , providing 
more surface area for the basic face .  Because of its low-carbon
steel composition,  you can tap the omote face with the 
pointed edge of a hammer to push the ura face out . 

Hold the ura face tightly against an anvil or the edge of a 
heavy metal work surface . With the blade at a 4 5 0 angle to 
the edge of the anvil and using the pointed edge of a ham
mer, gently tap the omote face along a line across the whole 
face .  The line, actually a series of indentations, must be made 
two-thirds of the way down from the tip of the blade. Steady, 
firm taps are necessary, spaced right next to each other in an 
even line. Later, with proficiency, it will be possible to tap the 
line halfway down from the tip. This takes less time but more 
skill. An improperly placed tap can seriously damage the 
blade. Use gentle, yet firm and evenly placed , taps. Too 
much force can crack the blade . 

This completed , return the blade to the iron board and, 
using the second powder, begin to rework the basic face .  If 
the front edge does not yet yield enough high-carbon steel, 
return to the anvil and begin again .  This process cannot be 
hurried, and you may have to repeat it a number of times. 

A good blade made of high-quality metal can last a life
time if it is treated with care and respect .  Many old Japanese 
craftsmen are proud of their chibi, or shortened blades, 
reshaped and sharpened through many years of work. 

Usually, the first 1 5 mm of a new blade does not produce 
the finest-quality edge and cut, not because the steel is differ
ent from the rest of the blade, but rather because through a 
process of sharpening, finishing, shaping and refinishing, the 
blade is tamed, custom-fitted to the craftsman . And in some 
ways, the blade tames the worker as well :  The particular com
position of each blade is different, so through use and care, a 
worker will come to understand what is expected of him. 
Over a period of many years a craftsman will be able to de
termine which planes to use for rough work and which for 
finish work, which for soft woods and which for hard. 

Using a finely tuned blade becomes an experience in feel
ing, or " tasting" with one's hands. The taste is different for 
each person,  depending on the style of work, and comes only 
with experience . But, by watching a good craftsman at work, 
one can see the plane cutting smoothly over any angle of 
grain . Then , if the blade tastes like it is not cutting (not pass
ing smoothly over the wood) , a sensitive and patient worker 
will stop, return to the medium stone and resharpen the 
blade . This takes place many times during the course of a day 
whenever the blade is not cutting the way it should feel .  

The dai - I have been told of legendary master carpenters 
who could sharpen their plane blades so keenly and prepare 
the dai (the plane body) so finely that if they placed the 
kanna on one end of a board and tilted the board, the plane 
would cut by itself as it slid down the board . Carpenters' 
mythology, perhaps, but it sets a standard of excellence that 
these craftsmen are constantly trying to achieve. 

Preparation of the dai is essential to proper tool care and 
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functioning. Because all Japanese planes are made of solid 
wood and affected by changes in temperature and humidity, 
dai preparation becomes an ongoing technique for the life of 
the plane. Improper dai preparation probably causes the most 
problems for those Western woodworkers who buy aJapanese 
plane and find it useless from the start or after the fust 
change in the weather. 

Usually the blade of a new kanna does not fit down com
pletely into the mouth and extend out enough to cut. This is 
sometimes because the seasoning process continues after the 
kanna is manufactured. The first procedure is to correct the 
groove in the dai for the blade to fit snugly, yet deeply 
enough to cut. In kanna with both a blade and a subblade, to 
allow adequate room to work on the groove , remove the pin 
that holds the subblade against the main blade . Place the dai 
on its left edge and grasp the pin tightly with pliers. Tap the 
pliers firmly with a hammer. When the pin protrudes from 
the hole in the side of the dai, pull it out with the pliers. 

Now using a short-bristle brush, paint ink on three sides of 
the main blade. Do not ink the ura face or the cutting bevel 
itself. Chinese calligraphy ink is best . Before the ink dries, 
place the omote face against the angled groove of the dai and 
push in by hand. Gently tap the top end of the blade down 
further, using a metal hammer with a convex face or a 
wooden mallet . The tapping should become increasingly firm 
until the blade fits in the groove. Listen, and when the sound 
is "solid" (a higher-pitched tap) the blade is snug. To remove 
the blade, tap the end of the dai (behind the blade) firmly 
with the hammer until the sound indicates the blade is loose. 
Tap the upper corner-edge of the end of the dai on either side 
of the midpoint, first one side then the other, back and forth . 
Be sure to tap the corner edge squarely so as not to chip the 
dai. By placing the thumb of the hand holding the dai 
against the blade, you can exert pressure outward with the 
taps of the hammer, which will also prevent the blade from 
shooting out of the dai, and onto the floor or your foot .  

With the blade removed , you can chisel away the ink 
impressions left on the tight parts of the groove and refit the 
blade to sit deeper in the dai. Chiseling should remove only a 
thin amount of wood, almost like a powder, and the process 
of inking and refitting the blades is repeated many times. 
Chisel only on the wide face that touches the beveled side of 
the blade and along the sides where the blade fits into the 
groove; do not chisel the top of these side grooves . 

When refitting the blade, don ' t  force it any deeper than it 
can go with gentle to moderate tapping. Again,  listen to the 
taps. When you begin to sight the blade along the sole of the 
dai just protruding from the mouth, the process is complete. 
I t  will take time, especially when the plane is new. After that 
it won ' t  be necessary to refit unless the temperature or 
humidity changes significantly or the seasoning process is still 
extremely active. Then minor inking can be done. . 

The process sounds complicated and time-consuming, but 
it is necessary and, with practice, easy. It might happen that 
too much of the groove has been chiseled . In this case, glue a 
piece of paper on the wide part of the groove that supports 
the omote side of the blade . 

The sole - Sometimes planes are used on their sides, plan
ing, for example, on a shooting board . The Japanese kanna is 
tipped on its right side for this. The sole and right side of the 
plane therefore must be square. Planing the side might be 



Paint the lower face and the two edges of the blade with ink, left, and whzle the ink 
is stzll wet, tap the blade in to register the high points in the groove. When the 
blade IS tapped out, ink remains on the areas to be pared down, above. 

necessary. Be careful when chiseling the groove to fit the 
blade . After many years you may weaken the right side with 
excessive chiseling, so favor it .  

The next step in preparing the kanna for use is to m�ke the 
sole completely flat. The best method for doing this uses a 
special plane called a dainaoshi, whose single blade, set at 90· 
in the dai, scrapes fine, powder- like shavings from the sole of 
the kanna. It is possible to use a wide chisel in the same way. 
(In fact it is necessary to correct the sole of the dainaQshi it�elf 
in this way . )  

By  holding a straightedge across the sole of  the dai in  front 
of a light and tilting it slightly, you can watch for light to 
shine through underneath and illuminate the high and low 
spots across the surface of the sole .  Hold the straightedge in 
many different positions: along the width , length and diag
onal . Move it slowly and mark the high spots with a pencil .  

Now take the dainaoshi (or a chisel) and begin removing 
the pencil marks, and with them a thin shaving of the sole .  
Be sure to plane evenly so as not to create extremely low or 
twisting spots. It is sometimes wise to plane across the dai 
from one side and then turn the dai around so planing can go 
across from the opposite side. This will ensure even planing. 
A lways plane across the dai, not lengthwise . You can , 
however, turn the dainaoshi at different angles to the sole of 
the other kanna to smooth the planing action.  After remov
ing the pencil marks, again check for flatness with the 
straightedge and mark new pencil lines for the next shaving. 
Repeat until you 've rendered the dai completely flat. 

Some books, both English and Japanese, suggest using 
coarse abrasive paper to sand down the sole of the dai to 
flatness. However, this method is not advisable. The grit from 
the paper can lodge itself in the sole of the kanna and can mar 
the surface of the lumber being finished . It can also transfer 
grit into the lumber and then chip the blade as the kanna 
makes its next pass. Further, any other method of treating the 
sole after sandpaper has been used risks damaging the tool 
used for the second refinishing. 

Depending upon the climatic conditions of the shop and 
the seasoning qualities of the dai, secondary dai refinishing 
with the dainaoshi will be necessary at various times. Again,  
the feel of the cut is the best way to tell whether you should 
check the sole for changes in flatness. For the dainaoshi and 
finger planes, a flat sole will suffice for smooth cutting. 
However, large-body kanna require further treatment to 

create a "wave" pattern on the sole that facilitates accurate 
and smooth cutting. Locate four points on the sole of the 
plane: Point A is the front of the dai. Point B is the part of 
the sole JUSt in front of the mouth , or opening for the blade . 
Point C is that part of the sole JUSt behind the mouth . And 
point D refers to the opposite end or back. 

With the dainaoshi, plane the sole between points A and 
B, taking care to keep those two points the same height . The 
area between should be approximately ifi;4 in .  lower. Now, 
working back from point C, plane C just a fraction lower than 
B and continue to plane the sole out toward the back to about 
Y32 in .  lower than A and B. By eliminating the surface area 
between points A and B you reduce the surface of the kanna 
in contact with the wood. Further, the area between points C 
and D is a fraction lower than point B or the blade would be 
lifted off the wood and would not cut, or would cut errati
cally. The figures given are basic rules of thumb for relative 

D 

Not to scale 

C B A 

.. 
Wave pattern on dB; sole 
(exaggerated for illustration) 

Dainaoshi (planes whose blades are set at 90 · to produce a scraping 
cut for truing plane sales) are used always across, never along, the 
length of the sale. Larger plane sales are planed not flat but in a 
wave pattern to reduce fn·ction. 
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highs and lows for all points. The best-prepared kanna would 
use fractions of these fractions , and the quality of the cut 
would be unmatched . 

When preparing the sole with dainaoshi or chisel be sure to 
back the blade out of the mouth area, but keep the blade just 
snug enough in the groove to warrant removal with a ham
mer, not a hand.  This will exert force on the sole behind the 
mouth so the highs and lows one measures during correction 
will be the same as when the blade is in the cutting position. 
Otherwise, the blade might force the area behind the mouth 
higher than point B. 

Even after many, many years of seasoning, a dai may still 
need correcting. Again it becomes an experience in feeling to 
determine when the dai is not cutting or moving across the 
wood efficiently. By examining the sole for shiny spots, you 
can sometimes detect the high spots without a straightedge. 
However, this is a preliminary step and should be followed up 
with the techniques presented here to correct and prepare the 
dai for further use . 

Once you ' ve prepared the sole of the kanna with a 
dainaoshi, a few minor adjustments must be made for the 
final finish . A newly purchased plane has a bevel running the 
length of the dai on either side of the sole. After fitting the 
blade in  the dai, you' ll find these bevels do not reach the 
mouth . To eliminate unnecessary contact berween sole and 
work surface, increase the size of the rwo bevels right up to 
the mouth area. Then chisel a cut at either side of the mouth , 
angled back toward the end of the dai and out onto the 
beveled sides. This angled cut acts as an escapement for fine 
shavings that would otherwise become clogged in the mouth . 
Finally, on the upper edge of the mouth , or the edge closest 
to the back of the dai, chisel a thin 4 5 0  bevel across the entire 
edge. This bevel can reflect light and silhouette the blade as 
one sights it down the length of the dai, facilitating easy and 
proper gauging of the blade depth . 

These procedures may sound complicated. One might ask, 
"Why not the marvels of modern metal planes? "  However, if 
you are interested in using aJapanese plane and you can com
plete these steps, you ' ll be rewarded with an unparalleled 

Kanna newly purchased, left, and after complete preparation of the 
sale, right. The large bevels that run the length of the sale decrease 
the surface area, the notches at the sides of the mouth are for fine
shavings clearance and the chamfer along the back edge of the 
mouth is for reflecting light to sight proper blade depth. 
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cutting tool that will become easier to operate and to main
tain as you work with it. Consider the greater sensitivity of a 
wooden kanna over a metal plane ; the pull stroke keeps the 
work between kanna and body. In a short time you ' ll develop 
a different sense of control over your work. Another advan
tage of Japanese planes is that because they are made of solid 
wood with no moving parts, they can be modified and 
adapted to fit an infinite variety of shapes and surfaces. 

Choosing your kanna - The usual manner of making and 
buying kanna in Japan is for a craftsman to purchase one from 
a master kanna maker or from a shop that sells kanna made 
by others. Then he either uses it as is or changes it to suit his 
needs. The process of making a kanna can involve both hand 
and machine work to a greater or lesser degree, depending on 
the tool ' s  quality and cost. 

I was introduced to a man who makes kanna in the Nagoya 
area of Japan. He and his son run a small tool and hardware 
shop . They would first cut and square pieces of wood to 
approximate size using a table saw and a jointer. This wood is 
then stored anywhere from 2 to 25 years. Much concern and 
respect are shown for the seasoning process. Better-quality 
kanna are seasoned longest and made by hand.  The groove is 
cut either entirely by hand or with a mortising machine and 
then finished by hand . The kanna master usually buys a 
variety of blades from different sources, again at varying 
quality and cost. He builds the dai to fit its chosen blade. An 
expensive kanna will have a dai seasoned 25 years, and will be 
made completely by hand, including the blade. It will cost 
about $250 .  

Japanese kanna can be purchased in  a variety of standard 
sizes. The standard ones are mostly flat-soled. However, it is 
possible to find tool shops that also sell kanna with shaped 
soles for specialized planing. Finger planes are usually bought 
in the standard shape and the dai recut to fit the job at hand . 

Here are some hints on what to look for in a kanna. Check 
the end grain of the dai; it should be running horizontally ,  
not vertically as in Western planes. The rays wil l  run vertically 
and should be well-defined. Check to see that the mouth of 
the dai is not too large and that the escapement angle for the 
shavings is sharp. There should be no gaps along the groove 
where the blade fits into the dai. To check for this, hold the 
kanna up to a light source and check for light in the groove 
between blade and dai. Test whether the blade fits tightly in 
the groove . If the dai has two blades , it will  have a pin to 
wedge the blades together. Check the positioning of the pin . 
If the dai has been expanding and contracting in the shop, 
the pin may be pushed through or near the opening of the 
hole. A tight-fitting blade and evidence of pin movement in
dicate a better plane; the dai has been around for a while, so 
it is older and therefore more seasoned . Another important 
thing to check is that the ura side of the blade(s) is well 
shaped and has a well-defined concave face .  

The processes involved in  preparing and maintaining 
Japanese kanna are rigorous at first. The attention to detail on 
such seemingly simple tools is, without a doubt , not for 
everyone. However, for a craftsman who is willing to put 
mental , as well as physical, effort into preparing and caring 
for these planes , the rewards can be profound . The craftsman 
becomes so intimate with his kanna that it is, indeed, an ex
tension of his hands , putting him in touch with the process of 
making, as well as with the end result. 0 



Making a Modern Wooden Plane 
Nuts and bolts adjuster controls depth 

by Karl Dittmer 

When I yearned for a quality wooden try plane, I took one 
look at the price and decided to build one using rock 

maple. Modern glues are trustworthy, so I elected to build it 
in four layers, using two o/4- in .  pieces for the inner layers and 
lfl-in .  pieces for the outer. This made it a simple matter to cut 
the throat area, usually a chore. 

The resul t  was quite successfu l ,  except that the old
fashioned wedge system proved a bit coarse, particularly 
when trying to back off the blade for that final light cut. 
After some thought, I came up with an acceptable depth ad
j ustment that engages the head of the screw attaching the 
plane iron to the chipbreaker. I have eliminated free play 
through careful fitting and now have a precise, uncompli
cated adjustment mechanism that is almost as smooth and ac
curate as the one on a Primus plane I acquired during an ex
travagant moment. Lateral adjustments are made by forcing 
the top of the plane iron to one side. Come sharpening time, 
the homegrown mechanism shines because the iron comes 
out without any of that Primus-type hassle. 

The modernized try plane worked so well , I bought more 
irons and turned out a few more planes . Al l  are a pleasure to 
use and construction is simple, thanks to being able to work 
on the throat area before each is assembled .  I make my 
throats small ,  then after the sole is finished, file them to fit .  
Don' t  despair if you get the throat too big. A thin shim epox
ied under the plane iron near the throat opening will cure it .  

Most of my planes have the iron at 45 ° ;  smoothing planes 
should be at around 50 ° .  Dimensions were determined by the 
width of the plane iron and what I felt would be appropriate 
for my style. If you are not certain JUSt how long to make your 
plane, make it oversize, then cut it off later. 0 

Karl Dittmer butlds furniture in EI Reno, Okla. For more on 
making planes, see Fine Woodworking, Winter '75 .  

Gentleman 's plane, disassembled above, is even easier to 
make than the all-woad-bodied planes. It uses the same ad
fluting mechanism, but has steel side straps and a pin to hold 
the wedge and plane iron in. With the toe removed (which 
reveals its mouth-adjustment capability) and an alternate, 

Jack plane, nght, with depth adjuster and glued-up body is easy to 
build; most of the throat area can be sawn before assembly. For 
stabzlity, grain in adjoining pieces of wood is alternated. The adjust
ment screw, threaded through a brass block mortised into the plane 
body, is bound to a sliding carnage that fits the plane-iron screw. 
After the center laminates are sawn, left, they are positioned on the 
side pieces using steel pins. The szdes are cut with a saw and chisel to 
taper in toward the mouth. Here Dittmer cuts a mortise to accept the 
depth-adjustment mechanism. 

Depth adjuster 

Tapped block or nut 
fixed into plane body 

,-::IF'=1fIJ- Steel plate pulled by bolt head 
('!IIIIf':-tP� Bolt head turned down to cylinder 

or disc riveted to threaded rod 
Aluminum spacer dri l led through 

.---Steel plate pushed by bolt head 

Plate cut from old sawblade to receive plane-iron screw head 

shorter set of side straps, it could be used as a bullnose plane. Some of Dittmer's handmade planes. 
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French Polishing 
Elbow grease and shellac build a fme fmish 

by Clinton R. Howell 

By today' s  standards, French polishing is not economical for 
the commercial woodworker. It is virtually all sensitivity 

of touch, and it takes years to understand the nuances of tech
nique, from knowing the precise amount of lubricating oil to 
put on a surface to sensing when the job requires a higher 
room temperature. I t  also takes time-the finish is built up of 
many thin layers of shellac. The maker of fine, one-piece-at
a-time furniture should not overlook French polishing, how
ever, because of the warmth it gives a new piece and the 
patina it develops with time. The finish is also relatively easy 
to rebuild if it becomes marred ,  and can be applied over 
almost any existing finish . I have French-polished over oil
based varnishes, polyurethanes and acid-catalyzed lacquers 
with good results. 

History - The development of French polishing is not well 
documented , nor is the first person to develop a good shellac 
for furniture known.  The first mention of shellac in England 
can be found in A Treatise of Japanning and Varnishing 
( 1688) , by John Stalker and George Parker. Stalker and 
Parker treat shellac and the people who used it ("varnish 
dawbers") with disdain,  but do admit that shellac was "com
monly used by those that imploy themselves in varnishing or
dinary woods, as Olive, Walnut, and the like . "  I believe that 
here they were acknowledging the nascent craft of French 
polishing and that their disregard for these varnish daubers 
might have been nothing more than a xenophobic reaction to 
the introduction of a new craft to England by immigrants. 

The man who taught me how to polish , Herbert Burrell , of 
London, has been polishing for 45 years, and he also feels 
that alcohol-soluble finishes were used in England earlier 
than 1 830, when French polishing is commonly thought to 
have been introduced. The difficulty is in establishing what is 
an unretouched surface , and whether that surface was 
originally French-polished. Burrell admits this is almost im
possible to ascertain .  

Formula - French polishes are generally shellac-based, 
though I have found formulas that include seedlac, sandarac, 
mastic and other resins. Stalker and Parker' s formula of a 
gallon of spirit to 1 1h,  lb .  of shellac flakes is identical to one I 
found in the Cyclopedia of Useful Arts ( 1 884) , but I prefer to 
mix 2 %.  lb .  of flakes with a gallon of ethyl alcohol . Both 
isopropyl and methyl alcohol will work, but to keep the solu
tion free from water, use as pure an alcohol as possible. 

I 've used orange shellac, but the orange color does come 
through . Some people prefer this but I don ' t ,  except on light 

EDITOR' S NOTE: A Treatise 0/ Japanning and Varnishing (1688) by 
Stalker and Parker was reprinted by Alec Tiranti, Ltd . ,  London ,  in 
1960. It is often available in libraries or through inter-library loan, or 
your bookseller can order a copy for you. 
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woods like pine and maple, to which the orange shellac im
parts a warm yellow tone . Bleached or white shellac has a 
short shelf life and I seldom use it. A shellac that works well 
for me is Angelo Blond from William Zinsser Co . ,  39 Bel
mont Dr. , Somerset, N .J .  08873 (sold in minimum quanti
ties of 10 lb .) . I have not found an adequate ready-made 
American polish , though several are available in England. 

Surface preparation - The most important step in French 
polishing is preparing the surface; you want the grain to lie 
flat. Shortcuts invariably lead to difficulties down the line, 
but if you use a water stain before finishing, save time by wet
ting the grain before staining. Use about as much water as 
you ' l l  be using to stain .  Allow the wood to dry about an hour 
or so , lightly sand and then stain . This is usually all that is 
needed to keep the grain flat. 

Putting a sealer coat of polish on the wood is the first step 
in French polishing. The sealer will prevent the filler from 
working loose as the wood expands and contracts over time, as 
well as the discoloration that can occur when filler is applied 
directly to the wood. You can apply the sealer coat with a 
hardened fad (the piece of cotton wadding that makes up the 
inside of the rubber) or a brush . Don' t  use fresh cotton wad
ding because bits of it will come loose and stick to the surface 
of the wood. If you use a brush , thin the polish to avoid leav
ing brushmarks and lines. 

Moisten the fad with polish-you want it to be about as 
wet as a squeezed-out teabag, not so wet that it drips. Move 
the fad in broad, sweeping strokes until the entire surface is 
covered with polish , then allow it to stand for 30 minutes . 

The second step is filling the pores of the wood. While 
pumice was widely used in other countries, plaster (the hard
ware-store variety) to which color has been added is the tradi
tional English filler. Improper plastering shows up as white 
flecks in the grain on antiques. For a dining table I ' d  use 
about half a cup of plaster and half a teaspoon of powdered 
color (available from Behlen Bros. ,  Box 698 , Amsterdam, 
N.Y.  1 20 10) . You ' ll have to experiment to find the right 
color for the piece you ' re finishing: As an example, for ma
hogany fil ler I might mix rose pink, yellow, orange and a 
touch of brown. Be conservative with the amount of color at 
first-what looks pale in the bowl will darken when wet . 

Moisten a piece of burlap in water, dip it into the colored 
plaster, and apply with a circular motion. Lean down hard on 
the burlap-you want to force the filler into the pores of the 
wood. Wipe off excess plaster before it hardens. When the 
plaster has dried sufficiently, usually in three to four hours, 
remove the residue with a worn piece of wet-and-dry paper 
and linseed oil ,  then wipe the surface clean. 

The next step is evening out the tone of the wood- in pol
ishing, this takes the most skill .  A good finish will allow the 
eye to travel smoothly over the surface of the piece without 



1. Hold cotton wadding between thumb and 2. Form the wadding into a pear/ike shape 3. Cover the wadding with soft cotton cloth. 
The cloth should neither be so fine that it inhib
its polish from penetrating it, nor so coarse that 
it leaves large fiber marks. Some fiber marks will 
always show immediately upon applying 

forefinger. The amount of wadding depends with a firm point for getting into corners. 
on the size of the job. 

finish, but will 
disappear 
shortly. 

4. Flatten the wadding so the rubber does not 5. Pull the cloth against the wadding and 6. Secure the second edge. Like the first edge, 
it will allow work within constricted areas. become sausage-like, and to keep as much make sure one flat edge leads out to a point. 

rubber on the polishing surface as possible. 

7. Firmly secure the cloth, to keep it from 
wrinkling and causing streaks. 

8. The finished rubber. 

being jarred by splashes of bright cotpr here and there. I use 
alcohol stains in two colors, black and Bismark brown (a red) . 
Mix these colors well with about one part polish (for a binder) 
and three parts alcohol.  In a year's worth of polishing I have 
used about half a pint each of brown and black- the equiva
lent of a teaspoon of stain in powder form . Black and Bismark 
brown can be adapted for use on almost any wood. However, 
colors such as chrysodine (another red) for maple ,  and green 
(good for making a red mahogany brown) are usefu l .  

A lways apply these colors patiently with a brush or  hard
ened fad , depending on the size of the area being colored. 
Many thin coats are harder to detect than one thick one. Exer
cise caution when recharging the brush or fad with color. If 
the tool is too wet, drips will form marks on the surface ,  
which then must be  completely cleaned off with alcohol .  It is 
disheartening when the job is nearly finished and an entire 
area must be reworked because of carelessness. 

After staining, sealing, filling and coloring, the surface will 
look so beautifully flat and even that the novice will be 
tempted to stop. In truth , the work is j ust beginning. 

Making a rubber - The rubber, unlike a brush , will apply 
the finish in' flat layers, and is the principal tool in French 
polishing . It is wrapped into a pearl ike shape to get into tight 
corners-the drawings above show how. 

The medium-soft ,  all-cotton cloth that covers the wadding 
should be pulled together so that it will not wrinkle during 
use . Should streaks occur during polishing, examine and cor-

The rubber disassembled after use- cotton 
wadding is at left, the cotton cloth at right. 

reet the rubber, then resume work. The streaks will disappear. 
Learning how to construct a proper rubber takes time and pa
tience, but once it is mastered you will see that all other 
shapes are clumsy in comparison. I keep my rubbers and fads 
in airtight containers between jobs so they won' t  go hard , but 
if they do get a little stiff, pour in some alcohol .  

Applying the finish - The best way to put on a high gloss 
is to work for three hours, leave off for a day, rub the finish 
down with worn , fine sandpaper and a bit of linseed oil ,  and 

Straight pulls, circles and 
figure eights are the three 
basic motions used by 
French polishers. Use as 
the job dictates: For ex
ample, building up a new 
polish will require more 
flattening out with circles 
and figure eights and less 
straight pulls than would 
refinishing a surface with a 
fair amount of polish 
already down. 
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stan anew. This was how pianos were finished before the ad
vent of sprays, and the surface that resulted was phenomen
ally lustrous and durable. However, this was often done over 
a period of 60 days-cenainly not economical today. 

To get your layers of polish to lie flat, apply the polish with 
firm , steady pressure using the three basic motions shown on 
the previous page : straight pulls, circles and figure eights. If 
you were to do nothing but straight pulls , ridges would 
develop and mistakes, such as streaks, would be harder to 
eliminate . Generally , until this becomes second nature, it is 
best to do five or six straight pulls to each set of circles and 
figure eights. Never rub in a circle exceeding 8 in .  in  
diameter, to  avoid leaning too hard on the rubber. Both the 
figure-eight and the circular motions form whips in the 
polish, and these are difficult to remove when the rubber has 
been pressed down with too much force. Bearing down too 
heavily can also cause the polish to pick up previous layers. 

Work as drily as you can while getting used to the surface. 
Too much polish too quickly will look good for a minute, but 
with subsequent rubbing the rubber will stick and pick up 
the polish . The way to keep the rubber under control is to 
charge the fad with polish a little at a time, removing the cot
ton cloth each time you do so . When the fad is charged, re
make the rubber and squeeze out excess polish through the 
point of the rubber. When you accidentally put too much 
polish on the surface, let it dry for 10 to 1 5  minutes and then 
work straight over the streak, rubbing hard. You might need 
to add a drop of linseed oil to the rubber for lubrication . 

Though oil keeps the rubber from sticking, the novice will 
find the use of oil difficult to master. Oil can fool you into 
thinking you have put a beautiful  finish down, when in fact 
there is still plenty of oil to be removed. One way to tell is to 
blow on the surface-if it clouds there is too much oil . Leav
ing on excess oil will cause the polish either to crackle or go 

Seedlac Varnish 
by Sidney Greenstein 

When you combine seedlac, the hardened secretions of the 
Laeelfer laeea insect, with alcohol, you get a magnificent spirit 

varnish that was used for centuries past and is still used today by peo
ple in the know. Unfortunately, there are still too few people in the 
know, and seed lac is often left out of otherwise comprehensive litera
ture about finishes, such as Don Newell 's  article, " Finishing Mate
rials" (Fine Woodworking, July ' 79) . Seedlac is scraped off the twigs 
of trees ; if it is melted down the result is shellac, but this heating and 
refining process robs the seedlac of many valuable properties. 

Seedlac varnish is pale amber in color and unlike shellac, does not 
tend toward opacity. Seedlac is also highly scuff and water-resistant 
and dries fast .  You can apply it over any traditional water or alcohol 
stain, or tint the varnish itself with alcohol-soluble colors. 

Seedlac varnish boasts a long, honorable history. The first definite 
reference in Indian writings to the use of lac resin occurs in 1 590 
A . D . , in the Ain-e-Akban', the official records of Akbar, the Mogul 
emperor. Details of using lac resin in " lacquering" and polishing 
wood in public buildings are given. One of the earliest references in 
the English language is to be found in A Treatise of Japanning and 
Varnishing by Stalker and Parker, printed in London in 1688. 

While we can only guess at the actual processes involved, we do 
know that the incomparable Japanese lacquered furniture of the 
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white . Sometimes this happens in a week, sometImes tn a 
year, but eventually it wil l  happen.  

In  England the traditional oi l  is  raw linseed , though lemon 
oil can also be used . If you need it (and often no oil whatso
ever is needed) , apply about half a drop to the rubber, or flick 
a bit on the wood with a finger. The total amount of oil I 
used recently on a dining table was approximately a quaner
teaspoonful .  If you put too much on you can either draw a 
rubber that is charged sparingly with alcohol across the sur
face with straight strokes, or work the oil out with the polish 
by rubbing (the dried oil will accumulate on the sides of the 
rubber) . When the surface is free of oil ,  the rubber will begin 
to stick slightly, and you ' ll hear a faint squeak as you draw the 
rubber along . 

French-polish whole surfaces at a time, such as an entire 
leaf of a dining table or the top of a sideboard, otherwise the 
surface will have ridges. Large surfaces are the easiest to polish 
because the " skin" in one area is drying while you ' re 
polishing another area. The hardest surfaces to polish are the 
smallest ones-it's tempting to polish incessantly,  but work 
with deliberation and try not to speed up the routine. You 
will know when the job is finished when the surface is lus
trous and free of streaks, specks and ridges. 

As the polisher works, a residue of material will build up 
on the hands, but cleanup need not be a problem . A 
generous amount of baking soda dissolved in a container of 
warm water cleans well and is also reusable .  Keep the solution 
in a pot and simply reheat it when you put down your rubber 
for the day . 0 

Clinton Howell is a furniture conservator and publisher of the 
Antique Furniture Newsletter, which costs $12 for 6 issues 
and can be obtained by wn"ting to 445 Bedford Center Rd. ,  
Bedford HIlls, N. Y 10507 . 

.. 

16th, 17th and 18th centuries had seedlac as its base. The fine fin
ishes we associate with 18th and 19th-century French and English fur
niture are also seedlac-based. The finishes of the old Italian violin
makers of Cremona are also thought to be seed lac, either wholly or in 
part. Violin makers today are divided on the question of whether oil 
or spirit varnish is best. Those who choose the latter Opt for seed lac 
and would never entertain the idea of shellac on a fine violin. 

Tons of seedlac are imported yearly from India for uses in the 
paint, textile and medical industries. Until recently, modest 
amounts were available to artisans and small users. These sources are 
now drying up-the tendency nowadays among conglomerates is to 
discontinue special (and slow-moving) items. Harpsichord makers 
William and Nora Smith (1530 Sunset Cliffs Blvd . ,  San Diego, Calif. 
92 107) import seedlac in 200-lb. lots, and usually have the material 
on hand to sell in small lots. 

To shellac adherents I say: Forgo both ready-mixed products and 
those you make from buttons and/ or flakes, and substitute seed lac. 
You will obtain a superior material that can be brushed, sprayed or 
French-polished to produce a coating of much greater transparency, 
faster drying time and greater water resistance than shellac. 0 

Sidney Greenstein, 71 ,  lives in San Diego, Caltf 



Shaper Cutters and Fences 
For accuracy and flexibility, make your own 

by Earl J. Beck 

My machine woodworking efforts started in 1 934 with 
making a shaper from two old auto brake drums, using 

a plan from Popular Science. I have for 19 years been using 
variations of my own design of a single-cutter shaper collar, 
using mostly freehand-ground cutters, with great success, 
speed and safety. I got to grinding the cutters in a curious 
way. I was fortunate in finding a number of old cabinet 
planes, some of which were molding planes. I wanted to use 
the nice shape in one of these, but did not want to limit 
myself to a straight or slightly convex edge, so I ground my 
first cutter to match the plane iron. When I returned to the 
plane for the straight cuts, the grain proved difficult and the 
plane badly tore out the wood. As the shaper cutter didn ' t ,  I 
finished the job with it. I like my collection of beautiful old 
hand tools, but I love that shaper. 

The shaper has many advantages over other tools to do the 
same work. Now if you enjoy pushing a carving chisel 
through a complex, knotty, ornery piece of wood for hours on 
end, fine. I like to do that myself once in a while. But more 
important to me is the rapid, precise contouring of wood to 
produce parts that fit together without a lot of hand-finish
ing, allowing me all the time I want for hand-detailing and 
removing all traces of machine work. I use a band saw, jointer 
and shaper, and of these only the shaper is indispensable. 

Shaper and router cutters - While the shaper is my tool 
of choice, there are applications for the portable high-speed 
router for which I have been unable to adapt a shaper. So I 
will precede my discussion of shaper cutters with a discussion 
of router cutters-many of the principles are the same. 

A router may be the best choice where the workpiece is 
large and awkward . It may also be the only machine alterna
tive for the shaping of compound-curved stock-the contour
ing, for instance, of fancy chair frames that would otherwise 
be handcarved . To reduce handwork in making a double-

Figure 1 . 
Hand-ground 
router cutter 

Figure 2. 
Machine marks left by traditional ogee 
cutter (A) will be harder to sand than 
those produced with homemade cutter (8) 
because these are in line with the grain, an 
advantage to grinding your own cutters. 

Aircraft-quality bolt ( Y. i n . ) 
- has threads cu t off 

Cutting chip is brazed in 
sawn slot slightly off center 
to ensure only one cutting edge 

Cutting edge stops short 
of centerline 

Actual size 

wide copy of a French Provincial chair, I made a cutter for the 
router like the one in figure 1 .  I could have ground a standard 
cutter to shape, but I chose to braze a tungsten-carbide 
metal-cutting chip to a Y4-in . aircraft-quality bolt ,  rounding 
the hex head in a lathe (you could also do this by hand
grinding) and slotting it to receive the chip . The important 
thing with a single-edged cutter (the only type most of us 
want to fool with , in the absence of sophisticated precision 
grinders) is to have the dummy side-used only for balance
short enough that it doesn ' t  tear up what the sharp cu tter side 
does. So place the chip slightly off-center and sharpen the 
slightly longer side . Once when I did not have a large enough 
chip , I placed a smaller chip more than a little off-center, 
with no obvious disadvantage or vibration. 

Being able to fashion your own cutter gives you the option 
of producing the same contour in different ways. A conven
tional ogee cutter looks like the one at A in figure 2 .  The 
same shape can be produced by B, with the advantage that 
the tool marks are in line with the grain and consequently 
easier to remove. 

While there is no great point in using carbide steel rather 
than high-speed metal-cutting steel unless you plan to use 
your cutters continually on abrasive wood or you desire a per
manent cutting edge, the carbide can be brazed and heated 
with impunity (MAPP torches are satisfactory) , as overheating 
does not anneal them . Carbides are inherently hard and 
unlike tool steels do not depend on quench-hardening. A lso , 
carbide tool bits come in shapes and sizes about right for the 
job, and don ' t  require extensive sawing or grinding. If you 
decide to silver-solder tool steels (brazing will probably be too 
hot) , you ' ll find either T or M-series high-speed steels will be 
harder than necessary for wood cutting . If available, the 
higher numbers in the M-series-M15 or M33 -will  be least 
susceptible to annealing during silver-soldering. 

If you choose carbide, you ' ll need a silicon-carbide grind-
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ing wheel ;  aluminum-oxide grinding wheels are too soft. You 
can use the soft , green silicon-carbide recommended for this 
purpose , but I prefer a harder, vitrified wheel made for lapi
dary. The vitrified wheel is more likely to overheat and while 
that won ' t  harm a brazed chip, it might melt the silver 
solder. It is my impression in freehand grinding, where the 
cutter is not rigidly held , that the vitrified wheel produces a 
slightly sharper edge. 

Tool geometry and sharpening - I have two single-cutter 
shaper collar systems (figure 3)-to attempt to grind multiple 
cutters is impractical as it's difficult (if not impossible) to 
grind two or more cutters to exactly the same shape. The 
system A cutter consists of two collars separated by a pOSt, 
which balances the cutter sandwiched opposite it. System B 
consists of a small cutter held in a slot in a solid-steel disc with 
an allen screw. For cutters up to about % in. wide at the cut
ting edge, system B is my method of choice. The small cutters 
are heat-treated easily with a small torch, and easily annealed 
for reshaping . The disc may be any useful size-for small cuts 
I have had success with a disc 1 Yz in. to 2 in. in diameter. An 
advantage of system B is that the holding disc usually doesn ' t  
interfere with the wood guide (discussed later) , which may 
then fit closely and all but totally shield the cutter. 

Through grinding cutters I attempt to achieve a wood sur
face that may be sanded easily, has no trace of casehardening 
(burnishing of the surface) , and minimum or no tear-out. 
This combination is probably impossible, which is why pro
duction woodworking involves so much sanding. If you ex
amine all but the finest of new furniture, you ' ll see that sand
ing frequently has been substituted for high-speed machin
ing, giving the fin ished piece a buttery, rounded appearance 
with excessive radii on corners. Woodworkers who try t9 speed 
things up with an abrasive flap wheel know the effect .  

For every wood, moisture content, machine and speed 
there is an optimum combination of rake (cutting) and relief 

Figure 4. 
Cutting afJgle ( a ) is measured between the face of 
the blade and the radius of the cutting circle (r). 
As r, changes to r2 along the contour of the blade, 
so does a change. The only way the cutting angle 
can be equalized is by grinding a back bevel on the 
face of the blade, not practical for contoured 
blades. Relief angle ( (3 ) is measured between the 
tangent to the cutting circle and the ground bevel. 
This angle also changes as the radius changes, but 
it can be equalized by honing a land or burnishing 
the edge on the bevel at and near r2• 

Cutter profile 

� - - r, - -' Cutter --\,-------\ 

I I 
-'-- - r2 - --- - -

'""'Burnished edge 
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Figure 3. 
Two single-cutter 
shaper systems 

System A 

Specialized cutters 
for system B 

Smal l dovetail 
cutter 

Smal l radius 
cutter 

Al len screw 

System B 

(clearance) angles, as shown in figure 4 .  The desirability of, 
and in production work the need for, a definite rake angle is a 
persuasive argument for the shaper instead of the router. The 
rake angles of the router cutters I have seem to vary all over 
the place- as do their cutting capabilities. All seem to de
pend on the machine ' s  high speed to compensate for a lack of 
attention to detai l .  

Over the cutting length of a shaper knife from top to bot
tom , the radius (rJ and r2 in figure 4) varies significantly, and 
thus so do the cutting and relief angles . On straight blades 
such as used in jointers and planers, you can grind a small sec
ond bevel on the face of the knives for a smaller cutting 
angle. This back-beveling gives more of a scraping than a lift
ing action , and virtually eliminates tear-out (see Fine Wood
working, Nov. ' 79 ,  p. 34) . This tactic is not viable for shaper 

Machine 
spindle 

Shaper collar 

Tangent to 
cutting circle 

a' , 2 = Rake (cutt ing) angle 
{3, ,2 = Relief (clearance) angle 
w = Honed land 



blades , which are contoured, and so for optimum results you 
must make an adjustment of another sort: Relieve the ex
treme edge at and near '2 ' Grind initially to the correct angle 
at 'l in one pass, then grind a small land, w, at the outer edge 
of '2 ' at the same angle. As an alternative, you could burnish 
the leading edge of the cutter at the largest radius (as when 
finishing the edges of hand scrapers) , but only if the cutter is 
not too hard . For a fully hardened cutter, hone the end to 
produce a land of width w. 

The small land on the cutter (which can form through wear 
as well as by grinding) suppresses tear-out by forcing down 
the wood fibers just behind the sharp cutting edge. The 
trade-off, however, is zones that are casehardened . These 
zones may not be visible, but they are all too apparent during 
finishing, when they cause the stain to blotch . How case
hardening occurs is exaggerated for illustration in figure 5 ,  
where both the width of the land, and the travel of the work
piece while the cutter is in the cut are much too large for the 
real world . However, the depth of cut, another variable that 
influences the finished surface, is pictured in the detail typ
ically. To achieve the best cut with minimal tear-out and case
hardening, try a combination of shallow cuts, slow feed and a 
slight land on the cutter. 

The criteria by which a skilled amateur or small-shop pro
fessional judges cutter performance are probably quite differ
ent from the criteria used in a high-speed mill producing 
planed , structural lumber. For one thing, softwood lumber is 
usually planed wet , and it is the after-dry appearance that the 
customer observes. Casehardening is irrelevant in structural 
lumber since the wood will not be stained, and may even be 
preferred for the smooth , slick finish it imparts. On the other 
hand, the small-shop woodworker generally seeks two types 
of surfaces-one to be glued and the other to be finished . If 
you ' re gluing, precision is all-important in obtaining the best 
possible fit .  Despite some reports to the contrary, I believe 
roughing up the surface first with sandpaper gives a better 

glue bond.  Now suppose you have a jointer with an optimum 
cutting edge. The trailing edge of the cutting bevel causes 
casehardening.  Because the wood is kneaded , however 
slightly, sanding is difficult and in some woods almost im
possible. For gluing, it's usually better to accept a little tear
out, which will disappear under clamping pressure. 

The more important type of machined surface for most of 
us is the one that is shaped, sanded and finished . My idea of a 
good surface is one from which I am able to remove the cutter 
marks with a pass or two of medium-grit (say, 100) sandpaper. 
Again, in this case, a bit of tear-out would be preferable to a 
bit of casehardening. If the shaped surface is to be painted 
rather than finished with a clear stain , however, I would opt 
for a bit of casehardening. 

To avoid excessive hand-finishing, I keep cutting edges 
sharp, with a slight burr and no excessive fine honing. This is 
a good reason for using high-speed steel cutters instead of 
tungsten carbide-my tests show that even with the greatest 
care, grinding tungsten carbide leaves little if any burr. 

The shaper and its basic tooling - JUSt why does the 
shaper work better than the router, where it can be used? 
First, the shaper has a larger radius of cut, important in a sur
face to be sanded . The router partly compensates for this with 
its high speed, but unless its cutter is very sharp , not enough . 
Second, the shaper cutter can be honed with a rough stone or 
ground on a medium-grade aluminum-oxide wheel to pro
duce a slightly torn finish , which is optimum. Third, except 
for certain unfortunate types of cuts-usually  a result of poor 
cutter design-the shaper is safe . Figure 6 (next page) shows 
what I believe to be an important feature of shaper use- you 
can submerge the cuts , and the workpiece being machined 
protects you from flying debris. That the work, if it leaves the 
table,  moves away, rather than toward the cutter, and thus is 
less easily ruined, is a bonus. 

I use a spindle shaper with a \Iz-in. diameter shaft .  These 

Detail of single cut 
(exaggerated for illustration) 

The amount the heel's path clears 
the path of the point is shown at X 
while casehardening is shown at Y. 

Path of cutter point 

Path of cutter heel 

Workpiece travels from 1 to 5 <J 
while cutter rotates from 1 to 5 I I I I I 5 4  3 2 1 

Maximum depth of cut 
Small /and on cutter supresses tear-out but 
mashes the fibers behind to produce 
casehardening. 

Fig u re 5. 
Casehardening 

---�--------

- ----;-------.-

o 
Honed land 

Moving workpiece _ 
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Figure 6. 
Submerged cut 

Wood guide with 
opening for cutterhead lr::::::�T'i-.-1I1C�sk::::;:tQ1 

Workpiece 

Worktable 

Cutter operates below table 
and workpiece for smooth, safe cut. 

machines are usually belt-driven by a motor mounted below 
the table. Some models have direct-drive motors, but these 
lack flexibility and I don' t  recommend them . They ' re also 
unduly noisy because of the high speed they must achieve. A 
good shaper should have a fairly heavy table (I prefer ground 
cast iron) at a comfortable height, with hold-down-bolt 
holes, an adjustable bearing carrier to elevate and lower the 
cutter, and well-made auxiliary components (such as spanner 
nuts and spacers) . 

I built my lh-in.  spindle shaper, and anyone could dupli
cate it for about $ 1 , 500, using local foundries and machine 
shops. A logical adaptation might be made with low-cost con
version parts for a lh-in.  drill press. Don ' t  do it: The only 
thing I know of that is more dangerous is the myriad of cutoff 
items that accumulate on shop floors. If you want a good, 
nice- looking shaper and don ' t  want to make one, buy Sears' 
model 2392N (97 lb . )  at $209 . 9 5 .  Buy a few cutters, but 
mostly grind your own .  They ' ll be sharper and work better. 

If you ' re planning to buy a shaper, try to buy it without the 
fence, at lesser cost-I have a nice factory-built adjustable 

Figure 7. Adjustable wooden work guide 

With a suitable radius, as J, I  
the guide works well for shaping _-:-,1� ________ _ 

fence that I simply never use , preferring instead the wooden 
work guide shown in figure 7. The guide is fashioned from 
a piece of scrap wood about % in .  thick , with an opening for 
the cutter. When I want to renew the working edge and know 
so a day or two in advance, I glue a strip of hardwood to the 
old edge, leaving a space above the surface of the table for 
chip clearance. 

I also like to use another technique for submerged cutS
especially simple with system B, but usually practical in any 
case with a little trimming of the hardwood strip. I clamp the 
guide down lightly, with the cutter inside, and then move the 
guide in while running the machine, to allow the cutter to cut 
its own opening, a little oversize. I relieve the second edge 
with a skew chisel to provide good entry without hang-up. For 
vertical clearance, I place two scraps of thin cardboard under 
the guide after the cut is made , and run the guide into the 
cutter again .  If I can ' t  use a submerged cut because of cutter 
design or the nature of the cut, and am going to make a lot of 
cuts , then I build a guard that completely covers the cutter. In 
this case it  is  important to shape the guard so chips can be car
ried away from the work. Chips that circulate around the 
cutterhead can cause small but noticeable depressions in the 
finished surface. Even in the open-topped fence, a chip ramp 
is a good idea . 

I regulate the depth of the cut with a cam adjuster attached 
to the work guide; it requires minimum (for me) tooling and 
is ideal . As discussed earlier in this article, tear-out and 
casehardening can be minimized by making a series of light 
cuts rather than one heavy cut. The cam adjuster facilitates 
this by allowing incrementally fine cuts without having to 
stop the machine or reposition the workpiece. In use , you 
place the fence over the hold-down bolts through the ap
propriate holes (there is a choice, allowing gross adjustment) 
and roughly set the depth of cut, shifting the fence in the 
hold-down-bolt slot. Set the hold-down knobs loosely and 
move the cam lever to fine-tune the depth of cut. This care is 
justified only for finished surfaces; for glue joints only accu-

There are three adjustments possible: 
1. Place guide over hold-down bolt through one of 

the two holes. 
2. Swing guide at slot and loosely set hold-down 

curved pieces, too. J _------- knobs. 2===------====::=::=:=:------� 3. Rotate cam lever for fine adjustment. 

------------1-------------- ------

� Chip ramp is important to eliminate - -
chip carry through which can 

� 

- mar finished surface. ' --- -�---

S lot for hold-down _ 7:C====�<:::;:===========::::::�---- bolt made with cam as f'-----� 
_ center___ .-_� 

Cam lever 

Threaded hole in 
shaper table for 
hold-down bolt 

Shaper collar Hardwood strip with chip clearance above table 
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Figure 8. Figure 9. 
Contour guide Metal guide for concave cuts can be mounted 

below the cutter, as shown here, or on spacer 
blocks above the cutter. Hold-down may be 

cam-adjustable 

Marg in (at least 
y, i n . ) 

Guide to extend pasy 
work at least 1 in . 

Workpiece 

Figure 10. 
Three-sided 
guide-carriage 

Paper strips control 
/' depth of cut 

Note: This guide, normally for concave 
stock, is shown here with a straight piece 
for clarity. 

Guide extends 
beyond workpiece 
to start cut 

racy is necessary, and in other cases, say, for tongue-and
groove joints, heavy cuts are usually adequate. 

More shaper guides - The straight guide is the safest , 
most accurate and simplest way to ensure a near-perfect cut in 
a shaper. Unfortunately, it is useful only for straight or convex 
work. Where molding of concave stock is desired, it is stand
ard practice to run the work past the cutter, holding it either 
against a ball-bearing rubbing collar attached to the cutter or 
a steel rubbing collar inset in a well in the table opening (see 
" Fu rni ture from Photographs , "  Fine Woodworking , 

July ' 79) . In either case, the cut is started by holding the work 
against a hold-down stud to avoid having the cutter toss the 
work back at you-a tricky and dangerous maneuver. There is 
no rapid, simple way to adjust depth of cut in either of these 
two methods, and the inset collar tends to interfere with the 
positioning of the cutter. 

The guide shown in figure 8 can be positioned either above 
the cutter using spacer blocks or bolted to the table and ad
justed with the hold-down, cam , or both . It is a useful alter
native to the guides discussed above: It provides friction with
out the rubbing post, a nuisance on certain pieces with small 
radii , and you can control the depth of cut-change it with
OUt turning off the shaper or adjusting the guide- by chang
ing the angle at which the workpiece approaches the cutter. 
The first shallow cuts, as at A in figure 8 ,  are made with the 
work tangent to the guide at a point to the right or left of cen
ter. Final cuts, as at B, are made with the work tangent to the 
center pOint . 

All  three types of guides do share certain problems, 
however. Unless the work is held in a shaped guide that has a 
surface elevator built in ,  as in figure 10 ,  you may need a 
plywood surface elevator. Also, if a template is attached to 

the workpiece in order to get a precise shape, i t ' s  usually 
necessary to make the pattern slightly different from the 
shape of the finished piece because the cutting radius and 
ball-bearing or insert radius are not the same, as anyone with 
experience in router control using rubbing collars knows. 

You can make the concave-cut guide in figure 8 on a metal 
or wood lathe of aluminum (� in. to 1(4 in .  thick) or on a 
metal lathe of steel (� in .  thick)-the size of the opening is 
irrelevant. You could also cut the guide on a dri l l  press using 
a fly cutter. In any case, for durability it is best to leave a 
margin around the hole at least � in .  wide . 

Where only one side of a workpiece is to be shaped, you 
can tack a guide to the back side of the workpiece, as in figure 
9 .  Make sure you carefully cut and sand the guide, as im
perfections there will be transferred to the work. The guide 
should be at least 1 in. longer than the workpiece, in order to 
enter and leave the cut under ful l  control ,  with the workpiece 
held at the correct distance. The workpiece should be sawn 
about 1(16 in .  oversize on the edge to be shaped. Make the 
guide of any material , depending on the number of times it is 
to be used-pine for short runs, metal for long runs. I find it 
useful to keep on hand a supply of pine and hardwood 
planed to about '/16 in .  I never throw a guide away, although 
occasionally I get in a hurry and rework one. 

Figure 10 shows an alternative to tacking the guide piece to 
the work . In this case the part to be formed had both faces 
finished , so I made a three-sided carrier to hold the work
piece. Because I had not developed the cam adjuster at the 
time, I used paper strips to adjust the depth of cut. 0 

Earl Beck, of Ventura, Calt!, is a semi-retired research 
engineer and lIfelong woodworker who generally builds 
rather than buys his tools. 
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Plans for a Pigeonhole Desk 
Design suggests the best woods 

by Simon Watts 

This folding desk is one of the more complicated pieces, in  
terms of joinery , made in my shop . The folding front 

flap is only to make the piece more compact and to give easy 
access to the drawers . It does not conceal the pigeonholes, as 
does a conventional roll-top or slant-top desk. I ' ve made nine 
over the past 14 years, each one a little different from the last. 
The drawings and photos show the final version , and there 
are no more changes I want to make to this particular design . 
It has been made in teak, mahogany, cherry, walnut and 
padauk but not in any blond wo,ods such as oak or ash .  

The matter o f  choosing a n  appropriate wood for a particu
lar design is difficult ,  but not as subjective as it appears to be. 
Leaving aside questions of cost and availability, there are cer
tain criteria that always apply .  Most obviously·, the wood 
chosen has to have the right mechanical properties for its par
ticular function-which may mean using more than one 
species in the same piece of furniture. Years ago chairs were 
commonly made out of three different woods: pine for the 
seat, since it could be easily carved ; maple for the legs and 
rungs, which was ideal for turning; and oak for the back, be
cause of its bending properties . One also needs to think of the 
suitability of the wood to the tools and construction tech
niques and the climate to which the fin ished piece will be ex
posed . For example,  if there is to be a lot of hand-dove
tailing, oak is a miserable material because its coarse grain 
makes it difficult to cut cleanly;  if there is a lot of machining 
and you don ' t  have carbide cutters, you should avoid teak; 
climates where there are great fluctuations in humidity de
mand a stable wood such as mahogany.  

Stability, ease of working, durability, strength, hardness 
and resistance to decay-all these have to be considered, but 
often this stil l  leaves considerable possibilities. Why is it that 
certain designs look better in one wood than another? Part of 
the answer lies in the color and texture of the wood. All  
woods have grain patterns, which range from the almost in
visible, as in holly and ebony , to the inescapable, as in red 
oak. If you use an aggressively grained wood to make a piece 
like this desk, which is characterized by simplicity and careful 
proportions , the result is visually confusing. It may be strik
ing and dramatic, but it is not anything a sensible person 
would want to live with . My general rule is, the smaller the 
surfaces and the finer the detailing, the more restrained the 
color and figure should be, but, like any rule, mine can be 
disregarded by the true genius with triumphant results. 

Another point to consider is the hardware that will be used 
and how it will look. Certain combinations are more pleasing 
than others : polished brass with walnut or mahogany , 
wrought iron and oak, stainless steel and rosewood . Similarly,  
if more than one wood is used, it is  important that they en
hance each other and that both be subordinated to the overall 
design . A colleague of mine once made a small oval vanity 
table, the surface of which was veneered with alternating 
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strips of ash and ebony. Superbly executed , the result was a 
visual nightmare; but a large table in ash ,  with a thin edging 
or inlay of ebony or rosewood, could be both striking and 
tasteful .  If the contrast between the two materials is too 
subtle, there will be an irritating doubt as to whether, in fact ,  
there is more than one wood and you wil l  get what a teacher 
of mine called . .  the monotony of faint variation . "  

There is also the matter of tradition and historical prece
dent. A furniture-maker is not bound by these considerations 
but should be aware of them . This desk has some close rela
tives in the past at a time when walnut and mahogany were 
much in vogue, and this may explain why these two woods 
are my favorites for this particular design.  

Some of my customers would want to select a wood not be
cause it was appropriate for the design but because their liv
ing room was mostly cherry or oak and they thought that any 
additional furniture should be in the same wood. My argu
ment is that it is not matching the wood and finish that 
makes two pieces of furniture good neighbors, but the less 
easily defined qualities of scale, simplicity and proportion. 

Construction - This is a difficult piece of furniture to 
make , and I urge anyone who is not familiar with a specific 
technique to try it out first on scrap wood and avoid the frus
tration of spoiling good material . For example, if you have 
not made a haunched tenon before, make one, and if neces
sary, go on making it until you can do it with confidence . It is 
also prudent, when making a number of identical pans, to 
make up one or two extras-five legs instead of four, for ex
ample . Then,  if you make a mistake on one piece, you won ' t  
have to repeat each step i n  its production . The extra piece, if 
not needed, can be kept as a pattern for future projects. 

The time required to construct this piece will vary accord
ing to your experience and whether a planer or other ma
chines are available. I would expect to spend about 1 20 hours 
in a well-equipped shop. At the end of this article I will dis
cuss how to make up a materials list so that you can estimate 
the COSt and order the right amount of lumber. 

Assuming you have a pile of rough lumber, and the plans 
for this desk, a general cutting procedure would go as follows: 
Select the best boards for their width , figure, straightness and 
color. These will be used for the carcase and writing surface. 
Cut an inch off one end and examine it for checks. If it is 
clean mark off the length you want and add at least an inch, 
before cutting. Run the board, concave side down, over a 
jointer (or hand-plane it) until you have one flat surface. 

Putting this flat surface down, run it through a thickness 
planer. Examine it after the first pass and , if it is chipping up, 
turn it end for end , still keeping the flat surface down. If 
you ' re going to glue up, plane to lis in. oversize and , if your 
planer is wide enough, plane the whole assembly to the final 
thickness. Othetwise, plane to finished thickness, turning it 



Desk of mahogany with rosewood pulls 
and oak understructure (42th in. by 
287/s in. by 42 in.) is a subtle blend of 
good design, careful choice of woods and 
hardware and fine joinery. Construction 
drawings are on the next two pages. 

end over end after each pass to avoid moisture imbalance that 
can cause cupping and to maintain grain direction through 
the knives. 

Next, joint (or plane) the best edge and saw the board to 
width , allowing 'k in. to ¥4 in. for cleaning up. With a knife , 
mark the ends ro the exact length and cut off the waste. 

The lOIfl-in .  top should be one piece, but unless 18- in .  
boards are available the side pieces wil l  have to be joined up, 
then dovetailed into the top, using a half pin at the corners as 
shown in the drawings on the next two pages. The front and 
back rails can be either one piece or laminated. They should 
be lap-dovetailed into the sides as shown .  This whole 
assembly is called the carcase. Now rout the Y4- in .  groove for 
the back panel around the inside of the back of the carcase, 
taking care to Stop the groove in the'side pieces so that it does 
not show from the top. The back panel can then be joined up 
and planed to its finished thickness of 'k in. 

The grain of a rectangular panel should parallel (he rec
tangles ' s  long axis, to minimize seasonal change. If your 
wood is recently kiln-dried, you should allow between %2 in .  
and % in .  per foot for expansion , or from % in .  to Ifl in .  for a 
16- in .  panel . The exact amount depends on the species. Teak 
and mahogany are at the lower end of the scale, beech and 
oak at the upper. There is practically no movement along the 
length of the panel ,  so it can be fitted quite snugly. With a 
plane, feather the panel to fit the groove after rough-cutting 
it to the approximate bevel on the table saw. 

To make the understructure, tenon the five drawer sup
ports into the front and back rails, but glue into only the 

front rail to accommodate seasonai changes in the carcase. 
Rout or saw a %-in.  groove % in. deep in each side to hold the 
stationary piece of the desk top . Stop these grooves when they 
meet the back-panel groove, or they will show from the back. 
After sanding the inside surfaces, glue up the carcase and 
flush the dovetails off with a sharp plane. 

I use Titebond (aliphatic resin) glue and plastic-resin glue 
such as Weldwood. Titebond sets up quickly (one to two 
hours) thus freeing up clamps and speeding the work. How
ever, it has a short assembly time (five minutes or less) , can
not be easily sanded off and deteriorates in u ltraviolet light. 
I t  is subject to creep under stress and should not be used for 
heavy, bent laminations. Plastic resin permits longer assem
bly time ( 10  to 20 minutes) , but takes at least six hours to set 
up at 70°F. Unlike Titebond, it is practically waterproof. 

In general, I use resin glue for dovetails and any compli
cated joint requiring long assembly time and for joints ex
posed to sun and water. I use Titebond for small laminations 
and for simple joints that will not be heavily stressed. 

It  is convenient to make up the base now, to have some
thing on which to set the carcase . The legs should be of the 
straightest stock you can find, for strength and for appear
ance . Rough-cut the taper on the band saw or table saw 
(don't  use the jointer) and then clean it up with a plane. I 
like to plane the legs slightly convex, otherwise perspective 
makes them appear hollow. A haunched tenon attaches the 
legs to the aprons. The aprons are rounded on the underside 
and also have a slight curve-an important detail because it 
helps to keep the desk from looking too severe. After cutting 
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the groove for the tabletop fasteners or buttons (Fine Wood
working , Sept. ' 79 ,  pp. 63-64) you can glue up the base. Do 
this in two stages: two pairs of legs first, and then the whole 
assembly. Check with a tape to make sure the legs are paral
lel , as shown in the drawing. (They should actually toe out 
very slightly because perspective makes two verticals, when 
seen from above, appear to converge . )  

Next select the stock for the writing surface, join it up and 
plane it to fit the %-in. groove. The stationary piece can be 
joined up out of ordinary stock but the front flap, like a table 
leaf, is not restrained by any structure or frame and should 
therefore be of vertical-grain stock and preferably one piece. 
Cut the stationary piece to size and slide it into the carcase 
until it stops against the sides. It should overhang the front 
by Yz in. and is kept in place by a single, long wood screw 
counterbored on each side. But don ' t  fasten it yet; the top 
must be off to fit the slides and drawers-the next steps. 

The slides that support the flap can be of maple or oak, 
faced with the same wood as the carcase. These facings are 
offset to act as stops when the slides are pushed all the way in ,  
1fz in .  short of the back panel ;  too close and carcase shrinkage 
would cause them to project. Attach the facing to the slides 
with plywood splines as shown in the drawing. Stop the slides 
in their extended position by putting a peg in the stationary 
part and a slot in the underside of the slide; the length of this 
slot determines how far out the slide will travel . 

Now set the slides in place and measure the horizontal dis-

Figuring your materials 

When buying lumber wholesale, in quantity, you cannot specify the 
exact widths and lengths of the boards you want, nor, generally sp'eak
ing, can you pick them out. Consequently you have to order more 
than you need-but at a lower price. Buying retail by the board is con
siderably more expensive, but you have less left over. 

If you choose to make this desk in Aftelia, or some other exotic 
wood you don ' t  plan to use again, then buying retail makes sense. If 
you decide to use a more common wood, such as walnut or cherry, 
which will be used for other projects, then you should buy wholesale at 
a better price and have the additional advantage of being able to select 
boards for their figure and color. 

You figure the amount of lumber required by making a complete 
bill of materials. I follow the format given in the example below: 

Size Area Area Total Total 
( in . )  (sq. in . }  (sq. ft . )  No. (sq. ft . )  (bd. ft . )  

4 / 4  stock, walnut 
Aprons 2'h x 40 100 0 .69 2 1 . 39 1 .  5 3  
Drawer fronts 3¥4 x 42 137  0 . 95 I 0.95  1 . 05 

8/4 stock, walnut 
Legs 26 x 2 x 2 104 0 . 72  4 2 . 88 3 . 1 7  

The last column is arrived at by multiplying the total in square feet by 
1 . 1 .  You do this because when you buy a board foot, its actual size is 12 
in.  long by II  in. to II  ¥4 in. wide; it shrinks that much across the grain 
from its cut-green width of 12 in. If you need 141 sq. fe. ,  say, you will 
have to buy 141 x 12/ 1 1  (or approximately 1 . 1) = 1 5 5  bd. fe. A 
materials table like this one should be made for each different kind of 
wood and for each thickness. You must also allow for waste. If you buy 
FAS (first and seconds select) , 20% is a commonly accepted figure. A 
lower grade will mean more waste. In addition to hardwood, you will 
need �-in. plywood for drawer bottoms. You will also need tabletop 
fasteners (unless you make your own buttons) , three brass hinges and 
some small pieces of hardwood for the knobs. S. W. 
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tance between them, subtracting 2 Yz  in .  for the five Yz-in.  di
viders. Divide the remainder by four to get the exact width of 
each drawer. To avoid the difficulty of making drawers to fit 
precisely an existing opening, make the drawers first in the 
usual way (through dovetails at all four corners) and then fit 
them as follows: Cut some pieces of 3x5 index card . Place the 
slides, all the drawers and as many of the dividers as will fit .  
Then slip a piece of card into each gap, at the front and back. 
Remove, plane and test-fit the dividers until the assembly fits 
without forcing. Then clamp the dividers and screw them 
from the underside. (The drawer fronts, which will overhang 
the drawers, will be stopped against the front edge of the 
dividers, so not only must they be spaced accurately, but their 
front edges must be aligned . )  When you remove the cards, 
the drawers will have the right clearance. Now cut out the 
false fronts and screw them to the drawers from the in
side- don' t  use glue. Make these fronts slightly oversize so 
they can be trimmed to fit the openings and each other. I like 
to make the drawer fronts and the slide facings out of the 
same piece of wood, to give a consistent grain pattern . 

The drawer fronts look better set back between %6 in .  and 
'k in. from the carcase front. To do this, block them out with 
one or two pieces of index card, plane or scrape them all off 
flush with the carcase and remove the card . 

Turn the knobs or pulls out of a wood that contrasts with 
the carcase without being too extreme. For example, a walnut 
or cherry desk with rosewood pulls looks good, but ebony 
pulls on a maple desk draw one ' s  attention,  detracting from 
the overall appearance. If no lathe is available, you can carve 
pulls or substitute small brass knobs . 

Cut the front flap as shown in the drawing and attach it to 
the stationary part using brass hinges, which have to be 
scribed and set into the writing surface. Rectangular hinges 
are easier to fit than the ones with semicircular ends. I 
strongly advise a trial fitting on a piece of scrap before cutting 
into the desk top . 

The final step is to make the pigeonhole unit and fit it into 
the carcase . Dovetail the outside box together out of liz- in .  
stock and rout slots for the dividers. Cut a shoulder in the 
front edges of the dividers to cover the rounded end of the 
slot left by the router bit. Then slide them in from the back, 
gluing only the long, vertical ones. The small drawers are best 
lap-dovetailed but a simple rabbet joint, glued and nailed 
with panel pins, could be substituted . 

Plane the sides of the pigeonhole unit to a slight taper so 
they fit snugly in the carcase. Then secure the whole assembly 
with four brass or wood pins as shown. You could make 
knobs for the small drawers from the same brass rod. All fin
ishing should be done before the unit is fastened in place . 

I usually finish with Watco, a synthetic oil that polymerizes 
on exposure to the air. I apply it at 24-hour intervals until the 
wood will absorb no more, wet-sanding with the grain, using 
600-grit waterproof sandpaper for the final application. If 
this process is repeated every six months or so , an attractive 
patina develops. There is no need to oil the understructure 
because movement within and around it has been allowed in 
the construction .  Wherever wood is sliding on wood I use a 
good-quality paste wax. This makes for a smooth action and 
reduces wear. The insides of the drawers are best waxed, too. 
It makes them easier to keep clean . 0 

Simon Watts is a contn'buting editor to this magazine. 



Repairing Wobbly and Broken Chairs 
Two shops relate their methods 

In the Q&A section of the May ' 79 issue, David ] .  Wood in
quired as to methods of disassembling a chair that had 

been repaired with epoxy. George Frank pointed out quite 
correctly that a " sharp" blow is not really possible with a rub
ber mallet, and suggested instead the use of a steel hammer. 
We feel this will result in unacceptable damage to the surface. 
We have found that the following procedure works well for 
the five or so chairs a week that we rebuild in our shop . 

If the joints are tight, drill the smallest possible hole directly 
into the bottom of the mortise and inject white vinegar. This 
will dissolve most glues and loosen others. While vinegar has 
no effect on epoxy, experience shows that joints repaired with 
epoxy are rarely cleaned out properly during the repair. The 
epoxy then is holding the old glue together rather than the 
wood . Dissolving the old glue effectively loosens the joint. 

Knock the chair apart with a Computhane dead-blow ham
mer. These leave almost no mars and with even less rebound 
than a steel hammer deliver the better part of the force to the 
work. Stubborn joints sometimes require fixing one piece, say 
the rung, in a vise while the leg is knocked off with alter
nating blows to each side of the joint. This concentrates the 
energy on breaking the joint rather than moving the piece 
around the workbench . 

If this doesn ' t  do it ,  leave the joint intact and fix the rest of 
the chair. We glue with cascamite after a careful cleaning of · 
the joints. Its strength, long open and closed working time, 
good gap-fil ling qualities and low pressure requirements for a 
good set make it unbeatable for most chair repairs. Cascamite 
glue injected by syringe through a small hole drilled into the 
joint will strengthen the loose tenon that cannot be removed. 

We do not use fox ,  or blind, wedges to spread tenons 
because we 've seen them split seats and legs rather than be 
driven down into the tenon during regluing. A more consis
tent problem is that it is all but impossible to remove a fox
wedged (or, for that matter, a pinned) tenon if it gets loose 
again,  and experience shows that tenons get loose in time 
whether wedged or not. Seasonal changes in humidity cause 
the tenon to expand, its confined fibers to be crushed , and 
the tenon to shrink smaller than it was before expansion. We 
often see amateur repairs with nails, screws or epoxy-all in
effective and problematic in themselves. The old-timers were 
right to assume they 'd have to disassemble their chairs per
iodically and reglue them . 

-Jane Clarke and George Danziger 

When I am called upon to repair a chair leg, stretcher or 
arm support that has broken in the middle or toward 

one end, I use Albert Landry ' s  scarf joint (Methods of Work , 
Jan. ' 79) . However, many times a break will shear exactly at 
the joint line and perpendicular to the grain direction, espe
cially on a chair stretcher (figure 1 ) . In these cases I use a re
pair method that is easier than the scarf joint and nearly as 

1. 

2. Clamping setup for repairing 
broken chair stretcher 

3. The repaired stretcher 

Dowel 

G rooved 
dowel 

strong. A lso, if you are dealing with a chair in original paint 
or finish , little or no finish touchup is required. 

First, file or saw the broken end perfectly square. Find a 
dowel the same diameter as the broken joint and cut off a 
piece the same length as the broken end, usually % in .  to 1 in .  
Butt-glue one end of this dowel to the broken member as 
fol lows: Take a small handscrew clamp and tighten the sec
tion between the threaded rods onto the broken member 
about an inch down from the top . Glue the end of the dowel 
to the end of the broken member, securing it by stretching a 
heavy rubber band between the threaded-rod ends of the 
clamp and up and over the end of the dowel (figure 2) . 

When the piece has dried , carefully drill through the dowel 
and into the old part of the broken piece with a drill � in.  to 
0/16 in .  smaller than the dowel diameter. Glue a new section of 
smaller dowel into this hole (figure 3) . Cut grooves into the 
sides of this dowel to allow air and excess glue to escape 
because the broken member' s diameter is quite small and 
easy to split. The second dowel gives the joint all of its 
strength. Though it is � in .  to 0/16 in .  less in diameter than the 
original joint, in my experience it proves to be a sound repair. 

-Robert C. Kinghorn 

Clarke and Danziger's shop, The House Doctor, is in Leverett, 
Mass. ; Robert Kinghorn repairs furniture in Excelsior, Minn. 
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WOOD ' 79 

400 craftsmen assess 
the state of the art 

More than 400 woodworkers , some from 
as far as Florida, California and Hawaii ,  
rolled into Purchase, N.Y. , on the first 
Friday in October for a three-day confer
ence called Wood ' 79 :  The State of the 
Art. By the time they went home Sun
day afternoon,  most were exhausted 
from talk and drink far into the night ,  
but also exhilarated by  the chance to 
show slides , meet colleagues, compare 
notes and swap techniques. 

A show of hands indicated that the 
participants divided about evenly into 
four types: professional woodworkers, 
amateur craftsmen, students intending 
to enter the field, and teachers, most of 
whom maintain shops and build com
mission work on the side. 

The event was organized around 
three panels , each of five or six people, 
who spoke to the whole group on the 
general topics of design, tools and tech
niques , and marketing. After each ses
s ion , the pane l i s t s  separated i n to 
smaller rooms for more detailed talk, 
more slides , and demonstrations. 

Saturday night was set aside for a slide 
show of work by any of the conference 
participants. There was also a gallery ex
hibition of furniture and sculpture by 
the various speakers, plus a small trade 
show where a dozen firms demonstrated 
the type of hand tools and machines ad
vertised in this magazine. The affair fin
ished Sunday morning with a harrowing 
lecture on shop dangers and solvent 
safety by Dr. Michael McCann of the 
Center for Occupational Hazards. 

The design panel opened the pro
ceedings, but only two of its members 
directly addressed the topic at hand, the 
state of our art . Furniture sculptor Wen
dell Castle of Scottsville, N.Y. , led off 
by contending that his ilk were ahead of 
painters and architects in creating post
modern art. On a more mundane level ,  
Fine Woodworking editor John Kelsey 
offered observations of the current 
scene ,  based on the photographs of 
woodworking in Design Book Two. The 
other design panelists were Alan Fried
man of Terre Haute, Ind . ,  who dis
cussed work by his s tudents ;  Don 
McKinley of Sheridan College in Toron
to, who revealed in slides how a talented 
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designer discovers furniture forms by 
playing with bits of industrial scrap; and 
Bob Strini of Missoula, Mont. , who ex
plained why he twists wood like spa
ghetti into sculpture resembling cars en
twined with trombones. 

The techniques panel  sampled a 
gamut of current work. Speakers and 
demonstrators included (and you ca'n 
qualify most of them by their articles in  
back issues of Fine Woodworking) : Dale 
Nish on how to harvest green wood for 
turning; Emil Milan on production carv
ing with the band saw and various 
sanders; Bill Keyser on steam-bending; 
Castle on buying and modifying used 
machinery; Strini on the excellences of 
the hot glue gun; Tage Frid on carcase 
joinery and dovetailing; Jon Brooks on 
chain-saw-carving furniture from logs , 
stumps and roots ; and Robert Whitley 
on making chairs. 

The marketing panel included four 
owners of galleries that show one-of-a
kind furniture. The discussion, which 
centered on their relations with wood
workers, was leavened by business con
sultant Pat McGuire, who emphasized 
the  i m port<lnce  of knowing  your  
market. People spend more on  furnish
ings during the first year after a move 
than  d u r i n g  the  next  five year s ,  
McGuire said, and most families redec
orate completely about one-and-a-half 
times in their lives . To obtain worth
while furniture commissions, the trick is 
to catch people just before they move, 
and then to persuade them that good 
furniture is worth more than a vacation 
in Barbados. 

The conference was organized by an 
ad-hoc committee that had been insti
gated by furniture maker Andy Willner 
of Thompson, Pa . ,  during the 1978  
Rhinebeck fair. As  you might expect 
fro m th i s  gene s i s ,  it emp has ized  
sculptural furniture and the concerns of 
the high-style craftsman, to the detri
ment of tradi t ional fu rniture ,  case 
goods, small-run  production , business 
advice and hobby woodworking. As you 
also might expect ,  not everyone was 
happy with the program. 

-

Stil l ,  the principal value of events like 
this is the opportunity to come out from 
under the sawdust and meet other 
woodworkers. There was considerable 
talk about the advantages that might be 
gained if woodworkers were to organize 
a guild , and the last word is that the 

Wood ' 79 staff intends to carry the 
ball- they've been attempting to work 
out the myriad details. Interested crafts
men should contact Ken Strickland at 
the Visual Arts Department, State Uni
versity of New York College at Purchase, 
Purchase, N.Y. 105 77 .  

Cut off your beard, 
safety expert warns 

If you want to avoid inhaling toxic wood 
dusts and finishing solvents you really 
should cut off your beard . 

That 's  the only way, according to Dr. 
Michael McCann ,  to fit a respirator to 
your face .  McCann ,  d irector of the 
Center for Occupational Hazards and 
editor of the Art Hazards Newsletter, 
was speaking to about 200 woodworkers 
at the closing session of the Wood ' 79 
conference. About half of his audience 
wore beards, and clutched their chins as 
McCann drove the point home: " How 
much is your beard really worth? If you 
insist on keeping it ,  there ' s  one other 
thing you can do- rub vaseline into 
your beard so that your respirator can 
seal tightly. " 

Although McCann's  text ranged over 
the hazards of crafts in general , for this 
audience he concentrated on solvents, 
fin ishes and wood dusts .  Questions 
showed that these indeed were wood
workers ' principal  safety concerns;  
several production craftsmen said they 
had recently switched from modern fin
ishes to boiled linseed oil to sidestep 
safety problems. 

McCann pointed out that the degree 
of hazard must be ascertained in each 
particu lar situation , by judging the 
amount, length and frequency of ex
posure, the toxicity of the solvents in 
question and the possible synergistic 
react ions  wi th each other and the 
worker 's  total body burden and individ
ual susceptibility. The danger is that 
many chemicals are cumulative-one 
can suddenly become sick and stay sick 
as a resu l t  of long-term , apparently 
harmless, exposure. 

One who works with solvents for eight 
hours a day and then quits faces much 
less risk than one who works for 15 or 16 
hours at a stretch, since the body needs 



rest time to detoxify chemicals it has ab
sorbed . S imi larly ,  one who drinks , 
smokes and lives in the city may be peril
ously close to overloading the organs 
that purify the blood , and may become 
ill after only brief exposure, while his 
teetotaling country cousin will suffer no 
ill effects. 

McCann noted that solvents enter the 
body not only by inhalation, but also 
through breaks in the skin and by inges
tion .  " It ' s  surprising how much of a 
chemical can get into the system if you 
eat or smoke while working , "  he said. 
He also emphasized that finishing 
solvents are formulated to dissolve or
ganic material s .  Ski n ,  eyes, rub ber  
gloves and contact lenses are a l l  organic. 
" Don ' t  wear contact lenses while you 
are working, and if you splash solvent in 
your eyes, rinse them in running water 
for a ful l  15 minutes, then see a doctor to 
be sure . "  

McCann ranked solvents on a scale 
that  ranges from " h igh ly  toxic , "  
through " moderately toxic" to "sl ightly 
toxic . "  An "absolutely do not use" list 
includes benzene (a carcinogen) , carbon 
disu lfide and carbon tetrachloride , 
pheno l ,  tetrach loroethane and t ri 
chloroethylene. 

The " highly toxic" group includes 
solvents such as toluene, hexane and 
xylene, found in contact cement, spray 
glues and rubber-cement thinner, as 
well as in many penetrating oil finishes 
and lacquer thinners. Toluene was to 
b lame for the glue-sniffing epidemic of 
a few years ago, and extensive exposure 
to hexane can cause permanent damage 
to the nervous system . 

The label on the can usually does not 
say exactly what is inside, but the wood
worker 's  clue to the presence of hexarle 
is the phrase, " Petroleum distil lates , 
extremely flammable . "  The label warn
ing  .. h ighly flammable" or s imply 
"flammable" applies to a different class 
of solvents. 

The " moderately toxic" group in
cludes some alcohols, ketones, cello
solve, acetate and turpentine- the 'last 
because it may cause a severe allergic 
reaction in some people, which can de
velop after years of repeated exposure 
w i t h o u t  harm . A l l ergies  can  a l so  
develop suddenly from exposure to 
epoxy resins, formaldehyde, metal salts 
and a number of wood dusts, most of 
them tropical imports like cocobolo, 
iroko and African mahogany ,  but also 
inc lud ing  western red cedar .  A lso 
" moderately toxic" are the common 
petroleum disti l lates benzine (VMP 
naphtha) , mineral spirits and kerosene. 

McCann ' s  "s l ightly toxic" l ist in
cludes acetone (a surprise-it is usually 

thought more dangerous because of its 
pungent odor) , ethyl alcohol and iso
propyl alcohol.  

The best precaution is to switch to 
another, less toxic solvent- if you can 
find out what is in the mix in the first 
place . If you have to use a toxic mixture, 
you should ventilate the shop in a way 
that doesn ' t  draw contaminated air past 
your face (the fault  of most canopy 
hoods) or recirculate it into the shop 
( the  fau l t  of many  dust -co l lect ion 
systems) . Be meticulous about shop 
housekeeping, change your clothes and 
wash with soap and water when you quit 
for the day. 

McCann said that good ventilation 
systems are hard to design and require 
the advice of an industrial-ventilation 
engineer; an air-conditioning engineer 
who does not have expertise in toxic 
chemical ventilation wil l  not do. I n  
some small shop applications, a wet-dry 
i n dustr ia l  vac u u m  c leaner  can  be 
hooked up to individual machines to 
trap d u s t .  B u t  protect ion  agai ns t  
solvents requires adequate ventilation 
or a proper respirator approved for the 
particular solvent by the National In
st i tute of Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) - it wi l l  say so on the 
box . Avoid cheap , three-for-a-dollar 
dust filters; they only give a false sense 
of security. 

One little-known hazard that is caus
ing increasing concern in industry is the 
long-term exposure to formaldehyde, 
which can cause chronic bronchitis and 
allergic reactions. I t  is also a suspected 
carcinogen .  Resorcinol glues and the 
glues used in particle board decompose 
under the heat of machining to produce 
formaldehyde. 

Another cause for alarm is the com-

mon wood preservative pentachloro
phenol , which contains d ioxin ,  the 
chemical blamed for birth defects in 
Italy and an ingredient in agent orange, 
the herbicide banned after the Vietnam 
War. There is no safe limit of exposure 
to dioxin .  

McCann also warned that imported 
woods pose an unknown hazard in this 
regard , because nobody knows what the 
logs might have been treated with , 
before or after harvest. 

He also warned against such hazards 
as noise and white fingers. The OSHA 
approved maximum allowance is 100 DB 

for a half-hour a day (or 90 DB for an 
8-hour day) , but a 14-in.  radial arm saw 
puts out more than 120 DB (10 times the 
sonic energy) when crosscutting hard
wood. "The rule of thumb is, if you 
have to raise your voice to be understood 
rwo or three feet away, you 've got a haz
ard . Wear ear muffs (preferable to ear 
plugs) and take frequent breaks . "  

White fingers, or dead hand, is an oc
cupational disease among loggers and 
others who use vibrating machines. It 
starts out as a numb tingling in the 
fingers, which goes away overnight, but 
long-term exposure can make the nerve 
damage permanent and extend it over 
the whole hand. Cold makes the prob
lem worse, and McCann cited pneu
matic tools because they exhaust a 
steady blast of chil led air. The precau
tion is good equipment designed to 
minimize vibration , frequent rests and 
warm gloves. 

Fo r  a o n e - ye a r  su b s c r ip t ion  to  
McCann ' s  Art Hazards Newsletter, send 
$10 to 5 Beekman St. , New York, N.Y. 
10038 . McCann ' s  office wil l  also at
tempt to field questions by telephone at 
(212) 2 27-6220.  -J. K. 

Michael Goldfinger of Union Woodworks, Northfield, Vt. , tests the torque of a spindle flap 
sander at the Wood '79 trade show. 
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The Woodcraft Scene 
ARNOLD MIKElSON ' Refined and diligent ar t '  

Arnold Mikelson describes his carvings 
as .. refined and diligent art. " His house , 
surrounded by gardens, sits back from 
the road atop the bluff above the ocean 
in White Rock, B . C. , Canada. Behind 
the house squat two A-frame buildings, 
the front one Mikelson ' s  gallery, the rear 
his shop. Every day around dawn,  there 
goes Mikelson,  working steadily until 
late in the evening, 100 or more hours 
every week. For every hour carving, he 
guesses two are spent on overhead
sweeping, gardening, relieving his wife 
from minding the gallery. Even so, he 
makes 2 50 or more sculptures in a year, 
some dupl icates of earlier work , but 
most of them new, always discovery. 
Often , he's actively working on one 
large piece and a dozen or more small 
ones, out of the several dozens that 
stand in various stages of completion 
around the shop . Says he, " If !  do a large 
piece i t ' s  l ike a love affair  with a 
beautiful  woman , you can ' t  find anyone 
to replace her. When I do a big piece I 
can ' t  handle more than one, so I always 
have many little ones started also . " 

Mikelson figures he nets about $2 an 
hour for his labors, but still he is diligent 
enough to support his wife and four 
children by carving alone. "This is not 
for a young person, " he says. "John 
Matthews, the English writer on c:frv
ing, once said I was the best in the 
world, and I agree that I am probably 
among the best. If I make only $2 an 
hour, what can a young guy do? I could 
double my prices and probably sti l l  
would sel l  them al l ,  but I don ' t  have the 
nerve to try it . "  

As for refinement, you will have to 
judge for yourself from the photos. As 
for art , ask Mikelson whether this is 
woodcarving, or craft ,  or sculpture. Be 

Sharpening with the Mototool. 
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ready for an a n ecdota l  excurs ion  
through art history: "This is not wood
carving. In the old country, woodcarv
ing is like die-punching metal . My tools 
are the same, but if an old- time wood
carver makes a curved line, he uses a 
curved blade, and there 's  the curve, 
finished on the spot. My tools also have 
the curved blade, but none are used to 
determine the final shape; I do that, not 
the tools. In England I stopped in the 
studio at a cathedral, where a wood
carver was doing beading in a grape
and-vine motif. I say, 'Don' t  you ever 
get fed up wi th carving this  same 
motif? ' ' No , '  he says, ' I 've carved this 
pattern for the last 30 years . '  The dif
ference is design , and 90% of carvers 
don ' t  design , they take someone else 's  
design and copy it .  Now, most people 
have the ability to learn to design, but 
the ability has to be developed from an 
early age. " 

He is just warming up: " Art form 
develops by line flow, you can spot 
where a thing came from by the line. 
The renaissance line is the most power
fu l ,  s ign ified  by a fl u id , sha l l ow 
S-curve, which is what I use . . . .  I have 
no argument against modern art, most 
of it is pre-caveman anyway. My request 
is if a person looking at fine art does not 
understand what it means, the artist 
should be able to explain . Art is creation 
by a man, as opposed to discovery, 
nature ' s  art, such as driftwood or the 
shapes made by waves and wind. That' s  
not creation , but  accidental discovery. I f  
the  ar t i s t  can ' t  exp l a i n  i t ,  i t ' s  a 
discovery-the artist has to know. " 

Mikelson was born in Latvia in 192 2 ,  
the son of a cabinetmaker, fortunate in 
those days to be able to study painting 
and drawing,  the essence of design . 
After the war, in England, he designed 
porcela in  figurines  for production ,  
many of them birds. " Birds are a part of 
my life, so I don ' t  have to stop to reason 
out their forms. The human female, 
horses, have to be done a tiny chip at a 
time; take too much off, you fai l .  I 
understand birds, and with my fantasy 
figures, you can take a 7- in .  wrong cut 
and nobody k nows the difference . "  
Nonetheless ,  M ike l son also makes 
women, and fish , and a menagerie of 
animals. But always he returns to birds, 
both real and fanciful .  

Mikelson ' s  figures are a l l  laminated 
from solid stock, so the lines of each ele-

byJohn Kelsey 

ment of the carving can work with the 
figure of the wood . His  principal  
machines are the band saw, for roughing 
out the shapes, the belt sander, for mak
ing flat surfaces to glue together, and a 
small flexible shaft grinder carrying a 
2 20 or 3 2 0- grit abrasive disc . " M y  
secret , "  he grins. " I  sharpen with it, first 
the belt sander to shape the edge, then 
the little grinder, then Strop on leather 
and it 's razor-sharp . "  

Hundreds upon hundreds of card
board patterns festoon the rafters of the 
A-frame. "I draw the form , make the 
pattern , put it on the wood and arrange 
it so the grain can follow the lines of the 
carving. The patterns help me visualize,. 
to deve lop fu l l  u t i l i z at ion  of the 
lumber. Some of these have never been 
used , some I use over and over. " 

Once he roughs out the elements of 
the figure, he carves it in sections, and 
because of the way he works, the pieces 
may sit around the shop for a year or 
more before he glues them up. " If there 
is any movement, it has a chance to work 
itself out. Even a small bird is three 
pieces of wood glued up, no reason not 
to g lue  i t . " He uses wh i te g l u e ,  
thoroughly sizes the end grain ,  and if 
there are any dowels they are for locators 
only. The pieces never come apart, and · 
one has to look hard for glue lines, so 
cunningly does he match the figure of 
the wood. Once a piece is together and 
the carving is completed across the glue 
lines, Mikelson finishes it with two to 
four coats of Benjamin Moore Imperial 
satin varnish . 

Because he glues up his forms, Mikel
son is usually able to carve with the 
grain , and to have the lines of the form 
follow the figure of the wood. He says, 
" The wood parts easily with the grain ,  
much more difficult across the grain .  So 
instead of cutting across the grain as 
most others do and making little chips, I 
make long shavings . "  He also prefers , 
whenever possible, to slice the wood 
with a knife. For example, most carvers 
would make the feathered wings and 
tails of Mikelson's birds with a V-tool . 
Says he, " I  make a double cut, with the 
knife and chisel .  With the knife, cut the 
side of the feather to a Stop cut at the 
end. Then slice along with a skew or a 
straight blade. The surface comes from 
the tools, not from sandpaper or riffiers, 
although of course I use those too, but 
only when I have to. " 0 

Photos: Staff 



Typhon, son of Hera, satin walnut, $2,500. 

Above, musk-ox, satin walnut (eucalyptus) , $1, 200; 
below, fighting egrets, Braztlian walnut, $2, 750. 

Carvings in progress. 

Chelsea birds, satin walnut 
(eucalyptus), $3, 500. 
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Plains of Mars, 
12 in. by 16 in. 

Star Plains, 16 in. by 22 in. 

Geometric Marquetry 
rrry Tallis, a sales developer for calculator products in Corvallis, 

Oregon, has never seen a marquetry picture that works. For seven 
years now, his own pieces have displayed an endless variety of wood 
hues, grain and texture, bur in geometric or freeform patterns, never 
at the service of a pictorial image. 

"I usually have a general mood or theme in mind, then allow the 
character of the wood to suggest its own design. Starting from a focal 
point, I select veneers on the basis of odd shadings, contrasts and 
three-dimensional effects. Most often I use ash, fir, mahoganies, rose
woods, ebony and birches, but I 've experimented with over 70 dif
ferent species, using as many as 54 different woods in one piece. 
Building out from the focal point of the piece, I cut the veneers indi
vidually, and match, fit and glue them directly to the base surface. 
Although this method may take more rime and care to ensure good 
bonds than laying out the whole piece at once, I value the sponta
neity it affords. " 



Hardwood Sources 
This survey of hardwood suppliers in the United States and Canada 
is expanded and revised from listings that appeared in Fine Wood
working, nos. 4 , 5 and 8 .  To compile this update, we wrote to firms 
in the previous listings, to our advertisers, to retailers of this maga
zine, and to suppliers recommended by readers. Of the dealers who 
returned our questionnaire, we have incluqed only those who sell 
lumber retail in quantities of less than 1 ,000 board feet, or who deal 
in hardwood plywood , or veneers in less-than-a-flitch quantities. A 
listing does not represent an endorsement of a company, and we 
would appreciate readers' opinions, both positive and negative, as 
well as leads to more hardwood sources. 

The dealers are grouped by state or province, and listed alphabet
ically within each group. The information presented is, of necessity, 
condensed; contact each firm directly for specifics-woods in stock, 
prices, shipping charges and so on. The key is: 

Dom. = domestic lumber 

AO/KD = air-dried/ kiln-dried 

Veneer = if less than a flitch 

Logs = if sold 

Min. = minimum board-foot 
quantity sold; no min . means 
one board or less. 

Imp. = imported lumber 

NMO = no mail order 

Planks = if thicker than 8 /4  

Plywood = hardwood plywood 

Unusual species in stock and 
specialties of the firm are listed 
last. 

In addition to the firms listed here, there are small sawmills serv
ing local markets in most regions of the country. Mills sawing pallet 
wood or fencing, for example, may come across some nice pieces and 
save them until a likely customer turns up. You may find the best 
source, especially of air-dried lumber, by taking a good look around 
your own county. 

ALABAMA 

Cowikee Lumber, Box 42, Eufaula 
3 6 0 2 7 .  ( 2 0 5 )  6 8 7 - 2 300 .  D o m .  
AD/KD ,  500 min. Logs. 
Dilworth Lumber Co., 4 1 5  Church 
S t . , N . W . , H u ntsv i l l e  3 5 804 .  
(205) 539-4123 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Yellow poplar, Tennessee red cedar. 
Glenwood Gin Co" Box 155 ,  Glen
wood 36034. (205) 335-3918. Dom. 
AD, 500 min. 
A.L .  Shirley Lumber Co., Box 304, 
Luverne 36049. (205)  3 3 5 - 3 7 18 .  
Dom. AD, n o  min. Planks. Poplar. 

ALASKA 

Hardwoods, Inc . ,  1940 Spar Ave. ,  
Anchorage 99501. (907) 278-9546. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Ply
wood. Vermilion,  purpleheart . 

ARIZONA 

Austin Hardwoods, 2045 N. Forbes 
# 1 0 2 - A ,  Tucson 8 5 7 0 5 .  ( 6 0 2 )  
622-7383. Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 
no min. Planks. Cocobolo, wenge. 
Burl House, 1635 W. Fisher Dr. , 
Prescott 8630 1 .  (602) 445 -9430 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, n o  min. Ve
neer;  p lanks ,  plywood . Olive , 
bloodwood, MeXican rosewood. 
Classic Grain Hardwood Co. ,  902 E. 
Hughes Access Rd. ,  Tucson 85706. 
(602) 889-8496. Imp. KD, 100 min. 
Mesquite; mesquite flooring. 
Mouat Hardwood, 1734 N. Louis 
La. ,  Tucson 85712 .  Dom. & imp. 
AD/ KD, no min. Yew, spalted 
maple, chinkapin, Oregon myrtle. 
Southwest Hardwood Co. , 2 1 13 E. 
Jackson St. ,  Phoenix 85001. (602) 
244-0301. Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Spellman Hardwoods, 2865 Grand 
A v e . ,  P h o e n i x  8 5 0 1 7 .  ( 6 0 2 )  
272-2313 .  Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 

CAliFORNIA 

Robert M .  Albrecht, 18701 Parthenia 
S t . , N o r t h ri d g e  9 1 3 2 4 .  ( 2 1 3 )  
349-6500. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, logs. Hon
duras mahogany, zebrawood. 
American Hardwood Co. ,  1900 E. 
15th St. ,  Los A ngeles 90021 .  (213) 
749-4235 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Planks. Mansonia, hickory. 
Baker Hardwood Lumber Co. ,  Box 
1 8 1 ,  S a n  D iego 9 2 1 1 2 .  ( 7 1 4 )  
239-4181. Dom. & imp. K D ,  no 
min. Planks, plywood. Alder, ash, 
birch, Tennessee cedar, maple. 
Baker Plywood Co. ,  2969 Century, 
Costa Mesa 92626. (714) 549-3073 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, n o  min. 
Veneer; planks, plywood. Zebra
wood, Andaman padauk, paldoa. 
Baser & Co. ,  1 100 Glendon Ave . ,  
Los Angeles 90024. (213) 477-7551 .  
Plywood. 
Cal Oak Lumber Co.,  Box 689, Oro
ville 95965.  (916) 534-1426. Dom. 
AD/ KD, 100 min. Planks. Fremont 
cottonwood, madrone, tanoak. 
Chico Hardwoods, 565 E. Lindo 
Ave . ,  Chico 95926. (916) 891-0570. 
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, no min. 
Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Custom Wood Craft,  2818 N. Main 
St . . Walnut Creek 94596. (415) 
938-2818. Dom. & imp. KD. no 
min. Veneer; planks. Old & rare ve
n e e r s :  s a t i n wood . p r i m avera .  
bird's-eye maple. ribbon walnut. 
The Cutting Edge, 295 S. RobertSon 
Blvd. ,  Beverly Hills 902 1 1 ;  and 1836 
Fourth St. ,  Berkeley 94710. Dom. & 
imp. AD/KD, no min. Planks, lo�. 
Cocobolo, goncalo alves, English 
holly, koa, ironwood. 
Del Valle, Kahman & Co. ,  2 1 5  
Market St. ,  San Francisco 94105.  
(41 5) 981-464 1 .  Dom. KD. imp. 
AD/KD, 20 min.  Plywood: birch. 
oak. lauan, kapur; panels. 

Frost Hardwood Lumber Co. ,  347 
W. Market, San Diego 921 12 .  (714) 
233-7224. Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 
no min. Planks. plywood. Beech, 
oak, birch, Spanish cedar, lignum 
vitae, rosewood, poplar, tigerwood. 
Ganahl Lumber Co. ,  1220 E. Ball 
R d . ,  A n a h e i m  9 2 8 0 5 . ( 7 \ 4 )  
772-5444. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
m i n .  P l a n k s ,  p l ywood . Tea k ,  
purpleheart, zebrawood. basswood. 
Handloggers, Foot of Spring St . .  
Sausalito 9496 5 .  (4 15)  3 32-0506. 
Dom. KD, imp. AD/ KD ,  no min. 
Veneer; planks, logs, plywood . 
Mexican hardwoods, bocote; boat
building lumber. 
Hardwood Center, 1 12 1 1  Slater 
A v e . , Fou n t a i n  Valley 9 2 70 8 .  
(714) 540-71 17 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, logs, ply
wood. Wenge, bubinga, bocote, 
pau ferro, goncaJo alves. ebony. 
L & L Hardwoods, 1801 Smith A"e. , 
San Jose 9 5 1 1 2 .  (408) �75-621O. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Planks, 
plywood. Maple chopping blocks. 
M & H Wood ProductS, Box 3 10 ,  
Claremont 9171 1 .  (714) 621-3994. 
Rotary & sliced veneer; planks, logs. 
M & M Hardwood, 5 344 Vineland, 
N .  H o l l ywood 9 1 60 1 .  ( 2 1 3 )  
766-8325.  Dom. & imp. KD. ,  no 
m i n ,  N M O . Veneer;  p lywood . 
Bocote, E. Indian rosewood, purple
heart, shedua. 
MacBeath Hardwood, 7653 Tele
graph Rd. ,  Montebello 90640. (213) 
723-3301. Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Rosewood, cocobolo, iroko, zebra
wood, padauk. 
MacBeath Hardwood, 2 150 Oakdale 
Ave . ,  San Francisco 94124.  (415)  
647-0782. Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, logs, plywood. 
South American hardwoods: lignum 
vitae, laurel. ebony, rosewood. 
Mission Hardwoods, 1805 E. Dyer 
Rd . ,  Santa A n a ' 9 2 7 0 5 . ( 7 \ 4 )  
754-1847.  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Bar
cino, cristobal ,  aromatic cedar. white 
oak, bird's-eye maple, teak. 
Orange Coast Hardwood & Lumber 
Co. ,  2727 S. Main St. , Santa Ana 
92705 . (7 14) 5 56- 1774.  Dom . & 
imp. KD. no min. Veneer; planks. 
plywood. Koa, zebrawood. padauk, 
goncalo alves. shedua, basswood. 
Pacific Plywood Co., 5233 Randolph 
S t . , Los A ngeles 9004 0 .  ( 2 1 3) 
773-0461. Hardwood plywood. 
Penberthy Lumber Co. , 5800 S .  
Boyle A v e  . .  Los Angeles 90058 .  
(213) 583-4 5 1 1 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
100 min. Planks. 
R & R Hardwood, 2 520 W. Hellman 
Ave . .  A l h ambra 9 1 8 0 3 .  ( 2 1 3 )  
282-3332 .  Dom. & imp. KD. imp. 
A D ,  no min . , N M O .  Veneer;  
planks, plywood. Rosewood. 
Redus & Aura Hardwood Lumber 
Co. ,  1099 S. 5th St . ,  San Jose 95112 .  
(408) 2 7 5 - 1990. Dom_ AD/ KD, 
imp. KD, no min. Veneer; planks. 
Kwila, vermilion, koa, pecan. 
Reel Lumber Se"ice, 301 E. Santa 
Ana St . ,  Anaheim 9280 5 .  (714) 
991-7770. Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Plywood. Industrial hardwood. 
Royal Plywood Co. ,  Box 367, La 
Mirada 906 3 7 .  (7 14) 5 2 1 - 5 7 3 5 .  
Hardwood plywood. 

Sand Door & Plywood Co., 3211S .  
Hooper Ave . ,  Los Angeles 90011 .  
(213)  233-4371 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
100 min. Hardwood plywood . 
Sanford-Lussier, 6101 S. Van Ness 
Avc. , Los A ngeles 90047. (213) 
292-9181.  Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Wormy chestnut. 
Saroyan Lumber Co., 3000 Exposi
tion Blvd . ,  Los A ngeles 90018. (213) 
292-0366. Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Planks. Teak, walnut. 
Col. Buckeye Savage, 760 I llinois, 
San Francisco 94107. (415) 863- 2 1 1 5 .  
Freeform cuts: redwood, buckeye. 
Sawdust & Shavings Hardwood 
Lumber Co., 3518 Chicago Ave . ,  
Riverside 92507 .  (714) 781-0564. 
Oem. & imp. KD, no min. Veneer; 
planks, logs, plywood. Apitong. 
Simmons Hardwood Lumber Co. ,  
Box 368, Montebello 90640. (213) 
685-5880. Oom. & imp. KD, 500 
min. Alder &: ash planks. 
Southern Lumber Co., 1402 S. First 
St. , San Je� 9mO. (408) 294-1487. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Veneer; 
planks, plywood. Ebony, rosewood. 
Stahl Lumber Co. ,  3855 E. Wash
ington Blvd . ,  Los Angeles 90023 .  
(213) 263-6844. Oom. & imp. KD, 
100 min. Veneer; planks. 
Swaner Hardwood Co. , Box 4200, 
Burbank 91 503 . ( 2 13 )  849-6761 .  
Dom. & imp. K D ,  100 min. Planks, 
plywood. Pacific Coast hardwoods. 
Lane Stanton Vance Lumber Co., 
14710 Nelson Ave. , Industry 91744. 
(213) 968-8331 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
500 min. Planks,  plywood. Fij i 
species, Australian yuba. 
White Brothers , 4801 Tidewater 
A ve . ,  O a k l a n d  9 4 6 0 1 .  (4 1 5 )  
261-1600. Dom. & imp. KD, no . min. Veneer; planks, logs, plywood. 
Wood is GGOd, Box 477, Lakewood 
90714. (213) 424-7377. Precut carv
ing blanks. 
COLORADO 

Austin Hardwoods, Bldg, I ,  Unit B,  
2625 S.  Santa Fe Dr. , Denver 80223.  
(303) 733-1292 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Bill Collins Hardwoods, 500 W. 
Wesley Ave . ,  Denver 80223 .  (303) 
744-6046. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Planks, plywood. Teak, koa. 
H & B Hardwood Lumber, Box 
1 6 3 9 2 ,  D e n v e r  8 0 2 1 6 .  ( 3 0 3 )  
825-2269. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Planks, plywood. 
Paul E. Killinger, 4309 Butler Cir
cle, Boulder 80303. (303) 499-2648. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Veneer; 
planks, logs. Orientalwood, bocote, 
lacewood, padauk; burl veneers. 
Frank Paxton Lumber Co. , 4837 
Jackson St . ,  Denver 802 16. (303) 
399-6814. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Koa, 
angico, bubinga, cocobolo, jatoba. 
Sears Trostel Lumber Co., 351  lin
den St. , Fon Collins 80524. (303) 
482- 1928 .  Dom. A D / KD,  imp. 
KD, no min. Veneer; planks, ply
wood. Basswood, chestnut. 

CONNECTICUT 

General Woodcraft, 100 Blinman 
Sf . ,  New London 06320.  (203) 
442-5301 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Bu
binga, ebony, cocobolo, padauk. 



Leonard Lumber Co. ,  53 Farm River 
R d . , B r a n fo r d  064 0 5 .  ( 2 0 3 )  
269-2626. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Local Lumber Co. , 161 Bowers Hill 
Rd. , Oxford 06483.  (203) 888-6509. 
Dom. AD/KD, no min. Planks, logs. 
Curly & figured maple, sassafras, 
cedar, cherry, oak. 
Tech Plywood & Lumber Co. ,  1 10 
Webb St . , Hamden 065 1 1 . (203) 
777-5315 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
m i n .  Veneer; planks, plywood . 
Cocobolo, lignum vitae, mahogany. 

DELA WARE 

Shields Lumber & Coal Co. ,  Ken
nw Pike, Greenville 19807. (302) 
656-2541. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Hardwood plywood. 

FLORIDA 

R.W. Haley Lumber Co . ,  5 5 1 7  
Mossy Top Way, Tallahassee 32303.  
(904) 386- 7 7 7 0 .  Dom . & i m p .  
AD/ KD, n o  min. Planks. Teak. 
Henegan's Wood Shed, 7760 South
ern Blvd . ,  W. Palm Beach 3341 1 .  
(305)  793- 1 5 5 7 .  Dom . & imp.  
AD/KD, no min. Planks. Mango, 
citrus, cajeput, poisonwood. 
International Tropical Timbers, 
4689 22nd Ave. S. ,  St. Petersburg 
337 1 1 .  (813) 321-6515 . Imp. AD, 
100 min. Planks, logs. Cocobolo. 
Lumber Sales Warehouse, Box 235 ,  
NW Branch, Miami 33147. (305) 
836-1221 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Planks, plywood. 
Marquette Lumber Co., Box 3040, 
Vero Beach 32960. (305) 567-5252 .  
Dom. AD/KD, 500 min.  Planks. 

Jack B. Thigpen Lumber Co. ,  Box 
185 ,  Chattahoochee 32324 . (904) 
663-4396. Dom. AD/KD, 500 min. 
Planks, logs, plywood. 

GEORGIA 

Atlanta Hardwood Corp . ,  Box 
3 9 0 3 8 ,  A t l a n t a  3 0 3 1 8 .  ( 4 0 4 )  
799-8308. Dom. & imp. K D ,  no 
m i n .  Planks,  plywood . Ebony,  
padauk, red gum, zebrawood. 
Austin Hardwoods, 4400-B Bankers 
C i rcl e ,  A t l a n ta 3 0 3 6 0 .  (404)  
449-0522 .  Dom. & imp. KD,  no 
min. Padauk, purpleheart, shedua. 
Leon W. Colwell, 236 Peachtree 
Way,  A t l a n t a  3 0 3 0 5 . ( 4 0 4 )  
237-0095 .  Dom. AD/KD, 100 min. 
Planks, logs. Wormy chestnut, wal
nut; chestnut beams. 

ILLINOIS 

Atlas Furniture Co., 1 133 Railroad 
A ve . ,  R o c k fo r d  6 1 1 0 8 .  ( 8 1 5 )  
963-3852 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Carlson Plywood, 8890 67th St. , Box 
7 0 4 ,  H o d g k i n s  6 0 5 2 5 .  ( 3 1 2 )  
3 5 4 -8200 .  Hardwood plywood : 
birch, red & white oak, ash, pecan. 
Craftsman Hardwood Lumber Co. , 
13005 S. Western Ave . ,  Blue Island 
60406.  ( 3 1 2 )  3 8 5 - 6 5 3 0 .  Dom . 
A D / K D ,  i m p .  K D ,  500 m i n .  
Planks, plywood. 
T.A. Foley Lumber Co. ,  Box 336, 
Paris 61944. (217) 463-6180. Dom. 
AD/KD, imp. KD, no min. Veneer; 
planks, plywood. Padauk. 
Geister Brothers Lumber Co. ,  100 
Law rence ,  E l g i n  6 0 1 2 0 .  ( 3 1 2 ) 
741-025 7 .  Dom . & imp. KD, no 
min. Planks, plywood. Sitka spruce. 

Handcrafted Tool & Supply Co. ,  
744 W .  Fullerton Pkwy. , Chicago 
6061 4 .  ( 3 1 2) 549- 2 389. Dom . & 
imp. KD, 50 min. Veneer; planks, 
logs, marine-grade plywood. Teak. 
Monarch Hardwood Lumber's Wood 
World, 9006 Waukegan Rd. ,  Mor
ton Grove 6005 3 .  (312) 965-4420. 
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD,  no min. Ve
neer; planks, plywood. Mansonia. 
Paul Bunyan Hardwood Centre, 
12658 Paulina St . ,  Calumet Park 
6064 3 .  (312)  389-7667.  Dom . & 
imp. KD, no min. Veneer; planks, 
plywood. Bullerwood, teak. 

INDIANA 

Cash and Carry Lumber Co. ,  State 
Route 32,  Box 427, Daleville 47334. 
(317) 378-7575 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, logs, ply
wood. Osage orange, walnut. 
Frank Miller Lumber Co. ,  RR #5, 
Union City 47390. (317) 964-3196. 
Dom. AD/ KD, 100 min. Planks. 
Northwest Lumber Co. ,  5035 Lafay
ette Rd. ,  Indianapolis 46254. (317) 
293-1 100. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
m i n .  Veneer;  !. lanks, plywood . 
Ebony, rosewoo . 
Pike Lumber Co., Box 247 , Akron 
46910. (219) 893-45 1 1 .  Dom. KD, 
500 min. 
Quality Hardwood Sales, 38 W. 
Grant St. , Knightstown 46148. (317) 
345-2971 .  Dom. KD, no min. Ve
neer; planks, logs. Coffee nut. 

John Rodarmel Co., Box 34162 , In
dianapolis 46234. (317) 271-6666. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Planks. 
Purplehean, padauk, zebrawood. 
John I. Shafer Hardwood Co. ,  Box 
5 6 8 ,  Logansport  46947 .  ( 2 19)  
753-3151 .  Dom. & imp. KD,  no 
min. Planks. Yellow birch . 
Southeastern Supply Co. , Box 5 16, 
Indianapolis 46206. (317) 359-9551 .  
Dom. & imp. KD, 100 min.  Planks. 
Architectural & custom woodwork: 
Chester B. Stem, Inc . ,  Grant Line 
Rd . ,  New Albany 4 7 1 5 0 .  (812)  
945-6646. Dom. & imp. KD,  100 
m i n .  Redwood b u r l s ,  carv ing  
chunks, ebony, benge. 
Wood-Crafter's Supply Center, 1715 
N .  Sherman, Indianapolis 46218. 
(317) 359-9607. Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Avodire, primavera, teak, bubinga. 

IOWA 

Jack Becker, Rte .  2 ,  Dyersville 
52040. (319) 875-2087. Dom. AD, 
no min. Planks, logs. Sumac. 
Davis Fine Woods, 413  Chamber 
S t . , S io u x  C i t y  5 1 1 0 1 .  ( 7 1 2 )  
252-244 5 .  Dom. & imp . KD, no 
min .  Planks, plywood . Cherry, 
cypress, ipe, pecan, willow. 
Johnson Wood Products, Rte. I , 
S trawberry Point  5 2076 . ( 3 19) 
933-4930. Dom. AD, no min. Planks. 
Gunstock blanks, carving stock, 
bowl blanks, fireplace mantels. 
Frank Paxton Lumber Co., 205 S.W. 
1 1 th St. , Des Moines 50303. (515) 
283-2137.  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Koa. 

KANSAS 

The Wood Works, 7525  W. 80th 
St . ,  Overland Park 66204 . (913) 
649-7520. Dom. KD, no min . Ve
neer; plywood. 

KENTUCKY 

Marwood, Box 34 5 1 5 ,  Louisville 
40232.  (502) 363-6668 . Dom. & im
poned veneers: burls and purple
hean, yew, koa, satinwood, paldoa. 
Bob Morgan Woodworking Sup
plies, 1 123 Bardstown Rd. ,  Louisville 
40204. (502) 456-2545.  Dom. KD, 
no min. Veneers; butts, burls. 
Northland Corp . ,  Box 2 6 5 ,  La 
Grange 400 3 1 .  (502)  2 2 2 - 144 1 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 1 00 min. 
Planks, plywood. Ash to zebrawood. 
James P. Rogers Lumber Co. ,  835 
Victoria Ave . ,  Box 92, Bowling 
Green 42101. (502) 843-1101 .  Dom. 
AD, no min. Planks. Black walnut. 
Wood Mosaic, Box 2 1 159,  Louisville 
40 2 2 1 .  ( 5 0 2 )  3 6 3 - 3 5 3 1 .  D o m .  
AD/ KD, imp. KD, n o  min. Planks. 

LOUISIANA 

Kent Courtney, 1413 Texas Ave . ,  
Alexandria 71301 .  (3 18) 448-8032 .  
Dom. AD/KD, n o  min. Planks. 
Tupelo gum stumps. 
Ruston Lumber & Supply, 3 1 1  W. 
Mississippi, Box 823,  Ruston 71270. 
(318) 2 5 5 -4 1 10 .  Dom . AD / KD,  
imp. KD,  $ 100 min. mail order. 
Planks, logs, plywood. Holly, locust, 
sassafras, magnolia, mulberry. 

MAR YLAND 

Braddock Design & Woodworks, 6 
E a s t  S t . , F reder ick  2 1 7 0 1 .  
(301) 663-1880. Dom. KD, no min. 
Planks, plywood. 
Crafrwoods, 7 Beaver Run Lane & 
York Rd. ,  Cockeysville 21030. '(301) 
667-9663.  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Osage orange, applewood, angico. 
Hobby Woods, 1305 Eastern Ave. ,  
Baltimore 2 123 1 .  (301) 732-607 1 .  
Dom. & imp. K D ,  n o  min. Veneer; 
planks, logs, plywood. Amaranth. 
House of Wood, Route 7, Box 3A, 
Waldorf 206 0 1 .  (301)  645 - 1 7 9 7 .  
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Planks, 
logs. Tiger maple, maple burls. 
F. Scott Jay & Co., Box 146, 8174 
Ritchie Hwy. , Pasadena 2 1 122 .  (301) 
544-1122 . Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks. Teak, oak. 
J. Gibson McIlvain Co. ,  Rt .  7 ,  
White Marsh 2 1 162.  (301) 335-9600. 
Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 500 min. 
Planks. Mahogany; millwork. 
Wood Products, 801 Aliceanna St. , 
Baltimore 2 1 202 . (301) 837 ·3060 . 
Dom. & imp. AD/KD, no min. 
Planks, logs, plywood. Teak. 
The Wooden Era, 234 Main St . ,  
Reisterstown 21 136. (301) 833-1444. 
Dom. AD/KD, imp. KD, no min. 
Planks. Brazilian rosewood. 
Woodenware, Box 10, Brownsville 
2 1715 .  (301) 432-6131 .  Dom. & imp. 
KD, 100 min. Planks. Boxwood . 
World of Hardwoods, Harmans 
2 1077 .  (301) 766-399 1 .  Dom . & 
imp. AD/KD,  no min.  Veneer; 
planks, plywood. Oak, poplar. 

MASSA CHUSETTS 

A l bany Street Workshop, 5 3 3  
Albany St . ,  Boston 021 18 .  (617) 
338-8011 .  Dom. AD/KD, imp. KD, 
no min. NMO. Planks. Ebony. 
Allied Plywood, Box 56, Charles
town 02129. (617) 241-9300, and 
Box 352 ,  Highland Sta. , Springfield 
01 109. (413) 54 3-2251 .  Hardwood 
plywood. 

Amherst Wood Working, Hubbard 
Ave. , Northampton 01060. (41 3) 
584-3003. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Planks, plywood. Oak, ash. 
Amherst Woodworking & Supply, 
Box 464, Sunderland Rd. , N. Am
herst 01059. (413) 549-2806. Dom. 
AD / KD, no min. Planks, plywood. 
Holly, apple, ash, cherry, cedar. 
Churchill Forest Products, 91 Frank
lin St. , Box 186, Hanson 02341.  
(617)  2 9 3 - 3 5 7 7 .  Dom. & imp.  
AD/KD, 100 min. Planks. Curly & 
bird's-eye maple. 
The House Carpenters, Box 217 ,  
Shutesbury 01072 .  (413) 367-2673. 
Dom. KD, no min. Planks. Old
growth southern yellow pine. 
North Country Guitar Building 
Supplies, 121 Union St. , No. Adams 
0 1 2 4 7 . (4 1 3 ) 6 6 3 - 3 0 6 0 .  I m p .  
A D / KD,  n o  min. Veneer. Rose
wood, mahogany, Sitka spruce; 
ebony bridge & fingerboard blanks. 
Palmer & Parker Co., Box 266, 
Tewksbury 01876. (617) 851 -7337 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, no min. Ve
neer; planks. Rosewood, wenge. 
Rex Lumber Co. ,  180 Fawcett St. , 
Cambridge 02138. (617) 864-4484. 
Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 500 min. 
Planks. Oak, iroko, meranti, teak. 
Steve Smith ,  Harlo Clark Rd . ,  
Huntington 01050. (413) 667-3220. 
Dom. AD / KD ,  500 min . Logs. 
Eastern white pine, red oak. 
Woodcraft Supply Corp., 313  Mont
vale Ave . ,  Woburn 01888. (617) 
935-5860. Dom. KD, imp. AD/ KD, 
no min. Planks, logs. Cherry, bu
binga, spalted maple & birch. 

MICHIGAN 

Armstrong Mi l lworks, 3039 W. 
Highland Rd . ,  Highland 4803 1 .  
(313) 887-1037 . Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min . ,  NMO. Planks. Zebrawood. 
Beyster, 2905 Beaufait Ave. , Detroit 
48207.  ( 3 1 3) 921 - 3029.  Dom . & 
imp. KD, no min. Teak, mahogany, 
oak, birch, poplar, maple. 
H . A .  Davidson Box Co. , 1 14 3 5  
Schaefer Highway, Dercoit 48227. 
(313) 834-6770. No min. Planks. 
Green rough hardwood construction 
lumber. 
Fox Forest Products, Box 340, Iron 
Mountain 49801. (906) 774-4436. 
Dom. KD, no min . Planks. 
Hamilton Lumber & Veneer, 5 10 
M arywood D r . , Grand Rapids 
4 9 5 0 5 .  (616)  3 6 3 - 0004 . Dom . 
AD/KD, no min. Planks, logs. Ash. 
Johnson ' s  Workbench , 5 6 3  N . 
Cochran St . ,  Charlotte 48813.  (5 17) 
543-2727. Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Obeche, butternut, hickory, iroko. 
A .J .  McGuire Hardwood Corp . ,  
3499 East 10 Mile Rd . ,  Warren 
48091 . ( 3 1 3 ) 7 5 9 - 2 4 1 0 .  Dom . 
AD / KD, 100 min. Planks. Cherry. 
Hugh Rader Lumber Co. , 1 5 1 7 5  
Hamilron,  Detroit 4820 3 .  ( 3 1 3) 
868-7900. Dom. & imp. KD, no min. 
Planks. Walnut, mahogany. 
Red Mill Lumber Co., 1 1 5  N. Hall 
S t . , Traverse City 49684. (616) 
946-5330. Dom. KD, no min. Ash. 
Van Keulen & Winchester Lumber 
Co. , 245 54th St . S.W. , Box 8428, 
G r a n d  R a p i d s  4 9 5 0 8 .  ( 6 1 6 )  
5 3 2 -3678 .  Dom . A D / K D ,  imp. 
KD, 100 min . Planks. 



Wolverine Hardwoods, Box 702 , 
Plymouth 48170. (313)  459-7050. 
Dom. AD/KD, no min. Planks. 

MINNESOTA 

Jones Lumber Corp . ,  722 Kasota 
Circle, Minneapolis 5 5414 . (612) 
379-0793. Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Planks, plywood. Cedar. 
Lake Elmo Hardwood Lumber, Box 
1 7 5 ,  Lake E l m o  5 5 04 2 .  (6 1 2 )  
777-8118 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
m i n .  Veneer; planks , plywood . 
Rosewood, zebrawood, padauk. 
Minnesota Woodworkers Supply 
Co., Industrial Boulevard, Rogers 
5 5 374.  (612) 424-4101. Dom. KD, 
no min. Veneer. 
Thompson Hardwood Lumber Co. , 
9925 Logan Ave. S . ,  Minneapolis 
55431 .  (612) 881-5853.  Dom. KD, 
no min. Plywood. 
Wood Carvers Supply Co. ,  3056 Ex
celsior Blvd . ,  Minneapolis 5 5416 .  
(61 2) 927-749 1 .  Dom.  AD / KD, 
imp. AD, no min. Logs. Imbuya, 
rosewood, carving woods. 

MISSISSIPPI 

Anderson-Tully Lumber Co., Box 
3 8 ,  V i c k s b u r g  3 9 1 8 0 .  ( 6 0 1 )  
638-2622. Dom. AD/ KD, n o  min. 
Planks, logs. Ash, box elder, cypress. 
Clarke Veneers & Plywood, Box 
4 8 7 6 ,  J ac k s o n  3 9 2 1 6 .  ( 6 0 1 )  
366-033 1 .  Rotary-cut veneer. 
Pavco Industries, Box 612 ,  Pasca
goula 39567 . (601) 762-3172.  Hard
wood plywood. 
Phillips Hardwood Sales, Co. ,  10 
Roselawn Dr. , Natchez 39120. (601) 
442-5479. Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
100 min. Planks, logs, plywood . 
Teak, banak, red gum; boat lumber. 
M.L .  Sandy Lumber, Box 1535 ,  Cor
inth 38834. (601) 286-6087. Dom. 
KD, 100 min. Plywood . 
Tradewinds, 109 Coachmans Rd. ,  
Madison 3 9 1 1 0 .  (60 1) 856-8543 .  
Dom. AD/KD, imp. KD,  no min. 
Veneer; planks, plywood. Walnur. 

MISSOURI 

Cedar Park Manufacturing Co. , Box 
593, Mercer 64661 .  (816) 382-4912 .  
Dom . AD/KD, no  min. Planks, 
logs. Basswood. 
Gaines Hardwood Lumber Co., 24 
Branch St . ,  St. Louis 63147. (314) 
2 31-7022 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. warehouse, 1 ,000 min. mail 
order. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Dowels, rurning squares. 
Hibdon Hardwood, 1539 Chouteau, 
St .  Louis 63103 . (3 14) 621 -7 7 1 1 .  
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Planks. 
Magic Woods, 21st & Baltimore, Box 
1 2 3 2 ,  Kansas City 6414 1 .  (816) 
421-2300. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Plywood. 
Frank Paxton Lumber Co. , 631 1 Sr . 
John Ave . .  Kansas City 64123 .  (816) 
483-7000. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 

MONTANA 

O'Neil Lumber Co. ,  424 Main St . ,  
Kalispell 5990 1 .  (406) 7 5 5 -4 5 9 5 .  
Dom. AD /KD, imp. A D ,  n o  min. 
Planks, plywood. Brazilian walnut. 

NEBRASKA 

M idwest Woodworkers Supply, 
13209 E Sr . ,  Omaha 68137 .  (402) 
330-5444. Dom. KD, no min. Ve
neer; planks. Oak, basswood. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Monadnock Forest Products, Squan
rum Rd. , Jaffrey 03452 .  Dom. KD, 
100 min. Planks, logs. 
Wholesale Forest Products, Box 45 ,  
Claremont 03743 .  (603) 542-2038. 
Dom . AD/KD, no min. Planks, 
los.s. Butternut ,  ironwood, balm of 
Gilead; white oak whiskey barrels. 

NEW JERSEY 

Center Lumber Co. , 85 Fulton St. ,  
Box 2 242 ,  Paterson 07509. (201) 
742-8300. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Jelu
tong, obeche, mahogany. 
Interstate Hardwood Lumber Co., 
850 Flora St. , Elizabeth 07201 . (201) 
353-5661. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Bu
binga, cocobolo, caviuna, rosewood. 
Manufacturers Reserve Supply, 16-22 
Woolsey St . ,  Irvington 071 1 1 . (201) 
373- 1881 .  100 min. Flooring. 
Orange Valley Hardware, 606-610 
Freeman Sr . ,  Orange 07050. (201) 
676-0900. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, logs, plywood. 
Quality Woods, Box 205 , Lake Hia
watha 07034. (201) 927-0742 . Imp. 
AD/KD, no min. Planks, plywood. 
Real Wood Veneers, 107 Trumbull 
S r . , E l i z a b e t h  0 7 2 06 .  ( 2 0 1 )  
351-1990. Imported veneers. 
Reisen-Seidel Hardwood Co. ,  1080 
Morris Ave. , Union 07083 .  (201) 
3 54-7050.  Dom . A D / K D ,  imp. 
KD, 100 min.  Planks, plywood. 
Willard Brothers Woodcurrers, 300 
Basin Rd. ,  Trenton 08619. (609) 
890-1990. Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, logs. 

NEW MEXICO 

Frank Paxton Lumber Co., 1909 BeI
lamah Ave. N .W. , Albuquerque 
8712 5 .  (505) 243-789 1 .  Dom. & 
imp. AD/KD,  no min.  Veneer; 
planks, plywood. Goncalo alves. 

NEW YORK 

Allied Plywood, 47 Fuller Rd . ,  Al
bany 12205. (518) 459-2380, and 
1635 Poplar St. , Bronx 10461 .  (212) 
824-7100. Hardwood plywood. 
Artistry in Veneers, 633 Montauk 
Avenue .  Brooklyn 1 1 208.  (2 1 2) 
272-3638. Veneer. 
Corron-Hanlon, Box 6 5 ,  Cayuta 
14824 . (607) 594- 3 3 2 1 .  Doin . & 
imp. KD, no min . ,  NMO. Planks. 
Banak, afrormosia, limba, makore . 
Great Eastern Lumber Co., Box 4,  
North Creek 1285 3 .  (5 18) 25 1-234 5 .  
Dom . AD/KD, n o  m i n .  Planks, 
logs. Birch, beech, ash, cherry, oak. 
Hamlin Sawmill, 1873 Redman Rd. ,  
Hamlin 14464 . (7 16) 964- 3 5 6 1 . 
Dom. AD and green, no min . ,  
NMO. Planks. 
John Harra Wood & Supply Co.,  39 
West 19th St . ,  New York 1001 1 .  
( 2 12 )  741-0290. Dom. KD, imp. 
AD/KD,  $25 min. Planks, logs, ply
wood. Cocobolo, bocote, wenge. 
Memphis Building Supply, 2 1 0  
Church Sr . ,  Memphis 13112 . (315) 
689-3949. Dom . A D / K D ,  imp. 
KD, no min.  Veneer; planks, ply
wood. Teak, wormy chestnut. 
J .H .  Monteath, 2 500 Park Ave . ,  
Bronx 104 5 1 .  (212) 292-9333.  Dom. 
& imp. AD/ KD, $500 min. Planks, 
logs, plywood . Ebony, zebrawood. 

Native American Hardwoods, West 
Valley 14171 .  (716) 942-6631 .  Dom. 
A D / KD ,  no min.  Planks, logs . 
Maple, walnut, birch . 
Pittsford Lumber and Woodshop, 50 
State Sr . ,  Pirrsford 14534.  (7 16) 
586-1877. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; plywood. Afrormosia. 
Rode & Horn Lumber, 9 Lynch St . ,  
Brooklyn 1 1 2 1 1 .  ( 2 12 )  8 5 5 - 1 740 . 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Planks. 
Rosenzweig Lumber Co. ,  801 East 
1 3 5 t h  S r . , Bronx 104 5 4 .  ( 2 1 2 )  
585-8050. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Planks, plywood. Rosewood. 
Timber Operations, 333 East 79th 
S r . , N e w  York 1 0 0 2 1 .  ( 2 1 2 )  
988-5630. Dom. & imp. AD/ KD,  
no  min. Veneer; planks, logs, ply
wood. Cocobolo, ebony. 
Tulnoy Lumber, 17 Ridgewood PI . ,  
Brooklyn 1 1 2 2 7 .  (212)  456- 7 5 7 5 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 100 min. 
Planks, plywood. Timbers. 
Wood Shed, 1807 Elmwood Ave. , 
Buffalo 14207 . (716)  876-4 2 5 2 .  
Dom. & imp. KD, n o  min. Veneer; 
planks. Burl veneers. 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Pete Armstrong Veneer, 2419 Ash
ford Circle, High Point 27261.  (919) 
888-4041 .  Veneer & veneer products. 
W . M .  Cramer Lumber Co. ,  Box 
2 8 8 8 ,  H i c k o r y  2 8 6 0 1 .  ( 7 04)  
397-5531 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
100 min. Planks. 
Crowe & Coulter, Box 484 , Chero
kee 28719. (704) 497-5588. Dom. & 
imp. AD, no min. Logs. 1 2 /4 and 
16/4 carving blocks. 
Educational Lumber Co.,  21 Mea
dow Rd . ,  Asheville 28803.  (704) 
255 -8765 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 50 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood . Ash, 
willow, basswood, cherry, oak. 
Hasty Plywood Co., Box 417,  Max
ton 28364. (919) 844-5267. Hard
wood plywood. 
McEwen Lumber Co. ,  Box 950,  
High Point 27261.  (919) 855-0021 .  
Dom. & imp. KD, 500 min. Planks. 
Teak,  mahogany. 
The Wood Center, 600 S. Graham 
S r . ,  C h a r l o t t e  2 8 2 0 2 . ( 7 0 4 )  
332-1553 . Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Mo
zambique, paldoa, andiroba, oak. 

OHIO 

A Cut Above, Box 139, Greensburg 
44232 .  (216) 494-7763. Veneer for 
marquetry: Oto, banak, cedrio. 
American Woodcrafters, Box 919,  
1025 S .  Roosevelt, Piqua 45356 .  
( 5 1 3) 7 7 3 - 74 1 1 .  D o m .  & i m p .  
AD / KD, n o  min. Veneer; planks, 
logs. Cocobolo, rosewood, teak . 
Denier Brothers, Box 15313 ,  Cincin
nati 45215 . (513) 5 54-1914. Dom. 
AD / KD,  1 00 min . Appalachian 
hardwoods. 
Gilbert Lumber Co. , Box 2 1 6 ,  
Smithville 44677.  (2 16) 669-2726.  
Dom. green, no min.  Planks. 
Hoge Lumber Co. , New Knoxville 
4 5 87 1 .  (419) 7 5 3 - 2 2 6 3 .  Dom. & 
imp. AD/ KD, no min. Planks, logs, 
plywood. Oak, maple, ash, beech. 
Industrial Wholesale Lumber Co., 
6000 Harvard Ave . ,  Cleveland 
4 4 1 0 5 .  ( 2 1 6 )  2 7 1 - 1 3 0 0 .  D o m .  
A D / K D ,  i m p .  K D ,  1 0 0  m i n .  
Planks, plywood . Teak, mahogany. 

Marietta Hardwood Center, 121  Pike 
St . ,  Marietta 45750 .  (614) 373-3658. 
Dom. KD, no min. Planks. Sassa
fras, honey locust, walnut. 
Seaway Lumber Co., 26021 Cannon 
Rd. ,  Bedford Heights 44146. (216) 
2 32-034 5 .  Dom . AD / KD ,  imp. 
KD, 500 min. Planks. Teak. 
Charles F. Shiels & Co., 1301 W. 
Eighth Sr . ,  Cincinnati 45203. (513) 
241 -0239 .  Dom . A D / K D ,  imp. 
KD, 500 min. Planks. 
Taylor Woodcraft, Box 245,  Malta 
43758 .  (6 14) 962-374 1 .  Dom . & 
imp. KD, 100 min. Plywood . 
Willis Lumber Co. ,  545 Millikan 
Ave . ,  Washington COUrt House 
4 3 160.  (614) 3 3 5 -2601 .  Dom . & 
imp. KD, no min. Planks. Teak. 

OKLAHOMA 

Paxton Beaut iful Woods,  1 5 39 
S .  Y a l e ,  Tu lsa  7 4 1 1 2 .  ( 9 1 8 )  
932-5558. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
m i n .  Veneer; planks,  plywood. 
Baltic birch plywood, cocobolo. 
Frank Paxton Lumber Co. , 1 8 1 5  
S .  Agnew, Oklahoma City 73108 . 
(405) 235-441 1 .  Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 

OREGON 

Emerson Hardwood Co., 2279 N.W. 
Front Ave. , Portland 97209. (503) 
227-6414. Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Planks, plywood . Ebony, rose
wood, purpleheart, vermilion. 
Fronville Commercial Co., Box 40, 
Wilsonville 97070. (503) 682-2922 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/KD ,  $35 min. 
Veneer. Teak, rosewood, ebony. 
Lachlan/ Docherty, 517 N. Kutch, 
Box 397 , Carlton 97 1 1 1 .  (503)  
8 5 2 - 7 3 2 0 .  Dom.  A D ,  no min . 
Planks. Musical-instrument wood . 
Lumber Products, 2 1 16 N .W. 20th, 
Portland 97209 . (503) 223 -8171 .  
Dom.  & imp.  KD,  100 m i n .  
Plywood . 
Merrill Lynch Wood Markets, Box 
6 6 9 ,  P o r t l a n d  9 7 2 0 7 .  ( 5 0 3 )  
243-5189. Veneer; planks, logs, ply
wood. Far East hardwoods. 
Rogue River Myrtlewood Shop, Box 
1 38 7 ,  Gold Beach 97444 . (503) 
247-2332.  AD/KD myrtlewood , no 
min. Planks, logs. 
Tree Products Hardwoods, Box 772,  
Eugene 97440. (503) 689-8 5 1 5 .  
Dom. AD/KD,  imp. AD, no min . 
Planks. South Pacific lumber. 
Woodcrafters ,  2 1 2  N . E .  6 t h ,  
Portland 972 3 2 .  (503) 2 3 1 -0226; 
and 960 Commercial N.E. , Salem 
97301. (503) 585-2262 . Dom . & 
imp. KD, no min. Veneer; planks, 
plywood . Purpleheart, cocobolo, 
maple, red oak, walnur. 

PENNS YL VANIA 

Amaranth Gallery and Workshop, 
2 500-2502 N. Lawrence Sr . ,  Phila
delphia 1 9 1 3 3 .  ( 2 1 5 )  7 39 - 2 60 0 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, n o  min. 
Planks. Oak. cherry, mahogany, bu
binga, walnut. 
Austin Hardwoods, 620 Vanadium 
Rd . ,  Br idgev i l l e 1 5 0 1 7 .  (4 1 2 )  
221-2300. Dom. & imp. KD. no 
min. Planks .  Honey locust, koa. 
meranti, mesq�ite, purpleheart . 
Austin Hardwoods, 5250 Belfield 
Ave . ,  Philadelphia 19144 . ( 2 1 5 )  
848-9663. Dom. & imp. KD. no 
min. Planks. lroko, pau ferro. 



Bangkok Industries, Gillingham & 
Worth Sts. , Phi ladelphia 19124 .  
(215) 334-1 500. Imp. KD,  no min. 
Veneer; plywood . Teak, rosewood. 
Buehler Lumber Co. ,  W. Main St. , 
Ridgway 1 5 8 5 3 .  (814) 7 76 - 1 1 2 1 .  
Dom. AD/KD, no min. Veneer; 
planks, logs. Cherry, red oak. 
Robert Butler, 341 E. Waring Ave . ,  
State College 16801. (814) 238-8863. 
Dom. AD, no min. Planks, logs. 
Osage orange; carving bolts. 
Exotic Woodshed, 65 N. York Rd. ,  
Warminster 18974. (215) 672-2257. 
Dom. & imp. AD/KD, no min. Ve
neer; planks, plywood. Apitong. 
Homecraft Veneer, 901 West Way, 
Latrobe 1 56 5 0 .  (412) 5 37-843 5 .  
Dom. & imp. veneer, 3 sq .ft.  min. 
Lafferty & Co. , 1 100 Hummel Ave . ,  
Box 3 4 ,  Lemoyne 1 7 04 3 .  (7 17)  
763-772 5 .  Dom . AD/KD,  Imp.  
KD,  no min. Planks. 
Mann & Parker Lumber Co. ,  Box 18, 
Constitution Ave . ,  New Freedom 
17349. (717) 2 3 5 -4834. Dom. & 
imp. AD/KD, 500 min. Iroko, teak. 
Matson Lumber Co. , Box L, 132 
Main St. ,  Brookville 15825 .  (814) 
849-5334. Dom. AD/ KD, 100 min. 
Planks, logs. 
William Moscovic Lumber Co. , 
Paradise 1 7 562 . (717)  442-4 590 . 
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD ,  500 min. 
Planks. Philippine mahogany, teak. 
Pennsylvania Woodworkers Supply, 
5 2 10 Mamont Rd . ,  M u rrysvi l le  
1 5668 . (4 12 )  3 2 5 -393 1 .  Dom. & 
imp. KD, no min. Planks. Walnut. 
Ambrose Randa, Jr., 88 Tamenend 
Ave . ,  New Britain 1890 1 .  ( 2 1 5 )  
345-1030. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Planks. Curly maple, oak. 
The Sawmill, Box 329,  Nazareth 
18064 . (215) 759-2837 Dom . AD, 
imp. AD/KD, 100 min. Veneer; 
planks (green) , logs. Rosewood. 
Sam Talarico, RD 3 303, Mohnton 
1 9 5 4 0 .  ( 2 1 5 )  7 7 5 -0400.  D o m .  
AD/ KD. N o  min. a t  srore, $ 7 5  min. 
if shipped . Planks, logs. Book
matched flitches, walnut, cherry. 
Terrier Lumber Co. ,  826 Trooper 
R d . ,  Betzwoo d ,  1940 3 .  ( 2 1 5 )  
666-03 5 7 .  Dom . A D ,  n o  m i n .  
Planks, logs. Walnut, cherry, oak. 
Thompson Mahogany Co., 7400 Ed
mund St . ,  Philadelphia 19136. (215) 
624-1866. Imp. AD/KD, 100 min. 
Planks. Bubinga, mahogany, teak. 
West Elizabeth Lumber Co., 5th St . ,  
West E l i z a b e t h  1 5 0 8 8 .  (4 1 2 )  
462-7433 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 

RHODE ISLAND 

Allied Plywood, 60 Shipyard St . ,  
Providence 02905. (401) 467-95 5 5 .  
Hardwood plywood. 

TENNESSEE 

Bowen Lumber Co., Box 683, Dyers
burg 38024. (901) 285-4753 .  Dom. 
& imp. AD/KD, 100 min. Planks, 
logs, plywood. 
Curtner-Parker Lumber Co. , 734 
White Station Tower Bldg, 5050 
Poplar Ave. , Memphis 38157. (901) 
685-8274. Dom. AD/KD, 500 min. 
Logs. Furniture squares. 
F.T. Dooley Lumber Co. , Box 7291, 
Memphis 38107 . (901) 5 2 7-8419 .  
Dom. AD/KD, 500 min. 

Hardwoods of Memphis, Box 12449, 
Memphis 381 1 2 .  (901) 45 2-966 3 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/KD, n o  min. Ve
neer; planks, plywood. Sassafras. 
Roland Lumber Co. , Box 259, John
son City 37601 . (61 5) 928-2109 .  
Dom. A D ,  500 min. Planks, logs. 
Walnut, chestnut. 
Shea Forest Products, 1255  Lynnfield 
R d . ,  M e m p h i s  3 8 1 1 7 .  ( 9 0 1 )  
761-2694. Baltic birch plywood . 
Ralph Taylor Lumber Co. , Box 
1 6 0 2 1 ,  M e m p h i s  3 8 1 1 6 .  ( 9 0 1 )  
332-2884. Dom. AD/KD,  100 min. 
Planks. Hardwood turning squares. 
Wilson Lumber Co. , Box 1 2 5 26, 
Memphis 3 8 1 1 2 .  (901) 2 74-6887. 
Dom. AD/KD, Philippine mahog
any KD, 100 min. Planks. Oak. 
Woodstream Arts, 107 Northview 
St . ,  K no x v i l l e  3 7 9 1 9 .  (6 1 5 )  
588-2878. Dom. KD, 2 5  min . ;  imp. 
AD/KD, no min . Planks. Cherry. 

TEXAS 

Alamo Hardwoods, 1 Fredricksburg 
Rd . ,  San Antonio 78201 .  ( 5 1 2) 
736-3137.  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks. Persimmon. 
All Woods! Schroeder, Box 5056, 
Houston 7701 2 .  ( 7 13 )  9 2 1 - 6 1 3 1 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 100 min. 
Planks. Zebrawood, teak, ebony. 
Austin Hardwoods, 2 1 19 Goodrich, 
Aust in  7 8 7 0 3 . ( 5 1 2) 442 -400 1 .  
Other Texas locations are i n  Dallas, 
El Paso, Lubbock and Houston. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Planks, 
plywood. Bubinga, paldoa, shedua. 
Paxton Beautifu l  Woods, 2 8 2 5  
Hemphill, Fort Worth 76110. (817) 
927-061 1 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
m i n .  Veneer; planks, plywood . 
Cocobolo, chechen, cordia, jatoba. 
Woodworks, Box 792 38,  Saginaw 
76137 .  (817) 232-4079 . Walnut & 
oak dowels. 
Wood World, 12323 N. Central Ex
p ressway, Dallas  7 5 2 4 3 .  ( 2 1 4 )  
661-8168. Dom. K D ,  imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Angico, padauk, ebony, wenge. 

UTAH 

Fremont Lumber Co. , 3149 S. State 
St . ,  Salt Lake City 841 1 5 .  (801) 
485-5823 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Intermountain Lumber Co. , 1948 
S.W. Temple, Salt Lake City 841 1 5 .  
Dom. KD , n o  min. Plywood. 

VERMONT 

Michael K. Biddy, Box 424, Shafts
bury 05262. (802) 442-2197. Dom. 
AD, no min. Planks. Black cherry. 
William F. Brooks Hardwood Sup
ply, RFD 2, Box 7 1 ,  Ludlow 05149. 
(802) 875-2317. Dom. KD, no min. 
Planks. Maple, cherry, butternut. 
Depot Woodworking,  J o hnson 
05656.  (802) 635-7716 .  Dom. & 
imp. KD, no min. Planks, plywood. 
Green Mountain Cabins, Box 190, 
Chester 0 5 14 3 .  (802) 8 7 5 - 3 5 3 5 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, no min. 
Planks, logs. Butternut, basswood. 
Lathrop's Maple Supply, Bristol 
0 5 4 4 3 .  ( 8 0 2 )  4 5 3 - 2 8 9 7 .  Dom . 
AD/ KD, 500 min. Planks. Maple. 
Metropolitan Music Co. , Mountain 
Rd. ,  Stowe 0567 2 .  (802) 2 53-4814. 
Imp. AD, no min. Maple & spruce 
for violin and guitar makers; ebony. 

Chris S. Pond Lumber Sales, 412 
Pine St . ,  Burlington 05401 .  (802) 
863-5820. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. in shop, 50 min. mail order. 
Planks. Bird's-eye & curly maple. 
Weird Wood, Rt. 103 , Bartonsville 
0 5 1 4 0 . ( 8 0 2 )  8 7 5 - 2 1 6 3 .  D o m .  
AD/ KD, imp. AD, no min. Planks. 
Freeform slabs, carving stock. 

VIRGINIA 

AI-San Lumber Co. , 4006 Killam 
A ve . , N o rfo l k  2 3 5 0 8 .  ( 80 4 )  
489-9401. Dom. & imp. K D ,  no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Aro
matic cedar, Sitka spruce, teak. 
A r l i n g t o n  Woodw ork i n g  a n d  
Lumber Co. , 1560 Spring Hill Rd. ,  
Arlington 22101 .  (703) 893-4770. 
Dom. & imp. KD, no min. Veneer; 
planks, plywood. 
S.W. Barnes, Box 85, Crozet 22932. 
(804) 823-439 1 .  Dom . AD / KD ,  
imp. K D ,  500 min. Planks. 
Colonial Hardwoods, 212  N. West 
St . ,  Falls Church 22046, and 8453 
Tyco Rd . ,  Vienna 2 2 180. (703) 
893-3331 .  Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, plywood. Sas
safras, sycamore, guanacaste. 
W.A. Smoot & Co., Box 88, Alexan
dria 22313 .  (703) 549-0960. Dom. 
AD/KD, imp. KD, no min. Planks, 
plywood. Sitka spruce, mahogany. 
Woodshed Studio, 5003 W. Leigh 
S t . , R i c h m o n d  2 3 2 3 0 .  ( 8 0 4 )  
3 5 3 - 8 8 8 9 .  D o m . K D , i m p .  
AD/ KD, no min. Veneer; planks, 
plywood. Birch, holly, caviuna. 
Yukon Lumber, 520 West 22nd St . ,  
Norfolk 2 3 5 1 7 .  (804) 6 2 5 - 7 1 3 1 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/KD ,  n o  min. Ve
neer; planks, plywood. Padauk. 

WASHINGTON 

Flounder Bay Boat Shop, 3rd & 0 
S ts . , A n acortes  9 8 2 2 1 .  ( 2 0 6)  
293-2369. Dom. & imp. AD /KD, 
no min.  Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Yew, kapur, balau, purpleheatt . 
General Hardwood Co., 1420 Port of 
Tacoma Rd. ,  Tacoma 98421 .  (206) 
272-5151 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
100 min.  Planks, plywood. Benge. 
Hammond Ashley Associates, 19825 
Des Moines Way S., Seattle 98148. 
(206) 878-3456. Dom. AD, no min. 
Planks. Spruce & maple for violins, 
violas, celli & basses. 
Hardwood Specialties, 810 S.W. 151  
St . ,  Seattle 98166. (206) 242-0462 .  
Dom. AD /KD, n o  min. Planks. 
The Hardwood Warehouse, 19102 
Des Moines Way S . ,  Seattle 98148. 
(206) 2 4 3 - 1 2 8 5 . Dom . & i m p .  
AD/ KD, n o  min. Veneer; planks, 
plywood. Bocote, wormy chestnut. 

WEST VIRGINIA 

Dean Co. , Box 1239 ,  Princeton 
24740. (304) 425-8701 .  Logs. Elm. 
Sunshine Sawmill, Renick 24966. 
(304) 497-2473. Dom. AD/ KD, no 
min. Planks, logs. Applewood, elm. 

WISCONSIN 

The Board Store, Box 205,  Bangor 
546 1 4 .  (608) 486- 2 3 5 3 .  Dom. & 
imp. KD, no min. Veneer; planks. 
American chestnut; carving blocks 
in butternut ,  cherry, basswood. 
Kilbourn Lumber & Supply Ltd . ,  
Box 12 ,  Wisconsin Dells 5396 5 .  
(608) 254-2585 . Dom. & imp. KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks. 

Vikwood, Box 554 ,  1221  A Superior 
Ave . , Sheboygan 5 3 08 1 .  (414)  
458-9351 .  Dom. KD, imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, logs. Rose
wood for musical instruments. 

CANADA 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Cascade Imperial Mills, 401-4946 
Canada Way, Burnaby V5G 4H7. 
(604) 294 - 14 5 1 .  Dom. A D / KD ,  
imp. K D ,  100 min. Plywood. 
Sauder Industries, Box 49100, Ben
tall III, Vancouver V7X IH3 . (604) 
683-221 1 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. Veneer; planks, plywood. 
Warehouses in Calgary & Edmonton 
(Albena) , Regina & Saskatoon (Sas
k a t c h e w a n )  a n d  W i n n i p e g  
(Manitoba) . 

QUEBEC 

A.B. Clarke, 290.0 Avenue Francis 
Hughes,  Laval H 7 L  3J 5 .  ( 5 14) 
663-8770. Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
500 min. Planks. 
Goodfellow Lumber, 101 Stinson 
Blvd . ,  Montreal H4N 2E4 . ( 5 14) 
748-651 1 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
500 min. Planks. Lignum vitae. 
E.J.  Maxwell ,  5080 St. Ambroise 
St . ,  M o ntreal H4C 2 G 1 .  ( 5 14) 
937-7712. Dom. & imp. KD, 100 
min. Planks, logs, plywood. Balsa, 
pau ferro, meranti, lignum vitae. 
Silvac Forest ProduCts, CP 8, Station 
Youville, Montreal H2P 2V2. (5 14) 
384-9080. Dom . A D / KD ,  imp. 
KD, 100 min. Veneer; planks. 

ONTARIO 

A & M Wood Specialty, 358 Eagle 
St. N . ,  Cambridge (Preston) N3H 
4S6. (5 19) 65 3-9322 .  Dom. & imp. 
AD/KD, no min. Veneer; planks, 
logs, plywood. Yew, olivewood. 
Barlow Enterprises, Box 344, 4 Laur
ier Ave . ,  Deep River KOJ IPO. (613) 
5 8 4 - 3 6 5 0 .  D o m . K D ,  i m p .  
AD/ KD, n o  min. Planks, plywood. 
Bird's-eye, curly & flaming maple . .  
Beauty-Wood Industries, Suite 2 ,  
339 Lakeshore Rd. E . ,  Mississauga 
L5G lE7.  (4 16) 278-1299. Dom . 
AD/ KD,  imp. KD. ,  $50 min. out 
of province. Veneer; planks. Cy
press, ironwood, imbuya, bocote. 
Maclean and Murray, 100 Mill St . ,  
Box 275,  Woodstock N4S 7X6. (519) 
537-5591 .  Dom. & imp. AD/ KD, 
no m i n .  Veneer; planks, logs , 
plywood. 
Oriole Lumber, 7181  Woodbine 
Ave. , Markham L3R l A 3 .  (4 16) 
495-6242. Dom. & imp. KD, no 
min. Veneer; planks, logs, plywood. 
Rosewood, marine plywood . 
Selinger Wood, 199 Anglesea St. , 
Box 396, Goderich N7 A 4C6. (5 19) 
524-265 1 .  Dom. AD/ KD, no min. 
Maple, beech, ash, basswood. 
Semler Hardwood Co. , RR #4, Perth 
K7H 3C6. (613) 267-4630. Dom. 
AD/KD, imp. KD, no min. Planks. 
Bird's-eye & curly maple. 
Shenstone Forest ProduCts, Box 479, 
King City LOG lKO. (416) 889-61 1 1 .  
Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 100 min. 
Planks. l roko, mahogany, oak. 
Unicorn Universal Woods, 137 John 
S t . , Toronto M 5 V  2 E 4 .  (416)  
363-1 161 .  Dom. & imp. AD/KD, 
no min. at store, $100 min .  mail 
order. Veneer; planks, logs. Musical
instrument woods. 




